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2

0 1 taoC sarsas
2 (8:30 a.m.)

(~ ) 3 MR. CARBON 4 The meeting vill now come to

4 order. This is a meeting of the Advisory Committee on

5 Reactor Safeguards, Subcommittee on the Clinch Fiver

6 Breeder Reactor. My name is Carbon, I am the

! 7 Subcommittee Chairman. The other ACES members today are

8 Mr . Mathis and Mr. Ray, with Mr. Mark expected. And we 1

9 have in attendance ACRS consultants, Mr. Kastenberg

10 first , Mr. Lipinski and Mr. Zudans.

11 The purpose of the meeting is to review the

12 core disruptive accident energetics issue for the CRBR.

13 The meeting is being conducted in accordance with the

O 14 provisions of the Federal Advisory Committee Act and the

15 government and the Sunshine Act. ifr. Paul Boehnert is

16the designated federal employee fort the meeting.

17 The rules for participation in today's meeting

18-have been announced as part of the notice of this

19 mee ting previously published in the Federal Register on

20 Thursday, April 15, 1982. A transcript of the meeting

211s being kept and will be made available as stated in

22 th e Federal Register notice. It is requested that each

23 speaker identify himself or herself and spe'ak with

} 24 clarit y and volume so that he or she can be readily

25 heard so that the transcriber can make proper notation.
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() 1 We have received no written statements from

2 member c of the public, we have received no requests for
i

3 time to make oral statements fror members of the

4 public. At this point I would ask the committee members

Sand subcommittee consultants if they have any comments

6 to make or questions to bring up at this point.

7 MR. MARK: A small one. We received -- and I
,

8 believe it was since our last meeting, I only became

9 aware of it since our last meeting -- sort of a primer ;

10 on HCD A 's f rom Harry Hummel. A fine 14.- 15 sage, e

i

11 single-spaced discussion. Is that in itself likely to

12 become a subject for discussion in this meeting? Hummel

13I observe is not here. !

O 14 MR. CARBON: He is here.
,

15 MR. MARKS Oh, excuse me. I was looking

16 around there. It is not that I have, you know, basic

17 objections to what Hummel supplied to us, but I might

18have some questions.
i

19 MR. CARBON: Well yes, let me make a few
;

20 points on that. First of all, he wrote it at our !

|
21 request.

,

f

22 MR. MARK: I realize that.

23 MR. CARBON: Second, at the time he did that,

/~N I
() 24 he was officially a consultant to our subcommittee.

<

25Since that time, -- and I will tiptoe through the

() !

|
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() 1 v';rding here, the lawyers I guess have decided that he

2 cannot consult for us, so he formally is now --

3 MR. MARK Let's kill all the lawyers.3
'4 (Laughter.)

5 MR. CARBON: I make no -- in any case, he is

6 not sitting at the table with us today. We have now '

T

7 plans for a specific discussion on his paper, and I am ,

P

8 sure tt.at under some conditions we will be able to --

9 MR. MARK My point is neither to approve, [

10 accept or object to his paper. He explains a number of

11 things in a way that helps me very much, and I believa f

!

12 that I might have still had some questions which I would :

1311ke to hear further comments on. And so my initial

O 14 interjection was to inquire if we would find it i
!
t

15 appropriate ir possible to ask more about some of these i

!
'16 things.

!

17 MR. CARBON: I would think that if we have
'

18 questions it certainly would be appropriate, and I think

191t would be possible in our meeting here. I

20 MR. MARK: That was my only point in response
!

.

21 to your introductory question.
.

'

! !

l 22 MR. CARBON: Okay. Charlie or Jerry, Bill, !

|
'

23 Zenons ?
,

,

() 24 (No response.)

25 If not, let's proceed with the meeting, and

() |

.
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() 1 1e t me call on Mr. Ujifusa of DOE for the introduction'

2 to the project. !

i

3 MR. MARK Could I ask at this moment for a

4 cla rifica tion? In my mind, it is not absolutely clear !

|
5who is DOE and who is project. The project is a group |

|
'

6at Oak Ridge and DOE is a group somewhere else.

7 MR. CARBON: Yes. :

'

8 MR. UJIFUSAs I can address that question.
'

.

'
9 (Slide.)

10 With regard to -- well, I am Dan Djifusa and I ,

11 am with the Department of Energy. With regard to the +

1211 cense application f or the CRBR, of course the
i

'

13 applicant is the -- continues to be the Department of

O 14 Energy , P CC and IV A . However, John Longenecker of the
;

15 Department of Energy has been designated as the

16 principal license coordinator and, with regard to staff i

17 re vie w , is the principal person who is responsible for ,

18 f orwarding all of the correspondence with the staff, and
,i

191s responsible for positions that we have taken in our
.I
'20 staf f review.

21 Does that clarify -- is that the kind of '
,

|

| 22 clarification -- ;

23 MR. MARKS I guess I have not quite caught the )

(O 24 name you mentioned who you say is responsible for the_/
1

25 DOE staff.

|
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() 1 MR. UJIFUSA: Well, the interaction between

2 the Department of Energy and the NRC staff, tha t is, --

3 MR. MARK: Is handled by you?

4 MR. UJIFUSAs No. It is handled by John

S longenecke r .

6 MR. MARKS And Longenecker represents?

7 MR. UJIFUSA: The Department of Energy.

8 MR. MARK: Does not represent the

9 We stinghouse , Wa rd , the GE7

10 MR. UJ1FUSA: Westinghouse, Ward, GE, all of

11 these other organizations are, for the most part, under

well, to the project.12 contract to the Department --

13 MR. MARKS Now I believe I heard you say that

O 14 Longenecker makes comments, assessments, which then

15 become official DOE statements.

16 MR. UJIFUSA: That is right, for purposes of

1711 censing.

18 MR. MARK: And you are then going to reflect

19 to us what you have taken from Longenecker's
.

20 presentations ?

21 MR. UJIFUSAs Well, what I will present today

221s basically the project position and the Department of

23 Energy's position with regard to the statements and

Os/ 24 documents which we have forwarded to the staff.

25 MR. MARK: Is that different from what

O
-

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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() 1Longenecker has been saying?2

2 MR. UJIFUSAs No.

3 MR. CARBONS Let me inquire. You are Mr.rs
t

4 Longenecker's lieutenant?

5 MR. UJIFUSAs Assistant.
i

6 MR. ZUDANS: When you make reference to the

7 project , you mean the CBBR plant?

8 HR. UJIFUSA Sure, sure.
,

9 MR. ZUDANSs Okay. Just to make sure.

j 10 MR. UJIFUSAr For purposes of this meeting,

11 right.

12 Well, good morning, Mr. Carbon, members of the

13 committee and consultants. Today we will be presenting
-

14 on t assessment of HCDA energetics of the CRBR

I 15 heterogeneous reactor core design , and also some
.

'

16 experimental programs in progress which are relevant to

j 17 the position we have taken in the energetics area.

18 First of all, on the agenda Lee Strawbridge of
;

19 Westinghouse vill outline the technical approach to
i

20SMBDB in the licensing process, which provides for the
,

21 design accommodation of HCDA energetics. Second, Enis

22 Switick of General Electric will present an overview of
1

23 the project assessment of energetics potential, as

('3,/ 24 documen ted in GEFR 523, and assessment of the energetics

25 potential of the heterogeneous reactor and will
.

O
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(]) Ihighlight our current status in the ongoing NRC<

211ce nsing review.

3 Then Dave Webber of Argonne National

4 Laboratory will present a phenomenological assessment of

5 the initiating phase, unprotected loss of flow and

6 transient over power scenarios. And also, John Kramer

7of Argonne will describe fuel failure mechanisms and the

8related technical data base from work which is currently

9 going on at Argonne.

10 Then, progressing to what we now call the

11 meltout phase, Michael Epstein of Fauske Associates,

12 which. by the way played a major role in developing our

. 13 cu rrent position on meltout phase phenomena, will

14 provide an overview. This will be followed by Bruce

15 Spencer of Argonne who will then describe relevant

16 experimental programs at ANL in this area, and finally,

17 Lee Strawbridge will present some conclusions indicating

18 our expectations f or a timely and successful resolution

19 of energetics issues.

20 Let's see. In addition to our presenters

21 sitting directly at the table, to my right is Paul

22 Dickson who is the senior Westinghous'e technical

23 director on the project and will answer any questions

() 24 you may have regarding heterogenous core design. We

25have approximately one day of presentation material,

O

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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() 1which includes any questions or comments the members or

2 the consultants may wish to ask. And we are prepared to ,

3 stay tomorrow and continue through tomorrow if that is

4 necessary and appropriate.

5 MR. MARK: Could I ask -- I am obviou--ly very

6 cold on some of this. The DDE is not the license

7 applicant, it is not the project -- the project is a

8 group, as I understand it, mainly based in the [
,

!9 neighborhood of Oak Ridge. It has contractors who
t
'

10 consist of Westingh ouse, GE and Argonne Labs and maybe

11 ot hers . ;

12 hR. UJIFUSAs Right.
t

13 MR. MARK: Is that the right --

O 14 MR. UJIFUSAs I would not say that is the

15 right picture. For legal purposes, the applicant is the

16 Department of Energy which includes both a Department of

17 En ergy staff down at Oak Ridge as well as here in

18 Wa shin gto n , D.C., and PCC and TVA. And with regard to

19 contractors, there are certain contractors which are !

20under direct contract with this consortium, and those

21 include principally Westinghouse and General Electric.

22 Now, in addition to that, Argonne National

23 Laboratories has been doing work under base program

() 24 activities which the Department of Energy itself has

25been sponsoring. And in the presentation you will see
!

)

,

.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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|

() 1from Argonne today is based on project support through

2 that indirectly , if you will.

3 In other words, Argonne National Laboratory is

4 not -- does not have the same contract status as

5 Westinghouse and General Electric have with regard to

6 this particular project activity.
.

7j - MR. MARKS Okay. So that anything which is

8said by GE or Westinghouse or DOE is an official

9 pronouncement on the.part of the applicant.

10 MR. UJIFUSAs Yes.

11 MR. MARKS Whereas, ANL, if they say

12 uncomfortable things, that does not count.

13 MR. UJIFUSAs Well, with regard to this

O 14 meeting , there is a public record. As far as we are

15 concerned , all comments which are made today are

'1 relevant to the licensing of CEBR.

17 MR. ZUDANSs In other words, you are saying

18 whatever Argonne migh t say, it corresponds to the

19 position taken by DOE.

20 MB. UJIFUSA: Sure.

21 MR. MARKS Thank you.

22 (Slide.)

23 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Good morning, my name is Lee

( 24 St ra wb rid ge , I am Manager of Nuclear Safety and

25 Licensing, Westinghouse, Advance Reactors Division.

O
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() 1 Before getting into the details of the HCDA energetics

2 assessments that we have performed within the project, I

- 3 would like to take a few minutes to place into

4 perspective the design objective that we have given to

5 hypothetical core disruptive accidents from the very

6early stage of the project.

7 And we do that through what we call structural

8 margin beyond the design base.

9 MR. MARKS On our agenda, it identifies L.

10 Strawbridge as someone associated with General
*

.

11 Electric. That is not correct, I guess.

12 HR. STRAWBRIDGEs If it says General Electric

13 th at is not correct. I did not realize it says that. I

O 14 am with the Westinghouse Advance Reactors Division.

15 Unless I have a new position I have not heard about.

16 (Laughter.)

17 (Slide.)

18 The overall approach that we have used in

19 treating hypothetical core disruptive accidents is

20 indicated here. First, it is important to note that

21 hypothetical core disruptive accidents are not design

22 ba sis accidents. They are beyond the design base, Class

23 9 accident in the usual parlance. And we have included

() 24 design f ea tures to prevent the initiation of HCDA's that

25 place them in the beyond-the-design base category.

O

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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() 1 Features such as the redundant, diverse, two fast-acting

2 shutdown systems as one example.

3 Nevertheless, we do provide prudent margins

4 beyond the design base to further reduce public risk.,

!

5 And those margins are divided into two areas: what we

6 call structural margin beyond the design base or SMBDB

7 for short, and thermal margin beyond the design base, or

8 TMBDB for short. Today's meeting deals only with

9 structural margin beror.d the design base which is where

to tSe HCD A 's energetics comes into play.

11 NR. MARKS I wonder if I should again

12 interrupt and apologize. In the field of light-water

13 reacto rs, the design base used to, and as far as I know,

O 14 still does reach through to the double-ended pipe break,

151a rge LOCA . That is supposed to be the end of the road

161n the design base discussion.

17 Now, in my own limited experience in-

18 connection with f ast reactors, the HCDA comes up even

19 ea rlier in the discussion in the double-ended pipe

20 break , but you say it is not a design base. Does the

21 NRC staf f take that point of view, that this is only a
|

22 hypothetical, a real hypothetical thing, beyond the

23 design base?. And if that is the case, then we are

() 24 spending an awful lot of attention on it. Or is it a

25 design base?
.

O
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() 1 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: You asked what the NRC |
l
.

!2 position is. I think I should ask the NRC to respond to

3 that.

4 MR. MARK: I would not mind. |

5 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: But let me say first that

Seven though we say it is beyond the design base, as I

7 will show you in sy later viewgraphs, we are paying a

Slot of attention to it. 1

9 MR. MARKS I realize th a t , and I also think it

101s conceivably a modest sized item. But since we are in
:

11 this disgusting legal framework, the words I guess make

12 a difference.

13 MR. STRAWBRIDGE4 Yes. Does NRC vish to ,

O 14 respond to that?

15 MR. MORRISs Bill Morris, NRC staff. Yes, the

16 staff has taken the position that the CDA must be made
,

17 so improbable that it would be beyond the realm of
,

18 credible accidents; that is, design basis accidents.

19 Y e t , they have taken the position that the event should i

i

20be accommodated to further reduce the risks, should the

21 event happen. And this is based on -- |

22 MR. MARK: You put it almost exactly in the

r

23 same context, words or not, as the double-ended ;

() 24 pip ebre ak .

25 MR. MORRIS No. A double-ended pipe break is

() :

1

|
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!

() la design basis accident. i

2 HR. MARK: If it is beyond design basis and we
I

( 3 do not even do anything except say well, if it happens

4 what then -- here I think we are approaching the I

5 discussion in a much more head-on f ashion. ;

!

6 HR. HORRIS: I think the analogy is to what

7 the staff is doing now for degraded cores. The ,

!

8 establishment of certain measures to take into
~

;

9 consideration the remote possibility that a core melt
;

10 accident could occur for a light-water reactor has led

lito a rulemaking proceeding and a great deal of attention
|

12 for degraded cores. And there is what I think is an apt j

13 analogy between what is being done there and wha t is

C ') :

14 being done here.
!

15 It turns out it was being done for Clinch ;

:

16 River somewhat earlier than for the light-water reactors *

171n general, and it took on an earlier prominence in the
|

18 review than it has for light-water reactors. But |
!

19 no neth eless , we do not believe~ this is an event that is i

20 appropriately included in the design basis.
i

21 HR. MARKS Now, in a licensing procedure apart

22 from general provisions for looking out for possible but
'

,

23 unlikely emergencies, you do not have to say anything

24 about them. But for the design basis you have to

25 present definite and specific arguments as to what will

()'

,

E

|

| .
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() 1 happen if. That is for light-water reactors.

2 In this case it seems to me we are really not :
1

3 following exactly the same track. I am not saying I

4 object to it. We are saying you have got to tell us all

5that there is to say about a core disruption. And I ;

6 guess I find it hard to distinguish between that and

7 what we have been used to considyring as design basis
8 discussion .

9 MR. ZUDANSs Mr. Chairman, I get a little

!

10 co nf us ed . I wouid like to ask a question. We
,

11 understand that certain things are being done to

12 mitigate the consequences of HCDA's, as we will hear

13 about. And the question really is whatever is being

14 done on the applicant 's own initiative. Is it because

15 staff requires these things, these measures to be taken?

16 MR. STRAWBRIDGEs I can make a comment on
i

17 th at . The applicant initially, very early in the

18 project , decided that it would be appropriate to provide

19 prudent margins, and so we ' initiated that and did it

20 from the very beginning. '

21 MR. ZUDANS: Okay. Now, did it remain at that

221egal position, or now the staff has turned around and |

23 requires it as well? I would like to hear a clear

() 24 an sw e r .
1

25 MR. MORRISs If I understand the question it

O
|

i

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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() l is , the staff has taken the position that attention must

2 be paid to accommodating core disruptive accident. And !

i

3 I think in that sense, it is required.

4 MR. ZUDANS: Okay. So initially, steps taken !

5 by the applicant now became a requirement by the staff. |

6 MR. MORRISt I am not sure that the exact !

!

7 steps taken by the applicant would be -- early on in the !

:

8 process -- would be the same as those which will |
!

9 eventually be required by the staff. There may be some |

10 dif f ere nc e in what we initially require and what has f

11 been proposed by the applicant. j
i

12 MR. MARKS I am still r.uch a naive amateur in [

13 this business. If it is not declared to be a design
;O

\/ 14 basis, on what basis can the staff insist that something

15 be done?
i

16 MR. MORRIS: I do not believe the regulations

17 delineate the distinction between what one must do with

18 regard to design basis accidents and what one must do i

i
19 with regard to events beyond the design basis in such a "

f
20 clear way tha t the staff is precluded f rom taking a

i
21 position on these severe accidents.

;

22 Certainly, the regulations demand tha t the '

Z3 staff do something about design basis accidents, but as

() 24 you know from previous discussions we have had on this,

251ssu e , the precise set of design basis accidents is not

t
-

|

.
,r
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o) 1 prescribed the regulations. And the regulations --(.
t

2 again, I repeat -- do not preclude taking prudent I

3 measures to take into account severe accidents. |

4 I think I would say it is left to the judgment
;

S of the staf f. !

6 MR. CARBON: Let's go ahead.
r

7 (Slide.) ;

8 MR. STRAWBRIDGEs Just to give you an overview

i

9of the progression that we are talking about for a ;

f
'

10 hy pothetical core disruptive accident, note that it

11 starts with some set'of initiating conditions which are ;

!

12of extremely low probability, which we have been talking |
,

13 about, we say are beyond the design base. Typically, '

} I
14 that includes complete failure of both of the shutdown ;

|
15 systems that have been provided in the design as a part i

16 of the initiating conditions; that coupled with some

17 transient condition. t

f18 The accident progression then can lead to a

191oss of coolable geometry, and tha t can involve the ;

20 relocation of material such as sodium, cladding and

21 f uel . The materials relocation can be such that you can

22either increase or decrease the reactivity of the core, j
,

23 and depending on the circumstances, we believe the more

2411k ely circumstance is that the end result is a

25non-energetic neutronic shutdown. But with a less

!
,

F

I
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( 1 11kely sequence, one can presume an energetic neutron 4 c

2 shutdown.

(} 3 In these cases, one can either end up with

4 cooiing of the remaining materials within the reactor

5 vessel as one possibility, or there could be penetration

Sof the reactor coolant boundary. In dealing with the

7 results of that penetration, this bottom portion is

8 dealt with under our thermal margin on the design basis

9 and is not the subject of toda y 's discussion. So today

10 we will f ocusing in on the analyses of the area which

111nvolves the energetics potential of hypothetical core

12 disruptiva accidents, given a set of low-probability

13 initia ting conditions.

O
14 MR. MARKS Could I ask in that little box to

15 the lower right, energetic-neutronic shutdown it says.

16 MR. STRAWBRIDGEa Yes.

17 MR. MARKa Now, I can understand one sort of

18 circumstance which leads to neutronically energetic

19 events , and there, one could well be interested in the

20 amount of energy. The shutdown implies that something

21 else happens; namely, whatever was going on stops or is

22 wiped out.

23 Are we going to discuss both aspects of that,

24 because they seem to be ra ther separate.

25 MR. STRAWBRIDGE. Yes, we are going to discuss

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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() 1 both aspects of that. The shutdown that we are talking

2 about is the movement of enough fuel materials out of

3 the active core region to provide the peutrcTic shutdown.(-}
%)

4 MR. MARKS Like melting through the base plate.

5 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Well, not even that, but

8 moving materials away from the core region by fuel

7sweepout or by relocation of material by one means or
.

8another to get them outside the active core zone, to

9 provide the neutronic shutdown.

10 MR. MARKS There will have been a certain
.

11 amount of energy at the first of this, and t. hen we will
12 separately discuss how tha t stops, and no more energy

13 ex cept for decay heat is to be considered?

O 14 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Yes, that is right.

15 (Slide.)

16 Now, the purpose of our structural margins

17 be yond the design base are to provide reasonable margins

18on unidentified components, namely, those around the

19 reactor coolant boundary, to accommodate dynamic loads

20 that could be associated with hypothetical core

21 disruptive accidents. And the purpose of doing that is

22to avoid large releases of vaporized fuel and fission

23 products and also large releases of sodium.

) 24 By accomplishing those things, we are able

25 then to prevent any short-term challenge to the

j .

-
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() 1 containment and any consequent large radiological

2 releases.

3 (Slide.)g~
,

,

4 The form of the structural margin requirements
!

Sthat we have imposed on the design are basically of |

6 three types. First, the dynamic load requirements which

7 we require that we do maintain short-term integrity of

'
8 the reactor coolant boundary under that set of loading

9 conditions, and I will be saying a bit more about this.

10 But the loads are derived from an energetic fuel vapor
.

11 expansion which results in about 100 megajoules energy

12 release at the point of contact with the reactor vessel

13 closure head.

() 14 MR. MARK: Are you suggesting that the 100 is

15 all it can stand?

16 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: No . We are indicating that

17 that is the basis for the requirement that we have

18 imposed on the system.

19 HR. MARKS So what will the system stand?

20 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: We do not know for sure what

21 the system will withstand. We have been doing some
,

22 recen t assessments at the request of the NRC to look at

23 additional margins beyond the capability that we have ,

() 24 p r ovid ed . This is margin beyond the margin beyond the

25 design base, if you will, and have presented some
!

O
I

,
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!

() 1results to the NRC showing that the basic components of ,

2 the reactor closure head, for example, are still

3 remaining together, not coming apart, forming missiles

4or anything like that, for numbers of something in

5 excess of 200 megajoules in these same energy terms.

6 MR. MARKS Five, years ago I believe exactly |
i

7 the same statements were made but with respect to 661

8 mega joules. Have you then reduced the requirements?
,

9 HB. STRAWBRIDGE: No. I will be explaining
,

10 the relationship between those two numbers in just a

11 moment. This is the same energy release condition we
,

12 are talking about that goes along with the 661
i

i13 me gajoules.

O
14 MR. CARBON: What is the significance of the

15 word "short-term" in the first line? Why are you

16 consistently referring to the short term?

17 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: We are talking about short

18 term here because we are considering the time pe iod
,

19when there could be, for example, fuel vapor in th5 -

,

,

20 system which is a matter of seconds, as opposed to many
;
'

21 hours, which comes into play when we consider thermal

22 margin beyond design base. And you may want to maintain

23 containment integrity for some number of hours, for

() 24 ex a m ple. So this is short term relative to those

25 consid erations.

O
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!
!

() 1 (Slide.)

2 Now, the derivation of the structural margin f
i

3 beyond the design base loads that are imposed in the '

4 design I summarized here. Note that this work was
'

5 performed 11 1975. The significance of that timeframe

61s that the project began placing some large equipment '

7 orders in that time period. For example, the reactor
.

<
.

8 vessel was placed at that time. And so, as I mentioned, !

9 we did give consideration to hypothetical core
;

10 disruptive accidents f rom those' earlier times.

11 And so, we needed to arrive at some loading
i

12 conditions to provide margins in those components that

13 were being ;1 aced on order at about that time. The kind

n'' 14 of information that we had available at that time, of

15 course , dic not include the extensive assessments we now :

16 ha ve f or the Clinch River plant, but it did include a
>

171ot of analyses that had been done about that time for

18 FFTF. It did include preliminary analyses that we had
,

191n hand for the Clinch River plant, and those analyses
b

20 indicated that even when one considers rather
,

.

21 pessimistic assumptions in the accident progression,

22 th a t the avarage fuel vapor temperature was typically !
o |

231ess than about 4300 K. |

() 24 We alst wrformed parmetric analyses looking

25 a t the dynamic loads as a function of that fuel vapor

,

!

,
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(]) 1 temperature, and we considered here that we had whole

2 core involvement, two-phase liquid / vapor, and we

3 considered temperature distributions that would exist in-

4 the reactor under those coriitions. And we selected a

5 basis f of the structural me:rgin loadings, a temperature
o

S of 4800, K, which provided a substantial margin on top

7of the kinds of numbers that we had been calculating for

8 the reactors up to that point in time.

9 And also, it was intended to include margin

10 for the uncertainties in data and models, and also,

11 margin to accommodate design evolution, sf Je we

12 recognized we had not reached the final design at that

13 point in time and so there would be some design

14 evolution . We wanted to have some capability for

15 changes that might result because of that.

16 Now, in that, the principal area of design

17 ev olution , in terms of change since this time period

18 tha t could impact energetics is the change from the

19 homogeneous core to the heterogeneous core. And in

20 fact, we believe that is a change in a positive

21 direction in terms of an increment with respect to HCDA

22 en erge tics . So that is the principal thing that has

23 happened since the earlier time when we developed the

() 241oading conditions based on the homogeneous core.

25 MR. CARBON: What kinds of uncertainties in

<-'w)
I

!
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,

() 1 data and so on are you really taking into account there,
i

2 on your next to the last line, as f ar as going from

3 4800K or 4300 to 48007 That is no large percentage

4 dif ference .
,

|
5 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Well, in terms of the kind

Sof loading conditions and so on, there is a very laroe |

7 ch ange - between that type condition and that type [

8 condition, where here you barely would have any

9 energetics at all. Whereas, this is -- the 100 r

10 megajoule or the 661 megajoule condition here, so there i

*

111s a tremendous difference in terms of energetic

12 potential between those two temperatures.

13 The answer to your questions on the kinds of i

O- 14 uncertainties that we are considering I think will
,

!

15 become clear in the next presentation where we review

16 all the analyses we have done and the kind of

17 assumptions that have been made, and the studies that ,

i

18 have been made looking at the variations in

19 uncertainties in things like the core perf ormance data, I
,

s

20 doppler and so on, as well as uncertainties in the

21 modeling of the behavior as you progress through the

22 accident.

23 MR. ZUDANSa You men tioned this 101

() 24 mega jo ules. Is this the portion of the energy that |

251mpacts the head? That is why it is only 100 rather

)

!
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.

() 1 than 661? !

2 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Yes, that will become clear
!

3 on the next couple of viewgraphs. ;

4 MR. ZUDANS: All right. >

5 (Slide.)
!

6 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Now, that 4800 degree

7 average temperature curve, temperature condition that I !

8 just described can lead to a pressure volume type
!

9ralationship, as indicated here, which is what we have
L

10 used to do assessments then of the loading conditions on i

11 the reactor vessel, the head, the vessel internals and

12 so forth. This is starting with a very high pressure t

,

13 fuel vapor condition, expanding that, and as it expands

()' I
141t pushes sodium up and impacts the reactor vessel |

,

15 closure head. ;

16 So this is the initial condition that goes *;

171nto a calculation such as using the Rexco HEP code to
,

18 then define the loadings a round the reactor vessel
,

19 sy st em . The thermal dynamic characteristics that go
o

20with that 4800 K averag.e temperature are indicated [

21 here (indicating) . I mentioned temperature distribution [

221s considered.
|

23 The actual case that we have used as a peak i

() 24 temperature of some 6000 K, the maximum pressure which

25 was on that earlier viewgraph, 273 bars, and if you
'

;

,

i
[
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() 1 expand that pressure volume curve .to the point of impact

2 of sodium with head, that is when you get the 101

- 3 megajoule number that was quoted earlier. If you assume

4 that you somehow can expand it all the way to one

5 atmosphere, that is where you get the 661 megajoules,

6 taking an integral under the curve all the way out to '

7 one atmosphere.

8 In terms of potential for damage to the

9 system, we believe the 101 megajoule number is a much
,

10 more representative number and we tend to make

11 comparisons more on that basis. The 661 is carried
i

12 along more for historical reasons since earlier it had

13 been mentioned, and we wanted to keep in perspective

O 14 that we are talking about the same thing if we say 101

15 megajoules to impact of the head.

16 That is the same thing you heard about

17 ea rlier , 661 megajoules if expanded to one atmosphere.
,

18 MR. ZUDANS Where would you be on the curve

19 on the previous slide at that point?

20 (Slide.) I

21 MR.-STRAWBRIDGE: One atmosphere --

.

22 MR. ZUDANS: No, at the 101.

23 MR. STRAWBRIDGEs AT the impact, as I recall,
'

() 24 somewhere down along here (ind ica ting) .
,

25 MR. ZUDANS: So from that point on, the
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|

( )- l interaction between f urther expansion if any and the
:

2 structure is no longer a problem in terms of structure.

f- 3 It is the conclusion -- you proceeded with the analysis
G)'

4 beyond that point, I assume. f

5 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: We take the analysis beyond
|

6 that point. I will show you a curve that shows some of
;

7 the eff ects beyond th e point of slug impact. You do get

8 the maximum loading conditions at the head of the point '

9 of slug impact, and in fact, this is this figure here. [

10 (Slide.) |
.

11 Just to show you one example of the kind of f

12 dynamic loads that we have imposed on the design as
f

'

13 structural margin beyond the design base requirements,

O 14 this indicates the slug force on the under sidu of the

15 reactor vessel closure head is a function of time. And

16 at about 70 milliseconds here, you can see the large
t i

17 spike in the loading up to about 160 million pounds.

18 Th at is the point in time when the slug impacts the

19 he a d . On the longer timescale you see some reflected !

20 waves and so on of much lower magnitude.
.

21 But in fact, the entire loading history is .

22 used in the assessment of the consequences of this

23 st ru ctural margin beyond the design base case.

( 24 M'R. ZUDANS: Then this slug impacts the
,

25 reactor vessel closure. Does it lift enough to relieve
.

()
'

:

.
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() 1 the pressure through the flange?

2 MR. STRAWBRIDGEs No, it does not. You retain

3 the sealing a t the head, so you do not relieve the
,

4 pressure through that mechanism.

5 MR. ZUDANS: I do not believe it, although it

6 --

/ MR. STRAWBRIDGEs Of course, you do expand the7

8 vessel somewhat due to strain imposed on the bolts to

9 stretch some, but you do not open up pathways for large {
,

10 amounts of materials to go out, for example, from the

11 vessel to outside the vessel.

12 MR. ZUDANS: What is the vessel designed for

131n terms of pressure?-

U
14 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Well, the vessel is designed

15 for this particula.r -- well, there are equivalent curves-

16to this for the reactor vessel. Are you talking about
,

17 normal design conditions?

18 MR. ZUDANS: Yes.

19 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Psul, could you answer that,

20 normal design pressure for the reactor vessel?

21 MR. DICKSON: I cannot answer that directly,

22 but I can relate this back to the question Dr. Mark was

23 discussing earlier. And that is, what is the difference

( 24 between this being beyond the design base and being

25 within the design base. The vessel must take the

|
|
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() 1 portion of the curve shown there which is down below 60

2 million pounds, for a period of time that makes it

3 essentially a steady state. It does not have to take

4 that initial spike which does not have energy, any

5significant smount of energy in it.

6 If this were a design base event, that spike

7 being the maximum pressure seen by the vessel, the

8 vessel would have to be able to accommodate that spike

9 on a steady state basis. A clearly unrealistic

10 requirement.

11 MR. ZUDANS: No, I did not expect that to be

12 the requirement. I only wanted to know what is the

13 design pressure for the reactor vessel?

14 MR. STRAWBRIDGE4 A couple of hundred psig.

15 Right?

16 MR. DICKSON: It is on that order. I think it

171s 250 psig.

18 MR. ZUDANSs 250.

19 MR. MARK: No, I cannot --

20 MR. CARBON: Did you get that?

21 MR. ZUDANS Yes.

22 MR. CARBON: That 250 is what?

23 MR. DICKSON Is the normal steady st&te

() 24 design pressure condition, and I am not certain that

25 that is precise, but it is around there.

O
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() 1 MR. CARBON: That is the pressure that the

2 vessel would tole ra te?

(]} 3 MR. ZUDANS: In a static sense?

4 MR. CARBON In a steady state sense.

5 MR. DICKSON: In a static steady state basis

6without yielding. In this event, the vessel does yield.

7 MR. STRAMBRIDGE: The ASME code requirements

8 fo'r the steady state cype condition, 200 to 250 psig,

9 whatever the exact number is there, you are talking

10 about the ASME code condition.

11 MR. ZUDANS: Similar to this slug force on the '

12 reactor vessel head, you have a similar pressure pulse

131n the reactor vessel valls, and that has been analyzed

'

14 for and dynamically, and able to take it within, say,

15some elasticity?

16 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Yes. In fact, this is --

17 pardon?

18 MR. MARK: My question is --

19 MR. CARBONS Hold a second. Did you finish

20 responding to Dr. Zudans?
.

,

21 MR. STRAWBRIDGE Yes.

22 MR. CARBON: Go ahead.

23 MR. MARKS -- is really in parallel with

24 Zenons ' . You tell me 160 aillion pounds, not pressure

25but what?
.

O
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.

() 1 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Peak force, on the under

2 side of the head.

3 MR. MARKS F, which is related to mass times{)
4 acceleration, things are dynamic, not static?

5 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: That is right.

| 6 MR. MARKS There is an estimate, I presume, as
|

7 to what sort of peak force the vessel could withstand.

8 P resumably , it is at least 151, or is it a great deal

9 more ?

10 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: This is the under side of

11 the head that we are talking about here.

12 MR. MARKS That was what I am supposing.

13 HR. STRAWBRIDGE: Your question is what could

O
14 the under side of the head withstand in terms of the

15 peak pressure?

16 MR. MARK Right. Well, the pressure

171ndic'ated on that sort of diagram, which only lasts, I

18 pr esum e , for some milliseconds.

19 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Yes, that is very short, and

20in f act, the closure head does not respond much at all

21to that short a pressure peak.

22 MR. MARKS No matter how high it should be?
,

23 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Yes. If it is a narrow type

24 pulse like that.

25 MR. CARBON: Mr. Dickson is trying to get in a

O
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() Iword here.

2 MR. DICKSON: Yes. I just essentially wanted

3 to say what you did say, Lee, and that is that initia]

4 peak does not provide any challenge to the head. Most

Sof the yielding that goes on in the margin rings occurs

6during the latter 40 or 50 milliseconds shown there.

7 And it is the change there that would provide more of a

8 challenge to the head, not the initial peak pulse.

9 MR. MARKS So we need not think of the impulse

10 that such a pressure peak might be associated with. It

11 takes time for the materials to respond; that is, --

12 MR. DICKSONt That is correct.

13 MR. ZUDANSs Would you leave that on for a

O 14 minute? Just make sure we understan'd completely. The

15 pressure , volume diagram that you showed is only to

16 describe the source of energy.

17 MR. STRAWBRIDGE4 That is right.

18 MR. ZUDANS: What you show here is the effect

19of that source of energy as it expands in volume, begins

20 to move the sodium upward and hits physically the upper

21 head.

22 MR. STRAWBRIDGEs That is right.

23 MR. ZUDANS: Is this what you are showing

() 24 here ? This is an integrated pressure over the entire

25 head . This is the force.

O
.
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o

() 1 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Yes.

2 MR. ZUDANSs Force is a function of time.

3 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: That is right.

4 MR. ZUDANS: And what you are also saying is
1

5 that when this slug hits the head, its response is such

6that it does not unseat -- the head remains seated.

I7 HR. STRAWBRIDGE: It moves upward a bit, but I
j, 1i

8 you do not lose sealing and open up any su bst antial

I
9 paths through the head to the above-the-head region. |

10 MR. ZUDANSs Okay, fine.

11 MR. CARBON: You are saying no substantial

12 pa ths, and you said the same thing a while ago. Are you

13 im plyin g then that there may be small leak s and so on,

O
14 bu t that they do not play any role in relieving this

15 pressure?

16 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Yes, I mentioned that one of

17 the types of requirements that we do impose is a leakage

18 requir e m en t . For example, the leakage requirement tha t

19 goes with these loading conditions that I as talking

20about allows only 1000 pounds of sodium to be released

21 through the head. And 1000 kippe centimeters of gas per

22 second to be released through the head after this

1231oading condition, which is very small material in terms i

() 24 of any challenge at all to containment.

25 MR. ZUDANS: Are you now reversing your

O
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() 1 position? Something leaks but it recloses again, right?

2 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: No, we are saying that a

(]) 31cak path may develop that could allow as much as the

41000 pounis of sodium, for exarple, through the head,

S and that is defined as being over a 1000-second period.

6So we are not talking just at the instant of slug

7 impact; we are allowing for the possibility of materials

8 coming out over the longer timeframe.

9 MR. KASTENBERGa Mr. Chairman, actually on the

10 slide that preceded this one -- we kind of lost it in

11 the question -- you had the thermal dynamic

12 ch aracteris tics. Yes, that one.

13 Let me ask, is the significance of this set of

O 14 numbers such tha t you will then use it as an envelope

15 for some spectrum of accident initiators? And if the

16results of that spectrum fall below this set of numbers,

17 you will be happy in some way?

18 MR. STRAWBRIDGEs That is right. We can use

19 this to compare the results of the actual energetics

20 analyses that we have performed for the heterogenous

21 core and which will be described in the subsequent

22 presentations, and usually the number that we are

23 compa ring against is something to be compared to that

24101 megajoules, which I believe is the more meaningful

25 number here, and one could then compare those

) '

1

|
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() 1 consequences to this, which we have factored into our

2 design as part of our structural margin bayond the |
|

p 3 design base and dra w some conclusions about the adequacy
V

4 of the considerations we have given to hypothetical core

5 disruptive accidents.

6 MR. KASTENBERG: So this is basically the

7 envelope. You would hope that this would be the
i

8 envelope. I
)

9 MR. STRAWBRIDGEs Well, we have never claimed

' 10 that you envelope absolutely everything that one can

11 imagine, but it is the envelope for a reasonable range

12 of uncertainties, input data and models. It is intended

13 to be tha t .

O
14 MR. ZUDANS: 'Could you stay on that slide for

15a second? I think this is a good slide for us to

16 understand the difference between 660 mecajoules and

171200. In looking at these numbers, the initial fuel
,

1

18 volume would remain the same for whatever else you want

19 to assuma there. Is that a correct statement? The

20 initial fuel volume will remain the same?

21 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Yes.

22 MR. ZUDANSs The maximum pressure will depend

23 on what you assume is the fuel average temperature,

24 righ t?

25 MR. STRAWBRIDGEs Yes.
.

O
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() 1 MR. ZUDANSa That means that the temperature
1

2 really is the particular parameter that dominates the

3 energetics in this case, the temperature that you assume.

4 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Not just the average, but it

S turns out the peak has an important bearing on it, also.

6 MR. ZUDANS: I did not say average; I said

7 temperature. So I guess from now on we should be

8 careful how that temperature is arrived at in order to

9 make any kind of a judgment as to what is the right

10 number. Can you tell us more about it, how you got it?

11 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: First, arriving at

12 temperature is a predecessor to arriving at some number

13 to compare to this.

O 14 MR. ZUDANSs I understand this.

15 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: So they are both involved.

16 MR. ZUDANS: What I personally would like to

17 hear is more how you get that temperature.

18 MR. STR AWBRIDGE: I would like to leave that

19 to the subsequent presentation. We will get into more

20 of the details of the analyses we are perf orming.

21 MR. CARBONS Before going on, I would like to

22 ask staff, Mr. Morris, we have had discussion about some

23 of these meanings and pressures and so on. Are you in

() 24 substantial acreement with the comments that they have

25just made regarding leakage and how much stress on the

O
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O 'vesse1- 1a the test te minutes. oo 7e= texe exce tiea

2 with any of the statements that have been made?

3 MR. MORRISa Just one second.

4 ( Pause. )

5 MR. ALLENa i am Curtis Allen with the NRC

6 staff and I quess my only response to that would be I do

7not think we take any particular exception to the way

8 they have described the phenomena and the way they

9 characterize it. We do have some work underway to

10 review the adequscy of the containment to withstand
.

11 those numbers and that evaluation is not completed at

12 this time.

13 MR. ZUDANSs Specifically, you agree with

O 14 those tempera tures?

15 MR. ALLENs Well, those temperatures are

*16 subject to the energetics evaluation which we will
|

17 provide discussion on tomorrow, and as --

18 MR. ZUDANSt Well, that is the key issue here.

19 MR. ALLENs Indeed, it is.

20 MR. ZUDANSa If you don 't have that, the rest

121 is unimportant. I

22 MR. ALLENa Indeed. I thought the question

23 was about the response capabilities of the primary

O 2 system. that is what the ouestion as.

25 MR. ZUDANSa So you do not agree with the

O
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i

() Itemperatures that determine the energetics yet?

2 MR. ALLENs As for the response of the primary

3 system, we have that number under review also, and our
~

4 evaluation is not complete on that.

5 MR. ZUDANS That is the only number that .

6 counts. The rest is mechanics.

7 MR. ALLENs Well, sure, sure. As f ar as the

8 energetics is concerned, that is true.

9 MR. ZUDANSs That is the whole issue.

10 MR. ALLENs As far as the energetics is ;

f11 concerned.

12 MR. ZUDANS: All right.

13 MR. ALLEN: The primary system --

0 14 MR. DICKSONs If I could interject one thing

15 he re . I think we may have lost' sight about what that
o

16 4800 is and the 101. That is, in effect, the

17 requirement made on the system to design to; not a
>

- 18 derived number of what we think is an upper limit. That
:

191s what the system was prescribed to be able to

20 accommodate back in 1975, and the design has been built
,

21 around that number.

22 You will see later the derivation of the ;

23 reasonable -- the expected temperature and corresponding

A
\_/ 24 energetics and variations around th a t , which we intend

25 to show will be less than that design number.

O
l

|

!
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() 1 MR. CARBONa Excuse me, I am lost then. I
|

2 thought that in 1975 the staff was requiring that you be ,

!

3 able to withstand, so to speak, 1200 megajoules instead
'

4 of the, so to speak , 66's. And that the 561 was what you

S had calculated it would withstand, 661 or 101, whichever

Syou used. |
|

7 HR. DICKSON: It will withstand something >

8 greater than the 661 or 101. We have not evaluated
!

9 exactly what that is. We are in the process of doing I

10 th a t no w. The 101 and the 661 were derived in 1975 [
|

11 before serious interactions with the NRC as a reasonable !
l
|

12 basis to design to. We designed to that, and as you

13 know , there was a later discussion with the NRC in which

() i

14 they had not fully agreed that the number we had i

15 designed to provided an adequate envelope. j

16 MR. CARBON: I see. Then you did design it, I |

17 think you said , to 661. I did not realize that. ;

18 HR. DICKSON: That is a fact that was laid on |
r
'

19the people who were providing the design of the ve ssel ,

|
20 the head , the other components, as a design requirement, i

'

21 no t to the ASME code, but to clear analyses to be

22' experimentally verified.

23 MR. CARBONa Would you expand just slightly on

() 24 that last statement, clear analyses but not to code?

25 MR. STRAWBRIDGEa I have a viewgraph later

O
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() 1that shows some differences between treatment for

2 structural margin beyond the design base loading

3 conditions compared to treatment if it were a design

4 base accident which deals with the code differences in
i

5 treatment eith respect to the code and so on.

6 MR. DICKSOMs Can we defer that to later, then?

7 MR. CARBONS Ce r tainly , if it will address

8 this 661 question, yes. And I gather it will.

9 MR. DICKSON: Yes.

10 MR. CARBON: All right. j

11 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: If there was any confusion '

12 before, le t me clarif y that when I say structural margin

13 beyond the design base and imposing requirements to deal
O
\~' 14 with that, those are real requirements that are being

151mposed on the plant components, not just an analysis to

16see what happens. But actually, we have indicated that

17 the component must be able to withstand these kind of

181oading conditions where I showed you only one example

19 with that load under the head.

20 But here is the list of other areas where, in

i

21 f a c t , we have similar type dynamic loading conditions
I

22 th at are piirt of the design requirements, but design

23 requirements for beyond-the-design base, which means you

() 24 treat them a little differently from loading

25 requirements if it was in the design base.

(3Yss

.
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.

() 1 (Slide.)
!

2 MR. CARPON: Before we leave the last slide,
o ,

3 one more question. The 4600 I ga ther that there !,

4 vill be discussions later today on how sensitive that
,

S is , and your calculation and how confident you feel of
:

Sit and so on. Is that correct?

7 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: What we will be showing you f

81ater today is the summary of all the energetics !

9 analyses we have done for the heterogeneous core now,

10 and how the results of those energetics assessments *

11 compare to this 101 segajoule number, to give you a feel

12 f o r -- by considering the different cases we have run i

:

13 where we have introduced different kinds of
/~T '

# 14 uncertainties, allowance f or uncertainties that will
1

15 give you a feel for the kind of accommodation we have

16provided.
,

17 MR. CARBON: Okay, go ahead.

18 MR. ZUDANS: Mr. Chairman, I thought they were
,

;

19 going to give more -- I thought you were going to show

20us how the 4800 was derived. !

21 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: That I think is the end

22 re sult of what we are going to do.

23 MR. ZUDANS: That which you are point to is

() 24 the result . It can be calcuated wi th the analysis

25 me t hod . The other one is real input, and you said when
,

GU

|
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) 1 you started your presentation that all analyses you have
~

2 done so f ar show that this is a different number, the 48

(} 3 number was a diff erent conservative number, that you

4 generally did not go beyond 4400 or something. Are you

5 going to discuss that, that demonstration?
,

6 MR. STRAWBRIDGEs I think we have some results
,

7 available that give the temperatures f or different cases
,

i

8 that we have calculated. I do not know if we have the
!

9 viewgraphs along to do that, but they are recorded in;

i 10 our documentation . Because we actually carried it to

11 the next step to compare against this number which we

12 thought was physically somewhat more meaningful for that
1

13 co m parison .

)
14 So we do have the comparisons against this in

15 our documen ta tion . We have temperature numbers.

4 16 MR. ZUDANS: That is in the PSAR?
!

17 ER. STRAWBRIDGE: That is in a report called
|

18 CRBRP, Volume 1 and the General Electric report that
;

' 19 goes into more details on the energetics assessment.

20 (Slide.)

21 This is a listing of the areas where we have;

22 imposed dynamic loading requirements. In addition to ;

23 the reactor vessel closure head that I just mentioned we

24 ha ve broken these into two groups of loading.

25 conditions. One I call basic loads which are basically

O
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() 1 those dynamic loads that can be predicted from the Rexco

2 HEP type calculation, the reactor vessel and things

3 within the reactor vessel; then there are loads derived
)

4 from those basic loads which means that you need to do

S another analysis using as a starting point certain

6 boundary conditions f rom the Rexco analysis, analyses of

7 pressure pulse propagation around the primary system,

8 for example, that would use the nozzle loads as an input

9 for those assessments.

10 So this group of components down here are in
,

11 that category, where there is another analysis somewhere

12in between the Rexco type calculation that leads to

13 these and the actual specification of loads on those

() i

14 comp on en ts .

15 MR. MARKS Could you tell me a word about

16Rexco? That is some code or other developed by somebody

17 or other and used, evidently , by you.

18 MR. STRAWBRIDGEs Yes.

19 MR. MARK: Is it a worldwide accepted means of

20 describing whatever it,is talking about?

21 MR. STRAWBRIDGEs The Rexco code was developed

22 by Argonne National Laboratory under the leadership of

23 Dr. Sta tis, and it is a well-recognized code and has

pl
ss 24 been used quite a bit around the world. I think it is a

25 well-accepted code, has been tested against various

O
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() 1 kinds of experiments, for example.

2 MR. MARKS Does this around the world even

3 include the NRC staff ?

4 (laughter.)

S MR. STRAWBRIDGE: I will have to defer that, I

6 guess, to the NRC staff to know if they are using.that

7 specific code.

8 MR. HORRIS: The staff accepts Rexco as a code

9 capable of calculating what it is used for here.

10 MR. ZUDANS: Dr. Mark, it is the only game in

11 town. Nobody else has anything like it. It is a good

12 code.

13 MR. CARBON: Even being the only one, theya 14 have all got some uncertainties, problems and so on. Is

15 there strong unanimous acception that Rexco can really

16do a good job for calculating or are there some big

17 uncertainties in it in many people's minds?

18 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: We believe that in those

19 areas where it does not ma tch up with the experimental

20results, for example, it is on the conservative side in

21 terms of its' prediction of loading conditions from a

22 given pressure volume type relationship. And by

23 applying the Rexco type results, we believe we are

241ntroducing some conservatisms in the overall analysis,

25and that is the general trends that have been seen in

O
V
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() 1 the comparisons that have been made with experiments.
'

2 For example, let me just say that we are

(]) 3 talking about an isentropic type expanrion process used

41n the Rexco calculation, which is very conservative in

!
S and of itself. You are not getting credit f o _- t h e )

|

6 attenuating mechanisms that physically are there that

7 involve heat transfer aspects, attenuation due to the

8 upper internal structure, fluid dynamics, energy,

9 dissipation and so on. It is just not included in the

10 calculation, which is a major area of conservatism in

11 th e results.

12 MR. MARK: Is it then correct to th nk that

13 that imaginary number, 661, came from applica tions of

O
14 Rexco as did the 1260 that the staff favored? Did they

'S come f r'om Rexco?

16 MR. STRAWBRIDGE4 The 661 when you say that

17 comes f rom Rexco, you input the P/V curve to a Rexco

18 calcula tion , and that particular P/V curve would give

19 you 661. But what you get out of Rexco are the actual

20 dynamic loads like the one under the reactor vessel

21 pressure head that I showed you that went up to a peak

22 of 160 million pounds. That is the type of 11: formation

23 you get from output from the Rexco code.

24 In terms of did NRC's 1200 megajoules come

25 from the Rexco code, once again, that is a P/V curve

I
:)c,

.
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1 that if you expanded to one atmosphere would give you

2 1200. It is not an output from Rexco; it is the kind of
(

(]} 3 thing you would input to Rexco to determine a set of!

4 loading conditions.

5 MR. ZUDANS: I would like to comment on Rexco
,

6 because I know the code and I know its first

/ 7 publication. It has been prominent to six -- it
I: .

8 occupies a division for presentation generally -- it

'

9 should occupy a place for presentation alone sometime.

10 So it is not unsimilar in principle to the codes used

11 for blowdown analysis on the reactor vessel loads in
i

1211ght-water reactors in accomplishing the same thing but

131n a much more sophisticated manner.-

14 I think the code is not the issue. The issue

151s what gets into the P/V curve. That initial

16information matters.

17 MR. CARBON: All right, go ahead.
,

18 (Slide.)

19 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Earlier I indicated that I

20 would address the differences in the treatment for

21 beyond the design base accident compared.to treatment if

22 it were a design base accident and you had to deal with

'
23 the dynamic loading conditions that I showed you.

24 With it being beyond the design base, it is

25 not part of the ASME code requirements, and it is not

O
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() lincluded in the stress report showing code compliance.

2 The code stamp dCes not need to show compliance with

3 that set of dynamic loading conditions.{}
4 However, we did perform a stress analysis, we

5do provide them in a separate report so they are
!

6available. There may be some relaxed acceptance
i

7 criteria compared to what would be used if you had to

8 meet the code requirements, but still, we have to
i

9 de monstra te those acceptance criteria would meet the

10 f unctional requirements, and the functional requirements
.

11 that we are talking about are basically' maintaining the

12 short-term integrity of the reactor coolant boundary.

13 And in doing the structural assessments, one

C) :

14 does not need to combine the structural margin beyond !

15 the design based dynamic loads with seismic loads, which

16you would have to do if it were a design based accident,

17 for example. And the reason for this, of course, is
i

18 because we are already choosing such a low probability
i

19 set of conditions for the structural margin beyond the

20 design base case that we do not combine it with other

2110w probability type loading conditions.

22

23

24

25
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() 1 MR. CARBONS Was the discussiosn at earlier

2 times on the possibility of a seismic event triggering,

{} 3 whatever caused the CDA, and therefore was the

4 discussion on doing something other than your last point

5there?

e MR. STRAWBRIDGE: To my knowledge, the NBC

7 from very early has agreed with this approach of not

8 combining structural margin-type loads with other

91oading conditions, so I am not aware that that has ever

10 been a controversy .

11 MR. CARBON: Have you explored it yourself ?

12 And again, I am just simply thinking of common cause

13 f ailures.

O
14 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Yes, we have. We have

15 thought of the initiating conditions that could lead to

16a core-disruptive accident, and we do not believe that a

17 seismic event is an appropriate initiator to be

18 consid ering for a core-disruptive accident because of .

19 the design provisions that we made to deal with seismic

20 ev en ts . ,

21 ISlidel

22 MR. MARKS I may have been a little more

23 co nten t with the comment to the following effect.

) 24 Seismic event in my mind might initiate anything you

25 van t to talk about, but the loads might be demonstrably
'

(1)
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( 1 se pa ra'ble . That is, your CDA does not occur

2 simultaneous with a seismic load. It might occur

(} 3following, and the seismic load is by that time perhaps

4 not a major feature, but you did not say that, though.

5 MR. STRAWBRIDGEs I think your observation is

6a correct one. You would not anticipate that the

71oading conditions would in fact be superimposed if

8 somehow you were even considering that the seismic event

91s the initiating condition for a core-disruptive

10 accid e n t.

11 [ Slide]

12 The conservatisms that we see in the

13 structural margin beyond the design base loads that we

14 have specified are the following. First, we have

15 assumed a set of low probability initiating conditions

16 that are beyond the design basis we have been

17 di scussing. Those loads are derived from conditions

18 that assume that you have an energetic-type hypothetical

19 core-disrup tive accident, whereas our best estimates are

20 that energetics are not expected, and that will be shown

211n the next presentation.

22 We have used the isentropic fuel vapor

23 expansion which provides additional conservatisms in the

24 generation of the loads that have been used in our

25 d e sign , and'that, for example, is ignoring attenuation

O
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i

,

J#

k/ 1 due to the upper internal structure, which is am

2 mitigating factor. |

(} 3 And finally, although we derived the loads

4 back at the time when we had a homogeneous core, we do

S now have a heterogeneous core and we believe~the
>

6 direction in terms of energetics effects is'in the

7 favorable direction in the change f rom the homogeneous

8 to the heterogeneous core.

9 MR. MARKS A question. I can understand the

10 calculation that discusses the energy involved in an

111sentropic fuel vapor expansion. Fine. I am in free

12 sp ace , I have some something hot, it expands down to one

13 atmosphere . It obviously has nothing whatever to do

14 with loads on some intermediate structure. So you list

151t here as if it were a conservatism, and I just do not

16 recognize any connection.

17 HR. STRAWBRIDGE: Okay. The expansion of the

18 pressure volume curve in the Rexco code assumes, for

19 e x a m ple , that there are no processes involved in heat

20 transf er, in transfer of loads to the upper internal

21 structure, which would, in fact, reduce the loads that

22 the underside of the reactor vessel closure head would

23 see. One takes that into account.

O'' 24 There tre analyses that have been reported in

25 the literature to investigate those kinds of effects.
I

i
-
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) IIn fact, they have found that you can have very large

2 f actors of reduction in the underside of the head

{} 3 loading conditions by taking non-isentropic effects into

4 account.

5 MR. MARKS But the isentropic expansion will

6give you a number, not for this core but for the older

7 core, possibly as large as 661,
/.

8 MR. STRAWBRIDGEs To one atmosphere. I am
.

9 talking here about the isentropic expansion over the

10 shorter time. For example, when you are talking about

11 tim to slug impact.

12 MR. MARKS That is a different thing. You are

7 13 going to invoke here the volume through which the

14 expansion actually occurs or could occur before the load

15 1s applied. That is the volume of the reactor pressure

16 vessel isentropically.

17 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: The expansion to the point

18 of the fuel vapor bubble filling up the reactor vessel

191s involved here, and if'one considers only isentropic

20 effects, one gets one set of loading conditions. If you

21 consider that there is heat transfer ef fects taking

22 place --

23 MR. MARKS Oh, fine. Fine.

24 MR. STRAWBRIDGEa -- mitigation of upper

25 internal structure, you get a different set of loading

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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() I conditions when you go through tha t expansion a t this

2 point.

3 MR. MARKa So when I read that item three from[
4 the bottom , there, isentropic fuel vapor expansion is

5 what to think of as the free volume available within the

6 reactor vessel and not within this marvelous invention

7of five years ago up to one atmosphere.

8 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: That is right.

9 MR. ZUDANSs One more question on this, if I

10 m a y . I felt the Rexco model, the upper internals were

11 included structur ally.

12 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: No. The model that we used

131n all the analyses did not, in fact, have a provision

14 to incorporate the upper internal structure, so it was

15 no t included in the model at all.

16 MR. ZUDANS: Would these upper internals '

17 become a missile if you included them?

18 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: No, because we actually have

191oading conditions we impose on the upper internal

20 structure to make sure there is no condition where you

21 can fail in such a way that you could impact the

22 in t egrity of the reactor vessel. I

|

23 MR. ZUDANS: Now, if you do not include these

24 upper internal structures in a model, how can you get

25 the loading conditions on that?

O
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( 1 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: You look at the loading

2 condition in the above-the-core region and impose that

(]} 3 as a loading condition on the under side of the upper

4 internal structure. That is the way we ha ve done it.

5 MR. ZUDANS: I do not know how you can loo:- at

sit because it is an impact just lik e --

7 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: We use it as a pressure

|

| 8 versus time loading condition.

9 MR. ZUDANS: These pieces are submerced in the

10 sodium. There is a free gas phase in the upper head on

|
| ti the surface of the sodium.
|

12 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: That is right.

! 13 MR. ZUDANS: In other words here, the pressure

14 pulse from the core expansion hits the upper internals,

15 and there will be a spike just like there is in the

16 head, and after that there will be draft forces on those

17 upper internals, and unless you include those upper

18 internals in the model, I cannot be very convinced about

191oads that you apply to those upper internal structures.

20 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: To support the project we

21 did run a number of scale model tests -- these were SRI

22 International tests -- where we put off charges in a

23 sim ula ted reactor vessel system to look at the effects

24 of the upper internal structure head, two tests where

25 the only difference, one had an upper internal structure

O
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() 1and one did not. So in the assessment of those tests in
,

2 applying Rexco-type calculations to those tests, we can

3 get a feeling that the kind of loading conditions that

4 we are imposing are reasonable, and we also get a -

5 feeling for what the effect of the upper internal :

,

6 structure is on, say, the head loads, and it is in fact ;
'
,

7 a mitigating effect on the head loads. |

8 MR. ZUDANSa I can see that you could get it

9 from tests, but you contradict yourself if you say that [
i

10 the Rexco analysis of these two tests concluded --

i
11 Rexco, in accordance with what you just said before,

12 cannot model the upper internals.

13 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: No, but I explained to you !

() 14 the way we got a pressure versus time loading condition i

15for the underside of the upper internal structure was to
r

16 choose a point above the core but in the region of the |
!

17 bottom of the upper iriternal structure as the pressure ;

i
18 wave expanded and used that pressure versus time as the . [

191oading condition on the underside of the UIS even -!

I

20 though it was not physically there in the calculation. ;
,

21 MR. ZUDANSs That ignores the impact of_that {

22 completely .
.

?

23 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: But remember, there.is no-

( 24 free sodium to hit it as there is up at the top of the

25 vessel, the cover gas space. You have solid sodium so
,

'

'

f
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() 1 you have a pressure wave that is progressing through

2 that solid sodium a t that location.
>

3 M?. ZUDANS: And the time to pressure variable
)

4 -- you are telling me there is no f ull -- in other

5words, pressure arrives faster t--

i

6 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: The pressure wave arrives

7 very rapidly, yes.

8 MR. ZUDANSc Okay, thank you.
,

9 MR. CARBON: Before you leave th a t, would you

loput that back up?
.

11 (Slide.]

12 Are you going to say anything anytime about
;

13 what you think low probability means? ,

O
14 MR. STRAWBRIDGEs That is not the subject of

f

15 today's meeting and we do not have anything planned to

16present today on that subject.

17 MR. CARBON: All right. Okay.

18 MR. STRAWBRIDGEa I think that there are other {
19 meetings that might be the appropriate time to review

.

i

20 things like our shutdown systems and reliability of the j

21 shutdown systems, which leads to our conclusions on the

2210w probability conditions we are looking at.

23 MR. CARBON: Fine. Will you be discussing

- ) 24 f urther the item No. 5, going into more detail on the

- 25 heterogenous core here?

6
-
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()' 1 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Yes, the next presentation

21s addresing the heterogeneous core in detail and the

3 results of the energetics assessments we made for that.

'

4 MR. CARBON: All right, fine.

5 (Slide.]

6 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: The next couple of Vu-graphs

7 are intended as a lead-in into that next presentation,

8 which is the energetics assessments for the

9 heterogeneous core. The purpose of proposing those

10 analyses is to first provide us a best understanding of

11 what the consequences would be for a set of initiating

12 conditions. Furthermore, after understanding the best

13 estimate consequences, we want to understand the effect

O 14 of data on model uncertainties that exist in doing the

15 analysis and the impact of those uncertainties on the

16 energetics consequences, and finally , the combination of

17 those two items then provides a basis for assessing the

18 adequacy of our design, which is based on this

,19 structural margin beyond the design basis set of loading

20 condition s I have been discussing earlier..

21 (Slide)

22 I would like to say just a few words about the

23 initia tin g conditions that we have used to focus our

() 24 analysis in this area. First it has to be recognized

25 th at you sn only get to a hypothetical core-disruptive )

O
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() 1 accident condition by some process that involves a gross
1

2 imbalance between the heat being produced and the heat ,

3 being removed from the system. There are two generic|
{}

4 ways one can think of this process occurring. One is

5 for heat production to be substantially above the design

6 basis, or secondly, heat removal could be below the j

7 design basis, leading to this imbalance. .

'
8 In either case, one must postulate a sequence

9 of f ailures again that are this low probability type ;

10 sequence that is beyond the design base, and we have ;

i

11 focused our analyses on choosing an initiating condition i

i

12in each of these two generic categories, which are the
i

13 following. ,

t
14 For the heat production above the design ;

15 ba sis, we have chosen the transient overpower condition,

16 which is the assumption that a control rod is being

17 withdrawn continuously, and you have the assumption that [

18 you have f ailed both of your reactor shutdown systems in

19 addition to that rod runout condition.
,

20 The generic heat removal being below the

21 design basis event that we chose to assess in detail is j

22 the loss of low, which is assuming we have lost power to

23 all the pumps and so you have pump closed down in all

() 241o o ps , combine that once again with the total failure of

25 both your reactor shutdown systems.
,

,

1
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() 1 Those are the initiating conditions, then,

2 that will be discussed in the subsequent presentation to

3 assess HCD A energetics potential.

4 The scope of the analyses that we have '

5 performed and which be covered include, as I just

6 mentioned , both transient overpower and loss of flow

7 initia tors .

8 (Slide)

'

9 It includes looking at the beginning of cycle

101 and the end of cycle 4, which is the full span of

11 burnup-type conditions tha t exist at different times

12 th roughou: the life of the core. We have included both

13 best esti) ate type analyses and then looked at our

O 14 sensitivi y to the uncertainties that exist, and we have

15 consid ere 1 the different phases of the accident

16 progression starting with the initiating phase, moving

17on through to what we call the melt-out phase, which in

18 past history has often been termed the transition phase.

'

19 So the terminology may be a little different
,

20 than what you hve heard before, but these areas are what

21was previously called the transition phase and where

22appropria ce, consideration of large-scala pool phase.

23 So these will be covered in the next presentation to

24 f ollow mine.

25 (Slide)

() .

-

.
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l

() 1 The approach to the analysis is to make use of |

l
2 the design data we now have for the heterogeneous core,

3 apply state of the art analysis tools to make our

4 assessment, and the principal tools that are involved

5here, or example, are the SAS3D, the PLUTO II and the !
:
f

6 VENUS computer codes in certain areas to provide an !

7 un derstanding of the behavior of materials and the

Blikely consequences of the conditions, for example,

I9 throughout the melt-out phase.

10 We have perfr"med some phenomenological i

11 assessments and we do take advantage of the data that |

12 does exist out of the current development programs using - j

*

13 base technology information that is available to us, and

O 14 we try to do the work in such a way that we are

15 minimizing our dependence on future development results.

16 HR. ZUDANS: On this first bulleted item that

17 you show there, these are the codes'that determine ;

18 temperature we are talking about, that determine

19 energetics st,arting point on your pressure versus volume

20 cu rv e .
,

21 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: That is right. You may good
t

22 through a sequence of S AS3D. Pluto may be involved in !

23 1t. And then finally, any hydrodynamic disassembly

( 24 calculations would be performed with the VENUS.

25 MR. ZUDANS: And at the end of these

|
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() 1 calculations, the core is about wha t, three cubic

E2 meters? What is shown on your previous slide?
,

'
3 (Slide)

-

4 KASTENBERGs Is the SIMMER code not considered

5 state of the art?
,

6 MR. STDAWBRIDGE: It is rapidly progressing. {

7 There is a lot of work going on in that area. We have

8not applied it to this point in time in any of the '

9 project assessments, so at this point in time we are not

10 dependent upon it, but it is being applied by the NRC in

11 some of their assessments.

12 MR. MARK So it has been applied but not by

13 you .

( '

14 HR. STRAWBRIDGE: That is right. The NRC may

15be saying more about that tomorrow, I do not know.

16 Do you want to make any comment on that, Bill?,

17 MR. MORRIS: Yes. Tomorrow the staff will

18 describe its plans for calculations using SIMMER.

19 (Slide)

20 HR. STRAWBRIDGE The goal of our analysis |

21 progrsa is to assure that we do have a considerable
|

22 margin compared to best estimate predictions that are !

23made for the various initiating conditions, and finally, I

() 24 to show that we have capability to accommodate a

25 reasonable range of uncertainties in the data and the

()
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0 1oare eters, and we de11 eve that in fect our ana11ses

2 show we have accomplished this goa1, and those analyses

3 vill be described by Dennis Switiek from General

4 Electric in the presentation immediately f ollowing mine.

5 Unless you have any more questions, I --

6 MR. ZUDANS: I have one more. I would like

7 to return back to the two tests that SRI performed for I

.

8 the project using the explosion at the source to

9 represent the energetics. In particular in the --

10 MR. CARBONS Excuse me a moment, Zenons. We

11 will be getting into the structural margin in a lot more

12 detail on May 25. If you want to bring that up for

13 importance here, go ahead. If it is more structural,

O
14 hold of f until then .

15 ER. ZUDANSs The reason for the question is I

16 want to clarify the understanding on the influence on

17 upper internals.

18 MR. CARBONS Is that important at this meeting?

19 HR. ZUDANS: I think so, yes.

20 MR. CARBONS. Fine.

21 HR. ZUDANS: Do you have pressure histories on

22 both tests available for some future presentation

23 showing how the upper internals effect the loads seen

24 elsewhere within the pressure vessel?

25 HR. STRAWBRIDGE: Yes, there are a number of
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() 1 pressure transducers available around the system, and

2 that information is available to us and can be discussed '

31n a future meeting if you wish.

4 MR. ZUDANS: Yes.

5 MR. CARBON: Fine.

6 MR. KASTENBERG: Mr. Chairman, a question.

7 Where does the loss of heat sink accident or accidents

8 which initiate following shutdown play a role, or do

9 they, in your opinion, in HCDA?

10 MB. STRAWBRIDGEs They play a role in the

11 overall consideration of HCDA. If HCDA is considered in

12 the broader context of both the structural margin beyond '

13 design base and thermal margin beyond design base,

14because we see that as being an initiator for a core

15 melt type condition, which then feeds into the thermal

16 margin beyond design base consideration.
;

17 In terms of it having potential for i

18 energetics-type consequences, we do not believe that it-
,

19has equivalent potential f or energetics to the

20 pa rticular initia ting conditions that we have chosen

21 here. Generically, of course, it would fit into this
. |

22 category of heat removal below the design basis.

23 MR. KASTENBERG Has anybody showed that in

( 24 fact the energetics are not comparable to these? Is

25 that accepted ?

,

|

|
|
|
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( )' 1 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: I have seen some reports in

2 the literature, some discussion of that in the

311 te ra tu re . We have not produced a project analysis to
)

4 focus on that area.

5 MR. KASTENBERG4 I have another qu estion, too,

Son your structural margins. You gave a list of figures

7 which we talked about before, the 4800 deg ree Kelvin and

8 those loads. Do you do any sensitivity analysis about

9 those values and see what the loadings might be, or do j

|
10rou just run with the one set of values? '|

|

11 MR. STRAWBRIDGE4 Normally we just consider

12 the one set of values, and that one set of values is |
|

| 13 considered in our design process. It feeds in as

14 requirements on the specific components. More recently,

15 as I m'entioned , we have done some assessmenta looking at

16some higher energetic loading conditions at the request

17 of the NRC, but that is an exception rather than the

18 usual way of dealing with it.

19 MR. CARBON: Fine. Thank you.

20 MR. STRAWBRIDGE4 The next presentation is

21 from Dennis Switick f rom the General Electric Company,

22 who will Lummarize the energetics analyses that we have !
1

23 done for the heteroegeneous core.

24

25

0
.
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1 (Slide.)

2 HR. SWITICK: My name is Dennis Switick. I am

(]) 3 with the General Electric Company, and I hold the

4 position of manager, safety analysis unit in Sunnyvale,

5 California.

6 I have prepared a.. overview and a presentation

-/
7 for you today which I had intended to spend about an

/. .

8 hour and a half on of actual presentation, covering the

9 energetics analysis that has been done for the

10 he terogeneous core. In particular, I would like to

11 break up my talk for the purposes of laying the

12 groundwork , if you will, into two phases.
p

13 In the first phase, I would like to discuss

O
14 9enerally HCDA progression paths, define some of the

15 terminology we are using in the sense of the phases of

16 the acciden t, what some of the key phenomena are that we

17 are investigating and understanding relative to

18 energetics, and then af ter going through that, going

19 back and present actual summary of the analyses that hae

20been done.

21 First of all, I would like to. present

22 gene rally the terminology and then overview of HCDA

23 progression through the accident sequence.

( 24 (Slide.)

25 What I would like to do using this chart is to

O
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l

() 1 walk you through, if you will, chronologically how we

2 break up the accident into different phases, as Lee

(]) 3 Strawbridge mentioned, and find out a little bit about

4 them.

5 I would also like to indicate by the use of

6 heavy and lighter lines a little idea of where we are

7 going relative to the heavier lines representing in our

8 mind the most likely progression that one would have

9 through this event, in the latter lines showing somewhat

101ess probable things which we have also considered.
.

11 Starting with the top.and really we assume an

12 accident initiation at normal operating conditions, as

13 Mr . Strawbridge represented. We are looking at two

O
14 generic types: either a loss of flow, which is our

15 under-cooling situation; or the insertion of reactivity,

16 which is our transient overpower.

17 And in the initiating phases we defined it --

18 and I should point I will be going into more detail in
i

19each of these immediately. This is essentially looking

20at the core in its normal design state and following the !

21 acciden t progression, while the core is essentially
|

22 still intact , looking at thermohydraulics, heat-up of

23 ma terials, into the actual disruption within the

) 24 assemblies of the core and fuel motion.I

!
,

25 Now, we do deal with the assumption of failure

O
|

|
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|

(3(_) 1 to scram, which is a key assumption up here to remove

2 fuel from the active core region in order to

/"} 3 neutronically terminate this event.
V

4 Transient overpower events will typically, in
;

' Sour mind, end up in one of these two end states, being )

6either -- excuse me -- either a stable power situation

7where you will eject enough fuel to essentially balance

Sout the reactivity that you have inserted, or in fact

9 you will eject enough fuel, sufficient fuel for

10 neutronics termination of the event so you will cone

11 down to a cold shutdown condition.

12 This, we believe , is the general behavior of

13 transient for power events. There are less likely

O 14 scenarios which we will address where you can get into a

15 sustained supercritical excursion, which is the method

16 b y which you can generate the type of loads that we are

17 talking about.

18 Now, in an undercooling situation such as a
-

191oss of flow, we do not think it is possible to

20 termina te the accident with essentially the core
.

21 in tact . And what we then go through is a time in the

22 accident where you are starting to lose the geometry of

23 the reactor core structure by actually melting out the

24 walls and forming radial coalescence of the damaged core

25 regions.

O.
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- |

() 1 And in this phase of the acciedent we are

2 talking about melting down the core principally and

3 various regions of the core in time. It will be

4 diff erent. I will show you how that goes on a little

S later on.

6 We call this general thing the melt-out

7 phase. As Lee Strawbridge mentioned in earlier reports

8 this has been referred to as the transition phase. We

9 chose to change our wording a bit to try to reflect more

10 of the physical picture that is in our minds in terms of

11 conveying these things.

12 We do think that the loss of flow event is

13 then terminated during this melt-out phase by a loss of

O 14 fuel generally from the active core region. And we will

15 discuss tha t because that is a matter of some

16importance. If in fset you can get all the fuel out of

17 there in a reasonable period of time, it is possible to

'

18 compress it down to a large-scale pool. I will be

19 giving more definitions in a minute.

20 The difference between these, in our minds,
;

21 al tho ugh the phenomena are shared, is that in a

221arge-scale pool we are not talking about a very large

23 radial region where you have to be more concerned about

'

24 the hydrodynamics of what is going on and its neutronic

25 implications. Although we do not think this is likely

O
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() 1to happen, we have gone ahead and assessed what we

2 believe would be the consequences of forming such a |

3 pool.

4 And I have indicated here tha t we do think in '

5that event that you would have permanent shutdown as

6 opposed to some sustained power burst. As'I say, this -

71s basically just laying out the track of where we are

8 going in the next hour or so.

9 MR. KASTENBERGs Just for perspective, the
t

10 column on the lef t -- our left is where you get the

11 energetics primarily.

12 MR. SWITICK: That is correct. In order to

13 get energetics, you have to have a sutained power burst

O
14 genera ting lots of pressure and energy very rapidly over

15 th e core.
,

10 (Slide.)

17 BH. CARBON: Do you have to have lots of

18 pressure in each case?

19 MR. SWITICK: In each case? No. As I will be
,
.

20gettin into this, in most of these events we think the

21 general pressures over any large region of the core are

22down in the range of 10 or 20 atmospheres or less.

23 HR. CARBON: But what I was saying, I

24 un ders tood you to say you have to have lots of pressure

25 to cause large energetics. My question was: are there

O
;

.
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1 cases where you do not necessarily have to have large

2 pressure?
,

3 MR. SWITICKs In terms of challenging the

4 structural integrity of the system, you do need

5significant pressures to get the kinds of accelerations

Band loads and impacts that Mr. Strawbridge was showing.

7 So you do. j f

8 MR. CARBON: I do not think I have gotten an ;

9 answer to my question, but let us go ahead.

10 (Slide.)
,

t

11 MR. SWITICK: I would like to --

12 MR. STRAWBRIDGEs Dr. Carbon, perhaps I can

13 answer your question. The cause-and-effect relationship

O
141s one where if you have a hydrodynamic disassembly that

15 will in f act generate large pressures. A lot of the

16 analyses that Denny Switick will be describing does not

17 reach the[ointofgetting to a hydrodynamic
:
i,.

18 d isa ss emb ly . And therefore, he predicts it terminates

19 without generation of high pre ssu re . Does that

20 clarif y? !

l

21 MR. CARBON: Yes. Thank you.

22 MR. SWITICK: Thank you.

23 (Slide.)

24 What I would like to do now is walk through a

25 bit of a definition of each of these two generic kinds

O .
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() 1 of event that we are talking about and point out some of
4

2 th e ke y phenomens that we will be focusing in on later

(} 3 as we through the assessment itself.

! 4 The TOP is actually defined, as pointed out
4

5 here, as an event where we have the unterminated

6 withdrawal of the control rod, which is worth

;
7 approxinately 3.25 of reactivity. And we do assume

8 coincident wth tha t f ailure of both scram systems.

9 The key phenomena, as we see it, that need to
;

| 10 be considered are listed here. And generally, I think,
i

11 the most important one is the f uel or internal blanket

' 12 for loadings and really how you look at what is going on

13 within those rods and where they fail.,

()'

14 The reason that is important is because we do'

15 need to get f uel out of the core and the axial location
!

16 of the f ailure and subsequent motion of fuel will
.

17 determine the reactivity feedback in the system. Dr.

18 Kramer, in particular, from Argonne Laboratories, will

19 be discussing some of the details of the data base that

20goes into supporting the general kinds of assessments we

21 have been doing here.

22 The other phenomena ares following the

23 f ailure of the fuel rods themselves with the steel

24 tubing, we look at essentially the ejection of the fuel

25 ma terials under pressure, their interaction with the-

()'
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() 1 coolant system, sodium, and the motion of those |

2 materials in some detail both within the rods and within

3 the coolant system as they leave the core to
)

4 neutronically shut the event down.

5 The other important area is whether or not

6 that system is stably coolable in terms of whether or

7not the reactor due to decay heat vill progress into a

8 meltdown. We believe it is. And I think the two key
,

9 aspects that we will get into later are the ability to

'

10 predict the location of failure and the kind of rod

11 conditions that axist looking at the different rods

12 throughout the reactor core since they are not all
,

13 identical for these purposes, and the coolability of the'

14 sy st em .

15 MR. CARBON: A question there. If you were to

16have a withdrawal of a rod -- that is unlikely, of

17 course -- but is there sound -- are there sound bases

18 for limiting your analyses to just one if you did have

10an unanticipated withdrawal? Is there a fair chance

I20 that there would be a couple of them?

21 MR. SWITICKs My understanding is that the -

22 syst em is de.igned such that only one can move at a

23 time . But I would like Lee Strawbridge to answer that
;

( 24 more accurately.
'

25 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: It is true the system is

O
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() 1 designed so that the rods step, only one rod can step at
?.

2 any one time when you operate in the banked mode. The ,

4

t' 3 mode of operation is to step sequentially around the |

( )%
'

4 bank one step at a time.

5 We do not believe there are any probable

6 failure modes that would lead to moving more than one
,

t

7 tod at a given time.

8 MR. CARBON: Well, just one more question. I

:
9 quess it is unlikely that you will have any

10 vithdrawals . Is it or is i tnot?

11 MR. STRAWBRIDGE We consider the uncontrolled i

|

12 rod withdrawal as what we classify as an anticipated

13 e vent , which means in the way we categorize things we i

14 would expect that that is something that might happen

15once or more over the life of the plant. It is not an !

16 ev eryd a y type of occurrence, but, yes, it is something

17 tha t might well happen.

18 The fact that makes this so improbable, the |

19 sequence that Mr. Switick is talking about, is the fact

20 we have not combined tha t reasonably probable event with

'
21the extremely improbable condition of total failure of

22 both of the two shutdown systems. The systems are
,

23 de signed to respond when the power reaches an overpower

() 24 condition of something like 15 percent overpower to then

25 trip the reactor, and other one of the two systems would '

(
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O ibe adeauate in sauttino down the reactor.

2 We have assumed both of those totally fail,

3 th e rod keep running out, and even though we have

4 provisions to make the rod run out fairly low

5 probability , it is a condition we have to accept.

6 MR. CARBON: I appreciate your last point. I

7 am still not completely clear. If you did have this one

8 withdrawal once in the lifetime of the plant, is there a

9 chance -- is there a probability that there would be two

10 rods instead of one ? Extremely low?
.

11 HR. STRAWBRIDGE: I do not have the

12 pr obabilit y numbers here to quote numbers. But the

13 probability is much lower of more than one rod running

O 14 out compared to the probability of one rod running out.

15 MR. CARBON. Thank you.

16 MR. SWITICK4 The second generic type of

17initia tor that we are looking at and we will be

18 discussin g further is just referred to as the

191oss-of-flow event.

20 (Slide.)

21 This particulr r event is defined essentially

22 as the loss of all electrical power to the three main

23 primary pumps simultaneously and their natural coastdown

24 o f the coolant flow following that.

25 Again, we initiate such an event at full-power

O
|
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() 1 steady-state conditions in the reactor core, and assume

2 that the scram systems do not terminate the event as

[}
3 they are designed to do. The key phenonenon in the loss

4 of flow, we are now andercooling tne whole system, and

5 you essentially are going to be melting it down.

6 First of all, essentially going

7 chronologically here is the loss of sodium by boiling /
Sand voiding of the core. That is importan t to us

9because the voiding of sodium has a reactivity feedback

to on the system in general. Also, the distribution of

11 power and power to flow will determine how much of the

12 core becomes involved in what period of time.

13 Af ter loss of the sodium, the steel tube will

O 14 start to melt because it is not the only heat sink for

generated, a'd we consider the melting15 the energy being n

16 of the steel where it is melting and in fact where it

17 will move to under the influences of basically gravity

18 and the sodium vapor flow that is going by in these

19 voided channels.

20 The actual cladding relocation does have some
.

21 ef fects later on in the sequence, not only

22 reactivitywise but acting in concert with the fuel that

231s lef t behind into forming potential blockages for the i

24 fuel tc get out of there.

25 And ultimately after the steel melts, the fuel

O
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() litself will start to melt and in that area we look at

2 two different concepts or we define it in two ways. And
i

3cne is the disruption of the f uel, how does it come

4 apart. And by that we mean physically does it break all

Sup or does it drain or does it swell with gases in it?

6That kind of behsvior is called disruption.

7 And then we look at fuel dispersal, and we

8 sep. irate that little bit and talk about what is driving

9 the f uel and moving it, gravity and the various

10 pressures of the gases that are existing or fuel vapor

11 pressure if it gets hot enough.

12 The key things, really, I think, that one

13 really needs to get into in terms of the sensitivity to

O 14 the energetics results that we are looking at are really

15 the motions of the fuel, primarily that is the key thing

161n the system.

17 And again, Dr. Weber of Argonne National

18 Laboratories will later be presenting in somewhat more

19 detail some of the experimental bases and the way in

20vhich some of the analytical tools we use have been used

21 to describe this kind of behavior.

22 (Slide.)

23 Okay, marching through, going through our

() 24 accident progression then for loss of flow in

25 pa rticular , the next phase of the accident that we look

O

|
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'

O 't aa at to aeriae 1 *e core e1t-out va e - we

2 have f ocused our evaluation really on. the loss of flow
;

3 principally because we believe that is the way the core '

4 will get into this condition.

5 And secondly, in those other cases where we

Shave seen TOP events progressing to this state, we see

7 that they are generically similar. In fact, we have

81ooked at one of those, but we have focused our basic

9 attention on the entrance conditions coming from a

10 loss-of-flow scenario.

11 We define it loosely, if you will, and some of

12 this geta to be a matter of convenience because there is

13 no distinct market which these things start, but we

14 define it in our own minds as a period during which the

15 physica' assembly hexcans are starting to come apart and

161ose the ability to restrain the fuel motions to be

17 within the m . So you are now getting radial motion of

18 materials in the core.

19 In particular, you more or less will be

20 limited to motions of the materials as we have defined

21this phase of the accident to be in small groups of

22 assemblies that melt one into each other, and the motion

231n between the assemblies in the sense that when the

24 core is manuf actured and put together we do allow for

25 ga ps between each of the assemblies that are normally

O
.
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,

1 filled with liquid sodium during operation at lov

2 pressure.

3 And in our assessment for CRBB, we have

4 determined that these gaps become very important, as I

5 will describe later, as exit pots for the fuel to leave

6the active core region. I think that is the main

7 thing. The melt-out phase basically terminates, in our

8 mind, when you get enough fuel out of the system to say

9 that you believe there is permanent suberiticality even

: 10 though the rest of the fuel may compact on you in your

1

; 11 settlement or liquid phase.

12 There are other branch points, as I showed on
,

13 the initial progression diagram, where you can go into a

141arge-scale pool or a hydrodynamic disassembly if those

15 conditions exist. I think that was basically all we

16need to look a t there.

17 (Slide.)

18 Again, just to remind you, I am just trying to

$ 19 walk through these things to get the terms out and stuff

20 an d then we will go into the actual assessment a little

21 bit la ter.

1
4 22 The key phenomena that are important during
!

i 23 this melt-out and disruption of the reactor core, as we

24 see it , is really related to how the fuel moves, where

; 251t can go. And we are looking at freezing and plu g gin g
2

: O
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() 1 basically, different kinds of geometries, differnet |

2 kinds of conditions, primarily within the assembly rod

(]) 3 structure itself, can the fuel go through ther ' That,

4 would be through the normal sodium paths once the sodium

S is gone.

6 And we are looking a t other items like fuel --

7 boilin g regimes, fuel crusts and boiling regimes. Here

8 we are talking about if you take liquid fuel and put it

91n contact with the colder steel structures around it,

10 either the pins or the hexcan ducts themselves.

11 The thermal conditions are such that the f uel

12 will f reeze over a large, large range of f uel

13 conditions , and when it does freeze, it forms a solid

O 141ayer of f uel that we just refer to as crust. And they

15 are important to this overall process because they tend

16to be insulators relative to heat transfer and they will

17 essentially control the delta-t, if you will, and the

18 hea t transfer or heat loss rates from the hot liquid

19 fuel through the crust to the structures behind it.

20 And we will spend some more time on it. And

211n f act , Mike Epstein of Fauske Associates will be

22 spending time later a t the end of the presentation this

23 af ternoon going into quite a bit more detail because it

241s one of the key concepts that one needs to understand

2Shere.

O
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O 4 The other thing, the other fue1 removat tasks

2 basically that you need to consider being between the

3 assembly structure or through the control assemblies

4 themselves once the fuel gets into them, of course.

5 Now, I will show a few things here on trying

6 to define a little bit better on what these paths are

7 that we have been looking at.

8 The last item, of course, is fuel coolant

9 in te ra ction s. And by this we mean what happens when the

10 hot f uel, liquid fuel, comes in contact with the liquid

I 11 sodium under say range of conditions. And the transient

12 overpower, we were basically concerned with fuel under

13 pressure coming out of a pin into the flowing stream,,

'O
14 and that is a fuel-clad interaction of one kind.

15 In this area we are concerned more with fuel '

16 flowin g to the gaps and down into structures and

171n te ra c ting with sodium, which it must. The key

18 un derstanding here, really the key idea ve are searching

19for is whether or not those interactions are such that

20 the pressurizations .that may be caused will actually
1

21 reta rd or prevent the fuel from getting out of the

22 sy s t em .

23 Now, you do have interactions, thermal

241nteractions that do go on. We believe they are

25 generally benign and do not really retard the fuel. But

O
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|

() 1that is a key concern that needs to be addressed.

2 (Slide.)

3 Okay, let me just show a couple of pictures

4 here of some of the things we will be talking about in

5 the terminology la ter. I put this little representation

6 0f part of the core on a planer view to give you a

711ttle better f eeling , this and the next vuegraph.

8 What we are talking about in the melt-out

9 phase, which is really becoming the key focus for

10 energetics in the 10F, what this is trying to represent

111s essentially the active region from the centerline of

12 the core, moving out to the boundary with the radial

13 blanket.

O 14 And these are the indiviual fuel assemblies.

15 The legends are here, actually (indica ting ) . And in the

16 assessment that we have been doing for this melt-out

17 phase, we have tried to classify vairous coinditions in

18 the fuel assemblies af ter the loss-of-flow event.
19 Generically, it is high, medium, and low

20 thermal conditions, really, and tht is all. We will get

21 to this later.

22 But the high is meant t'o represent the very,

23 very hot fuel, most hot in the reactor core at that

) 24 time. And we are looking at this fuel now being able to

25 0et out of the reactor core, and when we talk about gap
i

C:) .
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() 1 structure we are talking about this, and it does not
|
|

2 show on here, but we are talking about the gap that '

3 exists between these assemblie.s

I 4 There is about half a centimeter, I believe,
I

f Sis the dimension, all throughout the te n ti r 3 space in
i

6 the reactor. So we vil be kooking at fuel as it tried
l

7 to melt its way out through the hexcan wall and geting

|
| Sinto all these various cold gaps and flowing down, down

9 and radially out.

10 I have another chart that maybe shows that a '

1111ttle better.

12 (Slide.)

13 This is now supposed to represent an elevation

O
i 14 view, if you will, of the reactor, and thesa are not all

15 to scale or technically accurate; they are 3nly meant to

16 represent the concepts that we are talking about.

17 On this view, what we are looking at in

18 vertical here is the core active region, vnich is

19 approximately one meter of active f uel and then the

20 blankets on either side of it. And the coloring and the

21 cartoon is meant to represent conditions that might be

22 typical during the melt-out phase with the red
|

23 representing very hot disruptive f uel that is partially

24 or f ully molten.

25 The yellow is meant to represent various
|

O
.
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() 1 assemblies such as the internal blanket assemblies which

2 would still be pysically intact at this time in the

O("N
3 accident, particularly at the beginning of cycle where

4 the power in the blankets is extremely low. They are

5 full of liquid sodium at this point.

6 What I am trying to show here is that the gaps

-j 7 that we are talking, those one sin the previous charts,
/. .

8 all between the assemblies where fuel can actually melt

9out sideways as well as downwards out of the active core

10 region, that sometime -- this is meant to be a primary

11 control assembly which is located throughout the reactor

12 cross-section in these locations (indicating).

13 (Slide.)

O
14 During the operation, the control is basically

15 pulled out of the core, and so from midplane or so
:

16 downwards you besically have a big open hole in the

17 reactor as far as this kind of assessment is concerned.

18 (Slide.)
'

|19 And at some point during the progression of

20 this event, as this fuel all melts down, the parts that
|

21 are in contact with the control assembly can actally |

22 ca use voicing of the sodium inside of this tube and

23 entrance of the hot fuel into there and flowing down and

| 24 ou t through that pa th (indicating).
|

25 The key paths in our mind, the one I did not

|
|

|
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|

() 1 mention -- let me back up just a second -- is the actual

2 flow upward through the normal sodium flow region inside ,

| 3 the hexagonal pin structure itself. And we believe that |

4 the ability of the fuel to get out through that kind of

5seometric and thermal environment is not very good.
,

6 We believe it will penetrate into it and in

7 f act f reeze in that area and stay there for a

8 considerable period of time. But we do not believe that

91t is extremely easy for the pressures that we are

10 talking about for the fuel to just go zipping straight

11 up into the upper plenum or something and get totally

12 ou t. So we have represented these as plugged regions,

131f you will.

i

14 We do expect fuel penetration into those

15 area s, but not sufficient to terminate the event.

16 MR. KASTENBERGs I have a question on that.

17 Compared to the homogeneous core, do you have more

18 cooler and colder regions within the core?
,

19 MR. SWITICK: Yes.

20 MR. KASTENBERGs Would that then lead t oa

21 higher propensity for fuel freezing and clad freezing as

22 it moves?

23 MR. SWITICK: It has two effects, if you

) 24 will . That is a kind of double-edged sword.

25 MR. KASTENBERG That is what I --

O
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() 1 MR. SWITICKa These represent really the

2 internal blankets where I have indicated cold on here

3and also the control assemblies in a homogeneous core

4 there are no such f uel assemblies at all. They are

5 basically very hot. We vill get into some of the
;

6 details of this.

7 But the coldness of some of this structure is

8 actually beneficial to getting f uel out because of the

9 format ion of thece crusts. And they are stable under

10 certain specific conditions. If the substrate, if you

11 will, the steel here itself is at various temperatures,

12 you can show very well -- and Mike Epstein will address
i

13 this -- tha t these crusts are very stable and they in

14 f act form an insulating tube for further liquid

15 penetration through that environment.

16 The key is into the physical geometry of the

17 kind of things the fuel is trying to flow through.

18 Whereas we do not think it can flow very easily through

19 the molten pin type geometry on the outside of the pins,

20 through the sodium environment, we do not think that
,

.

21 will go very far.

22 He do believe very stroncly that when you get [

231n to this nice essentially either tubes inside of tubes

() 24 or flat-plate geometry that you will get very deep

25 penetrations of the f uel because of the formation of
.

|
4
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() 1these stable crusts.

2 I hope that kind of goes both ways.

3 (Slide.)

4 The cold assemblies do form -- play a real

5 role in our mind later on. If you start to talk about

6 the possibility of a large-scale pool forming in the

7 sense that with thess cold rings of assemblies

, 8 interspersed here, it is a lot harder or it takes a lot

91onger to form large hydrodynamic regions of just' fuel

10 material compared to the homogeneous core.

11 MR. KASTENBERGa I guess one of the things I

12 always worry about in the end after any accident

13 sequence is whether or not you have a coolable

O
14 g e om e t ry . And that is sort of what my question was

15 leading to regardless of energetics; the fact that you

16 have decay heat ultimately, you have to take it out of

17 th ere.

18 NR. SWITICK: This loss-of-flow situation is

19 basically not a coolable situation then for the time

20 periods that we are interested in.

21 (Slide.)

22 Okay. Now, we believe the accident would

23 essentially terminate --

() 24 MR. CARBON: Mr. Switick, would this be a good

25 time for a break as f ar as you are concerned?
,

()
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() 1 ER. SWITICK: I think two more vuegraphs would

2 be an excellent time. What I want to do is just cover

)
3 the last two phases of the accident that I have defined

4 on the progression chart.

|5 The large-scale pool phase is something we

S ha ve defined chronologically f ollowing the melt-out

7 progression or as you are going through meltdown. And

8 the key difference here, in our minds, really is that

9 whether or not it is actually this definition right here
,

10 which says you form a contiguous enough region, large
.

11 enough molten mass of f uel and materials that its

12 phenomenological behavior alone can domina te the
i

13 energetics consequences of the event.
c

14 Before, we might have been talking about i

1511guid fuel in single assemblies, which is a very small |
16 mass of fuel. We are now talking about very large

17 regions of f uel. In our minds, that makes some

18 difference into how you deal with this thing.

19 We d o say, though, that even though you might

20 have that, you do have lots of intact assemblies, such

21as the internal blar.kets which again still exist during

22 this phase of the accident. You could just relate that

23 simply to saying there is more critical masses in the

i () 24 core than you need because of the way it is designed.

l
25 The key phenomena are really very similar to

(
\_)

1

!

- r
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O ' a * I a =crid a ia ta 1*-o=* an 6 c == ta -
.

2 are interested in the heat transfer processes, the

3 ability of fuel to penetrate structures and boilings

4 that might go on and the energy in the system is higher

5 than you can readily remove. These are basically very

6similar kinds of considerations.

7
I i

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

O 24

25

O
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() 1 We ultimately see termination of a phase like '

2 this being totally through dilution, mixing of poisonous

3 ma terials with the hot f uel.

4 (Slide.)

5 The last phase I wanted to cover as the

6 initial ptrt of my talk is the hydrodynamic disassembly

7 phase, and this is the one phase where you can

8 substan tially generate temperatures and pressures that

9 sill challenge the structural integrity of the system.

10 This is not expected to occur in anything that

11 we have done, but it exists, if you will get materials

12 mo ving in such a way, let's say fuel moving around in

13 such a way that onto itself you are increasing the

O 14 re activit y of the system by those missions. This would

15 be comparable to potential autocatalytic mid-plane

16 failures, for example, in a transient overpower where

17 the very position that you are moving the fuel to would

18 raise the power of the core which needs more fuel.

19 The way we analyze these is using the VENUS-2

20 code that basically assumes fuel vapor is the only

21 available pressure source to start the disassembly

22 motions of the core. The only feedback that are

23 considered are the doppler prompt f eedback which exists

() 24 in heren tly in the system and the material displacements

25 themselves .

O
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() 1 It is out of this type of an assessment that

2 we do calculate the various temperatures throughout the

3 reactor core which form the basis for this isentropic

4 expansion of f uel to get the kind of pressures and loads ,

5 within the system that the SMBDB'is designed for.

6 MR. MARK: At what temperature does the fuel

7 va porize? ,

8 MR. SWITICK: The mixed oxide fuel will start

9 to vaporize at I believe approximately 3300, 3400

10 degrees Centigrade. It melts at approximstely 2700,

11 2800 degrees Centigrade.

12 MR. MARKS 3600 Kelvin which goes with the

13 3800 Kelvin we were talking about before.

O 14 MR. SWITICKa Now, you must recall, too, once
.

L

15 rou do start to vaporize, the vapor pressure of the fuel

161s an exponential f unction of temperature essentially',

17 so as it gets hot, the pressure goes up extremely fast.

18 S0 you can only reach limited amounts of temperature
,

19 really, bechuse as the pressure is going up so high, you

20 vill start moving materials. But that is the ballpark

21 nu mber , I would say; 3400 C. or something like that is

22 the vaporization point.

23 Those were the introductory remarks that I

) 24 wa nted to make before actually going into the actual

25 calculations that would be performed; so this would be a

| ' )
|

I
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() 1 good time for a break.

2 (Recess.)

3 MR. CARBON: Let's continue with the meeting.
)

4 Will you go ahead, Mr. Switick?

5 MR. SWITICK: Thank you.

6 (Slide.)

7 To orient us back to the presentation that I

8am providing today, I think I have covered this part now

9 where it is essentially introductory material defining

10 things . And what I would like to do now is go through

11 the summary of the actual energetics assessment that we

12 have been perf oriing.

13 MR. CARBON: In your way of laying this out is

O 141t your thought here that you are going to sort of

15 summarize and hope that we will ask detailed questions

16 of the individual presenters later, or what is your
,

17 philosophy in this?

18 MR. SWITICK4 The philosophy tha t I tried to

19 present this material in --

20 MR. CARBON: What is coming up now?

21 MR. SWITICK: Yes. What is coming up now,

22 there should be suf ficient information to give you an

23 un derstanding of the kinds of analyses we did, the kinds

() 24 of considerations of uncertainties that we took account

250f, and tne general results that are coming out for CRBR

O
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() 1 energetics conclusions. "

2 The purpose of the presenters later, as I see

'

3 it , in the philosophy of things is to provida you with

4 more detailed inf orma tion f rom people who have been in

5 the base technology understanding of these for a long

6 time to support what the data base is for some of the
,

7 assessments and assumptions we are making here, as well

8 as give you a better understanding of how the more :

9 detailed information and detailed analysis techniques'

10 that are used in fact" relate to the simpler kinds of
- !

11 first priniciple things that are used in the more
|

12 complex analyses.
,

,

13 So this presentation should stand on its own.

O+
,

,

14 They should be able to provide additional information to

15 help put perspective on what these assumptions are,
,

i

i16 especially in a few critical areas technologically.

17 Now, in this summary what I would like to do

18 -- w h a t I would like to do is essentially go through the
~

19 dif f e re nt phases of the accident now, rather than

20 talking about general definitions, present you with the

21 kinds of assumptions and calculations and results that '

22 were performed.

23 I would like to wrap up after going through

() 24 all these with the relationship in terms of energetics

25 to the SMBDB in talking about numbers like temperatures
|

|
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() land potential of clug impact on the head and then get to

2 the conclusions.

3 (Slide.)

4 Prior to doing that I thought it would be

5 worth spending a little bit of time again in a general

Snature talking about how the assessment was done and

7 pointing out some of the things between the homogeneous j
8 and heterogeneous core for you to give you a little bit

9 of perspective on what this core is and why it is

10 som ewh a t different relative to energetics questions

11 specifically.

12 As far as the approach that we have taken, we

13 are using the same basic approach that was taken six or

O 14 seven years ago on the homogeneous design relative to

15 ma king this assessment. Prihcipally what that is -- we

16believe the way to do it is to try and provide a best

17 estimate understanding, and by that we mean using the

18 nominal design data, using the best judgment you can get

19 from the technical experts as to how these various

20 phenomenologies should be represented. !-
.

21 That is our best estimate scenario and the one

22 we focus on. In addition to that we then broaden out

23 the analysis to include design and data uncertainties,

() 24 things like allowing for a plus or minus 20 percent |

25 unce rtainty in the doppler constant, for example, f uel
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() 1 conductivity uncertainties, things of that nature which

2 we call reasonably probable things, things we need to

3 deal with.

4 We lump these together with our best estimate

5 scenario to then see the effects of them. Following on

6 from that we specifically then try to make assumptions

7 which are phenomenological in nature to try and force

8 the accident into an energetics type behavior. And here

9what we are looking for really is extreme sensitivities

10 in uncertainties to specific things, and I will give

11 some examples of just exactly what we did as we march

12 through this.

13 That is the basic approach which is still

O
14 in tact. For most of my presentation the order I will be

15 presen ting the results for each of the phases and

160eneric initiators is the best estimate assessment that

17 vas performed and tell you what were some of the

18 variations in these areas that we looked at, and

19 gen erally what the results are in sensitivities to these

20 Va riations.

21 Now, the heterogeneous core, which is the

22 Clinch River core at this time, does have some

23 differences f rom the homogeneous core which served as

() 24 the initial basis for defining the SMBDB. Principally

251t is the rearrangement of the internal blankets into

O
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.

() 1the actual core region itself and the effect that that

2 rearrangement has on various HCDA core characteristics

{~}
3 such as void worth and doppler constants which I would

411ke to show in the next slide. And, in particular, the

5 fuel leading scheme is different than it used to be. We |

Bused 1 value one-third core batch reloading scheme for

7 the homogeneous design to optimize the core utilizations.

8 What we now have is a scheme whereby every two

9 years we basically go in and replace all of the fuel and !

10 internal blanket assemblies' with f resh assemblies. This

11 has some significance on energetics because very low

i

12 burn-up fuel, or fresh fuel as we call it, behaves

13 dif f ere n tly from irradiated fuel in our minds. And I !

)
14 will pc Lat out what those differences are when we get

151n to tt a specific sequences where that is a difference !
!

16 from the heterogeneous core.

P

17 Finally, during the interval of the last six

18 or seven years, obviously the base technology and

19 un de rstanding has progressed. New information has

20become available in terms of analytical techniques, *nd .
,

' 21 some of that type of new information is what the j

22 presenters following me will be relating more of to

23 yo u . I will poin t out some of these things as I go

24 th rough .

25 BR. MARKS You remarked about the change of

O
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() 1 plan on refueling. Does that mean that we will never,

2 ever under this scheme ref uel in that thing that has

3 been there for more than two years?

4 MR. SWITICK: I do not believe I understand

5 the question.

6 MR. MARK You are going to reload every two

7 years?
.

8 MR. SWITICKs Yes.

9 MR. MARK: So there will never be fuel in

10 there that has been exposed for more than two years.

11 MR. SWITICKs That is correct as far as the

12 fuel assemblies themselves. The radial blanket

13 assemblies themselves actually will stay in longer.

O
14 MR. MARK So how many megawatt days per ton

151s the maximum then?

16 MR. DICKSON: It is around 104,000 megawatt

17 days per ton.
,

18 MR. MARK: Okay. The old scheme never went

19 above 150 anyway.

20 MR. DICKSON: That is correct.

21 (Slide.)

22 MR. SWITICK: I would like to say a little bit

23 more about the HCDA characteristics that I referred to,

( 24 and following through a thread here to try and show you

25 th a t this core is somewhat different than the core that

O
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() Iwe had looked at originally. |

2 These are a couple of the key differences |

)
3 pointed out between heterogeneous and homogeneous core

4 design. We have indicated here the number of fresh or

5 very low burn-up, if you will, versus irradiated

6 assemblies in the core for particular times in the

7 cycle, this being the beginning of cycle 1 and the end

Sof cycle 4; and these would be repeated subsequently

9 every two years.

10 The equivalent, though not exact, condition in

11 the homogeneous core, is the beginning and end of an

12 equilibrium cycle. I point this out because we believe

13 f resh , very low burn-up fuel does behave very different

O
14 as you star t to melt it and do things to it.

15 The doppler constant is essentially the same.

16It is somewhat stronger in the heterogeneous design when

17 you include the contribution f rom internal blankets. If

18 you only looked at the doppler constant represented by

19 the active f uel assemblies which heat up essentially

20during the transient, it is approximately a little less

21 than half of that constant and still a significant

22 n u mbe r .

23 The key one I would like to point out and

( 24 follow up in the next vu-graph is the maximum
,

25 cont ribution , if you will, of sodium voiding due to
i

()
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) 1 voiding of the fuel assemblies themselves. This has a4

2 rather large influence on the progression of the

(} 3 accident and the time scale over which it occurs.

4 You can see in the heterogeneous design there

Sis approximately half the positive sodium void. worth of

6 the homogeneous design, almost a third actually, and in

7 fact at beginning of cycle it is a negative number.

8 MR. CARBON: Is that negative number the

9 average over all the f uel assemblies?

10 MR. SWITICK: Yes. This is the integral value

11 of taking all the liquid sodium out of the active core

12 height of all the fuel assemblies.

13 MR. CARBON Would some of the f uel assemblies

O
14 have a positive -- some of the hotter assemblies have a

15 positive --

16 MR. SWITICK: Yes, yes. I would like to show

17 that distribution next because I an actually trying to

18 th read through this. In a loss of flow, in particular,

19 where the fuel assemblies will be voiding substantially,

20we can generate this kind of a number as you go into

21 f uel disruption; so that this is a negative value,

22 mea ning the core power will stay basically constant

23 during this phase, whereas in the homogeneous design

24 because you had almost $3 .of positive worth coming back

25 f rom the voiding process, you took off on a power burst,

|
|
l

i -
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) 1that has some implications as to other kinds of behavior

2 in the reactor core.

(~T 3 MR. CARBON 4 Will someone discuss how
\, )

4 accura tely you feel you know the sodium void worth and

5 the doppler?

8 MR. SWITICK: I was not meaning to present it

71n detail as the basis. We do look at variations based
/.

'

Son what people' understand is the uncertainty in those
J

9 values, yes.

10 MB. CARBON: What is the uncertainty in the

11 sodium void worth?

12 MR. SWITICK: It is approximately the value

13 that has been used was 60 percent, essentially a 2 sigma

O 14 uncertainty on sodium void worth. We have recently in

15 r'ela tionship to staff questions been re-evaluating tha t

16and trying to come into a nuch better understanding of

17 what we think the true uncertainties are based on more

18 recent zipper-type information.

19 We do believe now that with the work going on

20 this year that that uncertainty should come down by
i

21about a factor of 2, something like s 30 percent

22 uncertainty void worth. And we are currently working in
,

,

23 tha t area to_better understand that because it is of

24 some significance .

25 MR. CARBON: And th e use of that 60 percent

( |
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() 1 uncertainty, I can take the 1.1 there and say that is

21.1 plus or minus 60 percent or some such thing?

3 MR. SWITICKs Almost. You cannot quite do it

4 on the total integral worth value. The way we actually

5 follow through with the prescription of uncertainty is

6to go through each region of the reactor core like each

7 axial region of each assembly and change the local value

8 by plus or minus 60 percent. Because you have negative

9 and positive regions, this number actually if you apply

10 sa y a 30 percent uncertainty to it could become greater

11 than just the 30 percent on the integral value.

12 MR. CARBON So that 1.1 could be as.high as

13 how much?

O
14 MR. SWITICKs I believe the number geti close

15 to slightly over $2 or $2 -- I do not have the exact

16 number in my mind.

17 MR. CARBON: How .about the doppler?

18 MR. SWITICKs The doppler constant we feel

19 pretty comf ortable with, about a plus or minus 20

20 percent uncertainty.

21 MR. MARK I wonder if you could help me a

2211t tle . You were saying earlier you pull the fuel every

23 two yea rs, put in new fuel. That new fuel is then in no

( 24 way dif ferent from cycle 1.

25 MR. SWITICKs That is correct.

O
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() 1 MR. MARKS Because it is going to take you a
1

2 couple of yea rs to reprocess the old fuel. In what way
.

3 does cycle 4 differ from BOC-1 up there?

4 MR. SWITICK: Cycle 4 essentially, now you

5 have fuel which has principally resided in the reactor

6 for two years, two years, and it is essentially all

7 irradiated ma terial .

8 MR. MARKS So you changed the irotopic

9 relationship in the plutonium. That is all you have

10 'd o n e . |

11 MR. SWITICKs Basically that is true, by

12 b urnin g it up.

13 MR. MARK: By two years' exposure. So it is

O
141ess fissile than the fresh fuel was.

15 Now, how does that change then the sodium void

16 wo rth? You have sufficiently less fissile. Sodium void

17 should go to zero.

18 MR. SWITICKa You are actually also building

19 up fissile material in the internal blankets as you go
,

20 th rough this process.
.

21 MR. MARKS Okay. You have changed the i

22 reactivity cha racte ristics of the blanket when you talk i

23 0f cycle 4.

) 24 MR. SWITICK Yes. I think if there were more {

25 de ta11ed questions, probably Paul Dickson is rather
.

'

CE)

|
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) 1 expert at explaining exactly how those numbers change.

2 MR. DICKSON: Well, to consider the very

[} 3 simple case, if you run a heterogeneous core for a lono'

4 enough period of time, it will ultimately look like a

S homogeneous core and reveal homogenous core void
,

6 coefficients.

7 (Slide.)

8 MR. KASTENBERG But he only shows the fuel

9 assemblies.
|

10 MR. SWITICK: I principally did that -- let me

11 comment on that. I principally did tha t because it is i

12 the fuel assemblies that will get involved principally

131n the accident, especially early on.

O
14 MR. DICKSON: But the blankets enter

15neutronically even if you void only the sodium.
|

16 MR. MARK: That is the neutronics.

17 MR. SWITICK4 Let me continue with that
,

18 because that is where I was leading.

19 MR. KASTENBERGs Can you put that vu-graph

20back up for a moment? I have two questions on that.

21 MR. SWITICKa Yes.

22 MR. KASTENBERG First you have for the
-4

23 doppler TDK/DT. I presume that is E .

(G_) 24 MR. SWITICKa Yes.

25 MR. KASTENBERG What is the doppler with the

O
f
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|

() 1 core voided or the fuel assemblies voided?
'

i

2 MR. SWITICKs For the fuel assemblies voided

3and the fuel -- just take the fuel assemblies only()
4 flooded, the doppler is approximately 003, -003. If you

5 take the sodium th en out o f those', you come down to

6about 002.

7 MR. KASTEMBERG You lose about a third?

8 MR. SWITICK Yes.

9 MR. CARBON: What was the --

'
10 MR. SWITICK: We do account for those kinds of

11 ef fects in the analysis that we do; that is, as ,you void
i

12 and change the doppler constant in various subassemblies

13of the core, we do in fact reduce those contributions.

O
14 MR. CARBON: Wha t was the uncertainties in

15 2.65 and the 2.80 values? What were those?
i

16 MR. SWITICK4 Those were 60 percent

17 uncertainties . I

18 MR. CARBON: Same thing?

19 MR. SWITICK: Yes. So they are even much ,

20 higher possible -- once you get into this general range

21of $2 1/2 to $3 you basically have a positive responding

22 sy ste m . And although the absolute number here is not i

23 very critical, I think $2 1/2 plus as compared to ;

() 24 s11ghtly $1 or less is really what makes the difference

25over a dollar or so difference between the two cores.

r
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() 1 There is another feature that enters in, too,

2 and that is where I was trying to lead you.

3 (Slide.)

4 It is when you look at the dynamics of how the

5 different areas of the core become involved in the

6 accident, you have some effects that are due to this.

7 What I would like to try and show here, this

81s for the beginning of cycle 1 core, heterogeneous

9 core, and this shows you the spatial distribution, if

to you will, of the positive and negative regions of

11 voiding in the core.

12 The color scheme that I have tried to use here

131s the most positive regions are red, being somewhat

O 14 greater than one cent void worth per assembly, and going

15 do wn to near nega tive -- I mean near' zero really in the

1611gh te r sh ades, and then the green coloration means

171ower void worth, less than minus one cent. Generally
.

181t ~is on the outer edge of the core and the leakage is

19 high.

20 You can see although the fuel is -35 cents,

21 the internal blanket assemblies do represent about 95

22 cents positive. But they are so cold that essentially

23 2ero power in the cycle -- they do not really void and

() 24 get into the event very much until very, very late, if

25at all.

<

*
.
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() 1 What I would like to point out now again, this

21s -- these heavy lines indicate the internal blankets,

3 and the lighter ones are all fuel that are colored in,

4and the control assemblies are here (Indicating). These

S numbers are only of significance relative to the SAS3D

6 full core model that we use in terms of representing all
9

7 these assemblies as 15 different types, so I would not

8 pa y too much attention to this here.

9 What I want to show you is that from the
:

10 beginning of cycle 1 in this freshly loaded core the

11 actual higher power region of the core is out in this

12 area (Indicating) . It has actually shifted with a power

13 hump out here, and it is in a region of relatively near

O 14 2ero void worth.

15 And what happens as you go into an accident

16 progression such as the TOP or the LOF is that because

17 the power is high , the power flow is high out in this

18 region, you basically get this part of the core involved

191n the accident first as far as voiding and melting of

20 ma terials (Indicating) .

21 The indication here is just simply the crosses

22 and the bubbles, if you will, represent a TOP and an

2310F . And what I tried to show is that this is the

() 24 region of the core that first gets involved because of

251ts power and power to flow basis, and it is in a region

O
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() 1 of basically neutral sodium void worth.

2 The implication of that is that as these

{) 3 assemblies get involved and go into voiding or f ailing,

41f you will, that you do not get very much voiding

5 feedback into t.te system in a positive way. Comparable

6to this would be the homogeneous core. I do not have a

7 figure for you, but you can picture this area as

8 ex trem ely red in a homogeneous core so tha t all the

91nitial assemblies that get involved start generating

10 positive f eedbacks on the system to' increase the power

11 and aggrava te the thermal upset.

12 So that is one important difference in this

13 core that makes you suspect it will behave somewhat

O 14 differently, in particular in a loss of flow event than

151n the previous considerations of the honcgeneous core.

16 MR. MARKS What you are just saying calls

17 attention to the fact that that vu-graph is not too

18 cood , that you simply add the -36 and the t96 and get

19 60. And in a real history the first thing you see is

20 the -35, and only later and only after things have gone

21 some difference does that t95 come into the picture. So 1

22 a veraging these things or adding them is a rather

23 misleading representation.

24 MR. SWITICKs I was not trying to mislead you,

251f that was the point. You do need to follow the

O
.
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() 1 sequence of how the various parts of the core become

2 involved in the accident to understand the sodium void

{) 3 worth.

4 MR. MARKS It is just that I think the

5 vu-graph is sligh tly deficient or defective.

6 MR. SUITICKs This is just meant to give you a

7 number which is the total core void worth that you can
.

Scompare to.

9 MR. MARK: Why like tha t? It is not a very

10 meaningful number.

11 MR. SWITICK: That was the purpose of what I

12 was trying to present here, I guess. It is not that

13 meaningf ul. It is really the fuel number that is

O 14 me aningf ul .

15 (Slide.)

18 Okay. With the general remarks I wanted to

17 make about homogeneous and heterogeneous cores, I would

1811ke to actually now get into the results of the
,

1

19 as s ess m en t that we are performing on the heterogeneous I

20 co re .

. Slide.)(21

22 The way in which I would like to do it is to

23 walk you through, if you will, the phenomenology in the

( 24 sequence of what happens in these various configurations

25and examples of each.
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() 1 This is meant to depict f or considera tion the

2 best estimate response to this $3.2 reactivity insertion

3at the beginning of cycle 1. And the boxes are simply

4 to sort out the kinds of phenomena that I mentioned

5 earlier when they are going on, and the time is an

6 approximate time. It will give you a feeling for what

71s happening, how long it takes for various things to

SoCCur.

9 I would point out in general that reactivity

10 insertion we assume takes place at the maximum worth of

11 withdrawing the rod at its normal design speed, which is

12 essentially four cents per second, and tha t continues

13 withdrawing until we insert the en tire $3. 2. That is

)
14 assumed .

15 The scram systems of course are assumed to

16 fail. Otherwise this event would be terminated very

17 shortly within about f our seconds. I believe you get

18115 percent overpower trip. As the power increases due

19 to this insertion of reactivity , you essentially go

20 through a process of f uel melting in the higher power

21 regions out in the void region that I was showing you.

22 And because this is a fresh core, reasonably fresh, it

23 can take a lot of thermal insult, if you will, wi thin

} 24 the fuel rods. It means a lot of melting and

25 temperature increase, and you actually get to a

O
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| () 1 condition where you are so hot that you are boiling

2 sodium near the exit of the assemblies. And this has

3 the ef fect of changing the pressure gradient within the

4 assembly and slowing down the flow because the two-phase

- 5 pressure drop is higher, and in fact getting the steel

6 cladding even hotter, in particular, leading to

7 ultimately rod failure in the nine lead fuel assemblies.

8 Now, the failure takes place principally

9 because we are continuing to dump energy into the fuel

10 rod, and it is melting, the fuel is melting. The sodium

11 cannot carry away all that energy, and as the fuel melts

12it expands in volume upon the phase change, and it is

13 th ermally expanding. It is taking up all the available

O 14 room , if you will, within the cladding, and it is'

15 starting to push out and load the steel cladd'ing. It

16gets hot enough that it starts to develop vapor

17 pr essure , so you are getting above like 3300,.3500

18 degrees Centigrade within the center line of the fuel

19 rods . Ultimately you generate enough pressure and load

20 the cladding. Its strength.is weak. It is hot. It

21 will f ail, mechanically fail, and eject fuel materials

22 ou t into the coolant stream.

23 The fuel and coolent thermally interact, and

) 24 the sodium is quite cold compared to the fuel. We look

25 at the process of fuel shattering, if you will, or

O
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() 1 freezing, fragmenting, and getting mixed up with the

2 sodium. The pumps are still turned on a full head, so

3 you have a net axial force trying to push the fuel

4 around , basically push it up, plus any pressures that

Sare developed by vaporization of the coolant.

6 Following all these kind of details, if you

7 will, what basically happens is some of the fuel gets

8 swept out due to hydraulic forces up higher out of the

9 active core region where it contacts the colder

10 materials, and in f act in various areas you can get some

11 f uel f reezing in the colder structures. But a lot of

12 the particulate we believe is swept out, and that is

13 suf ficient core -- sufficient fuel removal from these

O 14 original nine assemblies -- perhaps a quarter of the

15 fuel may sctually come out -- that you shut down the
'

16neutronic part of the transient. In other words, the

17 fuel reactivity worth that is removed is more than the

18 $3.2 for the reactivity at the time you are inserting,

19 so you go subcritical and the power comes down.

20 At the time we terminate our full core

21 calcula tions we are able to follow it to approximately a

22 condition where the instantaneous core power is about

23 half of rated power and the net reactivity is about $5,

( 24 -$ 5. What does happen, though, now is since this is

25only 40 seconds into the transient, we have not inserted

O
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() 1this full $3.2 at that time. It takes considerably I

21onger to insert that much reactivity. You slso have a

{ 3 very hot system here, and so you have generated doppler

4 and axial expansion f eedbacks which are negative, and as

5the system cools dowr. , you will start to get back . hose

6 doppler and axial expansion feedbacks, and as you

7 continue to insert reactivity from the assumed rod

8 withdra wal, what we believe actually happens is that the

9 core will naturally reach a balance at a new power state

10 and will go critical again. And we have estimated that

11 from looking at the reactivity balances in the system

12 that. with uncertainties considered for the amount of

13 fuel that is ejected from the rods that the core would

() 14 reach a new power state of anywhere f rom one-tenth to

15 approximately its normal rated power.

16 Now, that becomes a new stable condition for

17 th e reactor. In other words, you have moved all the

18 ma terials, you have balanced the reactivity that you

19 in se rt ed , the 53.2, and you are now cooling the system

20 so that you are a t a steady power condition. This is

' 21 kind of -- it is a different kind of result than people I

(
22 perhaps have been discussing years and yea rs ago.

23 I think what we determined is that the system

() 241s actually very forgiving, if you will, and will try to

25 balance itself.

O

|
-
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() 1 MR MARK 4 This is a map of the status

2 described by a S AS calculation .

3 MR. SWITICKs That is correct.
)

4,, M2. MARKS Now, fuel melting begins at the mid

5 plane?

8 MR. SWITICK : It will actually be melting

7 greatest near the midplane or the peak axial worth
' li .

81ocation slightly below the midplane, but it is melting

G over the length of --

10 MR. MARKS Sodium boiling begins above the

11 mi d 71a ne --

12 MR. SWITICK: Yes.

13 MR. MARK: Because the sodium -- I suppose

C 14 there is a big temperature difference between the sodium

15 and fuel at the midplane at 30 seconds because no sodium

16 has coved anywhere particularly.

17 MR. SWITICK: The sodium is flowing through

18 f airly rapidly, actually, and because of the pressure

- 19 d r op , in looking at the saturation conditions, it is

20 boiling up higher where the pressure is a lot lower.

21Sadium does not change its temperature drastically once-

22it gets out of the core, but the pressure is a lot lower
,

I
23 higher up, and so it starts boiling.

( 24 MR. MARK: I presume that the calculation, if

' 251t says there is a 5 percent voiding because it is

8
'

|
|
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() 1 boiling at the top, it uses some standard number for the

2 void coef ficient. It does not apply to voiding at the
l
'3 top.

4 MR. SWITICKs It is actually a negative

5 reactivity effect.

6 MR. MARK At the top it would be negative

j 7 reactivity effect.

8 MR. SWITICK: Ac tua ll y , if it is far enough

9 above the core, it essentially has no effect
,

10 reactivity-wise.

I 11 MR. MARKS Is that taken account of? That is
!

; 12 my question, I guess, the fact that the void is located

13 at the top. Is that taken account of in this

()'

; 14 calculation or is it using that number, 35 cents?

i

! 15 ER. SWITICK4 No , no. The 35 cents does not
:

16come into play because the sodium liquid in the core'

'

17 region is still liquid. The only reactivity change that

18 has occurred in the calculation is because you have

19 heated up the liquid. There is a density change. It

20 accounts for that but it is a much, much smaller number

21 than the 35 cents, perhaps a couple of cents.

22 In other words, you have to void the sodium

23 ou t to really get 35 cents worth of reactivity.
m

24 MR. MARK: How does SAS handle that

25 progressive change in the weighting that has to be given

O
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() 1to voiding?

2 MR. SWITICKs It calculates the temperature of

3 the sodium.)
4 MR. MARK 4 Hence the density, hence the

~

5 scattering.

6 MR. SWITICKa Ba sed on th e density change , we

7 tell it for a density change of x going from normal

8 condition to voided. There is this much reactivity

9 ch ange . I do not know exactly, but I believe it is

10 doing just a linear interpolation, really, on the

11 density over that range , going from essentially nominal

12 to zere for a voided system, and it looks at each

13 specific axial location that we have defined basically

O 14 covering the core and the upper and lower blankets where

15 the reactivity ef fects are important, and it looks at

16 the temperature as you go through there and takes into

17 accoun t the void worth change.

18 MR. MARKS What is troubling me, as I am sure

19 you can see , is voiding a t the top is quite different
|

20from voiding on the average throughout. |
,

21 MR. SWITICKs Yes.

22 MR. MARKS And the SAS --

23 WR. SWITICK4 SAS will do, I believe, a

() 24 consisten t calculation'of the void feedbacks in the

25 system based on the understanding that we have from the

,

|
|
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() 1 physics esiculations of how that void is distributed.

2 MR. MARK Okay. i

3 MR. KASTENBERGs Don 't you have a differntial
)

4 void worth curve in there? I mean if you do a reactor

|

5 physics calculation, it gives you a differential void j

6 worth.
.

7 MR. SWITICK4 Yes. |
,

8 MR. KASTENBERGs And then SAS looks on the

9 void worth curve. !

10 MR. MARKS For that --
i

11 MR. KASTENBERGa Fo r th a t pa r tic ula r --

'
12 MR. SWITICK: For that particular location. I

13 think it is doing a systematic --

0 14 MR. KASTENBERGa Mr. Chairman.

15 MR. CARBON: Yes? ;

16 MR. KASTENBERGa Denny, I do not know if I
i

17 heard you mention wha t the f ailure location and failure

18 mechanism is that you assume. Did I miss that?

19 MR. SWITICK: I tried to -- the failure

20 me chanism , we belie ve , for these kind of fuel rods is ,

'

21 basically the generation of pressure, fuel vapor
i

22 pressure within the f uel rod itself, and that loading ,

23 transmitted to the cladding will lead to weak cladding

) 24 ru pturing. The failure location in this particular i

25 calculation was approximately at the two-thirds axial
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() 1 height in the active core region. So maybe 10

2 centimeters or so above the physical midplane.

3 MR. KASTENBERG: Is there general consensus

4 that for fresh fuel it will be fuel , vapor and not

5 differential expansion or --

6 MR. SWITICK Differential expansion does play

7 a role in it, and we try to account for that as a sense

8 of how much room is available initially within it. I
,

9 would not go so far as to say that there is total

10 overall agreement that fuel vapor pressure is in fact

11 the principal mechanism. Other people think there is

12some role of fission gas involved.

13 We try to calculate or do calculate both

O 14 fission gas contribution and fuel vapor pressure
:

15 contribution as far as what is going on inside the

16 melting f uel rod.

17 MR. KASTENBERG: But this is beginning of

18 cy cle 1.

19 MR. SWITICK: This is beginning of cycle 1. ;

20It is very low irradiation fuel. We have used an

21 eq uivalen t of 10 full power days, which is very low, and

22in part because we felt that would be something new.

23 You know , no one has really looked at that kind of a

O(_/ 24 core very much, and it is a basic core configuration we

25 need to deal with in this reactor because of our

)

.
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() 1 refueling scheme.

2 MR. KASTENBERGs Let me see if I understand

'

3one other thing. SAS really only takes you up to the 40
)

4 seconds, right?

t

5 MR. SWITICKa That is correct. ,

6 MR. KASTENBERGs In other words, the last

7 arrow is not based on calculation. / / r

8 MR. SWITICK: The last arrow is based a series

9 of hand calculations as well as SAS calculations in the

10 sense of trying to determine where the reactivity

11 balance was. The reason we did not use SAS beyond the

12 foot /second interval was -- I do no t think I have a good

13 picture of it, but if you picture the fuel rod and the |

O 14 fuel gone from part of it because it has become liquid

15'and molten and shot out, we believe that if the

16 condition here where some of the fuel has come out of

17 the core, that subsequent to that condition the liquid

18 f uel that is still up in the upper part of the rod will

19 drain down inside the void that was created and add

20 reactivity to the system by doing that.

21 S AS cannot adequately really treat that in the

22 wa y we would like to, so what we did was stop the

23 calcula tion , look at the conditions that e xisted there,

() 24 by hand move the f uel, if you will, against the worth

25 cu rve, and estimate the reactivity contribution from all

) I

!
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() 1that liquid f uel draining inside the f uel rods.

) 2 We then did the SAS code per se and did a

3 series of parametric runs to say, if you inserted this,

4 much excess reactivity into the system, at what power

S level would it stabilize out due to doppler and axial

6 expansion feedbacks. So it is a set of side

7 calculations that just basically looked at the system

8 balance based on the temperature, really, and the amount
i

9of reactivity inserted. Excess reactivity is what we

i 10 woud call it.

i
11 From doing that and estimating how much worth

12 we believe we had tied up in there, we estimated these

13 kinds of states as to what the balance would fina]1y

' () 14 become.

15 ER. MARK: How do you distribute the pressure

16 from the fission product gas within the f uel rod. If

17 there are little spaces for draining, spaces for

18 pressure and pressure will travel much faster than

19 sodium, so the pressure should be just as high at the
;

20 top as the middle, and that is where the break should

21 occur.

22 MR. SWITICK: Let me use a backup Vu-graph, if

23 I can , that is not in your psckage at the moment.

n '

v 24 (Slide)

25 This is just a cartoon that we had drawn up

(I

|

|
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() 1some time ago to look at these kinds of configurations

2 as to how we were looking at the fuel rod behavior. The

{ 3 yellow is meant to be the solid fuel pellet column, and

4 the gray is steel tubing, single-pin, that we are

S looking at now, the sodium flow going by outside. What

6 we look at is the actual region defined by the thermal

7 calculations of melting within the rod over the axial

8piple wherever it exists, and we look at the fission

9 gases and/or f uel vapor as calculated to exist within

10 this region and have a uniform pressure, essentially

11 just pressurizing this liquid medium.

12 MR. MARK 4 So you have no fission gas pressure

13 at the top.

O
14 MR. SWITICK Not basically where it is

15 solid. Wherever it is liquid, we do constitute a gas

16 pressure as you are heating the gas within the --

17 MR. MARKS You do not distribute the gas

18 pressu re , then. You just take --

19 MR. SWITICK: We assume it is uniform within

20 this molten cavity. The fission gas in particular was

21 originally in the fuel, and as it melts and becomes

22 released to basically act as a free gas, we assume it

23 distributas itself so that the pressure is uniform. We

( 24 do distribute that pressure through the solid fuel to

251oad on the cladding, and basically say that where the
.

O
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() 1 melt fraction is greatest, which is near the big power

210 ca tion , that more load gets transmitted to that clad.

3 So it is somewhat biased toward the peak melt
|

4 fraction location, the loading is, the the steel is
:

S usually colder there and hence stronger, so it can !

i

Baccept that kind of a load more. John Cramer will be

7 0etting into, I think , some more detailed type of

8 calculations and experimental data base on how this is

9 generally treated in very detailed, analytical and

10 experimental ef forts and conclude f or you that the way
,

11 we are dealing with this is a reasonable way to estimate

12 the f ailure time and location of fuel rods.

13 MR. KASTENBERG: Denny, I had not finished on

O 14 this end state. Does your end state assume that for

15 those nine lead assemblies that you can cool them?

16 (Slide)
.

17 MR. SWITICKs Yes. |

18 MR. KASTENBERG: Nothing hangs up? There is

19 no freezing or plugging anywhere?

20 MR. SWITICK4 We do take into account -- these

21 are some of the parameters I will show you in a bit. We

22 do assume that material that is going up can plug and

23 f reeze. The calculat ions we have done as side

() 24 calculations in looking at some of the data for

25 hydraulic resistances due to various kinds of blockages

O
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() 11ead us to basically believe you can cool that. Some of
,

2 the parametric cases we have looked at have assumed tha t

3 you cannot cool it and then look at the consequence of f

4 that melting down.

5 MR. KASTENBERG: And also, how high of a ramp

B rate do you need in order to get a midplane failure?

7 MR. SWITICK : I have not specifically

8 de termined that for this core. Something above 50 cents

9 per second.

10 MR. CARBON: I have some questions on this. ,

,

11 MR. SWITICKa Yes?

12 MR. CARBON This last point. You are saying

13 essentially that with low reactivity insertion here, I

O 14 guess low , the fuel would not vaporize at the center

1511ne enough earlier to cause a big pressure there and i

16 cause f ailure of the cladding at the center line. You

17 think the most likely case is two-thirds above, not

18 two-thirds above but two-thirds along the way.

19 (Slide) ;

20 MR. SWITICK: No, that is not quite what I was

21trying to convey. We do characterize it by generation

22cf fuel vapor and /or gas pressurization. We consider

23 th a t to be uniform throughout the axial stint in which

() 24 there is melting.

25 MR. CARBON: Presumably your melting will take

O
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() 1 place first slightly above the center line of the core.

2 MR. SWITICKs The melting does take place

)
3 earliest near the center line of the core, that is

,

4 true. The fuel rod, however, with the cooling of the

5 sodium flow going here, the steel Jacket still has quite

6 a bit of strength to it, and so you have to generate

7 some f airly high pressures before you can fail the

! 8 cladding.

9 MR. CARBON: Quite a bit of strength by the

10 time your f uel is vaporized?

I 11 MR. SWITICK: Yes. It still has reasonable

| 12 strength, and what we do is we look at the load

i 13 tr ansmitt ed from this pressurized molten cavity to the

O I| 14 cladding , and we look at moving axially through the one

| 15 meter heigh t of the active core. W'e split that actually
,

161nto 13 individual thermal nodes that we examine, about

17 7 centimeters each, and we look at the load transmitted,

18vhich would be highest in the midplane to the cladding,;

19 and calcula te a hoop stress in the cladding.

20 We then compare that hoop stress to the
,

'

21 strength of the cladding for the temperature and

!

22 radiation conditions that exist for that fuel rod, and

23 based on balancing those two, we look at what the stress

) 24 would be f or that temperature condition in the cladding

25 to f ail it, and that is basically the principle by which
i

'(~),o
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.

() 1 we seek out the axial location of failure.

2 MB. CARBON: And in doing this, you are taking

31n to account, I presume, the temperature of the molteni

4 fuel as it is coming in contact with the cladding. It

51s not a matter of holding the cladding at some low

6 temperature. The cladding is going to heat up locally,

7I am sure, and I presume that is taken into account.

8 HR. SWITICK: In the actual calculations that

9 are done, we do tract the molten fuel temperature and

10 pressures. We do not prior to f ailure actually move

11 this molten fuel through cracks, for example, of some

12 kind and place it in contact with the steel cladding.

13 The best thing I can do, I think, at this point would be

O 14 to tell you by using this process the way we have done

151t that we are in basically general agreement with a

16 fairly large data base and much more accurate tools that

17 have tried to look at.this problem.

18 The main thing we are interested in and I

19 think what you are getting at is where the axial

20 location of failure is, the time and conditions in the

21 rod so you know when it f a ils.

22 MR. CARBON: Certainly. So how accurately you

23 kn ow that or think you do and what the effects are, then

24 se nsitivit y and so on. I suppose it is true at the

25 center line instead of two-thirds of the way along. How

O
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() 1 much diff erence does this make?

2 MR. SWITICK: I would like to cover that in a

3 minute because it is one of the uncertainties that we

4 deal with in terms of assessing our sensitivity to

5 uncertainties.

'
6 MR. CARBON: Okay. You have spoken of the

7 strength of the cladding. It is much colder than the

8 molten metal, and you talk about the fuel sweepout. How

9 f a r is the fuel going to go before it is solidified?

10 MR. SWITICKs You initially will actually get

11 solidification of the fuel when it is in contact with ,

12 the cool liqui-1. Some of it may in fact freeze to the

13 cladding locally, and we deal with that by assuming that

O 14 you did not ge; 100 percent of the fuel swept out of the

15 core , even the 2gh the calculation would like to assume

16 t h at .

17 We generally look at something of the order of

1870 to 100 percent of the f uel that is ejected being

19 moved up at least into the upper axial blankets where

20 the major neutronic ef fect has occurred.

21 MR. CARBON How far up into the upper blanket?

22 MR. 3WITICK: I do not have an exact answer to

23 th a t. A lot of the fuel, we believe, is actually

( 24 carried well up and through the bundle and up into the

25 upper part of the plenum. As far as --

O
.

*
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O i sa ciason. 1e there ===vortia2 aete er

2 something f or that? How do you arrive at that
,

1

g 3 conclusion ?
J

4 MR. SWITICKs Yes, there is. Basically it

5 comes f rom looking at expe rimental da ta f rom, like,

STREAT reactor tests and some out-of-pile loop tests that

7 someone is going to address later. I think Dr. Weber

8 will be giving you some of the data that refers to fuel

9 sweepout du ring transient overpower events.

10 It is not terribly critical to us whether the

11 f uel moves into the upper axial blanket and lodges there

12 or whether it goes completely up and out of the system,

13 out of the core, because the major neutronic effect is

O l
14 already f elt just by moving it into the upper axial

15 blanket. The thing we do get concerned about is whether

16 or not with that material frozen in various places you
|

17 Can then continue to cool the system. In other words,

18 ha ving plugged it up to the point where you cannot get

19 flow -th rou gh .

20 So we have not paid a lot of detailed

21 attention to exactly where it is frozen out within the

22 sy s t em .

23 MR. CARBON: No, perhaps not, but if it is

A
V 24 frozen as soon as it hits the blanket, then you really

25 would not be sweeping very much out.

b)
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() 1 MR. SWITICKs Well, as I pointed out, a lot of

2 it actually gets frozen down in here by contact with the

311guid sodium itself.

4 MR. CARBON: But you do not have liquid sodium

5 there anymore, do you? Hasn't it vaporized?

6 MR. SWITICK: Once you get interactions, you

7 do start generating a fair amount of vapor. You do

8 still have liquid in and around the region.

9 MR. CARBON: The sodium?

10 MR. SWITICK: Yes. The thiaq which you

11 ultima tely look at, I think, for comfortable feeling is

12 some of the test data which is under more prototypic

13 conditions as to where the materials are going. The

O 14 other thing we do try to account for in our other

15 calculations is to assume, in fac', as I say, that onlyt

16 percentages of this material will move out of the core

17 region , and we parametrically can represent that in the
.

18 calcula tions, going all the way to the limit of saying I

,

19 that you form a complete flow blockage, le t 's sa y , in

20 the blankst, and look for the consequence on the overall

21 core behavior of actually seeing that you plug this

22 thing to flow and it will melt.

23 Ad we have accounted for that in the

() 24 un cer tain t y analyses I will show you. In our minds it

25does not result in energetic behavior.

O
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.

1 MR. CARBON: In the uncertainties will you

2 address this point of rod failure in the nine lead

3 assemblies? What is the significance of nine?

4 MR. SWITICK: There is no -- I am sorry, wrong ;

5 graph. There is no magical significance to the number

Snine except that it is a small proportion of the overall i

|

7 assemblies that get involved first.

8 (Slide)

9 So you do not have fuel rod failures going on

10 throughout the entire reactor. That is the main f

11 significance of stating the number. It is something |

121ess than 10 percent of the core that is involved.

13 MR. CARBON 4 How fast are they starting to

O
14 f ail? In another second is it changed?

.

!

15 MR. SWITICKa You do in fact -- I guess let me

16 correct myself. The nine lead ones fail. I think in the

17 setual calculation we do get other assemblies f ailing a

1811ttle later in time, but I do not know the exact

19 num ber . It shows you that once you get into the power ;

20 range and thermal conditio.ns where rod failures are

21 occurring , the subsequent events happen on a much

22 shorter time scale. Basically as soon as the fuel can

23 start to move, the reactivity effects come in pretty
i

24 f a st.

25 MR. CARBON: This says in two-tenths of a i
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() 1second you have had enough sweepout to go subcritical

2 from the time you first started getting a failure.

3 HR. SWITICK: I might want to clarify that a-

411ttle bit. Because of the axial location of the

5 f ailure, the fuel motion from within the rods just to

6 that site without moving anywhere else within the rod is

7 a nega tive ef fect. That is reasonably strong. So

8although the events themselves and the expansion of the

9 fuel and the coolant does take place on the order of a

10 quarter of a second or so, there ata two different kinds

11 of motion going on that we look at: that is, within the

12 rod to the f ailure site and then interaction with the

13 coolan t .
O

14 Earlier in the transient when we form this

15 bubble out there, some of the fuel actually does move

16down if the interaction is reasonably strong relative to

17 the pump pressure in the pump head, so we do get some

18 motion of materials moving down as well as up in the

19 actual calculations.

20 MR. CARBONS Well, any movement down is going

21 to be opposite to what you want, isn't it?

22 MR. SWITICK: That is right, and we track then

23 all going on at the same time to get the net reactivity

24 effect of these motions.

25 HR. CARBON: I guess I missed your point of

O
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() Iwhat it was that happens in the quarter of a cecond or ;
i
'

2 so that gives you the negative reactivity. It is not
,

3 sweepout; is that correct?

4 MR. SWITICK: Ultimately it is a combination
!

S of sweepout from the reactor core --

6 MR. CARBON: But in the one-tenth of a second
<

7 or thereabouts. L

8 MR. SWIIICK I do not know the actual number
|

9 for the relative contributions of internal rod motion I

|

10 and external rod motion within a tenth of a second. I {
;

11 would be happy -- if that is what you are seeking i--

i

12 MR. CARBON: Well, the chart just says *. hat in
i

13 two-tenths of a second or perhaps about one-tenth of a

() 14 second you have gone from the start of rod failur: to

15 fuel sweepout and you are suberitical, and it just seems
[

16 terribly fast for physical movement, much movement of '

17 the fuel to take you suberitical, a tenth of a second.
|

18 MR. SWITICK These are liquid materials and

19 so they can move relatively fast. I think the actual

20 sodium flow , nominal flow through the core -- correct me
,

211f I misstate the number -- is on the order of 30 feet a

22 second , so it only takes the coolant f rom the time it

:
23 en ters the core to the time it leaves on the order of a

() 24 tenth of a second to traverse the whole core, if that

25 helps give a feeling f or relative time f rames.

: CE)
|

|
- ,
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() 1 MR. CARBON: Yes, it does.

2 MR. SWITICKa And wha t we are now doing is
,

} 3 squirting fuel out into that stream and coupling it to

4 minimalize --
.

i

5 MR. CAR 3CNs If it does not solidify as soon

6 as it gets out and comes in contact with the sodium and

7 the solid cladding s which are at a much lower

8 temperature.

9 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Dr. Carbon, we will be

'10 addressing the sweepout questions in some considerable

11 detail in one of the later presentations today. It

12 might be preferable if you held off until that time to
.

13 see if you have f urther questions in this particular

O 14 a rea .

15 MR. CARBON: All right.

16 MR. ZUDANS: What was the failure mode in the

'
17 cladding on this cartoon that you showed?

18 MR. SWITICK : The failure mode ultimately was
i

19 the pressurization or hoop stress in the cladding
,

i

20becoming greater than its strength capability. .

21 HR. ZUDANS: If it is pressuriza tion, why
,

22 would it be so selective? It could fail anyplace, the

23 entire length of the fuel cladding.

() 24 MR. SWITICKs Well, the selection of where it '

25 fails is basically because the temperature gradient
.

I
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O ieteng the rod is considerah1r different. rt is etee1

2 and its strength is much less at the higher temperatures

3 as you go up higher in the core.

4 MR. ZUDANSs I see. So the temperature

5 combination with degradation of properties and

6 essentially the same pressure is the reason for your

7 assumption that it fails where you indicated.

8 MR. SWITICK: Yes, and in a later presentation

9 Dr. Kramer is going to go into a lot of detail about

10 what the actual hoop stress looks like in the rod
.

11 ty pically and strength.

12 MR. DICKSON: Not essentially the same

13 pressure in this beginning of cycle 1 core. The
l')D 14 pressure varies along the axial quite strongly, as you

15 will see later, but we are going to get into it in later

16 talks.

17 MR. SWITICKs There is a competition between

18 th e loading and the strength of the cladding that we are

191ookin g at.

20 MR. CARBON: I think you spoke of negative

21 feedback due to axial expansion.

22 MR. SWITICKs Yes, sir.

23 MR. CARBONS Does that play a significant role

O uhere2 1 guess that .as e point of contention a fee

25 years ago. Is it still?

O
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() 1 MR. SWITICK: The axial expansion of the fuel

2 rod is not a very significant contributor toward the TOP

3 sequence determination. It does still play a reasonably

4 significan t role in the LOF, which is where I thought

5 the major contention was. I do not believe there is
~

6 still a major contention on tha t point, perhaps because

7 we have looked at less probable cases where we have

8 zeroed out the axial expansion available and we do not

9 believe that leads you into an energetic type . thing

10 which it did in the homogeneous core much more

11 sensitively.

12 But as far as actually whether there is any,

13 you know, belief on the staff side that that is a

O 14 co n ten tion , I do not know 'the answer.

15 MR. CARBON: We can leave it till the LOF

16 portion.

17 MR. ZUDANS: Mr. Chairman, could I ask one

18more question, mainly beca use I may forget it. In cases

19of these analyses that lead to initial state for Rexco

20 analysis, is the boundary of the fuel assumed to be
,

21 fixed? In other words, there is a process taking place

22 within the core , and when you reach the point you say

23now we are ready to give it to Rexco, that boundary has

() 24 been ready all the time.

25 MR. SWITICK: Le t me pa ra phra se to see if I

O
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|
|

| () lunderstand'.

2 MR. ZUDANS: Yes, please.

'

3 MR. SWITICK: The question is: If we were

4 doing a TOP scena rio and entered in to a progression

5 where we get a very large power burst and generated a !

'

6 source term for Rexco, do we reflect the changes in fuel

7 distrib ution ? '

,

8 MR. ZUDANS: Specifically the --

9 MR. SWITICKa Thermal expansion in the core?

'

10 No , sir, we do not do that.

11 MR. ZUDANSs So that means you are really

12 conservative. You are building up much higher initial

13 pressure in a volume that only in an imaginative way can

O 14 be fixed. It is free to grow, in essence. How thick is
:

15 th a t --

16 MR. SWITICK: The growth is not very large,

17 really , in physical terms relative to the original

18 dimensions of that space. I do not have an exact number

19 for you.

20 MR. ZUDANS: If your curve is so steep at the

21 beginning , it might mean quite a bit of --

22 MR. SWITICKs Yes.

23 MR. ZUDANS: -- driving f orce reduction later

() 24 f or later calculations. Have you ever looked at this

25 approximate estimate of what it would do if you could '

O
t
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() 1 allow the boundaries to be moved in accordance with

2 physical conditions during this first part of the

)
3 analysis where you cannot use the Rexco code ?

4 MR. 3WIIICK As far as going into a source
.

S term for Rexco, we have not specifically looked at that

6but have systematic treated it as just a thermodynamic

7 expansion potential. There are some calculations

8 perhaps related to that which were done at Los Alamos in

9trying to look at the core actual expansion up into the

10 voided regions which showed a large mitigation of the

11 pr essures.

12 MR. LIPINSKIa Mr. Chairman,.will any of the

13 following presentations give us a detailed power versus

O 14 time history for that Vu-graph you just had up there?

15 MR. SWITICKs No.

16 MR. LIPINSKI4 Is there a report where that

17information can be found?

18 MR. SWITICKa Yes. It is in the CRBRP
i

19 G E FR -523, which is really what I am summarizing here,

20and gives all the details on the core, power history,

21 reactivities .

22 MR. LIPINSKIs Okay. You showed the BCC-1.

23 Is BOC-4 any dif f erent?

() 24 MR. SWITICKs It is somewhat.different, yes,'

25 and I will cover some of that in a little bit here.
i

|

.
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1 HR. LIPINSKIs Okay.1

2 MR. SWITICKs I have chosen in the sense of I

- 3 trying to give a flavor and an understanding within the

4 reasonable amount of time to not go through all the

l
S cases that are in the document but basically present one ,

|

8 best estimate in each of the generic scenarios and then
!

711st the various kinds of things we looked.at.
I h

8

9
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i

() 1 MR. CARBON: In your calculations and in 523 I

2 presume you pay attention to -- you have shown us in

3 your simple sketch, for example, a single rod, single

4 pin . Obviously, there have been many interactive

5 effects from pin to pin. Are those all taken into

6 account, and what role do they play?

7 MR. SWITICKs The way we treat that is to

8 assume that all the rods within a given assembly act

9 Cohere n tly and similarly. We did not try to account for

10 an y inter pin to pin interactions specifically, except

11 for we do account for some delays in failure of some

12 rods that are located on the periphery of the bundle.

13 We take that into account as one of our uncertainties,

O 14 and they are delayed because they are over-cooled
,

15 relative to the center of the pile.

16 MR. CABBON: Does the fact that you have side

17 by side pins all failing and sodium trying to flow out

181nto the same gaps -- I presume this is taken into

19 account.
t

20 MR. SWITICK: Weal, the model would try and :

21 represent the average pin behavior really, so except for

22 the data base which we have which is multiple pins, it

23 shows basically the phenomenological behavior. We do

() 24 not try to or think we need to account specifically

25 within these analyses for that, as long as we are |

I)s- ;

I

I
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.

() 1 representing the general behavior.

2 MR. CARBON 4 Okay.

3 (Slide.)g

u)
4 MR. SWITICK4 What I would now like to do is

S go into -- tha t was admittedly a brief kind of

6 walk-through what the TOP kind of behavior is. We could

7 spend a whole day on that, I guess, and would if you

8 would like to do it sometime.

9 What I would like to show is some of the

'10 dif f erent kinds of parameters that were varied in the

11 analysis in order to scope out wh a t the uncertainties

12 and sensitivities to these things might be.
!
i 13 The reactivity insertion rate was varied, and

)i

j 14I mentioned that the actual control withdrawal peak is

! 15 about 44 per second. We went ahead and looked at the
!

16 axial system and tried to determine if, in fact, you,

1

4 17 could withdraw rods f aster than normal rate. And there

181s a low probability, or lower I should say, probability;
i

19 wa y in which you can withdraw the rod faster than its;

20 design rate, and we looked at that spread and going up

21to about 334 per second is about the maximum rate at

22 which you could withdraw reactivity.

23 We did look at both 104 per second and 50d per

() 24 second ram p rates as uncertainties, if you will, to

25 cover what might happen in some different cases. The
.

O
|
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() 150d was essentially chosen as representative af a 33d

f 2 kind of f ast rate, and it helped us compare with a lot

(} 3 of the experimental bases in the Treat reactor which is

4 done on an equivalent of 50d per second, which came from

5 historical FTR type tests and assumptions. It allowed

6us to compare a little better with the data and we also

7 thought it was in the right general range for a fast

8 reactivity insertion.

9 We did vary some of the design parameters such

10 as the sodium void worth, the f uel worth, the rod axial

11 f ailure --

12 HR. CARBON: Excuse me. When you took the

13 different sodium void worth, did you go all the way to

O
14 the 60% uncertainty that you were speaking of or 10% cc

15 wh at ?

16 HR. SWITICK: I am sorry, I should have

17 me ntion ed that. We did take the 60% uncertainty in a

18 positive direction in these calculations. Fuel worth, I

19 believe the number was either 30% or 40% variation. And
,

1

20in that sense, I believe what was done was we reduced

21 the fuel worth to mitigate the negative reactivity

22 ef f ect of moving the fuel and mitigate the axial

23 expansion f eedbacks, so we shifted them in directions

24 that we thought would make the overall transient more

25 energetic, more likely to be energetic.

O
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() 1 And we have also ccupied some of those with

2 some of these phenomenological assumptions, if you will,

}
3 such as although we predict and believe that the rod

4 failure location is not near the peak flux position, we
_

:

5 do assume it as a way of understanding what the margin

61s and what the consequences of mid plane f ailures would -

7be.

8 I alluded to the fact that we do treat'some of ,

.

9 the pins as f ailing a little later than some, and within

10 the code system we have we can treat three different
,

11 failure groups of collections of pins, and to be

'

12 conservative, we assume that they all behave coherently

13 when we are particularly doing forced mid-plane failure

O 14 calcula tion s, to get the maximum amount of positive

15 reactivity coming at you.

16 We also varied the amount of fuel sweepout

17 assumed to take place in terms of -- principally within

18 terms of its reactivity effect on the solution. The

19 actual computer analysis tool cannot directly do that.

20 And we did look at variation in the amount of blockage

21 that would be represented by materials accumulating in

22the blanket or plenum regions.

23 Within these assumptions, I should say, of

24 co u rse , we did pick this to be the location axially that
.

25 1s the peak worth or the peak power which goes on

O
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() 1slightly below the mid plane at beginning of cycle, and
,

2 essentially at the mid plane for end of cycle, tending7

3 to reinforce the positive feedbacks from the failures.

4 In this fuel sweepout and blockage, what we

5 did here was really tried.to treat these together in the

6 sense of reducing the amount of negative feedback

7 calculated down to as low as 40%. So, 40% of the fuel

,

8 would be ejected into the channel, swept out, moved to a^

f

9 negative location.

10 Blockages -- we have looked at a range of

" 11 equivalent flow reductions due to blockages, and our

12 basic conclusion was that unless you get almost complete
.

- 13 plugging of the entire assembly,.you have a fairly

. ()'

14 coolable system with full pumps running in these cases.

15We did look at a case where we asshmed arbitrarily that

16 the entire flow was blocked and plugged, so that the

171ead assemblies in fact would melt down without any

18 f u rther cooling. And in that -- I ha ve th e results

19 f ollowing on, but we did look at those kinds of

20 conditions to see how sensitive the basic assessment was.,

21 (Slide.)

22 Now, for results of what happened when we made

23 such variations. In summary, walking through now for

() 24 the best estimate assessment that we did, and we talked'

25 abou t the beginning of cycle one; we did not talk about

(

!
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() Ithe end of cycle one -- we had, if you recall, wha t I
,

2 described as a stable power state or a balanced :

3 reactivity state a t the beginning of cycle. At end of
,

4 cycle we believe you get enough fuel out that you have a '

5neutronic shutdown.

6 With coolable core, a less probable result

7 from going to the kinds of assumptions that I just

8 mentioned were tha t you could get these various kinds of

9 end states, if you will, from the range of assumptions

10 that were made. And this is due to higher reactivity

11 insertion rate at the beginning of cycle one where we
,

*12 actually got more f uel out because we forced it. So you

13 got enough fuel out to shut it down.

O 14 If you go assume this mid-plane failure, which

15 one normally thinks of as perhaps leading to higher

16 energetics, in the early fuel condition where we are

17 using f uel/ vapor pressure as the primary motive force to

18 not only fail the cladding but move the fuel around,
,

19 what happens? Because the vapor / pressure -- the

20 pressure is more localized toward the hot spot or peak

21 power location in the core, you sctually get less fuel

22 ou t than you did in the base case, if you will.

23 And whst happens here is that when the system

() 24 tries to stabill e out to a new power state, it is

25 stabilizing out to a power state that we believe is i

O
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I

() Ibeyond the capability of the primary heat transport

2 system to remove that energy over a long period of

3 time. So if no further action is taken, the primary
)

4 heat transfer system will fail in some way, leading to

5 essentially a loss of coolant condition.

6 And we have assessed what that means, and

7 basically it looks like a loss of flow condition -- the

8 other kind of generi condition. That is what this -- I

9 tried to define ' hat a little bit. We did see a case of

10 the end of cycle four where fissi6n gases are the

11 mechanism driving the fuel around after failure, where

12 we did get a uuper-prompt excursion possibility. This

131s the one ar n we did see sensitivity for those kinds

O 14 of results.

15 It tas interesting. We did look at it -- that

161s a forced mid-plane f ailure, by the way. This is one

17 case where we got that. We did look at it in two

18 dif f erent ways ss far as trying to estimate the fuel

19 motions inside and outside the pin, using both the

20 ca pa bility within SAS, which is the SAS-FCI model, and

21 using a better moJ.w '. which is a stand-alone called

22 PLUTO-2, and it was not totally clear that you were, in

23 f s et , going to have a sustained prompt critical

() 24 excursion.

25 PLUTO-2 which does a little bit better job as

O
.
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() 1 you get to high power conditions predicted that we would

2 actually get a subprompt burst and turn it over without

3 a lot of energy being generated in the core; where
(}

4 SAS-FCI kind of got you over that edge and took you

5another 10 or 15d of reactivity and said you could have

61t. Our judgment was to go ahead and evaluate it and

7 understand the consequence of it.

8 It did fall out to be something on the order

9of a $45 per second ramp driving the core, and resulted

10in energetics levels which were within the structural

11asrgin, and I will quantify that later. About 30

12 megajoules on the head.

13 We also saw at the end of cycle four that you

O 14 could also generate a low power state type balance

15 condition as well. So there are a range of possible

16 outcomes with ona potential type of behavior from a

17 mid-plane f ailure -- coherent mid-plane 'f ailures

18 th roughout the core -- that could cause a VENUS-like

19 en ergy burst.

20 MR. CARBON: Have you explored the possible

21 integral areas between BOC-1 and EOC-4 to know that you

22have limits when you take those two cases?
;

23 MR. SWITICK: We basically think the

( 24 phenomenological behavior will be the same, you know,

25 dealing with irtsdiated rods, and we picked the two

O
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() 1 extremes in the cycle to look at what we felt were the

2 two extremes in fuel . behavior. We have not specifically

3 cone and analyzed other mid-cycle configurations, but{} .

,

4 have essentially just looked at the core parameters and

5 made deductions based on them.

6 I would assume that for most burned-up cores

7 with the sssumption of coherent mid-plane failures,

8 there is a potential for an energetic responses whereas,

9 we do not believe there is for very low burned-out fuel,

10 for example, at the beginning of cycle.

11 MR. CARBON: But you do apparently feel

12 confident that the end of cycle four case is the worst.

13 MR. SWITICKs Well, I am reasonably confident

()'

14 that the core behavior is well represented. I do not

15know that I can specifically say it is the worst

16possible condition. And we are pursuing that matter a

1711ttle bit with the staff because they have some

18 feelings that there may be another part in the cycle

19 that has a higher vulnerability, if you will. I prefer

20not to comment on what I understand they are doing. We

21 are looking at that a little more.

22 MR. KASTENBERGa Before you remove that, on
.

23 the permanent shutdown for the end of cycle four, how

) 24 many subassemblies have to go in order to get permanent

25 sh u t dow n? Many more than nine?

O
I
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() 1 MR. SWITICK: At end of cycle 'four -- I am'

2 trying to recall. I think about a third of the core.
I

3 MR. KASTENBERG A third?)
4 MR. SWITICKs I think so. I can check it for

5 you during the break. Those are quoted in the

6 document. End of cycle four does have six lead

7 assemblies that fail first and then we get other

8 failures following on. And I believe it is a third of

9 the core actually had four failures, not a third of the

10 core ejected.

11 HR. KASTENBERG I guess kind of looking ahead

12 a little bit, if in fact your best es'.imate is right for

13 beginning of cycle and you are chugging along at

O 14 somewhere near nominal power and your rods are not in,

15and you have damaged fuel in there, what does the

18 operator do at that point? Has anybody thought about

17 th a t ?
.

18 HR. SWITICK: You are asking me specifically a

19 question I cannot answer.

20 HR. KASTENBERGs. Maybe it is rhetorical at

21 this point.

22 MR. SWITICK: From an energetics point of

23 view, unless some other particular acciden t occurs, we

( 24 think the system has stabilized for that event. If

25anyone else f rom the project would like to comment on

O
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() 1that --

2 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: I think the only comment I

3 would make is that the results indicate that, in fact,
{

'

4 there is some time available. Things are not happening

S on a very rapid time scale anymore at the end of the

6 calculations he describes. So there is time available

7 for an operator to take some actions to get some control

8 rods into the core, which is the most likely thing he is

9 going to be trying to do d uring that time period.

10 We have not looked at the details as to who
l

11 goes to what location to make what moves to accomplish [

12 th a t , but that is the kind of activity he would be

13 involved in. And in fact, calculations suggest he does

O
14 not have seconds but he has a relatively long time

15before the system would degrade appreciably.

16 MR. ZUDANS Where do you see that available

17 time ? We are talking about f ractions of seconds a t

181 east in what we have seen.

19 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: No, I do not think we are

20 talkin g about fractions of seconds. When he reaches the
!

21 point in his calculation where he says he predicts a
i

i

22 quasi-stable type situation where you may be somewhere

23 between 10% and roughly 100% power, or thereabouts, he

( 241s not saying then that things are going to be happening

25 on f ractions of a second time scale.

O
,
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1 MR. SWITICKa That is correct. After that
1

2 point in time, the system is basically stable at that

3 Condition. So unless something else happens to severely

4 perturb the system, it will sit there just as if it were

S operating normally.

6 ER. ZUDANS: I guess you are right, but on

7 this picture you say your S AS calculation ended a t .04

8 seconds and you reach this long block there by doing

9 some hand calculations and manipulations and the time

10 scale is missing, so you think that is a larger time

11 scale than fractions of a second. On your last block --

12 MR. SWITICKs Going from the end of tha SAS

13 calculation to the state we are saying --

0
14 MR. ZUDANS That is righ t.

15 MR. SWITICKs We believe that is on th- order

16of some seconds.

17 MR. ZUDANS: What can you do in that time?

18 MR. SWITICKs The thermal things will start to

19 ba lance out.

20 MR. ZUDANSs How can you expect an operator to

21 identify the state and do things in a few seconds?

22 MR. SWITICKs I think the state Mr.

23 Strawbridge is ref erring to is after that time, after

24some second s f ollowing this, the core has balanced back

25 0u t to a stable condition, power matched to flow.

.
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() 1 Essentially , it will stay that way indefinitely and tha t.

21s the time period in which an operator -- all kinds of

3 alarms and things will be going on for a long time --"

4 will know something has severely happened down there.

5 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: We have not accounted for

6 operator actions in sny of the discussions on this

17 accident sequence here today.
' l. .

8 MR. SWITICX Well, there will be some more
,-

9 detailed information presented on transient over-power a.

10little later relative to the data base and why this type
i

11 of an assessment method does make some sense.

I 12 I would like to move along now into the loss

13 c f flow calculation and go through a similar type of

O
14 discussion .1

! 15 HR. LIPINSKIa One question on the 33d. Does
|

16this assume the primary rods are coming out?
,

:

17 MR. STRAWBRIDGEs The assumption on that is
;

18 that one rod is moving at the maximr,m mechanical speed

19 th at it physically could move out before you disengage
|

20 the holding mechanism that is holding the rod for higher

21 ra tes of speed. Centrifugal force causes it to

22 automatically disengage and the rod would then drop in,

23 so it represents that condition where you reach that

24 poin t where it would disengage the holding mechanism andi

25cause th'e rod to drop in automatically.

()
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() 1 MR. LIPINSKI4 You lost me. The 336 is when

i
[ 2 this rod disengages, or is that the shutdown condition
.

3 you are talking about?

4 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: 336 is the speed at which

| 5the rod could move -- at which point it reaches a

6 disengagement condition in terms of the holding

i

7 mechanism . So it would automatically release the rod.
>

8If you tried to drop it faster than that speed, that

91eads to 33d per second.

10 MR. LIPINSKI: What is the normal withdrawal
.

*

11 rate when you are moving these manually?

12 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Nine inches per minute.

13 MR. LIPINSKIa No, in cents per second.
O

14 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Well, the maximum location~

I 15for the bank -- for the rod within the core is about 4d

16per second, tha t Denny is using as his best estimate

17 C a s e .
J

18 MR. SWITICKs I would like to move along into
i

19a similar discussion of the loss of flow generic type

20 even t .

21 (Slide.)

22 Again, we will use this time as an example of

23 the end of cycle f our configuration where the sodium

( 24 void is the highest. Again, we are starting at a

25 condition where we are operating at normal power in the

O
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() 1 core, normal flow. You trip all the prima ry pumps

2 simultaneously and initiate a coastdown of the primary

3 system, concurrently assuming the two scram systems will

4 f sil. As we are now in sn under-cooling situation for a

5while until the temperature has changed, the core will

6 stay at rated power, of course, and lead to sodium

7 boiling. And the boiling takes place, as I say, in

8 different regions of the core at diff erent times.

9 At the end of cycle four, there is.a positive

10 void feedback in some amount and you do get a power

11 ri se , moderate power rise, say several times power, two

12 times power or so. You would then start melting the

13 steel off of these high power rods and the steel will

O
14 star t to move under the forces of gravity, and sodium

15 vapor in the voided channels.

16 We tracked that, and generally if the cladding

171s moving very far, it will start to add positive

1 18 reactivity to the system also, as it gets out of the

19 Core or even low down in the core. We then go through

20 melting and disruption of six lead assemblies,
,

21 specifically , the highest power flow assemblies in the

22 reactor core, followed ultimately by more fuel melting

23 and disruption in another 30 fuel assemblies. And we

() 24 have modeled this initially ss being dispersible by

25 fission gases, but initially allowing for some collapse

O
U
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tunder gra'vity type forces as the fuel rods come apart.

2 The combination of all of these three

(V~T
3 ma terials moving to the core leads to a fairly rapid

4short power pulse, up to about 250 times rated power. I

5believe tha t is equivalent to about four full power

6 seconds that gets at it during this rather peak burst.

7 And the burst is turned around rather effectively by the

8 inherent doppler and f uel axial expansion f eedbacks.

9 During the power burst, of course, you

10 significan tly heat the fuel, and the fission gases and

11 fuel vapor pressure are ac tually genera ted to start

12 moving the fuel away from the peak location where it is

13 he a tin g up the fastest.

O
14 That fuel relocation then comes in after the

15 doppler and fuel axial expansion are functioning to

16 terminate the event by moving fueld around, and

17 pa rticularly up into this pin structure in the blankets

18 where we mentioned it would probably freeze and plug as

191t gets up in there. And this then leads us into

20 essentially entrance to the meltout phase where you have

21 mo ved a bunch of f uel around and disrupted part of 'the

22 core, shut it down temporarily neutronically, but we are

23 now in a coolable state.

24 And so we have to track the accident further

25and beyond this point, you start to melt the hexcan

O
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() 1 assemblies themselves. And at that point we go into the

2 meltout phase. Points I make a little bit is that some

3cf the key assumptions that are made in this assessment,
),

41n particular have to do with the modeling of this fuel

S and fuel would disperse then, of course.

6 We think for our base case, we in fact have

7 done a fairly conservative assessment of this, in parts

81gno rin g, if you will, some of the data th a t was sitting

9 there in f ront of us. Because at the time we made our

10 judgments, we did not think that either the physical

11 model we are dealing with in SAS could appropriately

12 model the dispersal rates properly based on the

13 experiments, or that we were not quite some other

O 14 analytical techniques we had on the availability of

15 fission gas were doing as good a job as we would like.

16So we made some conservative assumptions which led to

17 this fuel collapse, if you will.

18 There are also a couple of areas -- oh, before

19 I leave that subject, in our interactions with the NRC

20 staf f, they have pointed out a couple of areas where

21 they think additional information is required, and we

22 are working with them in that area. These are relative

23 to the actual role that the fission gas in the plenum

( 24 will play at end of cycle, both in moving cladding

25 around or influencing the clad relocation process and as

O
.
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() la potential compaction mechanism to force fuel into the

2 core f rom the plenum down in.

3
)

In going through our assessment and detailed

4 review of those specific points, we also took the

S opportunity -- by getting involved with Argonne

6 Laboratories -- to again check what the status of

7 understanding really was relativejto thig fuel dispersal
8that we had observed, and what we have and will present

9 to you in Dr. Webber's presentation is what we are

10 cu rren tly doing in terms of reassessing this best

11 estimate, looking at all of the f actors involved which

12 you need to do in order to get a consistent estimate of

13 the energetics. That being the plenum gas steel

O
14 relocation and the actual fuel behavior.

"15 Based on the experiments that Dr. Webber will

16 be presenting and the ways in which they found to make

17 our kind of models more accurately deal with what is

18 going on, we think this is a very conservative

19 assessmen t and we do not exp'ect a power burst anywhere

20near that large.

21 HB. LIPINSKIs What is the flow coastdown like

22 in terms of what time you get the 50% flow?

23 MR. SWITICK : You get the 50% very rapidly. I

O
\_/ 24 do not know the exact numbers, but it is within a couple

25of seconds. You basically come down to about 20 to 25%

(
,

,
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() 1 flow in perhaps 10 seconds, and then it stabilizes out

2 for a long period of time at perhaps 15 or 20% flow.

p) 3 MR. LIPINSKI Are the pumps loaded with
\,._/

4 flywheel inertia, or are they just straight rotors?

5 MR. SWITICK: I do not know the straight

6 answer to that.

7 ER. DICKSON: They have no flywheel inertia.

8 They do have a requirement to meet within a window of

9 coastdown, both a minimum and maximum. They achieve

10 that without a flywheel.

11 BR. LIPINSKI Does this scenario change as a

12 function of the coastdown rate?

13 HR. SWITICK: I do not believe so. We have

O 14 not specifically analyzed that for this core, but many

15 years ago we did look at variations in coastdown rate

16 and found it was not very sensitive to it within any

17 reasonable range that one would expect.

18 MR. CARBON: What is it that keeps the steady

19 flow up around 15 or 20 percent? You say it levels out.

20 MR. SWITICK: For a period of time. It just

21 basically the momentum in the system, I guess, of all

22 the flows going around and coasting down normally. It

23 drops very fast, but then as it drops that fast, if you

() 24 do not need as much pressure to keep the thing going,

25 there is some residual pressure in the system.

O
.
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() 1 Someone else might be able to answer that more

2 ef f ectively for you because I have never looked at that
!

() 3 problem. i

4 MR. ZUDANS: What would be the flow rate by

S natural convection under that condition?

6 MR. SWITICK: Which condition?

7 MR. ZUDANS: The ones where pumps have coasted

8 down, say, 10 or 15 percent continued flow for a longer

9 period of time. Wouldn't this be mainly due to natural

' 10 convection? Or that would help, or --

11 MR. SWITICKs Well, the difficulty here, of -

12 course , is that we are at full power, and so, you know,
,

13 something is going to happen long before you get to that

O 14 kind of a condition because there is just too much

15 en ergy being generated. In other words, just by
.

16 tripping the pumps, if you have not scrammed the system

17 1t is not really going to respond.

18 MR. ZUDANSs I understood tha t , but I was
i

19 tr ying to find a way to explain the 10 or 15 percent

20 flow rate.

21 MR. SWITICK: I do not mean to imply that they

22 stay there indefinitely. They stay there over the
i

23 period of like 20 seconds that we are interested in

24 lookin g at. I am sorry if I gave that impression

25 MR. MARK: Is the fuel behavior in this case
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() 1also handled by SAS?

2 MR. SWITICK: Yes, sir.

3 MR. MARK: And you referred to this being a

4 best estimate. I did not realize SAS was a best

5 estimate code.

6 MR. SWITICK: SAS is a vehicle, if you will,

7 the way I look at it, to express an understanding that

8 ve get from much more detailed areas such as experiments

9 and more detailed analytical models. It can be used in

10 a variety of ways, both to represent your best estimate

11 as well as uncertainties.

12 MR. MARK 4 Okay.

13 MR. SWITICK: And I think Dr. Webber's talk

()
.

14 will be very pertinently addressed to that question as

15 to how the tool can be used in a consistent way to
,

16 predict experiments.

17 MR. MARK: So the mechanism of fuel cladding

18 break, fuel dispersal is in the chart we have up there.

19 It is essentially the same process as the TOP.

20 MR. SWITICK: No, sir, this process is quite

21 dif f erent. Ihis is really a thermally-controlled

22 melting process. In particular, the steel is melting

23 of f .

( 24 MR. MARK: The --

,

| 25 MR. SWITICK. What I am trying to say is the re

O
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() lis no large hoop stress in it. It is melting off,

2 something like that. So now you have lost your cooling

3 ca pability once the sodium has boiled out of the core

4 region, so you are just near nominal power, continuing

5 to dump energy into the steel and it melts off.

6 MR. LIPINSKIs Denny.

7 HR. SWITICKs One of the points that I would

811ke to --

9 MR. KASTENBERGs Could you leave that on for a

10 second ?
.

11 MR. SWITICKs I am sorry. I

12 MR. KASTENBERGa I thought you were still on

13 that question. That box said 19.99. That is not

O 14 consid e re d a disassembly?

15 HR. SWITICKs No, no, it is not, because the

16 pressures that are involved in the region of the core

17 involved are quite low relative to hydrodynamic type

18 fo rces . I think the pressures that we would generate
'

19 within assemblies here which are within the structural

20 capability is like 15 atmospheres or so -- 20

21 s tmosph era s .

22

23

) 24

25

O
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1 (Slide.)
!

2 One of the characteristics of the core I ;

() 3 mentioned earlier, this idea of sodium void worth and

4 void worth feedback during the loss of flow was an area

S of consideration in the homogeneous core because the

6 void worth, if it is fairly large, can then lead you

71nto what were called 10F-driven transient overpower

8 type failures in the core.

9 And one of the things that is nice about this

10 core in its nominal void worth which this chart tries to

11 depict for you is that at the time you get into fuel

12 moving around in any significant power response being

13 possible, you have basically lost most of the liquid

O
14 sodium from the core.

15 This is the end of the cycle 4 case again. I

16 chose that because it has the highest positive void

17vorth at any time in the cycle, and what you have is a

18 representation, if you will, on an elevation view of the

191ower blanket active core height and upper blanket where

20these are the groupings of assemblies of the fuel.

21 assemblies and internal blanket assemblies into 15 SAS

22 ch a nne ls. The width of these is meant to represent

23 schema tically the number of assemblies relatively

24 grouped under that.

25 The level portions here represent voided

, (
1

|
|
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i

() 1 sodium regions, so that this is essentially sodium

2 vspor, or as the white represents, liquid sodium within

(]} 3 the core.

4 This red region is just showing that this is

5the very first fuel to disrupt, if you will, and start

6 to melt and move, which is the time where you could get

7some significant power bursts.

8 The only regions in which there is still a

9 significan t amount of liquid sodium in this base

] 10 calculation were essentially in the internal blankets
1

j 11 which are not predicted to fail under f airly extreme
j

12 conditions of power should they develop.
;

i 13 1. aain point that I would like to leave just

)
14 by looking at this is that the heterogeneous core with

i 15 the lower void worth basically allows time in the system

16to void a lot of liquid sodium out of it before the fuel

17 starts moving around and where you might get a power

18 bu rst , a power burst which could then generate these

19 TOP-type f uel f ailures simply by having the power in the

20 reactor get real high if these regions were full of

21 sodium . That was a particular phenomenology that was

22 very important in the considerations of the homogeneous

23 co re , because for almost anything you did in that core,

24 particularly at the beginning of the equilibrium cycle,

25you got into such configuration failures. They are a

'
|
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() 1 bit more difficult to understand just because of the

2 conditionc under which the rods are subjected. That is

rg 3 cne of the things to bear in mind in looking at this
Gl

4 Core.

5 ( s'.ide . )

6 Now, we did go ahead again and make various

7 parameter variations in the loss of flow assessment, and

8 the things that we focused on were essentially things

9 driving the ma terials, being the fuel vapor pressure.

10 Fuel vapor pressure was specifically the only mechanism

11 we allowed to move fuel Tt the beginning of cycle. It

12 also became involved in the high power six lead

13 assemblies a r. end of cycle for va rious rea sons.

O 14 We also varied the cladding worth, because you

15 move the cit iding around, it is a positive feedback on

16 the system , and so we increased the cladding worth by I

17think approximately 40 percent, which is like a 2 sigma

18 kind of number, whatever it is. We reduced the fuel

19 vapor pressure because there are reasonable

20 uncertainties as to what that pressure is as a function

21 of temperature.

22 The basic fuel pressure correlation that we

23 a re using comes from Professor Leibovitz at Argonne
,

() 24 Universit y . It is one now standardly used within the

25 research community. We lowered this by a factor of

.
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() 1 th ree. That was the lower boundary used. So these are

2 basically what we would call within the range of
.

t

3 uncertainties tha t are in the data base or design

4 va riables. In other words, this is thermodynamic type ;

5 thing. There are certain bans on them we do take
!

6 account of. The latter two things are what we would

7cstegorize into phenomenological treatments where we ;

!
8 believe fuel axial expansion is taking place. But what |

9 we do assume for a calculation is that there was
i

10 actually zero axial expansion feedback. !

11 We also assume, although we believe fission

12 gases are moving the fuel around at end of cycle 4 and

13 are acting to rapidly terminate any power burst, we make

'

14 an assumption that in fact this does not occur, and tha t t

15 the only motive f or us to move fuel out of the core is

|16 fuel vapor pressure.

[17 These are the kinds of assumptions that we

18 used in trying to assess how sensitive --

19 MR. ZUDANS4 Could you explain again this

20 question of f uel pressure as a f unction of temperature

21and the uncertainties associated with that? That would

22 strike me as an input quantity to what energetics you

23 could expect.

() 24 MB. SWITICK Yes, yes. The fuel vapor

25 pressure say is something that is continually being

O
.
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0 1 determined within the nationa1 1 abs, et cetern- we are

2 using a value versus temperature based on leibowitz's

3vork, and he has stated uncertainties of plus or minus a

4 f actor of two -- three -- two to three in uncertainties

Sin his estimate, especially at higher temperatures.

6 This, what we would normally use throughout

7 the calculation, is the nominal correlation from

8 Leibowitz; and then to estimate uncertainties we varied
|

91t by a factor of three in the direction that we think

10would increase the potential f or energetics.

11 The one that N will show later when we get*

12into a VENUS-type burst or an energetic type of behavior

131n the core, the fuel vapor pressure is one of those

O 14 parameters we vary during the disassembly phase to see

15how sensitive wo are to it.

18 HR. ZUDANS: And the 661 megajoule drives are

17 used for the upper .Nound on that correlation?

18 HR. SWITICK: The SMBDB event was based on the

191over estimate f or this range, which was in those days

20really what was available was vapor pressure whereas we

21 are now using mixed oxide vapor pressure. In order to

22 weed that through, if you will, you have to do a

23 consisten t calculation of the vapor pressure, either

24 high or low, throughout the SAS calculation and the

25 VENUS calcula tion, to match up your conditions.

O
l
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() 1 MR. DICKSON I would like to re-em phasize the

2 point that the 661 did not come out of the HCDA

{) 3 calculations per se. It was chosen ea rly on. It is a

4 design basis laid upon us. We would like to try to

5 distinguish when we say structural margin beyond basis,

61t is margin built into the plant to withstand these

7 events.

8 The HCD A calcula tions, we then find the

9 majority, of the calculations are well bounded by the

10 structural margin put in, but none of this work led to a

11 specific hoice of structural margin f or the plant. And

12 I would like to re-emphasize that distinction if I

13 could , because it is a point of confusion that generally

O 14 comes up.

15 MR. ZUDANS: Well, I think -- I certainly

16 understood that when I asked the question. I am just

171ookin g for what kind of margins do your best estimate

18 calculations show compared to that imposed or

19 self-im posed requirement. And from what I can gather so

20far, you have refused to, make any statemen ts, what

21 margins they are and what type.
;

!
'

22 I am not quite clear now whether you used -- I

| 23 guess you said in the calculations you used the lowest

24 correlation and not the factor of two.

25 MR. DICKSON He has not refused. He has just
.
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() 1not gotten there yet.

2 MR. ZUDANS: Oh.
i

3 MR. DICKSON: Why don't you move along, Denny?

4 MR. SWITICKs I meant to come through with

5 what happans when you make the assumptions of the lower

6 value within the loss of flow initiating phase, which is

7what we are covering at the moment.

8 We used the lower value there because that

9 will delay any fuel dispersal, and so you should be able

10 to get a higher power burst if you generate it. That

11 wa s the ba sis.

12 (Slide.)

13 I am treating the various kinds of

O 14 uncertainties tha t I had gone down -- using vapor

15 pressure axial expansion, fission gas dispersal.

16 In summary, what- we see is that in our best

17 estimate evaluations for the beginning and end of cycle

18 we go through a power burst caused by the motions of the

19 ma t erials , and at reasonably low pressures like the 10,

20 20 bar kind of things, part of the core-generated

21 en tran ce , if you will, to the meltout phase where we are

22not coolable any more, terminating the initial phase

23 on ly . When we went to these less probable assumptions

) 24 and combined them even, what we saw was we did in fact

25 enha nc e the power burst that developed, but we never got

O

i
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() 1a power burst of any sufficient magnitude or sustained

2 kind of condition that could not be rapidly turned

3 around by doppler, for example; tha t we would qualify

4 that as an energetic disassembly.

5 We have a bigger power burst. It is kasically

8an unknown going again to a meltout phase.

7 HR. LIPINSKI The French have added fly

8 wheels to their pumps, if I recall. How does an LOF on

9 Super Phoenix compare with your results? Are they

10 ma t eria117 different? ,

11 HR. SWITICK: I do not have any detailed

12 k.nowledge of what they are doing on Super Phoenix.
,

13 HR. DICKSON: We have not only not se9n any

O 14 energetics calculations for Phoenix , but with ragard to

15 adding fly wheels to the pumps, it depends on the amount

16 of sodium. They have a pool-type pump which might make

i

17 a diff erence. I doubt if they added the fly wheel in '

18 order to accommodate any HCDA energetics. The fly wheel

'19 was probably in there to allow a more -- a better match

i
20between the core drop in temperature and the coolant ,

21 flow, the core drop in power and the coolant flow. t

22 HR. LIPINSKI Trying to hold the delta t

23 consta n t.

( 24 HR. DICKSON: Yes. And it is a tradeoff r

25between overcooling the fuel while you undercool the

O>

.
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() 1 blankets, and it is a question of the relative diameters
i

2 of the fuel rods and the blanket rods that you are

3 trying to match. And I can conceive of some designs t

4 that would require a fly wheel and others that you would

Snot, as is our case.

8 MR. SWITICK4 That was a summary of the kinds

j of calculations and uncertainties that were considered7

4 .

81n the initiating phase of both the TOP and the LOF

9 event. I would like to move on now into the meltout

10 phase, which is where the loss of flow was left in the

111ast vu-g ra ph . And if you will, I would like to go back

12 to this graph I showed earlier just to orient us a

1311ttle bit with some of the terminology we have been

O 14 using.

15 Following a loss of flow power burst or

16 essentially some sort of a power burst, what we are

17 basically left with now is a core that has a fair amount

18 of melting in it and also a fair amount of fuel

19 assemblies that are basically intact.

20 (Slide.)

21 Okay. They may have, like at the end of cycle

22 they may have been voided in the lower power assemblies,

23 bu t they basically have the fuel rod structure intact.

() 24 What is important about that is that they have a

25different set of thermal and physical conditions which

O

!
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() 1would influenca how rapidly they might in fact melt down

2 or disperse or do something.

3 In our evaluation of the meltout phase one of

4 the things we have chosen to do is to try and define

5 these various dif ferent generic kinds of conditions that

6 exist and treat them differently in terms of the spatial

7 incoherence. We are calling things high, medium and

8 low. Thermal conditions or power conditions is really

9 what it comes down to in terms of the original assembly

10 core . And we use these terms in the following way. The
*

.

11 high power is really the fuel material that got up to in

12 f act f uel vapor pressure temperatures and caused the

13 initial dispersal, for example, in the beginning of

O 14 cy cle 4, which I an describing or show you now. So

15 these are actually about 3500 degrees Centigrade fuel in

16these regions, and so they are very hot and they are

171eading the accident.

18 We have a collection of various assemblies

19 throughout the core which we call medium power, which in

20 f act have suff ered a certain degree of damage, of

21 melting, of disruption, but are not hot enough to really

22 generate significant pressures.

23 We then have what we would call low thermal

() 24 conditions or lower power assemblies where in fact in

25 the beginning of cycle 4 these are essentially intact

O
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() Iwith sodium flow. They represent spproximately half of

2 the total fuel inventory in the core or in these low

gs 3 power type assemblies, so they are still intact while

4 the rest of this is in very damaged conditions.

5 We then also split out what we are just

Scalling cold, which are actually the internal blanket

7 assenblies, and the control assemblies themselves. At

8 the beginning of cycle I mentioned the power. Specific

9 power in these is so low that at this point,in time they

10 ar e totally coolable and sitting there very happily not
.

11 knowing much about what is happening in this core at

12 this point in time. They will, of course, stay intact

13 for a significant period of time relative to these other

O 14 assemblies .

15 So we will be using these terms, and that is

16 w hy I wanted to go back to this high, medium and low

17 kind of conditions. .

.

18 (Slide.)

19 This is the beginning of cycle core that I

20vould like to show you. It is the one we have spent

21 most time evaluating in terms of these type of ;

|
22 ph enomena . The phenomenology is indeed shared by the

23 two types of cores. What has happened now is we have
l

| () 24 come out of loss of flow somewhere up here, if you will

25 (Indicatin g ) . We have gone to suberitical due to
.

O
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() 1 disruption and dispersal of the f uel in the high power

21ead assemblies which represent about 20 percent of the

3 fuel inventory in this core. Twenty percent of the

4 assemblies are high-powered pipe. Tha t is the initial

5 starting condition, and it is approximately 20 seconds.

6 I should point out these are more approximate

7 numbers now than we have been dealing with. And what is

8important to us is not the exact numbers so much as the

9 relative timing that is going on here for different

10 types of behavior.

11 Our best estimate judgment on what is going on

12 in this cor e now, that it is starting to =ome apart, if

13 you will, is that first of all we did note that there is

14 a lot of incoherance, and we are treating these

19 assemblies differently in tracking them. We see these

161e J assemblies as being .es facned hot and so much

17 energy dumped into tbG7 car '9 the burst that they are,

181n fact churned up any bollar,q either by f uel vapor

19 initially or by a combination of fuel and steel vapor.

20 Some of the steel is mixed in there. The steel, by the

21 wa y , will boil at one atmosphere at about the melting

22 temperature of the fuel. That is kind of an important

23 rela tionship to bear in mind.

24 So if you just have molten f uel sitting there |

25 for a long enough period of time, the steel would

()"
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() 1actually -- mixed with it, the steel would come to the

2 boiling point if you are supplying energy. What is

(}
3 happening is the medium power fuel, that fuel which had

4 suffered melting and disruption but was not hot enough

Sto really be driven out anywhere, is going to be in some

6 state of partial drainage, materials melting, some

7 running down the rods, or some other crumbling of

8 pellets and things. And what we have looked at based on

9some test data, some TREAT tests, is the rate of

10 meltdown or drainage of materials, and we see that
,

11 ca using the core to go back critical. And we have

12 estimated the kinds of rates we are talking about here

13 are in the like $10 per second range for fuel motions.

O
14 That is our general estimate.

15 Due to this going back critical and drainage

16 some of these dif ferent as s em blie s , the core does come

17 back up to power, and as it comes back up to power and

181s generating energI in the medium power assemblies, and

! 19 the high of course we see the steel will start to boil
|

20 in the mediur power assemblies. That will basically be

21 the mechanism for stabilizing out and reversing the kind
|

220f drainage and compaction that is going on, getting

23 en ough energy to start boiling.

24 We do not think that is something that is so

25 strong, though, that it is going to disperse the

C:') |

.
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() 1 material, but instead will kind of balance out, if you

2 will, to a system where the core is something at less

3 than nominal power and there is some range over which it

4 might be, we think, depending upon what the heat

5 transfer coefficients actually are through this f uel

6 crust to the heat sinks which are really the steel ducts

7and things.
Y I

8 And tha t heat transfer coefficient we have

9 estimated over a range of maybe one to two,

10 approximately one in watts per square centimeter K,

11 those units . Depending on that, the core will stabilize

12 out to some power that basically matches the heat losses

13 with the energy generation.

14 This goes on for a while in the sense that the

15 hexcans can absorb this energy. And what is important

16now in looking at this system is just the basic process

17 of the energy being added to f uel and the st eel in there

18 an d the energy losses going to the cold walls.

19 And the fact tha t I mentioned earlier, that

20 there would be a further presentation on -- that the

2111guid fuel in contacting these cold surfaces forms a

22 crust , a solid crust which is basically an insulator,

23 and tha t acts to control the amounts of heat transfer

() 24 that are going on out to the heat sinks. You will
,

25utlimately melt those heat sinks, though, because you

O
!
!
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() 1certainly have sufficient energy being transferred to

2 them as the heat sinks, being the hexcens, melt.

3 What you will see is fuel getting access to

4all the interconnected gaps I mentioned throughout the

S entire structure of the core the way it is put

6together. And we have calculated and estimated and have

7some experimental data to show that when the fuel gets

8 access to these gaps, it can in fact travel far

9 distances, like a meter or more, which are large

10 relative distances compared to the size of the core.

11 And what we are doing here is seeing there is a process

12 tha t is relatively benign by which the fuel can run

13 through its surrounding boundaries and drain down and

~O~# 14 move out.

| 15 We expect there to be some pressure actually

I 16 existing in the f uel because it is boiling, and you

17could not get rid of all the energy because of the

18 reduction in hea t transfer formed by these crusts. So

19there might be some pressure, and we expect it is a

20 couple of bars or so. The fuel will get out into these

21 gaps and start leaving the core region.

22 Dur estimate is that it takes on the order of

23 a third of the fuel inventory to get out of the active

) 24 core region to get you subcritical strongly enough to

25 basically start keeping you there while the system is

n
V
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() 1psrtially boiling and intact.

2 And our other general estimate that we had

3 ma de f rom neutronics calculations is that to be

4 permanently subcritical, as the whole thing may

5 ultimately melt, you are talking about something on the

Border of half of the core fuel being lost. That is an

7 area in which we are doing additional work to try and

8 be tter understand the number and in fact the sequence as

9 to how much fuel is movino where.

- 10 We have quite a dialogue going on with the

11 south in this area in providing more detailed

12 calculations and estimates of fuel motions and

13 reactivity effects.

O
14 With the core basically going suberitical

15 because of loss of fuel -- one point I did not mention

16and I should, we have actually looked at all these gaps -

17 pretty carefully in terms of thermal expansions in

18 between the hexcans and as the gaps are still there, and

19 wh at about flowing and swelling of the materials, and

20 convinced ourselves that the gaps in fact are there in

21 operation , and in particular as you get down outside the

22 core, the lower axial blankets out into the radial

23 blanket regions, there is actually a large volume

24 available to you, although it is all tied up in all

25 these small gaps that are interconnected everywhere
.

'
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() 1around the systes. And you can essily get rid of more

2 than the whole core out there if you had to. I did.not

{} 3 mention that, but we have been looking at that in

4 careful detail.

5 Basically under a gross suberitical we see

6 continued melting, of course, because you do have decay

7 heat in the system and it is really not coolable.

8 Continue meltdown somewhere in this time f rame is in

9 thermal criteria. We see the fuel being able to boil

10 the sodium out of the control assemblies that I

11 mentioned were sitting there, and actually get another

12 access relief path through the control assemblies moving

13 d o wn to a t least the shield block region, and we think

() >

141t can actually get through that region as well. If it

15 does that, then it has a much larger volume down in the

16 plenum region available to it.

17 So this whole process goes on in terms of

18 mel tin g , attack, materials being added in, and draining

19and dribbling out, if you want, or moving out of the

20 co re . And we see the whole process ending ultimately by

21 ju st continued melting and dilution of this system, even

22 though it may stop boiling at some period. In fact, it

23 will at some period obviously.

24 And that basically is what precludes energetic

i
25 type of -- to paraphrase, what we see the system as is

;

t
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2 -- going back up to power, boiling, melting, and we
,

3 basically see it as a very open system, if you will, for

4 fuel to find its way out of there, draining down into

5 regions where it is in fact neutronically away from the

6 core, and it is getting into colder regions where it

7 will f reeze and stay and be plugged for a considerable

8 period of time.
.

9 Now, there are some uncertainties to this

10 progression obviously. The things that we --

11 MR. KASTENBERGs Before you go on, once you

12 postulate certain phenomena, you can then go ahead and

13 tr y to model it, and you can be very elegant in the

O 14 modeling. How much of what we see on that flow chart is

15 judgment that goes into doing the postulation, and how

16auch is based on what we think we may know about how

17 these materials would act, both in those geometries and

18 at those temperatures and pressures?

19 MR. SWITICK I think the largest percentage

20 of it is based really on some fundamental principles and

21 on some data available f rom out-of-pile work principally.

22 MR. STRAWBRIDGEs Since we are going to be

23 discussing that in later presentations, I suggest you

24 hold of f on that question until later presentations.

25 MR. SWITICK We are specifically going to

O
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i

() Ihave a presentation on some of these key phenomena and

2 what their basis is and why we feel reasonably

(} 3 comfortable with it. That will be Mike Epstein's talk

4 and then Bruce Spencer later will talk about some of thet

1

5 experiments that have been done and are continuing to be

6 done by the project.

7 (Slide.)

8 Now, we did look at various uncertainties in

9 going through this progression of the accident. In

10 particular what we looked at was well, this lead fuel,

11 the very hot fuel that we talked about we felt was

12 ce rtainly boiling when we left it a t the end of the loss

13 of flow process being about 3500 to 3700 degrees

14 Centigrade.

15 One of the uncertainties we looked at was what

161f the heat sinks really do engulf the thing and you

17 stop boiling or you do not have enough steel entrained

18 early enough to hest up the steel. So you will now

19 essentially cease vapor production, so you have
,

'

20 nonboilup of that material.
,

21 And the way we really looked at that was to do

22 va rious neutronics assessments. We looked at -- we did

23neutronics assessments based on looking at a boiling

} 24 system and estimating what the collapse rates would be

2Sif you stopped boiling the system all of a sudden and

O
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() 1just let the bubbles rise up, for example.

2 We also looked at some various combinations of

() 3 coherency among the various assemblies tha t were

4 drif ting into this high power region. By doing this we

5 estimated some ramp rates, if you will, that might drive

{ 6 the system back critical due to that phenomenon, and

7 they fell out to be in the range of like $10 to $30 per

8 second, that general area for a range of assumptions.

9 We also looked at early compaction of the

10 medium -- I call them intermediate here. It is a change

111n terminology. I am sorry about that. At the medium

12 assemblies, and we did have what we assumed to be some

13 collapse rates or drainage rates to do that, and we

;

j 14 va ried those a bit in terms of estimating what the ramp
.

'
15 rates might be. And then finally we just assumed that

| 16 there is some delay, for whatever reason, and you do not

17 0e t this fuel out the way we are hypothesizing and feel

18 you would throughout all these gaps. And so, in fact,'

19 wh a t we would then look at is what is the result or

20 consequence of not getting the fuel out very fast. ;

i

! 21 You remember I am saying it is not just a

22 specific amount of fuel, but it is like maybe a third

23 the amount of fuel you can get out, so that was the
,

- 24 basic kind of assumption we made.

25 I would mention this is another area relative

'
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() 1 to these kinds of uncertainties that we are having a

2 con tin uin g interaction with staff on and providing

(} 3 additional information in support of the assumptions we

4made.

5 (Slide.)

6 Basically, what happened after going through

7 an assessment of these kinds of uncertainties was that

8 for our best estimate we did see energetic events not

9 being part of the scenario basically due to the early

10 fuel escape and then the continued dilution of adding in

11 poisons and stuff to the system as you melted out, and

12 the f act that you would have boiling in various parts of

13 the system if you stayed at power. You would also have

O
14 boiling onc e you get to the larger kind of systems.

15 Decay heat levels, I will mention that in a

16 minu te . "Jhen we looked at the less probable scenarios

17 vh at we found was essentially the $10 to $30 per second

18 range of events that we thought would happen were not

19 really hydrodynamic-type disassemblies. Those are

20 fairly low ramp rates, and we actually tried running

21 some VENUS cases to just confirm what the response would

22 b e . So what we saw those as being is really

23 a cceleratin g the meltout phase and in fact giving you

24 enhanced attack in somewhat less time to get fuel out of

25 the core.

O

.
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|

/~
(_)g 1 And that led us to our second part which was

2 the delay in getting fuel out. And the delay, by the

3 way, what I mean is the delay before you get a large

4 amount of the total core involved in the meltout. What

5 we are conc.erned about is what is the timing and

Osvailsbility of going into a large-scale pool of some

7 kind, and that in fact would be the less probable result

8 that we see, either due to the power burst coming on

9 again because you have additional drainage, or nonboilup

10 cf fuel, or because of any other reason due to heat

11 transf er :ontrol processes by which you delay this high

j 12 and medium-powered fuel from getting out.

13 And that takes us into the next phase of the

()
,

14 accident that we looked at. We call this the
!

i 151arge-scale pool now. To refresh our memory, the thing

16that is so different about what I have just been going

I 17 through -- and the large-scale pool is really the

18 geom etry of the system -- we are talking now about a

19 very large pool, in particular, probably an annular one

J 20 of some kind, especially a t beginning of cycle, that is

21 rela ted to this outer region of the core where there was

22 no t a continuous blanket ring. We think that could form

23 an annular pool of some kind.

Ov 24 (Slide.)

25 We went ahead and made an assessment of a 1

I

O
.

!
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.

() ilarge-scale pool, and pa rticula rly wha t we focused on<

2 was one in which du,e to fuel freezing and blockages, you

(')%
3 had essentially blocked the material in. Okay. So it

\_
4 could not readily escape, because we thought that was

5 the condition at which you might get energetics out of

Bit and the one that people had looked a t f or some period

7of time in the past.

8 The basic assessment that we have obviously is

9 we do not think this phase of the accident is the

10 probable one because we do think you can readily get 30

11 percent of the f uel out in the meltout phase. Again,

12 the fuel crusts play a key role here in determining the

13 heat loss for the system as opposed to the generation,

O 14 and because your geometry is diff erent, your actual

15 surf ace area for heat loss compared to the volume of the

16 pool becomes less, and so you lose less heat, and you

17 Can actually boil the system at lower temperatures -- I

18 am sCtry -- lower powers.
i

19 And in our assessment what we determined was

20because of the amount of vapor you needed to produce to
;

21 essentially cause boiling or get into a churning,

22 tu rbule nt type regime is really very low. You only need

23 about a f raction of one percent of rated power going

241n to vapot production, a fraction of one percent of

25 ra ted power going into vapor production to actually get,
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() 1a large pool to boil.

2 We think you can reasonably condense the

{; 3 amount of that vapor on the upper surf aces of such a

4 pool even if it is blocked off. Now, if it's an open

5 pool, you can obviously get the vapor out of there, and

6 the reason we are looking at that is if there is nowhere

7 to condense the vapor or get it out of the system, then

8 the pool is going to pressurize. And the concern is

9 will it raally pressurize and then collapse to boiling,

10 and the assessment we have is in fact it will pressurize

11 for a while because there is more energy going in than

12 you can get out. But that by pressurizing and

i
i 131ncreasing its own tempera ture you will increase the

O
14 heat losses, too, because there is a delta t controlling

15 the total energy loss , and the system will stabilize at

16 some boiling regime. And the key to it all is that you

17 really do not need much vapor flow and condensation to

18 actually keep this thing in a boiling type mode.

19 Ultimately what we see happening is it will

20 melt out part of the bopndary, of course, that we

21 hypothesized as holding it in; and we think that will

22 happen near the upper corners first. And what that does

23 ba sically is just now allow a definable path, if you

24 will, for continued vapor escape from the system and

25 allow it to keep boiling down to some very low power
-

()
,
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,

.

liike one percent or two percent range of decay heat

21e vel. And ultimately we see the thing terminating

3scain by continued dilution of the system so that by the

4 time it is fully cooled and it cannot boil that it has
i

S melted so much material into it, that basically is a,

6subcritical system.

7
| |.

| 8

i 9

10
l

I 11

12
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() 1 MB. CARBON: This will all be discussed this

2 af ternoon in more detail, correct?

3 MR. SWITICK: What we will be discussing this

4 af ternoon in more detail is the basic phenomenon and the

5 basis for f uel crust, the boilup processes, those kinds

Bof specific phenomena.

7 HR. ZUDANS: Could you explai_n what is meant

8 by fuel pool dilution in here? It means it is a closed

9 system , right?
i

10 MR. SWITICKs It is a closed system but it is

11 melting its boundaries. It is continuing with decay

12 hea t , power generation early in the sequence so it is
,

i 13 bringing into the pool more steel, more radial blanket

)
14 ma terials that basically are neutronically diluting.

4

15 (Slide.)3

;

. 16 Okay, there is one more phase to go through.
I

17 As I mentioned, we did see in the transient over-power
:
' 18 type scenario with a mid-plane failure, we did see a

19 condition where you could get into a hydrodynamic type

i 20 power burst and disassembly out the reactor core.

21 Within the assessment that is presented in the report,,

1

! 22the basic summary that we had was for the best estimate

23 unders tanding that we applied none of the cases

() 24 in cluding variations in the design and data type

25 uncertainties, led us to an energetic type phase of this

O
|
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() 1 type.

2 We did have this entry point into this type I

3 behavior from the transient over-power event at

4 mid-plane f ailure, and we did anlalyze this with the

5 VENUS-2 code. It is about a 545 per second ra m p rate,

6 driving it through prompt critical with fuel / vapor

7 pressure and doppler basically being the things that

8 turned it around.

9 It generated 33 megajoules of equivalent

10 energy on the head when you took the temperature

11 distribution that resulted from this transient, and then

121sentropically csiculated the work potential. We also

13 varied within this calculation principally the
7,

V
14 fuel / vapor pressure which has an uncertainty associated

15 with it, and I will show you those results in a second.

16 And the other thing we did was to vary this

17 d rivin g reactivity insertion rate principally to try and

18 determine how large would it have to be to generate work

19 potentials on the order of the SMDBD. And the general

20 conclusion we got by doing the parametric assessment was

I
l 21 you needed to approximately double the ramp rate and
!

22 sustain it in order to reach SMDBD type loads like 100

23 megajoules in the head. I will show you these results

241n a second.

25 (Slide.)
!

-
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i Those were, sy the vey. 1 guess in ver, much

2 summary form the kinds of calculations and assessment

3 that were done within in the general study and are

4 documented in the report. There, of course, is a lot

S more detail in there.

6 What I would like to do after walking through

7 all that is essentially to summarize relative to the

BSMDBD the numbers that Lee started out with this

9 morning, what the general conclusions were or

10 consequence s, if you will, from doing all these

11 assessments .

12 What I have got written down here for a

13 reminder, basically, is pressure volume relationship

O
14 that was used, expressed in terms of mechanical work and

15 the principal one being the approximate 100 megajoules

16 slug impact on the reactor pressure head, which is what

17our design 'is mean to withstand and has been

18 accommodated f or w.i thin the design.

19 And then I have given you a table here

20 basically on what the work energy calculated would be to

21 slug impact , as well as the atmospheric type pressure

22which is the 661 number. These are equivalent, if you

23 vill, for the same expansion process, just different

24 points in the expansion.

25 The key to this whole thing is that we only

O
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( 1saw one general area in which we sa w energetic results.

2 Even for less probable ranges of assumptions. Not every.

(} 3 case resulted in this kind of behavior, and that is why4

4 I have indicated approxima tely zero to 39 megajoules

5 over the range of kinds of assumptions we made.

6 Some were -- the approximate on this, on all

7 this I should say, represents what we would call

.
8 negligible energetics. In other words, you did generate

9 some pressure, you did generate molten fuel, but you do

10 not generate anything that is of a work potential that
.

11 you need to consider relative to the structural

12 ca pabilitie s .

13 In fact, I do not have temperatures. But I

14 would point out that in these cases they are represented"

<

1 15as approximately zero, and these are documented in our

16 report in summary form in the table in Chapter 2. The
i

17 core kind of temperatures that resulted from those
; o

18 transients was approximately 3000 Kelvin average'

19 tempera ture in that range, a few hundred degrees above
0

20 aelting , and about 4000 Kelvin peak. This came about

t

21 from having power bursts of dif ferent kinds -- as I

22 men tioned , the loss of flow scenario. |

23 When you get into this kind of energeticj

~ 24 behavior and generate these kinds of megajoules on the

25 head, we are talking about temperatures about 1000 or so'

.

:
!
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() 1 degrees higher so that now the average core temperature
o

2 ma y be 3600 Kelvin and the peak core temperature was

3 about 5000. I did not present them. I thought I

4 basically referred to them as this, but those are the

5 general ranges of the temperature calculated.

6 I might just mention the 39 number here is

7 different from the one on the previous chart because it

81ncludes the variation in the f uel/ vapor pressure that I

9 mentioned. So my variations in fuel / vapor pressure, by

10 a f actor of two or three, would generally change this

11 very little.

12 What that basically tells me is that the

13 transient was mostly controlled by doppler turnaround,

14 as opposed to hydrodynamic disassembly.

15 MR. KASTENBERGs I have a question before we

161 eave that. Could you refresh our memory on the

17 homogenous core, your best estimate LOF and TOP and

18 LOF/ TOP , what were the numbers? Do you remember those?

19 Are they --

20 MR. SWITICK. I have a backup viewgraph here

21 th a t I think might help. We also summarized those
.

22 results in the current report document with the

23homogenecas results for a comparison.

O 24 <S11de.)

25 For the homogenous core, I think these are the

(

|
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() 1 numbers you are looking for. I do not know the fuel

2 temperature numbers, but what I have indicated here in

{}
3 summary form is this is the configuration being

4 beginning or end of cycle; this is what we call meltout

5 phase, if you will, and following immediate re-entry you

Bean consider my uncertainty in saying non-boilup of fuel

7or compaction of that homogenized pool is what we are

8 calling a large-scale pool, just to orient you.

9 These probability categories are something we >

10 are still using. Although I alluded to it, I have not

11 mentioned to them , the one and two are best estimate in

12 design and data uncertainties, and the type three is

13 wha t we are calling phenomenological assessments where

14 we make an actual expansion or some other basic

15 mechanism . These are the kinds of results that we are .

.'

16 seeing in the homogenous type core, and a lot of it

17 result ed in loss of flows, in part because of the high

18 sodium void worth that was there, in getting to 10F and
,

19 TOP type pin failures that accelerated the driving rates.

20 I might just mention for you this TOP /LOF and

j 21 STEP /LOF sequence. These are other type of initiating

I
- 22 events we considered. This is a STEP insertion of

23 rectivity due to something like an operating basis

24 ea rthquake , 30d or so, followed by a trip of the primary

25 pumps. This was a transient over-power ramp, a normal

O
l

!
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) 1 transient over power with a secondary type failure in

2 the scram systems that would also generate a loss of

() 3 flow,

4 So we did look at these kinds of things back

5 there and wha t we f2und was they were essentially in the

6 same category as our less probable -- o ther less

7 probable assumptions that we were making. They were not

8specifically any worse.

9 MR. KASTENBERGs If we held aside uncertainty

10 with respect to certain phenomena, f uel'ex pansion, and

11 you know, fission gas dispersal, could we isolate the

12 main ef fect as bein<! the sodium void worth in the lead

13 assembly concept?

O
14 HR. SWITICK: Could you rephrase that, please?

15 MR. K ASTE:! BERG: What I am driving at is we

16could spend a lot of time on trying to iron out

17 uncertainties in whether you have a xial expansion or

18 whether fission gas is a dispersal mechanism, et

19 ce te r a . Should we spending that much time, I guess,

20given that you get such a big difference between the

21 homogeneous and the heterogeneous cores, based on the

22 sodium void coef ficient and the lead assembly concept?

23I guess those two go hand in hand.
I

N- 24 MR. SWITICK: To some extent. I think the

25 main thing we really should focus on is understanding

O
|

|

| '
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OV 1 the design uncertainty associated with the sodium void,

2 in particular, because tha t is important in making this

3 core diff erent, and focusing in on questions related to

4 the meltout phase to show that, in fact, you can get

5this fuel out of there and supporting the kinds of

6 things that Mike Epstein will be talking about later.

7 Those are the major kinds of uncertainties

8that I see. You need to deal with all these others in

9 some reasonable framework, which I think we have tried

10 to do.

11 MR. DICKSON: Excuse me. Denny, I think you

12 missed the question. If I could rephrase your point, I |

13 believe what you are saying is it appears to you,

141ooking at the homogeneous / heterogeneous comparison,

15 that there is an enormous difference between the two

16 that has to do with only the sodium void and the lead or

17 the incoherency of the assemblies' temperatures. And if

18 those are such key points maybe the other variations of

19 phenomena are less important. Is that not what you were

20asking?

21 MR. KASTENBERG Can you establish that?

22 MR. DICKSON: I think the basic answer is yes.

23 MR. SWITICK I did have one last viewgraph

24 just to summarize overall.

25 (Slide.)

O
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() 1 I guess it speaks for itself. It is just a

2 statement of the last chart really in words that I think

3 the best estimate is a non-energetic type progression of

4 the accident, and we do think in particular that this
,

'

Score design and its particular features is a lot less

6 sensitive to a lot of the variables that the homogeneous

7 core was sensitive to, relative to energetic behavior. ,

8 That is about all I ha.ve to say. '

9 MR. MARK: A couple of points I wanted to get |

10 clea r. If you have a meltdown, I guess that is what is

11 referre.d to here in the next to the last viewgraph, the

121arge scale pool. It is in some kind of a basin. If it

13 were just sitting there, it would be super critical.

O
14 Tha t is correct? If it were --

15 MR. SWITICKs If it was all the fuel involved.

16 We think that by the time you get into something like

17 this la rge pool, we have already lost a considerable

18 amount of f uel during the meltout phase of the accident. .

19 MR. MARK 4 But by going up to the overhead and

20stuf f like that.

21 MR. SWITICKs No, by basically training down

22and upward.

23 MR. MARKS Where does it go?

() 24 MR. SWITICK: Let se go back to an earlier .

25 ch a rt , if I might.

O
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|

( 1 (Slide.)

2 Talking principally about all the open regions
j

(]) 31n between all the assemblies, as well as within the

4 assemblies that the fuel has access to --

5 MR. MARK: Well, what has happened? It has

6gone ''; the lower axial blanket or something?

7 MR. SWITICK4 Maybe somebody has a better

8 viewgraph that shows one of these. But there is a

9 volume of available space normally occupied by sodium ,

,

1011guid , and we call it the interstitial region.
I:

11 MR. HARK: The fuel all runs down there; it is

12 su bcritical?

13 HR. SWITICK: The fuel runs down into these

14 regions, basically it runs out sideways between the

15 bundles and ultimately winds up, we believe, in the

16 radial blanket and down in the shielding, down below the

1710wer axial blanket where most of the fuel will go. We

18 have not talked about these in real detail.

19 MR. MARKS If it really get there, then it is

20 suberitical?

21 MR. SWITICK: Quite subcritical. There is a

22 huge hole down in here below --

23 MR. MARKS I did not understand when you

24 referred to a ramp rate of 20 to 30d a second. You

25 ca nno t stand it for more than about a tenth of a second.

O
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( 1 MR. SWITICK: That is right, that is right.

2 That kind of behavior was going on right at the entrance

(} 3 to this process, coming out of the loss of flow

4 en vironmen t where some materials were some draining.

Sand it is true it only lasts for a short period of time,

8but as the power is coming up, you see, you never really

7 got f ar away in power because of the shortness of the

8 time the core was sitting there, maybe at 40 or 50

9 pecent power. And you come back up to power pretty fast

10and it balances itself out.

11 So you never --

12 MR. MARK What is the fuel doing all -- in

13 order to induce this wonderful ramp rate, and how does

141t then stop doing that?

15 MR. SWITICK: By bolling, assentially.

16 MR. MARK 4 Okay. So you assume a kind of

17 water pot bubbling that takes the criticality out again?

18 HR. SWITICK: Well actually, it is the process

19 hy which the fuel stops draining because it now starts

20 to boil and you get vapor flow.

21 MR. MARK: It sounds like a kind of hairy

22 assum ption to me.

23 MR. SWITICK: No, I think we can show you some

[)'|

! 24 reasonable fluid mechanical things about why this stuff'

|
| 25 vill boil at cartain low amounts of vapor production.

O
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O 1 MR. MARK Okay. Will we be coming back to

2 that kind of phenomenolocy this afternoon?

i- 3 MR. SWITICK Yes.

4 HR. MARK: Okay.

5 MR. CARBON Any other questions anyone woulf,

Slike to bring up?

7 (No response.)

8 Well, let's break then for lunch. We will

9 come back shortly after 2400.
,

10 (Whereupon, at 1:03 p.m. the meeting was

11 recessed for lunch, to reconvene at 2403 p.m. the same

12 da y . ) :
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() 1 AFTERN00T SESSION

2 [2:03 p.m.]

| 3 MR. CARBON: Go right ahead.

4 MR. STRAWBRIDGE. I would just like to

5 introduce the next presentations here and show you where

6 we are on the agenda.

7 (Slide)j
8 We have just completed the first three items

9 0n the agenda. The next major item consists of two

10 dif f eren t presentations, Initia ting Phase Assessment,

111ooking at the phenomenological overview of it, and Dave

12 Weber f rom Argonne National Laboratory will cover that,

13 and then looking at some more details on Fuel Failure

O
14 Assessments, timing and location of failures, which was

15 alluded to a f ew times during the course of the

16 morning. John Kramer from Argonne National Laboratory

17 will be presenting information in that area.

18 Now, Argonne National Laboratory has been

19 providing technical assistance to the project to support

20 the overall HCDA energetic assessments, but over and

- 21 beyond that, they are also involved, as you know, with

22 base technology type programs, which gives them a

23 further overview and perspective to bring to bear on the

D)(_ 24 problems that we are dealing with here, and thtt averall

25 perspective is, of course, of interest to us in the

O
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1 project and is probably of interest to you as well.

2 So some of the information that they will be
|

(} 3 presenting comes from that overall perspective as well

'
4 as some of the more detailed work they have done

5 specifically to support the project.

6 So with that, I would like to turn it over to

7 Dave Weber.

8 (Slide)

9 MR. WEBER: My name is Dave Weber. I am from

10 Argonne National Laboratory. The position I have is

11 manager of the Accident Analysis Section 1.n the Reactor

12 Analysis and Saf e ty Division.

13 Over the past few months, as Lee had

14 in dica ted , we have been providing the project with some

r

15 cather specific support for a couple of areas,

16 particularly related to the loss of flow and the

17 transient overpower sequence that Dennis Switiek was

18 reerring to this morning. These are the two areas that

19I would like to give you some brief reviews this

20 afternoon on.

: 21 I would like to start the discussion off first
[

-22 witt. some discussion of the unprotected loss of flow

23 even t, then followed by the transient overpower event.

24 In the TOP event there are several phenomenological

251ssues that are of interest here, one of the more

O
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() 1important ones being the time and location of the

2 f ailure, and I am not going to discuss that particular

(]) topic, as I have indicated, here in any great detail,3

4 but we will leave that to John Kramer, who is the head

5of our Fuel Mechanics Section at Argonne.

8 In this unprotected loss of flow area, the

7 initial motiva tion f or Argonne's involvement was based

8 upon a probl a that was raised by the NRC staff

9 concerning the role of plenum fission gas and its

10 potential f or ;ompaction in the core.

11 When we started this particular study for the

12 examination of the problem, we were considering a

13 two-phase approach , the first of which was to examine

O
14 the phenomenology that was aFsociated with the potential

15 compaction process, and then we also wanted to feed this

16back into an integrated assessment of these types of

17 scenarios , and for that purpose we employed the whole-

18 core computer codes ruch as SAS.

19 (Slide)

20 Again, the types of things here in the loss of

21 flow scena rio tha t I would like to review that are

22 rela ted to this, then. The first one is basically fuel
1

23 behavior in the end of cycle 4 initiating phase. For
'

24 this type of core we have some relevant experimental

25 information that has become available over the last few j

|
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() 1 years, and we believe that if it is incorporated

2 consistently into the whole core analysis, it leads to a

() 3 somewhat diff erent outcome in the initiating phase than

4 has been reported in GEFR 525 as the best estima te case.

5 I would like to point out, though, as far as

6the phenomenology is concerned, as we look at fuel

7 behavior at the end of cycle 4 core, the heterogeneous

s ore system does respond differently from homogeneousc

9 core systems tha t we have anslyzed previously, and the

10 role of fission gas, that is, the retained fission cas

11 within the fuel pins, can be of particular importance.

12 It plays a fundamental phenomenological role, and we

13 initia ted some independent phenomenological analyses to

C)
'

14 assess its role in the scenario as well.

15 Finally, after I complete those two

16 discussions I would like to get back to the problem that

17 ve originally are looking at, that is, the role of the

18 stored plenum gas and its implications on the whole core

19 sce na rio. As we go through this, I think we will be

20able to highlight some of the phenomena that are playing

21 major roles within the loss of flow type sequence.

22 Now again, as I mentioned, the activation for

23 this work was the role of the plenum fission gas, and

24 the first two points I indicsted here under motivation

25 are the ones that are of some concern to us. It

O
!
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() 1 appeared to us that in this pa rticular core -- when I

2 say "us," I am referrino now to the staff at Argonne --

~T 3 that for this particular core, the low void worth, the
-(G

4 number that I quote of $1.40, is the equivalent to the

5 number I believe Dennis Switick mentioned earlier, but-

6 this is the void worth, only the positive contributions

71n the driver assemblies as modeled by SAS.

8 It appeared to us with this particular type of

9a void worth that based on previous calculations both

10 f or Clinch River FFTF and our participation in

11 conceptual design studies, that we thought they would be
,

12 unlikely to get into energetics scenarios in the end of

13 cycle loss of flow event. However, as Dennis indicated,

O
14 and we concurred in u review of their information

15 ap pro xima tel y a year and a half or so ago, we believe

16that they modeled the f uel behavior in this particular

17 sequence very co n se rva tively, and as a result, in the

18 best estinate esse they were still able to get into a

19 prompt burst excursion with peak power somewhere in the

20 range of about 250 pounds nominal power.

21 Now, during this particular time period that

22 this analysis was going on, Argonne was involved in a

23 couple of studies unrelated to Clinch River, principsily

24 the conceptual design stud y. The first of these was the

25 phase one assessment for CDS, and that involved from the

(

.
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p/ 1 Argonne standpoint an examination of the differencess,

2 between homogeneous and heterogeneous worths strictly

() 3 related to these HCDA-type sequences, and we undertook

4 an examination of the core principally for the

S unprotected loss of flow event in the end of cycle

6 conditions. -

7 Now, in the particular study we only had a
' i

8 preliminary design on CDS, but the important thing about

91t was that we had a void worth tha t was roughly 51.90

10in the heterogeneous system versus something like $4.00

111n the CDS homogeneous sytem, and the incoherence and

12 power flow ratios were significantly greater in the

13 heterogeneous system.

O
14 Our conclusions from that analysis did not

15 surprise us. That is, we came to the conclusion that

16 the heterogeneous system, first of all, predicted less

17 energetic events, but perhaps more importantly than that

18 an d the thing we pointed out to the design community was

that-is, a system19 th a t that type of a system --

20 ge ne ra lly with a void worth less than about $2.00 -- in

21 addition to having low energetics potential appeared to

22 be insensitive to some of the parameters that we were

231m plem entin g in the whole core anslysis codes, such as

} 24 S AS 3D .

25 And the final point that we mentioned to them

I
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() lis in these types of scenarios as we investigated the

2 whole core implications, it appea rs the power levels

3() being generated are similar to what has been experienced

4 experimentally within the TREAT reactor and is within

5 the capabilities of the TREAT system, and hence these

6 types of systems minimize the extrapolation of the
'

7 relevant data base in terms of the overpower excursions.

8 Well, ss part of that assessment we also

9 entered into phase two af ter the heterogeneous core was

10in f act selected for various reasons, including its

11 sa fety implications, and we went into a more ' detailed

12 assessment of the energetics scenario. As the design

13 for CDS, which vss a 1,000 megawa tt reactor, became

O 14 somewha t firmer, the void worth in fact did increase

15 roughly to the range of about $2.40.

16 Now when we start getting void worths up in

17 tha t particular range with reasonably coherent response

18 o f the driver assemblies, we do start reaching the point

19 0f sensitivity of these particular cores to various

20 assumptions, and in f act we get into a point where it is

21possible not only to get into prompt burst excursions

22 bu t we also have the possibility of initia ting the

23 scenario ref erred to as loss of flow and transient

24 ove rpo we r , the event that was of some significance in

25 the Clinch River homogeneous core examinations.

O
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bs_/ 1 Since that was an important consideration in

2 this particular void worth range, we went back, and this

(]} 3 was roughly in the 1980, '81 time frame, and we examined'

4 what we believed to be the relevant experimental

Sinformation for that type of scensrio. The' specific

6 tests -- I will give you a brief indication of them a

711ttle bit later -- the TREAT tests, L7 and L8, which

8 vere desioned to simulate overpower conditions in the

9Clich River homogeneous core and hence were directly

10 applicable to this scenario. |
l

11 We examined this pa rticular test from a

12 variety of standpoints, including the SAS3D/SLUMPY

13 an alysis , and also an examination with our developmental<

14 tool, S AS4 A , and we also looked at the L8 test with some

15of our new development tools as well. We found that we

16 were in f act able to match the experimental data

17 rea sona bly well with this particular type of tool, and
4

18 ve did get an indication of how i.o model fuel response

19under these types of overpower conditions with the whole

20 core analysis code S AS3D, which is the one that was used

21by the Clinch River project.

22 I should mention that the results of this

23 pa rticular calculation did lead to the relatively mild

24 initia ting phase energetics using SLUMPY vith this

25particular void worth under the assumption that the fuel

O
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() 1 motion f eedback from the loss of flow due to transient

2 overpower was in f act negligible.

3 That particular aspect of the conclusion was

4 based upon an analysis of the L8 test. So this provided
,

Sour motivation for this, for looking at this.

6 (Slide)

7 That is, we thought the core as we saw it

8 being roughly $1.40 core in fact satisfied the criteria

9 that we thought were most important for minimization of

10 energetics. That is, it did have a void worth that was

111n the range of certainly less than 52.00. It appeared

12 to have incoherence built into the system, particularly

131n what is referred to as the lead assemblies, the

O 14 al te rna ting blanket f uel assemblies in this type of

15 scena rio.

16 We indicated this information to the project,

17 as I said , approximately a year and a half or so ago,

18 and again, they did recognize that they were doing

19 conservative modeling .

20 (Slide)

21 Well, the role that we tried to examine and

22 the role that we have been examining now within the

23 Clinch River scenario of course, then, focuses on what

O)\_ 241s the fuel response in these types of scenarios. What

25I would like to do then is briefly go back and look at

O
|
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() Ifuel behavior, give you a brief indication ef what the

2 EOC-4 best estimate scenario was, and then summarize the

3 TREAT experimentsl dats base that is available and

4 indicate the ones that we believe are most relevant and

5the ones that have produced information and analysis

Gover the last few years.

7 Finally, I would like to very briefly state

8what were some of the conclusions of our analysis with

9 5 AS3D.

10 (Slide)
.

11 To make a few statements about the scenar,io

12 itself I believe this may have come across in Dennis'--

13 presentation this morning, but in the end of cycle type

O 14 ca se , there are six assemblies which are designated as

IS al te rn a tin g blanket and driver assemblies, and in the

18EOC-4 condition, those~are driver assemblies.

17 Those particular assemblies have roughly half

*Bthe burnup of the rest of the assemblies, and they also

19 have a significantly higher power-to-flow ratio, so ther

20do seem to play s lead role in this scenario.

21 Now, one aspect behind this, though, is

22 whether or not there was sufficient fission gas content

231n those sssemblies, in fact, to make the claims that we

() 24 were suggesting about early fuel dispersal. As I

25 m e n t io ned , we have something like s little over 4

O
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() 1 percent average burnup in the lead assembly and had

2 somewhere in the range of 7 to 9 percent in all the

31ater assemblies.

4 It was our conclusion from that, based upon

5the dispersal rates that were seen in in-pile

6 experiments such as L6 and L7, that in fact that was

7 sdequa te to disperse the f uel, assuming that the

8 transient scenario was of roughly similar character to

9 what was designed for the L6 and L7 experiment.

10 I would like to mention that, or at least to

11 cla rif y this, there is fission gas that we are talking

12 a b out , and we will get into this discussion a little bit

131s ter when we talk about the role of stored plenum gas,
OV 14 the fission gas that is created in the f uel. Some of it

151s retained in the fuel and some of it escapes. The

16 fission gas that escapes and goes up into the plenum in

17 f act is going to act as the pressure drive r to compact

18the fuel in the later stages of the scenario, now

19 referred to in some of the whole core calculations.

20 However, the fission gas that is left within
,

21 the fuel pins is potentially a dispersal mechanism

22 vithin these types of scenarios. Now, the fission gas,
,

23 though --

( 24 MR. CARBON: Excuse me. Set me straight on

25 some thing here. How much cracking breakup of the fuel

O
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(~)T 1 ceramic do you assume ? I can imagine some fuel. I ams

2 sure there are radiocracks. There is enough exposure to

() 3get hollow centers and so on such that you have fission

4 gas spread throughout, not only in the upper plenum.

5What sort of geometry do you assume for the fuel?

6 MR. WEBERS Well, the geometry of the fuel pin

7 itself , in f act, is just a normal configuration like

8 this. There is a central cavity that has developed

9within these fuel pins and the central void part of the

10 pin, and then there are various regions within the fuel'

11 pin itself that in fact have representative fission gas

12 distributions in it, and the outer portion of the fuel,

13 what is referred to as the unrestructured portion of theg.
'

14 fuel, is where most of the fission gas is being retained.

15 So, typically when we have looked at these

16 types of snalyses and calculations, the inner roughly 50

17 percent of the f uel is devoid of fission gas. It has

18 been released and mig ra ted to the gas plen um. And as we

19 st a r t the overpower sequence --

20 MR. CARBON: It migrated to the gas plenum,

21 bu t by the same token, do you have essentially the same

22 pressure f rom the gas plenum on all the way down through

23 the central --

k- 24 MR. WEBER: Yes, yes.

25 MR. CARBON: You have the same pressure at the

O
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( 1 top as the bottom of the pin and a t the center of the

2 pin.

(} 3 MR. WEBER: Yes, in the steady state

4 condition. It does not calibrate that way.

5 HR. CARRCN Before any rupture takes place,

8you have the same cressure all along.

7 MR. WEBER: Yes. In the accident scenario,

8different things can happen. You have a change in

9 heating rates effectively, and the gas in the upper

10 plenum may in fact not be able to see t'he gas in the

111ower regions on the shorter time scale, so it may bc

12 subjected to dif f eren t thermal histories. And in fact,

131n the stored plen'.:n gas problem the gas pressure that

14 existed in the pler.us itself, in fact, effectively

15 doubled its pressu: e during the course of the scenario.

16 MR. CARBON: During a transient scenario?

17 MR. WEBER: Right.

18 NR. MARK What are the assumptions about the

19 distribution of pressure in the gas inside the can? I

20 mean are there or a re there not channels? If there are

21 ch annels, then the gas would be 5000 feet per second or

22 so me thing .

23 MR. WEBER: There are channels and the

A)\~ 24 pressure is assumed.,

25 MR. MARK: So the pressure is equilibriated at

.
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() la very short period of time.

2 MR. WEBERS In the steady sta te

| [}
3 considera tion s, not in a very short period of time.

4 MR. MARKS It is still short in transicat

5 time. I mean it is what, what is the sun speed in air,

6 500 feet per second, something like that?

7 MR. WEBER: Right. However --
'

8 MR. MARKS So in a millisecond it goes six

91nches, and your transients are not measured in

10 milliseconds but in tens of milliseconds.

11 MR. WEBER: Yes. The gas itself, though, that

12 1s released during the transient, if I can indicate once

13 ag ain , the gas that is retained in the pin is in the

O 14 outer portion of the pin within the fuel matrix itself.

ISWe actually had to go through a process where we have

16 disrup ted the fuel matrix. The gas would then be

17 released and then would have to migrste somehow through

18 th e pin .

19 Now, the pin swells during the course of --

20well, just the normal steady state operation, and there ;

211s a closure of the gap between the fuel pin and the

22claddino itself, and tha t is what slows down the --

23 MR. MARK: Okay, you assume some closure, so

O(_/ 24 the pressure is localized.

25 MR. WEBERS That is correct within the

O
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1 transient part of the scenario.

2 MR. CARBON: Except again what is the

() 3 situation of the axis of the f uel? Is it solid? )
4 MR. WEBER : No. Again, in the rastructured

)

S pins we do have generally a central cavity. As we go

6through the transient we do fill that central cavity

7 with a combination of molten f uel material and the
8 fission gas that is released during the melting process.
9 MR. CARBON: I guess you would not get fission

10 gas released until you got molten fuel from the
:

11 peripheral part.

12 MR. WEBER: That is correct.

13 MR. CARBON: Yes.

14 MR. WEBER: One of the important aspects of

15 this particular scenario, though, is that we do have

16 what we will ref er to as a longer preburst heating
|

17 phase. That is, the lower void worth in this particular
|

18 core tends to stretch the scenario out several seconds.
19Now, the release of this fission gas that is within the

20unrestructured fuel depends upon a variety of

21 parameters, but the important one, perhaps the most

22important one is the actual temperature of the fuel in

23 this unrestructured zone.

O 24 So if we can hold the fuel at a high

25 tempera ture for an extended period of time, a good deal |

O
|
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k-)/
r

lof the fission gas in fact can migrate out of the pin

2 and ef f ectively be released. If something like th a t

() 3 hs ppens on this extended time scale, we will have

4 ef f ectively lost the dispersing mechanism that we would

5 ultimately like to lay claim to in the overpower

6 transient. So it becomes an issue here that just the

7 time scale that we are talking about f or the phenomena

8 taking place as well.
1

9 Nov -- )
1

10 MR. CARBONS Wha t kind of time does that take,

11 several seconds?

12 MR. WEBER: Several seconds, right.
i

rm 13 MR. CARBON: Several seconds.
(

14 MR. WEBERS Several seconds, right. In fact,

15 f or the hea ting phase that we have, we had retention of

16about 50 percent of the original steady state gas even

17some 20 seconds af ter the initiation of the power

18 bu rs t. Now, it depends upon the therral history, that

191s the important thing, and the link, that although the

20 power burst ran for something like 20 seconds from the

21 time of initiation of flow down to termination of the

22 acciden t , several things happened, including boiling of

23 the coolan t.

24 Those types of things affect thermal profile

25 within the fuel pins. So the important thing for us to

O
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} 1 match is the thermal history of the fuel that we are

2looking at.

(} 3 Now, in this particular system, though, even

4 though we have a heterogeneous core, we are expecting to

5have some sort of a burst within the best estimate

6 project position currently. In fact, there was a burst,

7 and a really substantial one. As a result, we would

8 have expected tha t one would be wan ting to model the

9 fuel dispersal on the basis of overpower tests, in f act,

10 that had such bursts, and in fact, our recommendations

11 were along that line and we had some specific

12 experiments in that particular direction.

13 (Slide)s

14 A very brief summary of what these tests

15 were. The next Vu-graph, we vill have a table of them.

16 Let me just make a couple of comments. There were
<

17 several tests in TREAT related to the loss of flow

18 scenario. Included were some nominal power tests, and I

19 would like to make some specific ref erence to the L

20 series.

21 The L series had a va riety of interesting

22 aspects to it, the first of which, some of the early L

Z3 series were nominal power tests and showed the

O 24 dif f erence between fresh and irradiated fuel. There was

25 conjec ture tha t the irradiated fuel with the fission gas

O
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s ,

1present could somehow impede the melting and gravity '
,

2 draining of the fuel material itself when subjected to

(]) 3 an undercooling accident. In fact, this was observed

4 and it can be expressed quantitatively as well.

5 MR. CARBON: In the tests, how much

6 irradiation do you give the fuel?

7 MR. VEBER: I believe I have that on the next

8 -- I am af raid I do not remember what the L2 -- the 14

9 test was. The L5, 6 and 7 tests, which were the

10 overpower conditions, had an average burnup of 3.2

11 percen t .

12 MR. CARBON: 3.27

13 MR. WEBER: Yes.

O
14 MR. CARBON: It corresponds to about 75

15 pe rcent of full'burnup, does it?

16 MR. WEBER: That is correct. No, 30 percent.

17 MR. CARBON: Ten percent.

18 MR. WEBER: Ten percent burnup is goal

19 b u rn up . Okay.

20 Now, there were additional tests,though, that

21 were run, and this was done within the time f rame of the

22 Clinch River homegeneous core analyses because the rule

23 of early f uel dispersal in the homogeneous core in fact

241s a critical issue . There were a couple of

25 phenomenological tests which were run that also

O
.
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1 demonstrated fission gas effects, but there were two

2 tests, ones that I would specifically to refer to, that

(} 3 showed these effects but also showed the effect of a

4 power burst, and it is one of those tests that is

5 particularly important.

6 Finally, there were a few multi-pin loss of

7 flow tests designed and executed based on the Clinch
/ l. .

8 River homogeneous core. That is with the typical

9 scenario that we would have calculated. We were'

10 examining the fuel response in a scenario ahere an

11 overpower burst in fact was experienced.

12 Now, there is a difference, of course, between

13 the homogeneous core and the heterogeneous core
(

14 response . However, early in the scenario things are not

15significantly different. What we are seeing in the

16 homogeneous core versus the heterogeneous core is a

17 dif f er ent voiding reactivity profile, whereas in the

18 heterogeneous core we have less of a voiding profile,

'19 bu t less voiding ge ne rally implies that we are going to

20 have some other phenomenon taking place. Particularly

21 the ons that happens is we have more time for cladding

22 to heat than for cladding to move, and it is the

23 combined ef fect in the heterogeneous core on the void

24 reactivit y and the claddinc motion that adds positive

25 reactivity.

()
|

|
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v 1 Now, as I say, the things are not identical |

2 within the homogeneous and heterogeneous core, but the

| () 31ead channels do seem to experience similar behavior in

4 that they are at overpower conditions, roughly in the

5 ra nce of 5 to 30 times nominal, and this, in fact, was

6 the range that was chosen for the L series test tha t I

7made reference to.

8 HR. MARK: I am still a little slightly

9 puzzled. I do not understand how there can possibly be a

10 dif f e rence in your discussion of fuel rod behavior if
.

11 you discuss it in term's of the same ramp rate on power.

12 It does not matter -- the fuel rod does not know whether

13 1t is part of a homogeneous or heterogeneous assembly.

14 MR. WEBERS That is correct.

15 MR. MARK What it does know is that my

16 temperature is going up so much per second.

17 MR. WEBER: That is correct, and that is the

18 conclusion we came to.

19 MR. MARK 4 And so other tests are totally

20 irrelevant except that you may not have such high ramp

21 rs tes in the heterogeneous as in the homogeneous.

22 MR. WEBER: That is correct. The heating

23 r a t es , in fact, do appear to be somewha t less in the

O 24 heterogeneous core system than they did in the

25 homogeneous core. The particular tests I am referring

O
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I to here were, in fact, designed on the basis of whole

2 core calculations f or the homogeneous core.

3 Now, we have yet to design experiments for{}
4 th at .

5 MR. MARK All you have to do is pick a lower

6 tamp rate and that will be a slightly different history.

7 MR. WEBER: That is correct, and it is both of

8 these effects that we are interested in.

9 Now, the data base that I would like to .make

10 ref erence to, and in fact I will only indicate here on

11 this Yu-graph and then go directly to some of the

12 conclusions, are indicated on the table.

13 (Slide)

O
14 Some of these TREAT loss of flow tests, in

15 fact, were fresh tests and some were irradiated tests.

16The ones that were of particular interest to us and in

17 f act were a vailable for project use several years ago,

181n f act , were the early L series tests, L2, L3, and L4.

19 No w , some of the later tests that I indica ted that were

20of relevance to this type of scenario were the overpower
.

21 tests, L5, L6 and L7.

22 The R series was all fresh fuel tests and for

23 the EOC-4 case it is not particularly relevant.

( 24 However, we also initiated two strictly phenomenological

25 tests , F1 and F2. I should point out there is a

O
!
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() 1 correction here. The F1 test was also a short-pin

2 test. It was a 340 millimeter test and not a
.

(} 3 full-length pin.

4 Now, the purpose of the L series test was in

5 fact to examine fuel response under flowing sodium

6 conditions subject to core closedown, whereas F1 and F2

7 vere tests that were designed in non-flowing systems

8 simply to look at fuel disruption process itself.

9 Now, as indicated on the chart, the tests that

10 experienced a power burst were L5, 16, L7 and F2. These

111a ter L series were f ull-length pins. The hodoscope

12 used to monitor f uel motion in L5 at the time the test

13vas run was the shortest scope, and it is difficult to

O
14in terpret 'uel motion response on the basis of that

15 scope data. However, L6 and L7, which are the principal

18 tests we have used in examining fuel dispersal, and

17 calib ra ting our fuel dispersal computer codes, in fact,

18are based on L6 and L7 histories. The F1 and F2 were

19short-pin columns with no flowing sodium. However, F2

20did experience a power burst at the end of the heating
,

21 phase, whereas F1 was simply a nominal pow er test.

i 22

23

24-

25

nv
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1 Well, the conclusions from the assessment are

2 indicated here. First of all, the irradiated fuel did

() 3 seem to show a reduced rate and an extent of positiveI

4 reactivity insertion relative to the fresh fuel.

5 (Slide.)

6 This was experiments we used to draw those

7 conclusions. Our direct comparisons between the fuel

8 distributions and their worth and a comparison between

9 test L2 and Lu which were very similar tests with only

10 irradiation histories, and the F1 test which was a 2.3 I

11 believe percent burnup of pin that showed effective

12 swelling of the pin and a minima) d raining .of ma terial.

13 Now, these were nominal power tests , and

O,

14 again , they lead us to the conclusion that at the very

15 ea rly stages of the scenario, we-should not be seeing

16 extensive gravity slumping of the material. However, in

17the dif fi: ult scanario tha t we are looking at -- a nd

18 this was true also in the heterogeneous core -- we did

19 experience a power burst , and on the basis of that power

20 burst, we used the conclusions from the above nominal

21 powers.

22- The first was irradia ted fuel is observed to

23 be rapidly dispersive at six to ten times nominal

24 power. Tests were run at six times nominal power, in

I am sorry, the F2 test was run25 f a ct , was the F2 test --

( '

,

.
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p
\ 1 up to 12 times nominal power. Dispersal seemed to be

2 initiated at about six times nominal power. The L6

(} 3 test, which had a peak power of something like 10 times

what does the chart say here? The L7 test4 nominal --

5 which had a peak power somewhere in the range I believe

Sof 22 times nominal power. That is on the basis of

7 those expariments that we draw this conclusion.
/ /

8 Now, the mechanism for that dispersal, of

9 course, is an important consideration as well. And in
i

10 most of these tests we believe that the fuel

11 temperatures were too low for fuel / vapor,in fact, to be

12 the dispersing agent. And in fact, in test L6 and in

13 test F2, we have done these calculations to convince-

14 ourselves of that. In test L7, though, the temperatures

151n fact were a little higher, and at the present time we

16cannot preclude that fuel / vapor pressure in fact played

17 a role in this particular scenario.

18 The conclusion of these tests and our analyses

19 of them is that for power levels,'the analysis of the

201oss of flow in heterogeneous LMFBR's does indicate fuel

21 motion would , in f act, be dispersive.

22 MR. MARK: Could you just say a word -- I am

23 so rr y to be so unclear - . So the fuel is more rapidly

24 dispersive if power is ten times normal. What does that

25 mea n ? That the fuel blows out radially, axially? Does

OO
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() 1 the reactivity go up or down?

2 MR. WEBER: Reactivity goes down. When we

3 talk about dispersal in these particular systems, we are

4 not talking about radial motion. In fact, we are

5 talking about axial motion, although a radial and axial

6 view of the developing scenario is viewed by the

7 hodoscope. We are not inferring anything from the

8rsdial motion. The reactivity effect, in fact, comes

9from the axial motion. So dispersion for us means axial

10 dispersion , and these particular experiments indicate

11 decreases in reactivity.

12 MR. MARK So what do you imagine to be

13 ha ppening? The fuel is swelling up and pushing the

O 14 other f uel further from the mid plane?

15 MR. WEBERS No, we think we are reaching full

16 disruption of the f uel pin itself. The fuel pin is --

17 MR. MARK: You do not disrupt the fuel pin by

18 axial motion; only by radial motion.

19 MR. WEBER: These are fuel pins that have are

20 undergoing the process of melting, and in fact are

21 f ragmen tin g . During this particular process, the fuel

| 22 particles -- the f uel itself we believe gets into small

23 enouch particles such that as the fission gas is i

() 24 released, establishes a pressure gradient within a local

25 channel snd astablishes a flow pa ttern tha t that flow

O
i
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.

() 1 pattern can, in fact, carry fuel particles in an axial

2 direction.

(} 3 MR. MARK: Axial.

4 MR. WEBER: Up and down the pin, we have

5 disruption of the fuel pin at some location.

6 MR. MARK: Okay. The axial motion is outside

7 the pin.

8 MR. WEBER: Oh, yes, right, outside the pin.

9 I am sorry. That is correct. The fuel pin is disrupted

10 a t ' a local zone. And we can have -- the models that we

11 have of this particular motion in f act are for motion'

12 outside the pin.

13 MR. MARK 4 Thank you.

O
14 MR. KASTENBERG Over whac length of the pin

15do you get disruption?

16 MR. WEBER: I believe in the severe over-power

17 te st , L6, L7, the f uel pin was entirely disrupted.

18 MR. CARBON: You mean along its entire 86

19 ce n tim en te rs ?

20 MR. WEBERS I would have to go back and look

21 st the specific picture, the post-test pictures. I

22 believe there was f ull disruption over the entire active

231en g th .

24 MR. MARK: Even at the bottom?

25 MR. WEBER: Even in the active core region.
.
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() 1 We have seen that before in other TREAT tests and I will

2 mention some of the over-power tests for the transient

3 over-power scenario for that type that we have seen as
(-)g
~

4well.

5 MR. CARBON For the L5 and 7, you have three

6 elements. What is the geometry of those elements?

7 MR. WEBERa There are effectively three pins

8 that are separated in a configuration similar to the way

9 th ey wouli be in an assembly.

10 HR. CARBON: Are they wire-wrapped?

11 MR. WEBERa Yes, wire-wrapped. Flow a reas are

12 similar to the flow areas that we would have seen in an

13 LMFBR d esi gn.

14 MR. CARBON: Do you have great confidence that

15 this three pins like th a t will let you simulate

16 realistically?

17 MR. WEBER: Well, it is not clear that it is a

18 to t ally valid simulation. In fact, in the base program

19 we a re doing additional tests in this area to look at

20 the cuestions of multi-pin type examinations. One of

21the specific issues that we have addressed there in

22 terms of its validity was trying to formulate what the

23 phenomenological reasons would be for not being able to

() 24 extrapola te this inf ormation.

25 Typically in the in-pile tests you have a

O
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() 1creater surface to -- a greater heat transfer surface

2 area that one wouli see typi:sily in a reactor type

3 situation. As a result, you have a much greater chance

4 of having fuel disruptive, and in fact, plating out on

5 the effective combining flow tube.

6 Now, we had one experiment. Two of these

7 experiments, in f act, F1 and F2, they were simulated

8 quite dif f erently . In those particular tests, these

9 vere short pin tests. These were the 30-centimeter

10 tests where they were -- the attempt was made to better
-

11 simulate the thermal environment that a fuel pin would

12 sse on disruption. So there were single-pin tests but

13 they were surrounded by a thin nuclear heated wall, and

O 14 a s a result, the heat transfer between the pin and

15 ef fectively its neighbor as one would see it in the

16 normal assembly, in fact was minimized.

17 In those tests in comparison to some of the

18 la ter L series, we in fact saw greater sweepout, and

19 f r om those types of considerations, we believe tha t the

20 sveepou t as observed in the L series is probably

21under-predicting a dispersal that would be seen in the

22 reactor condition .

23 N ow , that is not a closed issue, and that is

24 wh y we are continuing to run multi-pin tests within

25 TREAT - the TREAT program.

(|
i
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() 1 MR. CARBON: And when you talk of sweepout

2 here, how far are you in implying that it sweeps?

3 MF. WEBER: The fuel did not get very far in

4 the L series. We did get to the end of the fuel pin

5 columns, and that is a very significant sweepout as far

6ss the rasctivity considerations are concerned.

7 However, there was not significant relocation beyond the

8 ef fective boundaries of the f uel pin itself.

i

9 ER. CARBON: You say not far beyond. Was it

10 right a t the end ?

Il MR. WEBERS It was within several

12 ce ntimeter s . Now, that is a significant effect in the
,

13 early stages as f ar as reactivity considerations are

14 concerned . However, it does not lead one to conclude

15 th at you get such significant disruption that you no

161onger need to consider this fuel in later stages. And,

171n f act , we have other tests, principally out of pile

18 tests, that suggest that fuel does in fact freeze up

19 f airly quickly as it enters the upper axial blanket

20 region, so the fuel is not lost to the system for the
|

21 entire scenario.
l
i 22 Now, in the F2 test -- and I believe this was

23 also true in F1 we actually had fuel move--

() 24 considerably above the f uel column itself. And as I
i

| 25 said , this was attributed to the fact that we had worked

) !
!

!

|

|
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,O '1= ><etetraic 1 e=vire e=t ter tae rue 1 1= uoe=

2 disruption .
,

3 (Slide.)

4- Okay. The approach that we have used, though,

Sin looking at these in performing whole core analyses is

'6approximately the same that was used within the project

7itself. That is, we looked at these experiments with

8 whole core analysis tools such as SAS3D, to try to

9 simulate the experiments and then try to extrapolate

10 that information into the whole core scenario.

11 Now, I mentioned in addition to using SAS3D,

12 ve in the base program have been developing additional

13 tools to look at these types of scenarios, and in the

O 14 process of looking at particularly tests L6 and L7,

15 conducted not only with -- also the code we refer to as

16 SAS4 A.

17 The original assessment of the L7 experiment

18 wa s conducted several years ago, and it was only a

19 prelimina ry assessment at that particular time. As I

: 20 indica ted in my earlier comments, we went back and
|
|

21 reassessed the analysis of the L7 experiment with'

22 SAS3D/SLUMPY within the context of the conceptual design '

23 study energetics assessment. And that was a somewhat

24 more extensive study .of tha t particular experiment.

25 Now, that analysis was conducted roughly

| O
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() 1 during the time period th a t the project was putting

2 together its position on the loss of flow energetics,

3and the information that we got during tha t analysis in

4fset was not cor.veyed directly to the project.

5 Now, th( project assumptions, though and--

6 they are reflected in the document th a t Dennis Switick

7 mentioned earlier, that is GEFR-523 -- looked at the

8 fuel disruption and essentially looked at what they

9 consid er e d to be relevant experimental data. But

10 focused somewhat more on the low -- that is, nominal --

11 power tests, and particularly, the F1 test.

| 12 As we evamined the particular scenario, we
|

13 ca me to the conclusion that they had, in fact, modeled

O 14 things quite pessasistically. The lead chs7nel itself,

15 which we thought or certain phenomenological reasonsc

16should in f act be undergoing disruption similar to what

17 was observed in L6 and L7, was being modeled initially

18 a s not being disruptive a t all. And experimental

19 --excuse me , the experimental datapoint that was used

20for that was the F1 test.

21 Now, there was some reason for believing tha t

22 the F1 test would in fact be simulating that particular

23 pin, and that is where one raises the question of

() 24 whether or not the fission gas was actually available to

( 25 perf orm the dispersal.

)
|

.
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() 1 Now, we examined that as a separate effects
i

2 type of examination and I will briefly give you the |
,

3 conclusions of that as well. But we did conclude that

4 the fission gas ef f ect would be dispersive. In addition

5 to the lead channel response, we found tha t the second

8 channel they modeled, which had f airly substantial

7 reactivity in fact was being modeled in such a fashion

8 that as it saw this power burst in the early stages of

9the scenario, in fact, were calculated to show increased

10 reactivity in an amount that was clearly inconsistent

11 with what we had seen in the L6 and L7 tests.

12 As a result, when we went back and

13 re-investig a ted the scenario, we changed the assumptions

O 14 that they had used in their tests to be consistent with

15 wha t we believe the experimental information was

18 showing. The conclusion that we came to about the

17 project analysis -- and I think as we communicated it to

18 them a year and a half ago -- was that the scenario that

19 th ey were modeling in fact we believed was conservative.

20 Now, the scenario, although it did reach 250

21 times nominal power, it did not appear to have a

22 significant energetics implication, and as a result,

23 there was not major discussion between our organizations

() 24 on that particular point.

25 (Slide.)

_

'

!

1
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() 1 I guess the only other aspect about th a t

2 analysis was that getting into this high power level,

3 and particularly getting into the first configurations,

4 does get you into that realm of sensitivity. And as we

S aade our comments not only to the CRBR project but also

6to CDS, we think it is an optimal consideration to stay

7 away f rom that realm of sensitivity and to model things

8as best you can, consistent with the available '

9 experimental information.

10 Well, I mentioned one of the critical pieces

*
11 of phenomenology that was associated with this was

12 rela ted to the fission gas. And the fission gas as I

13 sa id , -- now, there are two aspects to fission gas.

14 Some of the fission gas that is created is released and

151s transmitted to the plenum; some of it is retained

16 su bj ect to extended time heating ra tes. The rate of

17 possibility that that fission gas in fact will either go

18to the fuel matrix and relocate effectively into the

19 plenum , it that were to happen to a substa ntial degree,

20then when we went through this power burst we would not,

211n f act, have a dispersing mechanism that we believe is :

22 respon sible for the dispersal rates we saw in the inpile

23 ex p erim en ts .

() 24 So we went back and did a phenomenological

25 analysis of the particular channel that is the lead

I
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() 1 channel in their analysis. This is work that has been

2 coing on now for the last several weeks, as I say. We

3 specifiestly went back to what we considered to be

4 relevant experiments; that is, the fission gas release

5 experiments that ilEDL has run, and the analysis tool

6 that has been developed at Argonne to study the effect

7of fission gas redistribution.

8 It is a code we refer to as FR AS 3. There are

9 certain tests _within the test sequence in fact that had

10 comparable thermal histories to the lead CRBR

11 heterogeneous core channel, and there is experimental

12 da ta svaila ble. We looked at that experimental data and

13 did our analysis and came to the conclusion that is

O 14 indica ted h ere . The transient release correlation used

15 within the current project position is overly

16 con servative , and by conservative we mean that it

17 predicts sore gas relesse to the plenum prior to what

18 would then be the anticipated disruption-in the power

19 sequence than was actually observed.

20 Now, there is an interation that is built into

'

21 this, and we are currently evolving an investigation of

22 these things as well. If we put in early dispersal into

23 the best estimate sequence within a whole core

() 24 assessmen t, it changes the power history, and one would

25have to go back once again and look at the power history

|
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() Ito make sure it is, in f act, consistent wi th the TREAT

2 in pile experimental information and the fission gas

3 release da ta.

4 That, in fact, is an activity that is going on

Sright now, and we are doing FRAS calculations based upon

6 the inpile experiments L6 and L7, a s well as wha t I

7 refer to as our ANL EOC-4 analysis. I will make a few

8 more comments on that later.

9 MR. MARKS I am a little bit confused. You

10 referred to this calculation as being overly

11 conserva tive.

12 MR. WEBERS Right.

13 MR. MARKS That is, it predicts more gas

14 release prior to disruption. That sounds like the other -

15 va y around , actually.

16 MR. WEBER: Yes. Perhaps I can explain it.

17 It seems to be a confusing issue for everybody. The

18 fission gas that we are talking about within the system

19 plays two diff erent roles. Of course, the fission gas

201s created within the fuel, and it -- a significant

21 fraction stays with the fuel.

22 However, an even larger fraction'is released

23 to the plenum gas. If the fission gas that is retained
|
1

() 241n the fuel is still in the f uel at the point of the |

25over-power transient where we have significant
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() 1 disruption, then it, in fact, can be the source that

2 acts for local pressurization and dispersal of the fuel.

3 Now, the assumptions in the base cose of ther~3(_/ ,

4 Clinch River case assumed that they had more of this

5 fission gas released to the plenum than we think is

6 supported by both analysis and experimental informat3 on.

7 As a result, when they looked at the

8 over-power sequence, they did not take any credit for

9 dispersal of the f uel due to the fission gas that would

10 be retained within the fuel structure. As a result,

11 dispersal in the lead channel in f act did not get

12 initiated at a substantial rate until one was comple+?ly

13 through the power burst.

O 14 MR. MARKS Oksy. There was more gas on

151ocation and dispersal occurred earlier than the

16 csicula tion suggested .

17 MR. WEBERS That is our belief. Okay.

18 (Slide.)

19 Now, as I say, that addresses some of the

20 phenomenological considerations, but the motivation for

21all of this was a question that was raised by the staff

22 on the role of the stored plenum gas. These are some of

23 th e principal issues -- I should sa y we have not done an

() 24 extended study of all of the scenarios that were

25 included in GEFR-523. We have restricted our attention

.
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() I to this point, to this end of cycle four analysis, with

2 the specific intent of applying this analysis to this

3 specific problem raised by the staff.

4 Now, the role of stored plenum gas -- and in

S my next figure I will show you a schematic picture of

6 this -- is summarized in these particular statements.

7 Thq Clinch River heterogeneous core had some concern for
'

/. .

8 the coherant plenum gas-driven compaction near-prompt

9 critical. It appeared, as one analyzed these things

10 with the whole core code, that the early channels -- and

11 that means several subassemblies -- in fact could lead

12 your power sequence into such a fashion that you would

13 approach prompt critical.

O 14 If you reach prompt critical in any of these

15 a n a ly ses , the timescales are decreased significantly and

16the level of coherence of responses increases

17 significa n tly . As a result, if one can imagine that the
.

18 plenum fission gas now can subject part of a disrupted

19 pin to a pressure dif f erential, and it is done

20 coherently across the core, it is conceivable at any

21 rate that one could introduce a significant amount of

22 positive reactivity at the point of prompt criticality.

23 Now, -- sni that csuses concern to us about

() 24 ene rge tics. Now, from a a phenomenological standpoint,

25what we are interested in here is whether or not we have
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() le mechanism for actual relief of the pressure within the

2 plenum, and what is its timescale relative to the

r~N 3 disruption of tha pin.
U

4 Now, the way the pin disruption process is

5 envisioned, if one can imagine this as the pin, we have

6a plenum gas region up in here. While we still have

7 integrity within the pin, we have sufficient constraints

8 to keep any part of the pin from moving.

9 However, as we ao through the over-power

10 tra nsien t, we are envisioning that the f uel pin in fact

*

11 will disrupt at a local zone. As a result, this

12 disrup tion process will relieve a mechanical constraint

13 and then the whole upper pin in f act could accelerate

O 141nto the core based upon the pressure dif f erential

15between plenum and the pressure at the point of

16 di sr u p tio n . And that is the process that I have

17 pictured in this next viewgraph.

18 (Slide.)

19 This in fact is easily calculated with a code

2011k e S AD3D. This is the way, in fact, it is being

21 modeled . This being the upper plenua, this being the

22 pin structure itself in here, and this being the

23 disruptive zone ss it is modeled. There is a pressure

() 24 dif f erential between here, the gas plenum, and

25 acceleration causes the expansion of this pin

O
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(]) 1 (indica ting) .

2 (Slide.)

3 We a re pa rticula r concerned with the subject

4of the next viewgraph and that is that we do not find

S people 'doing conservative analyses, but it is our

6 feeling that doing unduly conservative modeling may

7 force your core response to be particularly sensitive to

Scartain parameters, one of which is this plenum gas

9 compaction problem. There are others, though.

10 As a result, we heavily recommend not only to

11 the CRBR project but to anybody else, that in fact, they

12 use modeling information that we believe is best

13 es tim a te , an that is experimental information.

14 MR. CARBON: Go back and repeat what you just

15 said there. Are you considering the pler am gas movement

16to be unduly conservative?

17 MR. WEBER: No. We believe that let me say--

18 this. The modeling that was used within the whole core

19 scenario we believe made the core response sensitive to

20several things. One of which was the plenum gas
,

21 compaction. The sensitivity does not come from looking

22 a t the problem of plenum gas compaction, but rather what

23 was modeled before. The modeling of fuel disruption as

() 24done in the base case for the lead channel using f uel

25 vapor pressure and significant gravity slumping of the

O
I
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() 11a ter channels, in fact, we feel were very con serva tive

2 assumptions.

3 When one uses those types of assumptions you

4 tend to get into prompt critical over-power type

5 excursions. When you are going in that direction, that

61s when you become sensitive to small variations in

7 parameters.

8 Now, a variation in the parameter is what is

9 the role of the stored plenum gas. From our looking at

10 ex perimental information , there is not a great deal of

11 in fo rm a tio n th a t would suggest that this is a problem,

12 bu t there is not any that suggests it is a problem,

13 either. So it is something that should be considered

14 within the realm of these types of analyses, and the

15 type of pessimistic analyses, that is, unduly

16 conservative snalyses that we believe the best estimate

17 this was, in f act, then made you sensitive to looking at

18 th ese types of scenarios.

19 The heterogeneous core, from our previous

20 ex pe rie nce -- and that is based principally upon

21 examination of CDS designs I should not say that.--

22 There was a core Clinch River study several years ago

23 that did seem to be somewhat insensitive. In fact, not

() 24 somewh at. Some cores are quite insensitive to modeling,

25 va riations and phenomenological variations as well.

f

!
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() 1 (Slide.)

2 As I sentioned when we looked at this problem,

3 ve had basically a two-phased approach, the first of

4 which was to look at the problem whether or not the

5 plenum fission gas in fact would be available and could

6 compact the core.

7 There was the suggestion that perhaps that the

8 gap between the fuel and the cladding would be closed

9and we would not be able to ef f ectively release the

10 g a s .

11 What,we have found in our discussions from the

12 -- w ell, let me say this, in addition to the

13 phenomenological analysis, we thought that the most

O 14 appropriate way to investigate this was not to

15 superimpose a particular phenomenological analysis on

16 top of an already generated full core analyis, but

17 tather to do it in a consistent, integrated fashion.

18 As a result, several people from my

19 organization and our f uel mechanics group put together a

20 phenomenological analysis of the issue, and then we

21 within our whole core analysis group in fact are looking

22 a t the integrated core response implications of this

23 particular type of a scenario.

() 24 This vuegraph summarizes what was done on the

25 phenomenological side. As we looked at the

O
-
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() 1best-estimate case as generated by the project, there

2 were several channels, and I think most of you are

3 f a milia r with the SAS channel concept. But these are

4 the SAS channel numbers. And I will sention tha t the

5whole core was modeled with something like 15 channels,

6 11 of which were driver assembly channels. And these

7 are four of those driver assemblies. So, roughly, very
/ l.

B ro ughl y , that is 40 percent of the driver assemblies.

9 What we determined was that as we looked at

10 the potential mechanism for blowdown -- and that

11 bs sically mesnt f ailure of the cladding up near the core

12 upper axial blanket interface, which would allow us a

13 pa th f or escape of the f uel -- when we looked a t the

14 time that we reached cladding failure at the point

15 relative to the power burst scenario that was of

16 in te re s t , we found out that several of the channels,

17 these are the lead channels, six, two, four, and seven

18 -- in f act , had sufficient time for most of the gas to

19 blow down prior to the initistion of this prompt burst

20 e xc u rsion.

21 However, there were several other channels.

22In f act, they were still at fairly high pressure within
,

,

23 th e gas plenum and the cladding temperatures and
-i

() 24 consequently the cladding strengths were even higher and

251n f act may participate in this type of scenario.

!

|
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() 1 We looked at the phenomenological aspects of

2 whether or not the blanket cladding pellet gaps in fact

3 were open . And they are. We look.ed a t ce rtain
' 4 phenomenological considerations which we thought might

5 mitigate some of the concern for this type of scenario,

Sand they included things like the unraveling of wire
'

7 wraps loosening the bundle and then a111owing, if you

8 can imagine this, that at the point where we have

9 cladding failure at the axial blanket core interface,

10 that in f act we can move the pin up as well as down,

11 that that in fact was a reasonable phenomenological

12 considera tion .

13 However, we did not have any experimental

14 justification for it, except, I guess, in one isolated

151ncident with one of the in pile experiments. These

16psrticular -- these types of items that were considered
'

17 as possible sitigating effects.

18 However, when we did the calculation, we did

19 no t include those in our best-estimate case. But we did

20 show that even with no upward motion of the pins, the

l 21 ch annel 11 -- and channel 11 is considered to be

22 representative then of the rest of the driver assembly

23 response areas -- was shown that it would go down from

() 24 about, I believe, 40 atmospheres to something like 9

25 atmospheres prior to disruption .

O
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() 1 Now, what this meant was that the cladding

2 f a iled a t some time when we started our blowdown process

3 and at some later time in the sequence as defined by

4 when we started off on this really rapid power

S increase. We had time to fail the fuel, and we had

8 sufficient time in these channels here to blow down the

7 9as prior to disruption of the fuel.

8 However, in channel 11 we had less time for

Osas to blow down prior to this local disru ption in the

10 fuel pin and the compaction process itself. Again we

11 examined axperimental information as well and did not

12 conclude that there was a significant amount of

131s portant inf orma tion .

O
14 (Slide.)

15 However, we did want to put this back within

18the context of the whole core analysis as well. Those

17 ps rticular considerations were based on the best'

18 es tim ate, the best-estimate case as expressed within

19 GE FR -5 2 3.

20 Now, as part of the Argonne experiment we in

21 f a ct attempted to do several other calculations and the

22 most important ones were related to the modeling of fuel

23 dispersal as we presently understand it on the basis of

A(-) 24 our experimental it. forma tion. So we have run several

25 ca se s . The ones we have run to date are indicated
.
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() 1here. We have a couple of more that are going on that I

2 will 3ention a little bit later.

3
f-

First of all, we reproduced a case that GE had

V)
4 perf ormed as its best-estimate case. One of the things

5that we had noticed with their calculation was that they

6did seem to get i substantial positive reactivity in the

7 ea rly stages of this scenario, information that appeared

8 to us at any rate to be inconsistent with expe rim en tal

9information. So we studied the effect of the early

10 compaction rate on this type of test.
|

i

| 11 But the most important case was Case 3; and

12 th a t is , we modeled the channels based upon how we

13 ty pically would nodel any of these dispersals based upon

14 our understanding of what we believe to be the most

15 relevant in-pile experiments -- tha t is, L-6 and L-7.

16 MR. HARKS What do you refer to as the

17 co m pac tion ?

18 MR. WEBERS In the modeling of the fuel pin

19 r e sponse , various responses sre used to determine the

20 motion of the material, gravity being one of them. In

21this type of a system , if gravity were allowed to act

22 f reely , in fact, you would see just gravity draining of

23 the material.

() 24 MR. MARKa After you had allowed some to

25 extrude itself or bef ore the thing breaks, which?

O
1
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(]) 1 MR. WEBER: Oh, we ha ve a xial ex pansion within

2 the normal calcula tion, but this is after that sequence

31nto the power burst phase itself when the fuel pin

4 initially starts its disruption.

5 MR. MARK: Some stuff comes out?

6 MR. WEBER: Right.

7 MR. MARKa Do you allow the rest of the fuel

8 to slump or compact downwards under gravity?

9 MR. WEBER: That is correct.

10 MR. MARK: You do not allow it to go away,

11 because the f uel tube heats because it might not, but

12 they do allow it to fall freely? Is that right?

13 MR. GEBER: That was in one of the lead

14 assemblies. In fact, that was the assumption. And that

151s the level of assumption that we thought was quite

16 conservative. It did, in fact, impose the positive

17 rasc tivity assumptions but did not take credit for the

18 nega tive reactivity assumptions.

19 MR. MARK: Okay.

20 MR. WERERs So we at least at the first case

21 eliminated the positive reactivity assumptions which we

22 thought was inconsistent with experimental data. Also

23 that did not have an extremely significant effect. It

(') 24 was the inclusion of the negative effects that is in

| 25disperal that made the difference.
I

O

|
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(] 1 (Slide.)

2 Ihis is my only result that I brought. These

3 are calculations that we have recently performed. They
f-

V
4 indicate the normalized power as a function of time in

5 the scenarios. Unfortunately, I did not get a chance to

6 include Case 1, the best-estima te case. But in that

7 particular sequence, I believe Don Switick indicated

8 this before, we reached something like 250 times nominal

9 power roughly in the same time frame, somewhere around

10 the 20-second range.

11 When we went through the assumptions tha t I

12 had indicated there, the minimization of the compaction

13 did decrea se the scena rio, but no t significantly. It

177 times nominal141rought it back to, I believe, 170 --

15 power.

16 However, when we looked at the effect of
.

17 blowdown times for that, it did not make much of a

18 di f f erence . However, in Case 3 we did seem to get an

19 extended sequence of this particular scenario, and in

| 20 f act, that is what we were expecting.

21 When we had done the calculations of the

22 plenum gas blowdown, the number we came up with in the

23 analysis that would reflect the blowdown time was a time

() 24 constant that was roughly on the range of a quarter of a

25second. And that was the time that was being used in

O
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() 1 these types of assessments, and that is in Case 1 and

2 Case 2. They were taking place on a fairly short

3 timescale in here, and a quarter of a second was long

4enough to include significant blowdown in several of the

S ch annels.

6 However, in the cases that were current, that

7 we currently analyzed, where we are employing dispersal

8tates that we believe are more consistent, in fact, we

9have increased the timing of the scenario by something

10like a second and a half. And the second and a half

11 made a significant difference.

12 And the only channels that we were able to

13 csiculate tha t did not experience a significant blowdown

O 141m pact had very small melt fractions. As a result, we

15 think we have minimized some of the concern about this.

16 (Slide.)

17 The conclusions that we reached from this

18particular study and at the review of the experimental

19information that are indicated here, first of all, as I

20 indicated on several occasions, we believed that the,

21 GEFR analysis, GEFR-523, does seem quite conservative.
.

22 I do not believe that this was news to anybody. It was

23 indica ted very specifically in the GEFR document, and we

24 co ncurred .

25 Secondly, our feeling is that the data base

O
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() 1for cheap experiments involves above-nominal power,

2 principally the later L series experiments, to show

3 dispersal at above-nominal power. We believe from our

O.
4 recent analyscs that we can do an adequate job of

5 modeling those erperimer.ts with the SAS3D/SlUMPY and as

6n result, it is 1 reasonable tool to look at these

7 scenarios and f or the phenomenological aspect of this;

8that is, the role of fission gas and its availability.

9 We believe our analysis with FRAS-3 and the

10 FGR experimental data confirm our assessment from a

11 phenomenological standpoin t.

12 And t h e. bottom line on all of this was that

13 mild initiating rhases compared to GEFR-523 is what we

14 have been gettine based upon completed analyses.

15 There sre a couple of other aspects to this.

16This is what the last point is. We belive that one

17 needs a consistent examination of these various

18 phenomena to take advantage of or to look at the problem

19 of gas blowdown and its ef f ect on positive, only on

20 positive reactivity insertions. We believe it is

21 somewha t inconsistent.

22 We do have the capability within the whole

23 core codes to study the effect of the plenum gas

() 24 blowdown as we are proceeding through the scenario tha t

251s prior to this compaction problem. We are

O
.
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() 1 an ticipating that when one does that type of analysis

2 consistently, thst we will see some other effects on

3 things like the voiding and clad relocation effects

4 that, in fact, are going to help the scena rio even

5 further.

6 The last aspect in the fifth case that we are

7 running now, in fact, though, is to put in the specific
;

8model that was developed by our fuel mechanics section

9 for the compaction problem itself and to integrate that

10 within the context of the whole core code. Based upon

11 the results to date, though, we do not believe that

12 those particular case are going to change our

13 preliminary conclusions.

14 (Slide.)

15 Well, that briefly concludes the discusion

16 tha t I had on loss-of-flow phenomenology and the respone

17 to the fairly specific question that was raised by the

18 NRC Sta f f.

19 Can I answer any questions in this area?

20 (No response.)

21 HR. CARBON: Does anyone have any questions?

22 The series of tests -- F-2, for example -- is

23 that one test , or was it repeated?

() '

24 MR. WEBER 4 One test. F-2 was one test.

25 Righ t. The F series is a series of tests, as the L
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() 1 series was a series of tests.

2 MR. CARBONS But L-5 was one test?

- 3 MR. WEBERS One 5, that is correct.

4 MR. CARBONS When you said a while ago these

5 tests suggest, how strongly do you emphasize the word i

8" suggests"?
|

7 MR. WEBERS I would have to say that I feel

8 that fairly strongly.

9 MR. CARBON: They suggest.

10 MR. WEBER: I really do not want to say the

11 word "suggest." The tests indicate these types of

12 beha vior. They do indicate fuel motion that implies

13 negative reactivity in these overpower excursions.

O 14 MR. CARBONS The word " indicate," I guess,

15 could leave one wondering what you mean there, too.

18 MR. WEBER: I am not sure how more specific to

17 become . The massurements --

18 MR. MARK: You would not go so far as to use

19 th e word " demonstrate"?

20 MR. WEBER: I believe that we would

21 ten tatively use that word.

22 (Laughter.)

23 There are other tests. There are certain

() 24 questions raised by the tests, and we are trying to

25 address those questions as well. One of them, for
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() 1 example, is how sn you run a single or three pin test

2 and extrapolate that to the large pin bundle type of
|

3 geometry.

4 When we performed our particular assessment of

5 that type of a scenario, we looked at what we believed

6to be the relevant phenomena and tried to decide on the

7 basis of the phenomenology whether or not a whole core

8 or a whole assembly would have responded in a more

9 positive or less positive resctivity state.

10 MR. ZUDANSs I would like to ask for a

11 cla rif ies tion . The compaction, what kind of a failure

12 mode is the point where the fuel gets out of the clad?

13 MR. WEBERS Well, the failure mode we have
'

14 been using for these types of tests is based upon a melt

15 fraction criteria. It appears that when the melt

16 f raction reaches the understructure zone, there is a

17 combination of ef f ects; that is, there is an increase in

18 -- a decrease in density upon the melting which tends to

19close the volume, and when th e melt fraction reaches the

20 understructure fuel, a significant amount of fission gas

211s released and we see a sudden local pressurization.

22 No w , we correlste that with the melt f raction.

23 MR. ZUDANSs Let me see, if you have a local

() 24 h t e t -u p in the fuel and it expands and it reaches the

25 clad surf ace, will apply pressure to it, there will be

O
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() 1some friction contact between these things, and then it

2 begins to flow out. It succeeded in getting out

3 someplace. Now we apply pressure, fission gas pressure,

4 someplace upstairs higher up there.

5 Will this gas push tha t fuel out, or is the

6 friction enough to hold it down?

7 MR. WEBER: The friction seems enough to hold

81t in.

9 MR. ZUDANS: Where is the compaction coming

10 f rom then?

11 MR. WEBER: The compaction comes in lecause

12 the fuel pin itself is undergoing substantial disruption

13 along its entire axial length.

14 MR. ZUDANS: Wha t does the gas have to do with

15 that? I mean what does the fission gas do in this

16 case?

17 MR. WEBER: In this particular case, if one

18 can imagine that this is the core axial blanket

19 interf ace, there is a substantial difference between the

20 tempera ture of the cladding up here and down here

21 (indicating ), and we have a seal blanket material in

22 here as well (indicating), and then we have a fuel

23 column here (indicating).
,

() 24 Now, in the region above, the upper -- the

25 core axial blanket interface, we have concluded that the
!
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() 1gsp, in fset, is open, so tha t the fuel, in fact, can

2 slide relative to the cladding in this region

3 (indicating ) . In the region below here, the cladding is

4 very hot, snd this probably will -- as a result, it

5would not have strong impedance to any motion.

6 MR. ZUDANSs But then where is this fuel

7 coming tha t creates the compaction problem? Where does

81t come from?

9 MR. WEBER : We may be talking about two

10 dif f erent compaction problems. The compaction as
_

11related to our study of the role of the plenum fission

12 ga s came f rom this. As we look at the entire fuel pin,

13 ve will get a disruption sequence that will effectivaly

t 14 start in the hottest part of the pin.

15 Typically, it will start somewhere in the

16 midplane. When it goes through the disruption process

171 t self , there is a time sequence here for disruption to

18 move up sxially within the pin. Prior to that

19 dis ru p tion , moving up totally within the pin, we still,

20in fact, have intact pins, at least from the region of

21 the upper a xial blanket to the failure site.

22 And it is that region of material that is

23 su bjec t to pressure differential between the gas plenum

() 24 and the local pressure at the failure site. And it is

25 this entire column of fuel then that is envisioned to be

O
.
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1 pushed up.

2 MB. ZUDANS: Yes. But why would there be a

3 pressure differential? This is not an isolated space.

4 They are all connected. There are gaps along it, so you

5 would expect the pressure to be uniform th ro ughou t.

8 MR. WEBERS At the point of disruption, when

7 wej calculate disr up tion, it is a local disruption.
/

8 HR. ZUDANSs Then it loses the pressure

91ocally . But the fuel is solid. Why should it move

10 ou t ?

11 MB. WEBER I as sorry, I did not -- the fuel

12 pin ruptures, and the local pressure that this portion

13 of the fuel sees at that point is the pressure that is

141n the fual channel.

15 MR. ZUDANSa There is no friction above it.

18That is what you assume; right? I would just like to

17 understand .

18 MR. WEBERS Here is the top of the pin, and we

19 ha ve f uel. Say, this is the gas plenum. We have the

20 pin located within here. Now, this, I can use this

21 pa rticular region; this is the upper axial blanket and

22 this is the core region down in here (indicating). We

23 still have cladding in existence along here

() 24 (indica ting ) .
j

25 However, the cladding down in the core region

| }

|
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() lis fairly hot. I guess this will be the top of the

2 pin. The pressure that exists in this particular

3 sy stem , in fact, is acting down like this, but the fuel

4 pin within the active core has been moved out and has

5 effectively sealed off the gas flow for relief of this

6particular gas.

7 Now, of course, the forces that are considered

8 to take ef fect is that somewhere within the active core

9 boundary, we calculated the original pin configuration

10 1s disruptive. And ss a result, if this is a flow

11 channel that exists prior to disruption, it i*s at that
,

12 poin t that the remaining part of this pin sees

13 ef f ectively the local pressure within the flow channel.

O 14 And it is the difference then between this plenum

15 pressure here and this P channel down in here acting

16upon this link of the fuel column.

17 MR. ZUDANSs If it can overcome this friction

18 force.

19 MR. WEBER That is right. And that was the

20 thing we were trying to investigate from a

21 phenomenological standpoin t s.s to how much friction

22 th ere actually was. The conservative assumption in this

23 particular case is th a t there was no friction, simply

() 24 f ree acceleration of that particular pin. It was;

25 dif fic ult to conclude from any experimental evidence to

O
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/~S 1 prove tha t friction was retarding this.
O

2 (Slide.)

3 The second area I wanted to talk about was in

O
4 the area of transient overpower event. And there were

5several issues that I wanted to mention to you. Our

61vestigations at Argonne in this particula r ares have

7 been motivated by some considerations related to one of

8 the issues here; that is, the time and location of

9 f ailure.

10 The comments that I would like to make this

11 af ternoon are fairly brief and talk about some general

121s s ues . Where possible, I will try to refer to some

13 specific -- the specific pieces of experimental

( 141nformation that are relevant to the phenomenological

15 consideration. And I will also attempt to talk about

16what we currently understand in relationship to what was

17 assumed within the best-estimate case.

18 Now, the first things I wanted to cover was

19 the experimentsl data base. And I will fairly briefly

20 cover the information; tha t is, the information that was
,

21 generated at Argonne in this particular area.

I

22 We used this type of inf orma tion f or a couple

23 of reasons; that is, to guide us in the development of

() 24 phenomenological models. We believe it is this type of
i

25information that, in fact, can be not only analyzed but'

.

O
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1can be extrapolated into the whole core type of

2 scenario.

3 I mentioned the specific experiments that, in

4 f act, we have used over the last several years in this

Stipe of saalysis. The second four areas -- time and

61oca tion of f ailure, f uel motion, and reactivity effect,

7 incoherent pin failures, and fuel sweepout -- are

8important issues related to the transient overpower

9 event. I will try to give a summary statement of our

10 un d ers t anding in these particular areas.

11 We have not been involved in whole core

12 analyses of the transient overpower event for Clinch

13 River, but we have been involved in looking at these
i

- 14 types of sequences for other types of reactors and

15 f s irly recently have, in fact, initiated one calculation

16related to Clinch River as well.

17 I have a fairly brief statement of what that

18 1s .

19 (Slido.) ,

20 Now, of theese four phenomenological areas,

l
21 the time and location of failure is an area that is

i

22 qoing to be covered by Dr. John Cramer, vho is the head

23of our fuel mechanics section. John will actually cover

O 24ta1= 1arorm tioa e<ter r neve coactueea. 1 taiax the
.

25information base that we are using is very similar to

O
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(]) I the one tha t we had used under the loss-of-flow

2 sequence. It is indicated in here.
,

3 These are the ANL multi-pin loop tests. There

'

4are actually many more tests in the TOP area, and Dr.

5Cramer will cover very briefly the range of those tests
i
'

6that actually exist. But these are ones that are fairly
F

7recent.

8 I would like to point out a couple of then

9 ha ve been particularly important to us. Some of these

10 are irradiated core tests, including E8, H6, and J1,
-

r
'

11 which have provided us with some guidance in this
.

12 modeling on various ramp rates. There ar.e a couple of

13 tests indicated here, B9 and R12, which were fresh fuel
O
\~# 14 tests that had assisted us in that type of analysis.

15 The L8 test was another one of those tests that was |

i18 generated within the L series to address issues that

17 appeared to be related to core response in reactors ;

18 h a ving void coefficients similar to the Clinch River i

19 homoegneous core.

20 The last tests that I indicated here, in fact,

21 are a couple of the more recent tests that have recently

22 been run. They are part of a continuing program now of

23 joint U.S.-U.K. program. Fuel pins being irradiated in

() 24 PFR and experiments conducted in TREAT.

25 (Slide.)

O
.
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() 1 I will make reference to some of these tests a

2 we go through. Again, I am not going to talk about the

3 transient overpower sequence of time and location ofgg
G

4 f ailure, but just indicate that John will do it later.

I think5 I do vsnt to suggest, though, that --

6 John will indicate this as well -- the preponderance of

7 data does seem to suggest that failure of these
I |

8 particular pins does occur above the midplane. That has

9 been observed in several of our tests. Hidplane

10 f ailures cannot be completely precluded.
,

11 The thing that John --

12 MR. CARBON 4 The thing that what?

15 MR. WEBER: Cannot be precluded. We have

O 14 observed midplane f ailure in TOP tests. But the

15 occurrence of midplane failure by itself cannot -- from

16that, one cannot infer tha t there are catastrophic

17 Consequence s. It is not simply the location and timing

18of f ailure; it is what happens to the fuel and what its

19 reac tivity effect is as well.

20 As I say, John vill discuss several of these

21 things . There hss been a suggestion that there is

22 somewha t -- that it kind of hard to read -- somewhat

23 dif f eren t phenomenology associated with the slow TOPS.

() 24 A t any rate, John will review the data base, some of the

25 characteristics of the slow TOP and our current efforts

(
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(] 1in slow TOP modeling.

2 Again, this is a rather brief summary of

3 several of these issues.

4 (Slide.)

5 The first one is on fuel motion and reactivity

6 effects. Teh conclusion that we have come to, we have

71ooked at several of the sets. And the ones that I
,

|

| 8 would principally refer to are the R9 test, the R12

9 test, and most recently, the L1 test. But we did have

10 f resh f uel. It does seem to show some significant fuel

11 disruption and material relocation.

12 The R9 test, as indicated by the previous

13 ch art, was a 50-cen t-a-second f resh fuel t est. It did

14 show significant disruption. And this is not new

15 in f orma tion . This has been reported in the literature

16and Argonne caports several reports several years ago.

17 And it showed fairly significant disruption over the

18 en tire f uel pin length.

19 One of the problems with that type of a test,

20 though, is that the TREAT transient effectively ran very

21 1ong . There was a lot of energy put into the system,

22 and we saw very, very significant disrupt 1on of the

23 f u el .

24 A very real question for us, though, at least

251n terms of some of these issues is what happens at the

O
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,

() 1 time of fsilure as a result. On the basis of the 39

2 test, the R12 test was run and the TREAT transient was
,

3 set ef f ectively to rail at the predicted time of

4 4 cladding failure.

5 That pa rticular test did show a' failure in the

6 pictures, I believe -- and I have some of those with me

7 somewhere -- show failure right at the active core upper

8 axial blanket interface, and it was significant in

9 respect to S to 10 percent of the fuel was actually

10 removed beyond the upper core region; that is, the fuel

11 th at would have a significant reactivity effect.

12 The L1 test, which was the test which was

13 f sirly recently run, was a 55-a-second test. Let me

14 see, what do I want to say about that? There was, I am

15 told by the experimental group, that the failure for

16 that particular test did occur in the upper half of the

17 pin and tha t there was what they refer to as significant

18sveepout.

19 We have some of the hodograph, the

20vorth-intarpretai hodoscope results for this, if you

21 would like to take a look at that.

22 At any rate, in the area of irradiated core

23 tests, we have several, as indicated in that chart,

() 24 tests such as the H6, J1. LO2, which was the second in
,

25 the U . S .-U . K. test which was similar to the LO1 test,
.

O)\_'
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(]) 1nand that was a 45-a-second ramp. But it was run with

2 irradiated fuel.

3 An additional test, as mentioned in the table,

4 was the L8 test and the 08 test was a transient

5 overpower type of event. As I say, its purpose was to

6 study fuel motion and particula rly .the early fuel motion

71n a scenario that would be typical of a loss-of-flow

8 transient overpower event. Those particular tests did

9not --in particular, I refer to a test such as H6 and L8

10 did seem to indicate f airly -- well, a midplane type

11 f ailure was not completely precluded in those tests

12 ei th er. But there was very significant fuel relocation

131n those tests. And the reactivity interpretation that

14 va have given to those tests was a substantial reduction

151n reactivity.

16 In fact, in the L8 test it is not reduction in

17 reactivity that we used in our assessment of the

18 potential f or a lo ss-of -f low-d riven transient overpower

191n our CDS Phase 2 assessment.

20 Okay, I guess the last point was basically the

21 same thing. Although John 's review of the test

22information I think will indicate that there has been a

23 preponderance of information that midplane is above --

() 24 there are f ailures above the midplane.
|

! )
25 In fact, in tests that we have seen that have

O
|
1
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() 1both, even where it has midplane failure, we do see

2 substantial f uel relocation.

3 (Slide.) -

4 Related to that and another one of these

Sissues -- and again this looks back on the experimental

6 da ta of principally the H6 and B8 tests -- is the issue

7 of incoherent pin failure. Incoherence in pin failure

8can have an effect on the early fuel motion reactivity,

9and that can be of some concern.

10 If we look at the situation where if this

11 again is my f uel pin and my fingers are the centerline,

12if we have failure at the center of this particular pin

131n our transient overpower type analyses, typically what

O 14 we will calculate is fuel motion -- we already have fuel

15 melting within the pin -- we have motion if the fuel

18within the pin towards the f ailure site.

17 Now, by itself that is a positive reactivity

18 in se rtion . The way we are doing this typically is for

19the fuel to get out into the coolant channel,

20 ef f ectively interact in some either hydraulic or thermal

|
21 sen se with the coolant tha t is flowing by it and the

1

22 material is swept out. But the very early time that we

23 are talking about -- and that is right at the point of

() 24 pin f ailure -- in fact, come in at -- requires us to
|
' 25 address the problem of motion toward that particular

.

's )
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1 si te.

2 Now, in the GEFR analy7is -- well, let me go

3 back to the experimental data. When we have looked at

4 this type of problem with a couple of the experiments,

5the principal ones are H6 and E8. We have observed a

6 couple of things based principally on flow meter data

7 and pressure data but also indicated to some extent by

8 the hodoscope. There does appear to be some temporal

9 delay in the f ailure sequence itself at the high ramp

10 ra te test. And the two we have analyzed most have been

11 E8 and H6.

12 The E8 experiment, we seem to get differences

131n the pressure pulses which are suggestive of pin

Oi 14 f111ures of roughly in the range of tenths of

15 millisecon ds. In the H6 experiment, which was

1850-cent-per-second test, the pressure transducer

17 response and the flow meter response seem to indicate
;

18 dela ys in these failures that are more in the range of

1950 to 150 milliseconds.

20 As a result, from looking at those types of

21 tests, it is our conclusion tha t one ought to factor

22 that in to the analysis. And the work that was actually

' 23 done within the project, they did a couple of different

() 24 calculations, one of which did have an assumption of

25 multiple f ailure groups. As a conservative assumption

O
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() 1 they had a coherent failure process.

2 It is our current belief, from a very

3 preliminary review of their work, that, in fact, both of;

4 those cases were conservative. The numerics, as we

5 typically understand them within SAS3T, require one to

6model even incoherent failures with fairly short delay

7 time on the order of a few milliseconds.

8 We believe, in fact, that things would take

9 place in a somewhat longer timescale. As a result, it

101s conceivable that one could get, using these tens to

11 hundreds of milliseconds time delay between failure

12 lo ca tio ns , that, in fact, one can initiate axial

13 reloca tion that is away from the midplane roughly on the

14same timescale as you are bringing in other pin failures

15 f rom other groups.

16 MR. MARKa Obviously, with a heterogeneous

17 core you must have quite variable power densities from

18one fuel assembly to another.

19 MR. WEBER: Absolutely.

20

21

22

23

() 24

25

|

O
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() 1 MR. MARK: And there is absolutely no doubt

2 that something like that would apply. In the

3 homogeneous core you have much more basis for coherence

4 at least on various rings, one within a ring. Here you

5do not even havr rings.

6 Now, there is no reason for anyone to question

7 the fact that there will be such differences. Are the

8 experiments referring to mocking up the actual layout so

9 tha t the neutronics would not be the same as the

10neutronics must be known to be in th'e core as it is

11 *slanned ?

12 BR. WE3ER: No. These experiments that I am

13 re f erring to, the H6 and E8, were not experiments that

14 were run f or the Clinch River core. They are both

15seven-pin tests similar to the other seven-pin tests for

16 TR E A T.

17 MR. MARK: So they also have a more coherent

18 geometry and topography than does the core.

19 MR. WEBER: It is not clear that they were

20more coherent. There was a difference in enrichment

21 between the pins.

22 MR. MARK: There is no reason --

23 MR. WEBER : They make an effort to reach a

() 241evel of coherence within the pins. In spite of that

25particular attempt there was incoherence indicated in

O
.
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() 1 the response in the f ailures.

2 MR. MARK: Is there debate over whether you

3 aust assume coherence or not?

4 MR. WEBER: There is some debate within our

S ovn organization. I mention it because when we do these

6 calculations with SAS3D and the corresponding model,

7 which is SASFCI, we get different results than we do
'

8 these analyses with what we believe to be our more

9 sophistica ted tools; that is, the PLUTO-2 code.

10 MR. MARK: I presume some of these are at

111 east two-dimensional neutronics.

12 MR. WEBER: Well, the neutronics for studying

13 the core power densities of course are two-dimensional.

14 Is that what you are referring to?

15 MR. MARK: Yes.

16 MR. WEBER: Yes, that is correct.

17 MR. MARKa They are two-dimensional.

18 MR. WEBER: The ones I believe were done -- I

19 ca nnot speak for the project. I believe the project

20neutronics calculations were two-dimensional. We at

21 Argonne in fact are doing supporting calculations

22 related actually to the transition phase that are also 1

1

23 th ree-dimensional .

() 24 As f ar as the project neutronics calculations,

25 ask Mr. Strawbridge.

O
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() 1 MR. MARK 4 Well, they almost need to be

2 three-dimensional or two-dimensional to get a very solid

3 indication. So you are using that, and now you are able

4 to distinguish fuel assembly, X from X t 1 and so forth.

5 MR. WEBER: Would you like to address the

6 two-dimensional calculations? You cannot within the

7two-dimensional calculations because they are basically

8 ring calculations, so you can only differentiate between

9 th e rings.

10 MR. MARK: Oh, excuse me. You must be right.

11 You need 'three-dimensional to do what I was thinking of.

12 MR. WEBER: That is correct.

13 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: The actual neutronics input

14 that was used to develop the material worth

15 distributions that feed into the SAS-type calculations

16 were three-dimensional hexagonal Z three-dimensional

17 ca lc ula tion s. To arrive at the set of internal warp

18 properties as a function of points within each of the

19SAS channels that are being described different levels

20 of incoherence and coherence here need to be

21 distinguished.

22 When we are talking about a coherent

23 calculation nobody is talking about assuming that all

() 24 pins at one point in time are behaving in a certain way'

25 th roughout the whole reactor. We are talking about pins

|
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() 1within one of the 15 SAS channels all being described as

2 beginning similarly, but then those different groups

3among the 15 channels are behaving in their own time

4 sequence.

5 I am not sure whether that was clear to you or

6not.

7 MR. MARK: I am thinking that the geometry

8 that you have seen here is not one in which various

9 assemblies will be -- have the same heat output at the

10 same time.

11 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: That is true.

12 MR. MARKS And I as asking if the calculations

13 done are capable of allowing for such diff erences, and

14 would they then support the notion that you have, I

15 believe you were telling us on the order of 100

16 milliseconds difference in breakdown times.

17 MR. WEBER: Let me say there are two issues

18 related to this. First of all is the incoherence

19 between the assemblies and there is the incoherence

20 within an assembly; and both of those suggest this level

21 of incoherency should not be --

22 MR. MARK. Can you not use a word stronger

23 than "suggest"?

O 24 <te eater.)

25 MR. WEBER: Oh --

O
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(]) 1 MR. MARK: I would have supposed that here atj

; 21past you could say demonstrate.

3 MR. WEBER: In this particular case I would

4ssy demonstrate.

5 MR. KASTENBERG: I have a question. Do the

6 fresh fuel tests exhibit similar incoherency?

7 MR. WEBER: I do not remember the data
! /.

8directly. I do have the R9 and R12 data reports with
.

9 me . I would have to -- it has been a long time since I

10 have looked at those particular aspects.

11 MR. KASTENBERGs On the irradiated tests would

12 you characterize the incoherency as being purely

13 stochastic or just random due to fission gas behavior or

()'

.
14 --

15 'M R. WEBER: It did appear to be somewhat

16 stocha s tic . It did appear one aspect between the EH --

1

171t appeared as you increased ramp rate and power
i

18 genera tion that the difference in time scale between

i 19 fsilure of loca tions decreased , so there did seem to be
i

20 some mechanistic conclusion from that aspe ct .

21 MR. KASTENBERGa And then I understand your

22 a r g umen t with respect to the whole core modeling in the

Z3mid-plane failure that with the incoherency you have

() 24 comptetition with up and down fuel motion, but what does

25 that do -- what does the incoherency do to an above

|
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() 1mid plane failura where you now have incoherency that is ;

2 going to d rag the transient out say 100 milliseconds or

3 hundreds of milliseconds?

4 MR. WEBEds That will lead you in the opposite

5 direction to the poin t --

6 MR. KASTENBERGs Is it double-edged , isn 't

71t?

8 MR. WEBER: Except when you have the mid-plane

9 f ailures you tend to get everything going in the right

10 direction anyway, and the extension of the time scale is

11 no t that significant. Remember, we are talking about,

12 for example, in the TOP scenarios the 4 cent a second

13 type range. I guess I am going to say this

O 14 qu alit ativ ely , because I cannot point to a calculation

15 tha t we have actually done that suggests thiss but the

16 fuel motion in those particular scenarios would in fact

17 always be monotonically negative, and that in itself is

18 a proof positive statement.

19 Did that make sense?

20 MR. KASTENBERG You did not use two negatives.

21 MR. WEBER: I did not use two negatives. It

221s correct that incoherency in the pin failures does not

23 necessarily help you in the above mid plane f ailures.

( 24 However, the above mid-plane failures in and of

25 th emselves lead to a monotonic, neutronic negative

O
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() 1 result.

2 The last area that I wanted to briefly review

3 here is the fuel sweapout question which is of some

4 importance as well.

5 The original analyses that were done on~ this

6particular issue -- I believe it was used within the

7 context of FTR licensing -- suggested that if fuel was

8 injected into the channel that we would see substantial

9 sweepout. There was no possibility that in fact we

10 would hav'e some of the fuel stay !.qq within the core.

11 I think from tests that we have now observed,

12 bo th in-pile and out-of pile, we probably would make a

13 somewhat dif ferent statement about that. The

14 designation we have tried to give it here, instead of

15 referring to fuel sweepout, we want to include a couple

16of things; that is, we want to include the

17 experimentally observed fact of upper dispersal of small

18 f uel f ragments, and then finally the upward motion of

19 wh at we refer to as annular or bubbly molten fuel flows.

,

20 This tarminology comes from the way we model
,

21 these things within some of our newer codes; that is, as

22 the fuel gets out into the channel, some of it in fact

23 ma y be swept out, and some of it may stay at a

() 24 particular axial location and then be swept out under a

25 combina tion of f orces; that is, it it may freeze out on

O
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() I the surrounding material, but as it freezes out it tends

2 to melt the underlying sublayer, and it is subjected

3 again to hydraulic forces.

4 And in our calculations and experimental

51nformation it does suggest that there are both of these

8sspects. There is some immediate sweepout, and there is

7 also a gradual relocation of the material.

8 (Slide.)

9 Now, briefly, the experimental -- I am sorry

10 -- the second aspect -- fairly briefly on what the

11 experimental dats base for this is that as we looked at

! 12 some of these experiments, the ones that I guess we have
l

131ooked at fairly specifically are H6, ones we have

O 14 included on that chart -- J1, R9, B12, L8, LO1 and LO2.

15There'does seem to be extensive upward dispersal in all

16these TOP tests which have prototypic pump heads.

17 If in' fact we have fairly low pressure

18 conditions, it is conceivable that one can reverse flow

19 and not reinduce the hydraulic sweepout forces that we

20 were expecting to be there.

21 Some of the tests, and in particular ones that

22 we have looked at extensively, H6 and L8 and fairly

23 recent TOP test W2, did appea r to indicate mid plane or

b/ 24 near mid-plane f ailure; but it did not precludes

25 extensive upward dispersal .
|

O
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() 1 Where this statement remarked -- we were very

2 confident about in terms of H6 and L8. We can show you

3 the radiographs and some of the dynamic calculations, a t

41 east on L8, and its comparison with hodoscope

5 measurenen ts. W2 is only being investigated at the

8present time.

7 In addition to the in-pile TOP tests, well,

8 this particular statement is important as well. The

9 aarly sweepout does seem to be taking place roughly on a

10 time scale tha t would be consistent with interaction

11 from a hydraulic standpoint with the coolant. And as .

12 Dennis Switick mentioned, sometimes velocities are in

13 the range of 25 to 30 feet a second, and that is roughly

O 14 what we have seen from our experimental analysis on the

15 data itself .

16 Now, in addition to the in-pile experiments,

17 there have been several out-of-pile experiments that

18have been conducted recently at Argonne in the CAMEL

19 tests, although this is not the purpose of Dr. Spencer's

20 pr esen t atio n . He was the main experimenter on here as

21 well . We did see even in the CAMEL tests similar early
|
[
'

22 swee pou t in the particular CAMEL tests.

23 There does appear to be in several of these

() 24 CAMEL tests, of the fuel that is injected there does
P

25 seem to be something of a concentration of fuel near the

O
I
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-( ) 1 ejection site and above the ejection site, but there is

2 also a f airly substantial amount of the fuel that is

3 ejected . If I remember the numbers correctly, in

4 several of these tests the amount of fuel that was

5actually carried out of the channel relative to the

6 amount of fuel that was ejected was somewhere in the

7 tange of about 40 percent.

8 And in addition to that, in the tests where we

9 had fuel that was ejected and then relocated within the

10 ch a nnel itself, tha t in f act did relocate downstream in

11 a less reactive configuration. So when we do these

12 analyses, not with SASFCI because SASFCI does not have

13 capabilities, phenomenoloolcal capabilities to address

O 14 this in its entirety. When we do these, though, with

15our later codes such as PLUTO-2, we in f ac t a'cco un t fo r

16 this particular aspect; so there is an important part of

17 this , though, and something that I think Dennis

18 a en tioned , they recognize that within the project

19 analysis that this was -- total sweepout of the ejected

20 material was inconsistent with the experimental data,

21and that is why I remembered his words exactly. That is

22 why he indicated they did parametric studies on the

23 amo unt of negative reactivity that could actually be

() 24 inferred f rom the sweepout calculation itself, and then,

251n ef f ect, parametrically analyze this particular

O
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() 1 problem, and we think that that was appropriate.

2 MR. MARKS Are these tests you referred to,

3 these CAMEL tests, reasonably representative of TOP;

4 that is, you start from some ambient or applicable

5 temperature and devise some ramp that a TOP might have,

6or do you have to work your way up in some different way?
|

7 MR. WEBER: The CAMEL tests are done somewhat

8 differently. These are separate effects, out-of-pile

9 tests. The molten fuel material is generated through a

10 th ermite reaction process, and the fuel is raised to a
,

1

11 temperature of about 400 degrees above its melting point

12 and ejected into a flowing sodium stream.

13 Now, there are differences in this particular
5

- 14 channel -- this particular type of out-of-pile

15 ex amina tion . One of them is that you do not have

16 continued heating of the material as you would in the

17 first configura tion. So from those types of

18consid era tions we would expect that results based upon

19 the CAMEL tests in f act would be conservative. They

20would indicate less fuel sweepout than we would have

21 calcula ted with continued heating.

22 HR.' MARK Sligh tly different question. This

23 ma y have been said. I'm almost sure it must have been.

() 24 You are ref erring here to mid-plane or near mid plane

25 f a ilure. That seems to have been confirmed. This is

bv
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() 1only with respect to TOP. Tha t is not the situation, is

2 it , which would spply to 10F?

I 3 MR. WEBER: Well, it depends. They typically

4are failures in the LOFs. They are somewhere near the

5 mid-plane as well. They are following the power

6 transient. We have gotten into a situation where we are

7 ef f ectively voided within a particular channel. We have

81ost cooling capability, and we are on something of a

9 power ramp at this, up to several times nominal power.

10 We have found that a reasonable wa'y of

11 es tima ting when failure takes place is in fact to use

12 the melt fraction type criteria, and melt fraction

13 criterias f ollow the pover profiles. They peak in the

O 14 center of the reactor.

15 MR. MARK: In an LOF I thought there would be-

16a crossing of that with the cooling profile which would

17 allow things to be hotter above the mid-plane than at

18 th e mid -pla ne .

19 MR. WEBER: I -- they --

20 MR. MARK 4 It does not matter. If you assume

21 the mid-plane you are assuming the worst anyway.

22 MR. WEBER: From the reactivity standpoint,

23 y e s .

()'

24 MR. CARBON 4 Were you here this morning?

25 MR. WEBER: No, sir, I was not.

/~T'

U

.
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() 1 MR. CARBONa I understood Mr. Switick to be

2 sa ying typically the LOF, the point of fuel failure

3vould be two-thirds of the way along. And I understand

4 you are saying here it is more at the center line.

5 MR. STRAWBRIDGE4 Let me try to clarify. I

6 think the confusion here is between clad f ailure and

7 what is being referred to here as fuel disruption.

8 Clad failure is expected to be occurring high

9 up in the core in the LOF sequence. The fuel disruption

10 ms y in f act be occurring down lower, which is what ther

11 have been referring to -- fuel disruption meaning at the

12 point where the fuel is physically able to move around

13 either due to melting or reaching the state where

O 14 fission gas forces the f uel to move around, that term

15 " disruption " is used . It is different from cladding

16 f ailure, and I think perhaps that distinction was not

17 clea r.

18 MR. WEBER: Let ce clarify that also. The

19 reference that was made this morning I believe was

20 f ailure would take place a t the upper two-thirds point

211n the transient overpower sequence, not in loss of flow

22 s equ ence. The transient overpower sequence in fact did

23 have cladding still intact and coolant flowing, and with

(} 24 the increase in temperature of the cladding material as

251t moved along the pin that -- we tend to believe that
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() 1 biases the failure location towards the upper part of

2 the fuel in the transient overpower sequence.
i
'3

)
Now, when you get into high overpower

4 conditions, though, then you start generating -- then

5 your molten f uel production starts following your flex

6 profile, and local pressurization can then take place

7 closer to the center of the core.

8 And our general impression of this is that as

9 you increase the ramp rate in a TOP event you are

10 ef f ectively moving the failure location toward the

.
-

11 center line.

12 MR. CARBON: Yes. So in a high ramp rate TOP

13 the fuel -- the f ailure location is a t the center. And

O
14 I think you also said it tends to be there for the LOF.

15 MR. WEBER 4 That is correct.

16 Okay. Now, I did not want to suggest that in

17 TOP events that one should necessarily conclude that

18 f ailures are always at the mid-plane. In fact, when Dr.

19Kramer comes up here he will review more of the relevant

20 experimental inf ormation and discuss that specific issue.

21 The perponderance of data that we have in this

22 area , as he will indicate , seems to suggest the failure

23 1n fact will be above the mid-plane. The data that we

24 have been referring to right here generally is not

251ooking for time and location failure. Th e f ew tests

O

i
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() I that were -- f or e xample, the J1 test and the R12 tests

2 had f ailures at the top of the fuel column.

3 MR. CARBON: Can you put all the experimental

4 data together and feel it makes sense, that you can go

5from one test to another and say gee, is consistent and

6so on all the way through?

7 MR. WEBERS I really would prefer to let John

8 Kramer address tha t pa rticular issue. I think he does

9 feel comfortable in . making those statements.

10 MR. KASTENBERG4 I have a question on that.

IIIs someone going to address the implication of plate out

12 to long-term coolability?

13 MR. WEBER : We are not going to. That

O 14 particular aspect was addressed, as I understand it,

15 within the GEFER-523 document. It was recognized that

18 this incomplete sweepout of the ejected material had two

17 ef f ects . One was on reactivity implications, and the

18 second one was on long-term coolability. There was a

19 series of parametric studies that I cannot relate the

20 details to, but they are contained within the GEFER-523
,

21 that address that specific issue.

22 MR. KASTENBERG Are we going to hear about

23 that during this ".eeting, or will that be addressed in

24 the future?

25 MR. CARBON: I would think it would be
.

O
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I) lappropriste to hast about it.

2 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: It is not scheduled to be

3 covered in any particular presentation that we have. If

4 you want to hear something about it, I would think that

5between now and tomorrow mo ning we could get together

6some information which is summarizing the information in

7 the GEFER report that was mentioned and discuss it at

8 that time if you would like.

9 MR. CARBON: Bill, would you like it?

10 MR. KASTENBERGs If we have time, yes. Maybe

11 3 short summary.

12 MR. CARBON: Please count on it.

13 MR. KASTENBERG I have just one other

O 14 question. To some years ago I had been following the

15 joint program with the French and the Germans at Cabri

16 where they were supposed to be doing some TOP tests, and

17 then two or three years ago I lost track of what they

18 were doing.

19 Do you have information on their program, and

20 if so, does it have any influence on what you have been

21 doing ?
.

22 HR. WEBER: I do not think I can answer for

23 th e Department of Energy. I do not believe DOE has an

() 24information exchange agreement with the French. We have

25not been receiving information about it, about the

r%
b
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() 1 experiments.

2 MR. GAVIGAN: My name is Frank Gavigan,

3 Department of Energy. The answer is two noes or at

41 east one no. No, we do not have an agreement with --

S yes, we do not have an sgreement with France and

6 Germany; and no, we do not -- yes, we do not have any

7information. The answer is two yeses.

8 (Laughter.)

9 Yes, we do not have any information, detailed

10information on their program.

11 MR. CARBON: Frank, NRC has some sort of

12 exchange , do .they not, and if so, why don't you have the

13 in f orm a tion ?

O 14 MR. GAVIGAN: I do not know what kind of

15 exchange they have. Maybe someone here would want to

16 talk about it. From time to time I have heard them be

17 very unhappy about the kind of exchange that they have

18 wi th them.

19 MR. CARBON: Bob, would you address that?

20 MR. WRIGHT: Bob Wright, NRC Research.

21 Yes, we are junior partners in the Cabri

22 op era tion . I think that the Cabri transient testing

23 program has really not been operating under conditions

() 24 relevan t to initiating phase work. It is more burst.

25And I do not know. Dr. Camp from Sandia is actually

A)%-|

|-
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() 1 closer to this. Do you want to make -- if there is a

2 request for the information, it might be well for him to

3 mention it tomorrow when he was going to be speaking

4 anyway.

5 MR. CARBONS Well, may I just ask, we all

6being from one country, if you are getting information

7 from Cabri why DOE is not getting it.
/ / .

8 NR. WRIGHT: Bill, you are closer to this than

9 I.

10 VOICE: I would throw the question back as to

11 why NRC is not getting the PFR TREAT data. In fact, let

12 me say right now that --

13 MR. CARBONS What ices that mean ?

O
14 VOICE: That is another subject. I should not

15have brought it up.

16 The Cabri data is really not relevant to

17 initiation phase concerns for CRBR, especially with a

18 heterogeneous core. The Cabri data is very high ramp

19 ra ta TOP f rom nominal operating conditions. It is to

20look at bounding uncertainties for fast reactors and not

21 to look at best estimate kinds of transient overpower

22 even ts. We are talking 520 a second effective ramp

23 ra tes in those experiments and on up, and that is simply.

24 not the kind of data base that you need to verify fuel

25 pin f ailure codes, for example, for low ramp rate TOPS.

O
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() 1 MR. CARBON Well, be that as it may, I will

2 express one person's opinion.. If we are getting data of

- 3 any kind from soie place, both DOE and NRC ought to be

4 exchanging it.

5 VOICE I am not sure that we have a legal

Bright to exchange it. We are a junior partner in that

7 agreement, and I as rot sure whether legally we are

8 allowed to exchange the information with anybody who is

9 not a partner in the agreement, and the USDOE is not a

10 partner in the agreement.

*

11 HR. CARBON: If they are barred from it

121e ga ll y , I will secept it, although I wonder; but if

13 no t , I sure question it.

O 14 MR. M3RRISa Dr. Carbon, to the extent that we

15 identif y information f rom the foreign programs that we

16need to license, we will make an attempt to make that

17information available to the staff and to anyone else.

18 I am not sure under what agreements it will be possible

19 to do this. We will be willing to make an effort to

20 acquire the necessary data.

21 MR. CARBONa I am really not talking so much

22 ab ou t the data, simply a program a sister agency does i

|

23 not even know we have. I will stop there |

|

() 24 ER. WRIGHTS If you wish, Dr. Carbon, I will

251ook into this and get back to you after this meeting on

)
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(]) 1 MR. WEBERr One of the issues we mentioned in

2 the TOP area was the time and location of failure. As I

3 sa y , this is an interesting issue and we have been doing

da se pa ra te phenomenological investigation in this area,

S in cluding a review of the available experimental data

6 base.

7 Dr. John Kramer, who is the manager of the

8 Fuel Behavior Section in the Reactor Analysis and Safety

9 Division a t A rgonne, will make this part of the

10 presentation.

11 MR. CARBON: Dr. Kramer, I think it would be a

12 good point for a break before you start. Let us so do.

13 [ Recess.]
O 14 MR. CARBON: Go right ahead, Dr. Kramer.

15 MR. KRAMER: My name is John Kramer. I am the

16 Manager of the Fuel Behavior Section, Reactor Analysis

17 and Saf ety Division, at Argonne National Laboratory.

18 As Dave Weber mentioned, I will be

19 highlighting one particular area of our support in

20 review of TOP accidents. The particular area I will be

211ooking at is time and location of cladding failure. We

22 ha ve highligh ted those to simply provide a little more

23 depth to the discussion in one particular area, not

/ 24 necessarily to emphasize this area out of context.

25 (Slide)

I (

:
'
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() 1 I would like to go back to the presentation

2 that Dennis Switick made and remind you that the best

3 estima te case that was outlined in GEFR 523 is a 4.1

4 cent per second TOP event. There were other than best

5 estimate calculations done for ramp rates of 10 cents

6 per seconds and 50 cents per second.

7 The point that I want to make here in that

8 these types of transient overpower events are what I

9 would characterize as slow transient overpower events as

10 0p posed to the more rapid events that we have been used

lito looking at in the,past, say in the 53 to 55 range

12where the periods are like tenths of seconds as compared

13 to matters of tens of seconds periods for the slower TOP

~ 14 ev en ts.

15 On this Yu-graph I have listed a number of

16 characteristics of slow TOPS. As f ar as f uel behavior

171s concerned, the extended time scale is important in

18 the sense that you are approaching almost quasi-static

19 th ermal behavior. That is, the difference between any

20 o f the temperatures and the inlet temperature is

'
21 directly proportional to the power.

22 What this leads to is merely constant

23 cl adding , heating rates, and I will be discussing that

() 241n light of cladding failure later on. And I should

25also point out that for an extended time scale, rate

O
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() 1 processes may be important in the mechanical response to
!

2 the fuel and the cladding.

3 Here I am thinking about pre-cladding,

41nter-grac ular cracking'of cladding, all of which may be

S important to assessing cladding failure time and

61o ca tion .
'

7 (Slide) j .

/
8 On the next two Vu-graphs I will show what I

9 think are typical representations of thermal mechanical

10 histories of cladding loading. If you are interested in

11 cladding f ailure, certainly you have to discuss the
1

| 12 types of loading, both thermal and mechanical, that the

13 cladding is likely to be subjected to during one of

O 14 these slow TOP events.

15 ' I should also point out that what we are

16 really interested in is the time and location of fuel

17 ej ection. If there are failures through which fuel is

18 not ejected , they may be of interest academically, but

19 they are no t of interest neutronically'because it is

20 0nly through fuel ejection that you get the reactivity

21 er'f 9ct s .

22 (Slide)

23 As I said, these next two Yu-craphs are simply

() 24 representa tive calculations. In fact, they were results
t

25 that were recorded from a transient fuel pin behavior

()
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() 1 code comparison effort tha t was reported a t the Sun

2 Valley conference this summer. Wha t I have done, since

31t was a code comparison, is to take sort of an average

4of what the various codes we prepared said the cladding

Smidwall temperature should be as a function of time.
,

6 All I want to point out here is that the

7 temperatures are monotonically increasing at almost

8 constant heating rates throughout the transient period.

9 (slide)

10 The loading history is not quite so simple.

11 Again, these are obviously code calculations, they are

12 no t measurements. The codes are based on what we think

13are reasonable assessments of the phenomena that are

O 14 im po rtan t. As I said before, it comes from a

15 comparison, so the various people who were involved in

16 developing these source codes get together and discuss

17 the results and compare them.

18 The cladding hoop stress that one calculates

19as a f unction of transient time at a particular axial
|

20 elevation shows a characteristic where it goes through a !

21 maximum, dips down and then starts to increase again. I

|

22This period of floa ting is mainly due to differential

23 thermal expansion.

) 24 The caps are normally closed at this elevation

25af ter steady state irradiation (indicating). As you

O
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(]) lincrease the power, the fuel heats up more than the 1

;

2 cladding does, so you increase the cladding loading just |

3 due to the differential thermal expansion.

4 Eventually you get to temperatures and

5 stresses such that plastic deformation becomes

6important, and at that point initially the cladding

7 sof tens, begins to relieve the loading, eventually the

8 fuel starts to sof ten and further relieves the loading.,

9 As you get further into the transient, as both

10 Dave and' Dennis mentioned, you eventually start to

11 reload the cladding because now you are melting fuel,

12 you are pressurizing the cavity, this cavity pressure is

13 being transmitted through the unmelted ring of fuel to

O 14 the cladding.

15 It is this part of the loading that is modeled

161n the SAS3D code (indicating). This part of the

171o adin g is not modeled (indicating).

18 I want to say a couple of things about that.

19 First of all, it should be recognized that this part of

20 the loading is what is sometimes called secondary

21 1oa ding . That is, any deformation of the fuel or

22 cla dding will in itself tend to relieve the loading.

23 This is opposed to the loading you get from gas

() 24 pressurization over in this region, which is the primary

251oa din g .
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() 1 Any def orma tion of the cladding at this point',

2 whether it be plastic deformation or intergranular

3 cracking, simply accentuates the hoop stress so you are
)

41n an unstable mode of deformation. If I am out here

Sand I am deforming the cladding plastica 11y, I thin the

6 wall, it increases the stress, I thin the wall some

7more, it increases the stress even f urther.

8 So what I want to say is that when you get to

9 cavity pressurization, you are in an unstable mode of

10 d e f o rm a tion . One would expect very rapid and very

11 abrupt ruptures in the cladding as opposed to the sorts

12 of things you get over here, which are more like pinhole

13 f ailures, very, very small total strength (indicating).

O
14 MR. MARKS Could you say a word on the first

15 graph that you had up there, the one before this, that

16 tempera tures wen t to 800 degrees? That does not sound

1711ke a very high temperature. Does cladding fail at 800

18 degrees or 700?

19 MR. KRAMER: I will be showing some cladding

20 strength curves and I will be laying these curves on top

21 of them.

22 MR. MARK: Here you have hoop stresses.

23 Again, it is not clear to me. When do you expect things

24 to f all apart ?

25 MR. KRAMER: Well, there again, when I get to

lOa
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() 11ooking at the cladding failure data, I will superimpose

2 the two sets of curves.
i

3 MR. MARK Thank you.

4 MR. KRAMER: One of the things you find out is
:

'
5that even though you may be able to do a good job in

6 calcula ting stresses and failure, what we are interested j

71n is predicting failure location and time. That is a

8 more complica ted problem. You have to take the driving

I
9 functions and look to see how you use those to determine

,

10 f ailure . I will be discussing that.

11 (Slide)

12 In fact, I will discuss it right now with the

13 very next Vu-graph .

O 14 There sre various cladding breach criteria

15 that have been postulated, and I will go down these

16 b r ie fl y . I should say at the outset that the burst

17 pressure criteria is one that is used in SAS3D and the i

18one that was used for the GEFR calculations, where it

19 sim ply says that when you reach a burst stress equal to

20 some given function of tempera ture heating rate and

21 fluence , if you reach the stress you predict failure at

22 the location where you first reach the stress. If you

23 are at stress less than failure stress, do you do not

) 24 predict failure.

25 Okay, let me go down the rest of these and

I
|

|
|
'
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() 1then I will come back to this one. It has also been'

2 suggested that one should use the life fraction rule,

I

)
3 where you take th e time to rupture based on constant

4 st ress , tempera ture stress. You take the fraction of
4

5 time that the cladding was at a given stress and

8 temperature. You take DT, divide it by the time to

7 rupture, the stress and temperature, and simply add up

8 increments until you reach a fraction, one, at which

9 point you would say failure occurs..

|
10 Life fraction rule has been used extensively |

111n creep lamage analysis. Others have proposed a strain

12 fraction where you use the same sort of accumulation of

13 d a m age , except rather than taking the time to rupture,

O 14 you take the strain to rupture. This should be

15 epsilon r, not epsilon f. You add up the in'crement of

16 strain divided by the strain that ,ould cause rupture at

17 the given stress and temperature.

18 When you add up all the fractions and you

19 teach one , then the strain you have accumulated is the

20 fracture strain, epsilon f , and you predict f ailure

21 occurs.

22 In our section we have taken a more detailed

231ook a t cladding failure by trying to incorporate into
i

() 24 the large deformation mechanics analysis matrix

25 deformation of cladding and intergranular cracking.

O
|

|
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() 1 What I want to say is that for the range of conditions

2 that are of interest, the slow TOP analysis, it is my

| 3 f eeling that all of these different failure criteria

4 would give you compatible results as long as the heating

S tates are almost constant and as long as we are looking

6at failure high temperature.

7 let me give you a couple of reasons of why I

8 say th a t. First of all, high tem pe ra tu res . The strain

9 rates are proportional to stress and temperature, so

10 wha t you can do is make a simple change in variables and

11 derive this equation f rom that equa tion if that is

12 tru e. Secondly, at high temperatures you find by

131ooking at the mechanisms that are leading to failure

C:) :
14 that are thermally activated with high activation

!

15 energy , and what that says is that you do not accumulate

16much damage until you reach a temperature and stress

17 ve ry near the failure conditions.

18 So, as I am doing my little damage calc 91ation

19 h ere , as long as I am at a temperature away from where I

20 am accumula ting much damage, I do not get much

21 contribution to the sum. t is only when I get near the

22 f ailure temperature do I ever start to add up any

23 contribution to this. So if you take a log like this,

24 you will find out that it reduces, very simply, to the

25 result you would get by ta king the da ta and simply -

!O
,

'

|
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() 1following the heating rate near the time of failure and I

21ooking for the burst stress at the failure temperature !

3 and the f ailure hea ting rate.

4 That is a little complicated, but what I want.

5 to leave you with is I think over the range of interest

6here, these types of failure criteria are compatible and

7 they should give the results that agree f airly well.

8 And af ter all, they are all based on the same data base,

9 for the most part, and that data base comes primarily

10 from the HEDL-Hanfo rd Engineering Developmeht Laboratory

11 FCTT tests.

12 Now, if you have not seen curves like this,

13 they are a little complicated to explain.

O
14 [S11de.1

15 Basically wh..t they are is reporting failure

16 stresses as a function of failure temperature, and here

171t comes back to a temperature you had asked. You see

18 th a t , for instance, for unirradiated cladding, again at

19 high temperatures now -- and lower temperatures are over

20here where you are in a different regime -- in the high

21 temperature regime you get what you would expect.

22 Na mely , there is a drop-off of burst strength as a

23 f unction of temperature as you go from these sorts of
j

24 temperatures all the way up to the melting temperature

25 0f 1400 degrees.

O
I

!

.
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() 1 Furthermore, if you have irradiation damage --

t

2 and these are theoretical curves here that we reported

31n the proceedings at the SMUET conference. The dots,

4 however, are data, so whether you want to believe the

5 theory of the data, take your choice, but what it says

61s that for irradiated cladding, there is a shift to

7 weaken the cladding f or a given stress at a lower
.

8 tempera ture.

9 [ Slide]

to Now furthermore, to come back to one of the

11 questions, what is done in the SAS3D code -- and I am
,

12 sorry that in your handout I interchanged these

13 Vu-graphs. What one would look for in the SAS3D code is

O 14 to follow the cladding midwall hoop stress, the cladding

15 midwall temperature . You are not interested in time

16since you are using this burst stress criteria. You

17 follow this loading condition, and when you reach the

18 conditions based on these f ailure curves I just showed <

,

19 you, where the curves cross you would calculate f ailure.

20 (Slide)
.

21 Well, I think perhaps you can see what happens ,

22 if you lay these curves on top of each other. For the i

231ow heating rates what happens is that the failure data

() 24 tends to be shif ted to lower temperatures and you can.

25 calculate failures, and people do early in the

()
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() 1 transient. By and large these early loadings due to

2 diff erential expansion tend to become saturated at the

{)
3 mid pla ne. It is not a foregone conclusion, that that is

4 the point where fuel is going to be ejected. It may ,

5 happen, it may not happen. But this does suggest that

6 you can get early breaches in the cladding.

7 If you follow on, however, later on when you ,

8 start to repressurize it and come back up to the se

9 curves, if you have not calculated failure here, you

10 will calculate f ailure along this part of the curve |

11 (indica ting ) , and again, this is the part of the curve

12 that is being used in the SAS3D calculation.

13 My conclusion is that if you can ignore thase ;

h~' 14 ea rly loadings, the SAS3D calculation is doing a

15 reasonable result. I think it calculates the cavity

16 pressures accurately. It calculates the way the cavity

17 pressure is to be transmitted to the cladding

18 accu ra t ely . It does not calculate the early part of the

191oading for differential expansion.

20 (Slide)

21 Again, I would remind you, however, that it is

22 the ejection of molten f uel that counts, and tha t only

23 occurs when you start to pressurize the cavity. What do

) 24 the experiments say? I would recommend reading this for

25anybody who is really interested in what all.the

O
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() Iexperiments look like up until -- well, the title says

2 fuel f ailure mechanisms, TOP conditions, 1979. Actually,

31t was published as a HEDL document in May 1980 by Ralph

4 Baars, and Ralph is now at Los Alamos.

S What he has done is to sit down and look at

6some 55 TOP tests that were run up to this time period

7by various organiza tions. I should say that most of the

8 tests were indeed short pins. Most were TREAT tested.

9 Most were tested at high ramp weights. But based on the

10 preponderance of the evidence, he came to these

11 conclusions . Namely, the cladding breach will usually

12 result in -- will reach usually a result of molten fuel

13 pressurization, and that the f ailure will most probably

O
,

14 occur in cladding adjacent to intermediate power fuel
i

15 structures typical of incipient central void formations.

16 That is not so important, but what is

17 im port a nt is in the upper quarter of the fuel column.

18 What that does not say, however, is the opposite. It

19 does not say that cladding breaches will never result in

20anything other than molten fuel. I,t does not say that

:

21 they will never occur anywhere other than at

22 th ree-q u a r t et height. In fact, there was some data in

23 this, and Dave mentioned two of the experiments,

( 24 pa rticularly the H6 experiment. There were some HEDL

25 tests. I as sorry, HOP 33C was another example of a test

|

)#
l

l
|

|
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* (( ') 1where they identified the failure site as being at

2 midplane.

3 There is more recent data, and you have heard
b''g

4 some discussion , and I am sure you will hear more

5 discussion later about the W2 experiment, which was a

6 slow TOP experiment showing mid plane f ailure.

7 Another experiment, J1 experiment, was a 10
,

8 cent per second TOP. The failure there was at

9nine-tenths core height. Neither of these two

10 experiments was f ully prototypic, so what you have to do

111s ask yourself what the non prototypicality had to do

12with the time and location of failure, and there is a

13 fair amount of debate along those lines at the present

O 14 tim e .

15 There are going to be a fair number of tests

161n the PFR/ TREAT program. There have already been

17 tests, C01, CO2, C03, LO1, LO2 run. These, however, are

18 high ramp rate tests, in the 55 per second range.

19 Another test of interest is the HOP 1-6A test,

20which was a plant protected 3 cent per second TOP event

21 that showed a midplane f ailure in one out of three
.

22 pins. The percentage in these pins is very high',

23 som e thing like 12 percent, I should say.

24 There are other tests coming up in the PFR

LO3 is supposed to be run this week,25 TREAT program --

()'

|
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() l in fact -- that see going to be in the slow TOP range, |

2 but these early tests will be tests with UK-designed

3 fuel, which, I will remind you, has a central void that

' 41s f abricated all the way down the length of the pin and

5 the blanket pellets. It is bound to make some

6 difference.

7 There is also a proposed test, TS-1, on an

8 FFTF core characterized pin that should te run in a

9 reasonable time.

10 MR. MARK You called attention to the central

11 voids in the UK-fabricated fuel.

12 MR. KRAMER: Yes.

13 MR. MARK: The ones in the bracket above that

O 14 did not have central voids.

15 MR. KRAMER's They did not have prefabricated

16 central voids t hat ran along the entire length of the

17 pin, incloding up into the blanket region, as the

18 UK-designed pins do. So what happens is the molten

19 cavity pressurizstion is delayed considerably if you

20 have all that volume available to you.

21 MR. MARKS Well, they did not have central

22 Voids, you said , all the way, that they have central

Z3 voids or they have live fuel.

() 24 MR. KRAMER: In a good number of these

25 experiments what happens is the central voids tended to

O
.
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() 1 taper, and of course you eventually get melting up near

2 the ends. Some of the highpower ones do have central

3 voids that go almost all the way to the ends,

4 particularly in the short pins. I am not sure what the

5 extent of the central void in the W2 experiment was. I

i

| 6think it had a rather well-developed central void that

7 went alopg a considerable length of the pin.
8 MR. MARK: The central void would facilitate

9 the transmission of pressure up and down, for instance.

10 MR. KRAMER: True.

11 MR. MARKS And it would also relieve the

12 tcndency of the swelling because you had some melting in

13 the middle.

O 14 MR. KRAMER: That is right.

15 MR. HARK 4 And the fuel pins have what

16 property in this respect, the CRBR pins?

17 MR. KRAMERa Well, the central voids, I think

18 CRBR pins have f airly well-developed central voids , but

19the diameter of the central voids in the PRF pins is

20about double the diameter of the developed central voids

211n the CRBR pin. So I guess a point I ought to make is

22 th ey are auch larger.

23 MR. MARK Okay, fine.

() 24 MR. KRAMER: It is proportional to the

25 diameter squared, so there is quite a bit more volume

O
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() 1for fuel expansion in these pins.

2 (Slide)

3 We were asked to take a look at the SAS3D
J

4 modeling and see what was done there in light of what is

5 presently being done in more complex f uel pin behavior

6 codes and in light of experimen tal in f o rma tion. 'Je have

7 concluded that SAS3D does adequately model the important

8 phenomena controlling molten fuel cavity

9 pressurization. Namely, the melting of fuel fission gas

10 released the expansion of fuel on melting and vapor
. ,

t11 pressure.

12 The SAS3D burst pressure criteria that was

13 used in the range of TOP conditions that we are talking

O 14 about , the slow IOPs, is compatible with other failure

15 criteria. They should give compatible results that

16would not differ very much given the fact, again, that

17 they are based on the same experimental data base.

18 Since fuel ejection will not occur until you

19 0et cavity pressurization and since we believe that SAS .

20does model cavity pressurization adequa tely, we feel

21that SAS3D can predict the time of local fuel ejection.

| 22 Since it does not treat this differential thermal

Z3 expansion loading and probably given the present state,

24 1t would be much too cumbersome to contemplate trying to

25 model that in the framework of SAS3D because it does

! |

!
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() l involve things like f uel and cladding creep, et cetera.

2 SAS does not model differentially expansion

313 adin g , so f or these early cladding breaches that are
,

4 being postulated during the slow TOP events, SAS will

!Snot calculate the early breaches. However, I should say

6that the early cladding breaches due to differential t

7 expansion may or may not influence the location of fuel

8 ejection.

9 There are indications that you car have

10 pinhole f ailures -- temember you have flowing sodium all

11 the time -- that don't leak gas out into the coolant or
,

12 very much gas out into the coolant that are not very

131arge in extent that are calculated to be f ailures, all

O 14 right , but they do not significantly weaken the cladding

15 at that point. So you would not calculate failure in

16that case until the cladding heated up higher up in the

17 pin later on in the transient.

18 MR. MARKS Is it not so that you would not

19 anticipate the fuel ejection until you had molten f uel,

20 a n ywa y , even if the cladding was cracked?

21 MR. KRAMER: That is certainly true, right.

22The question is does the existence of these initial

23 cracks predestine the molten f uel to be ejected from

() 24 that location? At this point -- well, you will see my'

25 bottom conclusion-here -- it cannot be precluded. But I )
|

|

|
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() 1would say that the ' evidence suggests above midplane

2 f ailures the preponderance of evidence does not exclude

i3 them.

4 As I said, midplane failures cannot be

5 precluded, and I should also say that in the GE

6 assessment they were not precluded. In fact, in the

7other than base case calculations, two out of the three

8 sets of calculations done for both the beginning cycle

9 and end of cyclo did take into account the possibility

10 of midplane f ailures.

11 That is all I have to say.

12 M R. K ASTENBERG I have a couple of questions

13 just in general. When you do a TREAT test, you try to

O 14 mock up the ramp rate that is being considered in an

15 accident, full core accident study?

16 MR. KRAMERs Yes.

17 MR. KASTENBERG And we saw earlier today that

18 f or 4 cents a second, we are talking about 40 seconds to ,

19 f ailure, and we have seen a lot of data for tests on the

20 order of 50 cents a second, $5 a second and so on, and

,

21 so we are talking about rise times which are less than a
!

'

22 se cond in many of these.

23 MR. KRAMER: Right.

() 24 MR. KASTENBERG: Now, how do you translate

25 these camp rates into a heatup ra te in TREAT? In other

O
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() 1words, when we see something that simulates 50 cents a

2 second or 53 a second, are we really seeing that or are

3 we really seeing something else?

4 HR. KRAMER: The ramp rates are translated to

5 power histories in TREAT. Of course, feedback due to

6 fuel motion that a reactor may be seeing is not fed back-

71n , although they do clip the transients at a certain

8 point.

9 MR. WEBER: May I make a brief response to

10 that? For example, in the later TREAT tests that were ;

11 related to Clinch River, basically homogeneous core

12 tests, we did the whole core calculations with SAS3D at

13 that time and generated a power and thermal history, and

O' 141t was that po;sor and thermal history that was trying to

15 be matched within the TREAT test. So it did include the

16 feedbacks that were anticipated as well.

17 MR. KASTENBERG: How about just another
i

18 question ?

19 MR. KRAMER: Okay.

20 MR. KASTENBERG: In reviewing Baar's report,

21 you listed a number of things, and one thing you said

22 was cladding breach usually is the re sult of molten fuel i

23 p r essu rization . If you went to a straight melt fraction

() 24 criteria when a node reached a certain melt f raction,

25you would fall the fuel. Would your results in the

(
|
[
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O ' note core tree de ar etce117 attrere=t ta a u 1==

2 the th ree criteria that you listed?

3- MR. KRAMER: Certainly if you used a melt

4 fraction criteria you would not be accounting at all for

Sany cladding strength, so you would be bound to get

6 f ailure at the highest melt fraction as you do in loss

7 of flow event, which is near the midpoint. /
I:

8

9

10

11

i12

13

O-

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21
|

22 ,

'23

24

25

i O
1 ,

!

!
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() 1 MR. CARBON. I have a couple of questions. I

2 quess you are saying here on the last slide that SAS3D

3 does a pretty good job of predicting where the fuel

4 ejection will take place, is that correct?

5 MR. KRAMER: I think what they have done is

Srsasonsble. I think it is reasonable to assume that

7 their base case calculations are base case calculations,

8 but since you cannot preclude mid-plane figures, I also

9 agree with the fact that they went back and looked at

10 the consequences of mid plane f ailures. So I guess that

111s about 111 I can say.

12 MR. CARBON: Do you feel expressing this a

1311ttle bit differently, that one can estimate fairly

O 14 well where failure will take place?

15 MR. KRAMERt I would hope that eventually that

16can be resolved. A lot of people have been working a

171ong time on it and I think a lot of people are getting

10 tired of working on it.

10 ( La ugh te r. )

20 There is a lot of information that has come

21 ou t , but I think it is still prudent to do wha t the
,

t

22 pr oject did; that is, you take a base case calculation

23 and you allow for other possibilities that are worst

() 24 case possibilitias.

i
25 So --

O
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() 1 MR. CARBON 4 Do you feel --

2 MR. KRAMER: We do pre-test calculations, by

3 the way, to try ourselves out, and you know, sometimes

4 we are great. We pat ourselves on the back, and other

S times we are emba rrassed. Everybody who did the W2

6 calculations, as I recall, did not calculate failure

7 until you got f uel melting. The W2 experiment, there is

8 indication of early failure.

9 In the post-test analysis everybody said gee,

10 we should have done this, gee, we should have done th a t ,

11 this test was naturally prototypic. You see where you

12made errors in your assumptions, but until I guess you

13can be fairly comfortable that you can do pre-test

14 calculations that accurately predict tests, then it is

15best to take a look at the base case calculation, and

16then other than base case calculations.

17 MR. CARBON Aside from what you have said,

18 would you comment on where you think the experimental
,

19 data are particularly unexplainable?

20 MR. KRAMERs Well, I would certainly say that

21 given the emphasis on sicv TOP's, that the TREAT program

22should emphasize slow TOP's as it will be doing. The

23 British are more inclined towards higher ramp rates, at

()| 241eas t initially they were, so that is why the tests on

25 their pins were done at ramp rates of $5 per second.
.

I
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() 1 We will concentrate in the IREAI program on

2 slower TOP events.

3 MR. MARKS Do NRC and DOE have access to the

4 British results?

5 MR. KRAMERa Well, that is what Dr. Camp was

6 alluding to.

7 MR. MARKS Now, those French results --

8 MR. KRAMER: He also said, I balieve, that

9 they are not privy to the British results and they are

10 not signers of that contract, I guess. That is all I
,

11 vant to say. Oh, Frank Gavigan of DOE can answer that

12 much better than I can.

13 MR. GAVIGAN: Frank Gavigan, DOE. We have an

O 14 agreement with the British. It is called the PFR/ TREAT
,

15 ag reement. Under that agreement, there is a special

16 article that deals with the handling and treatment of

17 proprietary data. It requires us specifically for

18 PFR/ TREAT data , to stamp each report with a very special

19 s t a mp saying this is proprietary data, it will be

20 treated as proprietary, especially their data. We use a

21 reciprocal stamp when we send our reports to them so

22 they cannot send it to a third nation.

23 That information that we get from PFR/ TREAT is

() 24 documen ted in our reports as we go along. It can be

25 made available to NRC if they wish it, as long as they

()
|

|
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() lagree to treat it with their normal proprietary data

2 processing . If they wish it, they ask for it, we give

31t to them. Right now they are not on the distribution

4 for it. Okay?

5 MR. MARK 4 NRC is not quite in the category of

6a third nation.

7 (Laughter.)

8 MR. CARBON: I guess that is it. Thank you,
i

9 Dr. Kramer.

10 MR. KRAMER: Okay.

11 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: The next area of

12 presentation involves the phenomenon involved with the

13meltout phase, and again we have two presentations to

O 14 cover this topic. The first one will be given by Mike
i

15Epstein of Fauske and Associates. Fauske and Associates

161s a consultant to the project. That will be followed

17 by a discussion of some particular experimental aspects

18 that will be handled by Bruce Spencer of Argonne

19 Na tional Laboratory.

20 So the first presenta tion is Mike Epstein.

21 (Slide.),

!
22 MR. EPSTEIN: As Lee just alluded to, it is a

23 short talk . I as Mike Epstein, Fauske and Associates.

() 24 And wha t I am going to talk about is fuel freezing and
i

2Sboiling behavior important to the meltout phase of the

O
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() 1 accident sequence. Specifically, I am going to discuss

2 three areas or three processes.

3 (slide.)

4 The first is the behavior of fuel crust on the

5 steel boundaries that surround the disrupted

6 subassemblies, the disrupted fuel regions. Then I am

7 going to talk about the penetration and freezing of

8 molten UO2 as it melts out of the subassemblies, the

9 disrupted subassemblies, and enters the gaps between

10 a ssemblies.

11 And finally, I am going to talk about behavior

12 of boiling fuel-steel mixtures within the disrupted

13 suba ssemblies . And an understanding of each one of

O 14 these areas is crucial to an understanding of the

15 sequence of events in the meltout phase.

16 In the project's evaluation of the meltout

17 phase, three assumptions were made corresponding to e'ach

18 one of these arels. First, the fuel crusts were assumed

19 to be stable on the steel boundaries that surround the

2.0 disrupted subassemblies. By stable I mean that in

21 calcula ting the heat losses from that disrupted region,

22 on e must account for the insulating effects of the fuel

23 crust on tha t steel bounda ry.

24 The second assumption corresponding to this

25 area is tha t the only thing limiting the fuel

O
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() 1 penetration into the gaps between subassemblies is

2 conductionk-limited solidifica tion of the fuel on the
l

3 subassembly walls. So the fuel will travel long I

4 distances into those gaps, and far from the incident

5 subassemblies.

6 And finally, in evaluating the boilup behavior

7 of fuel-steel mixtures within the disrupted

8 subasse mblies , the assumption is made that one can apply

9 classica two-phase flow steady boiling theory.

10 Now, what I would like to do is go through

11 each one of these areas, indicate how they fit into the

12 meltout phase of the accident sequence, and then show

13you both the theore tical and experimental support for

O 14 th e validity of these assumptions.

'

15 (Slide.)

16 Let's start first with fuel crust. stability on

17 the steel boundaries of disrupted f uel regions. As soon
,

18as fuel begins to disrupt and it -contacts the

! 19 su rrou ndin g steel boundaries, not only does .the fuel

20want to freeze but the underlying steel wants to melt.

21 A simple conduction analysis tells you that the contact

22 temperature 'between the fuel and the steel is such that

23 the contact temperature falls below the fuel-freezing

b)s_ 24 te mpera ture , yet above the steel-melting temperature.

25So we have a very interesting problem of simultaneous
|

,

l
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() 1fre'ezing of the fuel and melting of the underlying steel.

2 '

q. This makes for a very strange kind of a

(}
3 f reez'ing ' problem , different than the one usually found

~

41n the litera ture in that the' frozen crust does not haves

5 ..

'

S a solid surf ace to cli.sg to bu t floats, if you will, on
N. ;

13a stee' aelt layer._ And one is concerned, of course,

'
7 with the e ty,of such a crust. Does the crust

s -
,

B remain on the steel melt layer,ffloating there? Does it

91nsulate the wall from the disruhted legion? Or is the

10 crust swept away by the turbulent forces that are acting

'

lion it, due to the fact that the crust is immersed in a

12 turbulent boiling pool.
,

13 This is an i.aportant question because if the

() - i

14 crust is unstable and loes not insulate the surface,
>, y,

15 then the heat losses i;om a disrupted region are*

\

Ib.croportional to the temperature difference between the

17 fuel and the steel-melting tem pera ture . That

10 temperature difference is usually somewhere between 1500
,

\ '
19 9ad 2000 degrees C.

t N

I 20 If, on the other hand, the crust does insulate
''

,t

21 the melting surface, then the relevant temperature
,' 5 g

22 di f f e rence , the(reluvant driving temperature of the heat
\ >

231osses from the pool is the difference between the fuel

( 24 temperature and 'the f uel melting t3mperature, which is
~t :

1 i ,

25usually on the' order of a'few;hundred degrees C. So

([ \
4 ,

4

'

s

.

'
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() 1what we have here is a difference of about an order of

2 magnitude in the heat loss rate depending on whether the

V(~Y'
3 crust is stable or not.

4 Now clearly, if the crust is stable, the heat

S loss rates are reduced, and therefore, the power level

6 required to keep the pool in a boiled-up state is

7 reduced, compared to the case if the crust were not

8 insulating the fuel pool, not insulating the underlying

9-- I should say the underlying steel surface or the

10 bounda ry surrounding the pool.

11 In addition, since the fuel crust controls the

*2 heat loss rate f rom the disrupted fuel region to the

13 melting steel boundaries, it, of course, controls the

O 14 steel melting rate at those boundaries. Therefore, the

15 time it takes for the disrupted region to see the gaps;

16 tha t is, to melt through the can wall, is also
,

17 cont rolled by the presence of the crust, so it is

18 im po rtan t to know whether the crust is there or not.

19 (Slide.)

20 Let me first sta rt out with a simple argument

21 f or crust stability. It is so simple that some of you

22 ma y not buy it, so if you do not like this argument, I

23have some additional arguments and experimental data to

O
%/ 24 follow this. But let me try something simple first.

25 (Laughter.)

O
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() 1 Clearly, the stability of the crust should

2 depend on a race between how f ast you can grow an

3 insulating crust and how fast the turbulent flow can

4 remove thtt crust. As the timescale for the development

5 of the insulating crust is slow compared to the

6 timescale -- longer I should say -- compared to the

7 timescale for removal of the crust by the turbulent

8 flow, then probably the crust is not stable because you

9ean remove the crust faster than you can form it.

Kl On the other hand, if you can form an

11 ins ula tin g crust on a timescale that is much faster than

12 th e time the turbulent flow can remove it, then the

13 crust is likely to be stable because you can form the

O
14 crust at a rate faster than you can remove it.

15 Now, one can examine the time it takes to grov

16 a n insulating crust very early in time when the fuel

17 first contacts the steel. The crust does not insulate

18 the surf ace; the crust is just a near embryo and it is
.

19 9toing by kinetic limitation, that is, how fast can you

20 turn a molten f uel molecule into a solid f uel molecule.

21 During this period of time, most of the

22 tempera ture drop is in the molten f uel side, not in the

23 cr ust . As the crust grows through this kinetic period,

24 the temperature gradient is beginning to shift from th e
:

25 molten fuel side to the solid fuel side, and finally,

|
!
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() 1when it enters the conduction-limited freezing region,

2 most of the temperature gradient is in the frozen crust,

3and the crust is now beginning to insulate the surface.

4 The theory for the kinetics for solidification j

S is pretty well in hand today, even for high temperature
i

6 ceramics such as UO2. One can calculate how long it

7 takes for the crust to psss through this non-insulating,

8kinetically controlled period, and that time is on the
-8

9 order of 10 seconds. A 100th of a microsecond; very

10 sh ort time, indeed.

11 Now, one can ask the question how far can I

12 move that non-insulating crust during this period of
|

13 time by the turbulent flow. One can estimate the crust

O 14 displacement by our knowledge of the structure of the

15 boundar y load that the crust is immersed in. Knowing

16 the location of the crust and the boundary layer, one

17could determine the velocity at that location and

18 measure -- and calculate, I should say, how far the

19 cr ust will be displaced, and it turns out it will only 1

-6
20 displace a very short distance, about 10 centimeters.

21 This distance, by the way, is equivalent to

22 abou t one-tenth of the crust thickness as the top of the

23 crust passes through its kinetically-controlled state.

() 24 Clearly, what this is telling you is that the

| 25 solidification process is much faster than the

O
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() Icrust-removal process. If somehow you postulated a
i

2 crack in the crust through an opening somewhere, the |
.

{} 3 fuel vill quickly cement that opening faster than you

4 could have produced the opening in the first place.

5 Theref ore, the argument is that based on this simple way

B of looking at it, fuel crust must be stable on the

7 melting steel boundary.

8 It turns out one can apply these arguments to

9 any combination of material pairs where you get

10 simultaneous melting and freezing process and where

11 there is a strong potential for freezing. Usually, this

12 will happen when the underlying substrate has a high

13 thermal conductivity compared to the f reezing material,

O
14 such as the case of steel and UO2.

15 (Slide.)

16 Let me talk about some experimental support

17 for an insula ting fuel crust. There are two types of

18 experitents one can point to. One involves experiments

19 with low melting point materials, and most of my talk,

20at least the next few viewgraphs, will deal with these

21 type of experiments. Let me say that one can also infer

22 crust stability f rom some real material experiments.

23 The advantage of real material experiments, of

(
j 24 course , is one is dealing with the materials of
|

| 25 interest. They are real materials. The disadvantage of

i ()
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(') 1such experiments is it is very difficult to measure

2 di rectiv crust beha vior or crust stability. This is

| 3 more readily done in the low melting peint materials

4 where one can make careful measurements of the melting

S rs te of the underlying substrate, and in some cases even

6 observe the behavior'of the crust.

7 The kind of real material experiment I would

811ke to point to is the molten UO2 pool experiments that

9 have been carried out at Argonne National Laboratory in

10 the post-accident heat removal section. And in these

11 experiments , one establishes a turbulent pre-conductive
,

12 molten UO2 pool within a steel crucible. In most of the
,

13 experiments, the vertical walls of the crucible were

O 14 cooled so that you could not melt the vertical side.

15 However, the bottom of the crucible was

16 allowed to melt, so we had a situation in which a

17 turbulent convecting molten UO2 pool is sitting on top

18of meltino solid steel. When the experiment is over and

19 on e takes a look at the frozen pool material, one finds

20 th at there has been no steel mixed in with that molten

21 UO2, indicating that during the course of the experiment

22a strong insulating crust must have intervened between

23 the melting steel and the UO2, and prevented the lighter

() 24 steel f rom bubbling up through the UO2 pool.

25 Again, this is indirect evidence for crust

O
.
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1

() 1 stability, but certainly these kind of experiments

2 indica te that certainly, a frozen layer must exist in

3 such real material experiments.

4 (Slide.)

5 Okay. Let me talk about two low-melting point

6 ma terial experimen ts. There are several low-melting

7 point material experiments that have been run. I will
/ / .

8just talk about two of them. Both of these experiments

91nvolve severe obla tion ra tes. We are dealing with, in

10 each one of these experiments, we are dealing with a hot

1111guid material floating over a meltable solid cf a

12 dif f ere nt material. The difference between these

13 oblation experiments and the kind of oblation

O
14 experiments one usually finds in the literature is that

15 again, when you spply the conduction theory you come to

16 the conclusion that the hot flowing material wants to

17 f reeze out on the melting substrate. And the question ,

181s whether the highly turbulent flow produced in these

19 experiments can prevent that crust from insulating the

20 underlying melting surface.

21 Two different geometries are covered in these

22 e x p e rim en t s. One geometry is a parallal flow geometry

231n which the hot liquid is flowing parallel to the

( ) 24 melting surface. In actuality it is an internal flow

!
25 experiment in which the hot feon liquid is injected into

: ()
|
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() 1an ice pipe. The second experiment involves the

2 im pingemen t of a hot fluid onto a meltable substrate, so

3 you have a perpendicular geometry, if you will, a

4 stagnation flow geometry.

5 let me show you the schematic diagram of the

6 experimental apparatus for this crust stability

7 ex perimen t .

8 (Slide.)

9 What we have here is an ice pipe isolated from

10 a receiving vessel and a freon reservoir by two solenoid
~

11 valves. The freon reservoir contains freon (112A).'

12 This liquid f reezes when its temperature drops belov
,

1340 C and of course, the ice wants to melt if you can

O o
14 9et its temperature above O C. The conduction theory

15 tells when you when freon (112A) contacts the ice, the

16 freon wants to freeze, the ice wants to melt. The
'

17 question is will the f reon crust insulate that ice

18 surf ace in the highly turbulent flow that is produced in

19 this ice pipe.

20 The injection pressures that drive the freon

211nto the ice pipe are such that the Reynolds number is i

22as high as a half a million are produced in this ice
l
1

23 pi pe . This is an extremely highly turbulent flow, much |

() 24more turbulent than you would expect in the vicinity of

25 a disrupted fuel region. So really, an experiment like
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(3
(_) 1 this is s severe test of the crust sta bili ty theory.

2 Several observations are made during the

[}
3 course of this experiment. Fi rst , one could look

;

4 through the ice pipe and if the freon temperature is low

5enough so the crusts grow thick enough, one can observe

6the behavior of the crust by looking right into the ice

7 pipe, and the crust motion. If one fixes oneself at a

8 specific axial location and looks into the ice pipe, the

9 crust motion appears to be quite complex. The crusts

10 seem to be growing and remelting and at the same time,

11 the crusts are moving along with the flow in some kind

12 of a f unny , jerking motion toward the receiving vessel.

13 Other observations that have been made in such

O 14 an experiment is the local melting rate of the ice and

15 the gross melting rate of the ice is measured by

16 collecting the malted ice in the receiving vessel. One

17 may ask the question how do you collect melted ice in

18 such an experiten t if the crust is supposed to be stable

19 a nd is supposed to be insulating the melting surface.

20 Well, when I say a stable crust, all I am

21 claiming here is that the crust will control the melting

22 ra te . It will not necessarily prevent oblation from

23 occurin g , and I think the mathematical model of this

() 24 process nicely shows what is going on at any location

25 within the ice pipe.

(2)
'
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O 1 < s tia e >-

2 This is the model that was developed to

3 predic t the melting rate of the ice. Again, if we

4 concentrate on any axial location in the ice pipe,c

5according to conduction theory, the f reon will f reeze on

6 top of the ice at the same time you will melt some ice

7 and get an ice seit there, sandwiching between the freon

8 crust and the ice. This freon crust will continue to

9 grow as long as the conduction heat flux into the water

10 layer exceeds the turbulent heat flux from the free

11 stream impinging on the top of the crust.

12 Because that conduction heat flux is dying out

13 as one over the square root of time, eventually the

O 14 turbulent heat flux will overwhelm the conduction flux,

15 and the freon crust will begin to melt. Ultimately, it

16 vill disappear, exposing the water layer to the

17 tu rbulen t freon flow.

18 The water layer is very rapidly entrained by

19 the turbulent freon flow, carried downstream into our

20 receiving vessel. Once you steep the water clean from

j 21 the ice, the f reon comes in again, attacks the surf ace,

l

22 ref reezes, and the process begins all over again. This

231s some sort of a crust renewal process, if you will.

| () 24 As long as the time it takes to grow and remelt the

25 crust is short compared to the time it takes to entrain

O

'
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() 1the water, for all pesetical purposes, the crust is in

2 place at all times and is controlling the ice-melting

3rste.()
4 I might mention that during the course of the

5 experiment, if one lovers the freon temperature so that

61t approaches its melting point, this e%periment changes

7 from an oblation experiment to a conduction-limited'

8 solidification experiment. What happens is that the

9 f reon crust becomes thicker and thicker as one lowers

10 the f reon tempera ture, because this term is reduced when

11 the freon temperature is diminished. So the crust can

12 crow to a thickness that is comparable to the channel

13 0 eom et r y, and what is happening then is you are

I
14 ob structing the freon flow.

15 And you get into the kind of a problem that -

16one is interested in when one examines fuel flowing

17 th rough the gaps between substrates. Let me show you

18 some of the comparisons between this model and the

-19 experimental data.

20 (Slide.)

21 By the way, I think this is a righthanded

22 room . It is very difficult for a lefty to work in.

What we have plotted here is the amount of23 -

24 wa ter collected in the receiving vessel as a function of

25 the f reon tempera ture. Open points of the data, the

O
1
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() 1 dark lines is the model. The model assumes that the

2 melting ra te is con trolled by the presence of the

3 cr ust. That is, the melting rate is directly

4 proportional to the difference between the freon

5 temperature and the freon melting point.

6 If one decided that the crust were not present

7and chose the driving temperature to be the temperature
! l.

8 difference between the freon flow and the ice melting

9 tempera ture, one would over-estimate the data by a

10 f actor of 3, and one would produce theoretical curves up

it in this region (indicating).

12 You can see what happens when we lower the

13 freon temperature. There is an obstruction produced to

O 14 the f reon flow, and rather than the problem being one of

15 severe oblation, it is a severe freezing problem and you

16 becin to acclude the channel. As the temperature
o

'

17 approach es the freon melting point of 40 C, even

18 though the ice wall is melting, the channel will close

19 up because the freon crust will completely fill the

20 circular tube.

21 Another experiment, and the last one I will !

|

22show on crust stability, is one that involves a

23 stagna tion flow. And in this experiment, the water det

() 24 was directed upward against the lower end of a meltable

25 cod . The meltable rod was fixed on a slide and durino

(

|
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() 1the course of the experiment, the meltable rod was moved

2 downward a t a speed such that the impingement surface

3 remained constant in space. And that way, the downward{}
4 sotion of the rod is equal to the melting velocity of

5 the rod.

6 And in all experiments, the jet material was

7 water, the meltable rod was either frozen octane or
o

8 frozen mercury. Both of those freeze at about -50 C.
o

9 I think mercury freezes at -40 C and octane freezes at
o

10 a bou t -60 C.

11 (Slide.)

12 Let me just show you quickly some of the

13 experimental dsts for this case. Here we have the

O 14 melting rate of the mercury rod as a function of the

15 wa ter jet temperature. The open points represent the

16 data f or two dif f eren t det velocities, two meters a

17 second , three meters a second. Very highly turbulent

18 d e ts .

19 If one, again, were to ignore the presence of

20 the crust and use an impingement melting theory that has

21 no crust formation in it whatsoever, one will

22 over-estimate the melting rate by about an order of

23 magnitude in this case. However, if one provides or

( 24 produces a theory that accounts for the insulating

25 effects of the crust, one can very nicely predict all
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O ' ene aete eaa neve suca e co oer1ooa netween exoeri entet

2 data and the calculations.

3 (Slide.)

4 What we are plotting here is a dimensionless

S melting velocity as a function of the dimensionless det

6temperstures. These dimensionless numbers are suggested

7 by the theory, but for our purposes here, essentially

8 this is melting velocity as a f unction of jet

9 temperature, and when the crust is accounted for, the

10 th eory' nicely lines up with the experimental data.

11 So here are two cases in which we have highly

12 turbulent flow; we had a situation in which the liquid

13doing the melting wants to freeze. And what the

O 14 experimental data tells is when you have -- if you have

15 a strong potential for solidification on the melting

16 surf ace, the crust will definitely insulate the surface.

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25 ;

1

O |
|
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|

) 1 And frozen fuel vill insulate the meltino

2 surf ace.

3 (Slide)

4 Let's talk now about the penetra tion of f uel

Sinto the gaps af ter it melts through the disrupted

e ubassemblies. One of the questions is how far will thes

7 fuel penetrate into those gaps, and is the penetration

8 distance f ar enough so the fuel vill be carried from the

9 disrupted subassembly out of the reactor core. Again,

10 as I mentioned previously, the project analysis says

11 that the only thing limiting the penetration of fuel in

12 the subassembly, the gaps between subassemblies is

13 conduction limited solidification of the fuel crust on

14 the steel boundaries, just like the conduction limited

15solification case you observed in the freon ice melting

16 test when the freon temperature was low.

17 The reason why this model is appropriate in

18 this case is because the steel temperatures are low and

19 the geometry of the channels are simple enough that all

20the experimental evidence to date indicates that a

21 conduction controlled model is an appropriate model.

22 If you apply the conduction controlled model

23 to the penetration of the fuel into the gaps, you get a
IO 24 minimum penetration length of two meters. In many cases

|250f practical importance to the melt-out phase, that
|
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() 1 number can be as high as four meters. Exp erim en tal

2 evidence again, experiments with low melting point

3 ma terials, and I will discuss these experiments on the

| 4 next Vu-gra ph, in addition to experiments -- by the way,
!

5these experiments simply involve injecting low melting

6 point materials into cold tubes and seeing how far that

7 material will flow into the cold tube as a function of

8the injection pressure.

9 Compare that penetration length with the

10 conduction limited solidifictaion theory. There also
.

11 have been some real material experiments. Items 2, 3

12 and 4 refer to reel material experiments. Item 2 is a

13 thermite injection test in which molten UO is

CE) 2
14 produced by a thermite technique, a chemical technique,

15 and in]ected into a parallel plate channel produced by

16 two steel plates, and these results indica ted that the

17 fuel will penetrate a long distance into such a channel,

18 and results therefore seem to be consistent with the
.

19 conduction limited solidification theory.

20 Dr. Spencer will go into the details of this

21 test as well as describe future tests of this type that

22 are planned . There are other tests, real material tests

23 th a t were, unfortunately, not carried to completion to

() 24 make direct comparison with the conduction limited

25 solidification model but nevertheless indicate that the
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() 1model is probably the correct description of fuel
1
l 2 freezing in the subassembly gaps.

3 What I mean by not carrying the experiment to
{

4 completion is that the experiments were so designed that

S it was impossible for the fuel to freeze completely

6across the channel and theref ore one could not compare

7 directly any penetration length with the

8 conduction-limited solidification model.

9 In these AEL thermite tests into thick-wall
'

10 tubes, the tubes were just too short. So all the molten

11 U0 that was injected into one end of the tube flowed
2

12 cu t to the other end of the tube. At the end of the

13 exp erim en t , however, post-test observation showed a

O 14 nice, uniform fuel crust along the length of the tube,

15 suggesting -- not suggesting, telling us that the

16 conduction limited solification model is the correct

17 m odel . I hate to use the word " suggesting."

18 [ Laughter.)

19 That is the result of the difficulties Dave

.20 Weber got into. |

|

21 [ Laughter.]

22 Then there are some real ma terial experiments

23 ca rried out in Sandia in-pile "TRAN tests." Again,

( 24 these tests were no t carried to completion , and what I

25 mean by that is that a completely solid plug was not

|
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O 'ror=ea ia tae=e te t=- aa the re ==a ** t ta t 1= the

2 case in these tests -- By the way, let me just back up

3 and say that the molten UO was generated by a
O 2

4 fission-heating technique here in-pile, and the molten

SUO was injected into a thick-walled tube.
2

6Unfortunately, the amount of material used in these

7 tests was not suf ficient to cause or to produce a

8 complete fuel plug, but at the end of the tests, one did

9 observe a nice fuel crust along the wall of the tube,

10 in dica ting the correctness of the conduction limited

11 solidifica tion model.

12 Okay, enough said about fuel penetration. No,

13 not enough said. Sorry.

O 14 (Slide)

15 This is a description, a schematic diagram of

16 a central low selting point material experiment and also

17 illustrates what we mean by conduction limited

18 solidifica tion . In these experiments a warm liquid was

19 allowed to suddenly flow into a very cold tube. The a

20 temperature of the walls of the tube were below the

21 melting point of the liquid. According to the

22 cond uction theory, a crust will grow inward into the

23 tube that is away from the walls, and when the crust

24 comple tely fills the channel, the flow will stop. That

25 1s the basis of the conduction limited solidification

O
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() 1model, and one Osn easily incorpora te this into an

2 equation and compare this result with simple simulated

(}
3 mnterial experiments, and that comparison is shown in

4 this Vu-gra ph .

5 (Slide)

6 What we have plotted here is the penetration*

71ength of the low melting point material normalized by

8 the tube diameter as a function of a dimensionless

9 parameter. Without going into details here , this

10 dimensionless parameter simply represents'the injection

11 pressure. This is a Reynolds number based on the
i

12 in jection pressure. So what we are plotting here is

13 penetration length at a f unction of some f ractional

14 power of the injectio;. pressure, and you can see that

15 the theory pretty mut:1 describes the penetration lengths*

16for various materials. ,

17 I might say that some recent tests have been

18 performed in Germany and published in which higher

19 melting point materials were used, such as aluminum and

20 tin, and this model was found to be in good agreement '

21 with that experimental data.

22 (5lide)

23 Okay. Let's move on now to fuel steel motion

! 241n disruptive assemblies. And again, just to repeat the
|

| 25 a ssump tion that was made in the project analysis of the

|

.

.
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() 1 melt out phase, we assumed that one can estimate or

2 calculate the boil-up behavior of fuel steel pools by

3 simply applying classical two-phase flow patterns, and

41et me show you what I mean by classical two-phase flow

5 patterns before I go any further.

6 (Slide)

7 If one goes off into the laboratory and

8 performs the Eollowing simple experiments, place a
|

911guid column on top of a perforated plate and bubble '

I
10 gases through the plate, depending on the gas flow rate, l

11 one sees different flow regimes. At low gas flow rates

12 one sees a very quiescent liquid continuous bubby flow

13 regime. As one increases the gas flow velocity, that
A

14 bubbly flow regime becomes more agitated and more-

15 turbulent,, and in f act as you continue to increase the

169as velocity within this regime, it eventually becomes

17 dif ficult to see which is the continous phase, the

1811guid or the gas.

19 Finally, if one increases the gas velocity to

20 even higher values, you can break the liquid up and
J

21 produce what is called a drop flow. I might mention

22 that these are idealized flow regimes. In actuality one

231s a combination of such regimes occurring at one time,

A) 24 especially in a high L/D geometry, such as a subassembly(,

| 25 ch annel . Along the walls, liquid tends to accumulate

()
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O iend you get e 11guid continuous regime, wh11e in the

2 core of such a channel you would see either a churn

3 turbulent or a drop and disperse regime.

4 This is what I mean by classical flow

5 patterns, and over the years these have been produced in

6 the laboratory by simply bubbling gases through

7perforatal plates.

8 (Slide)

9 As a result of many experizents performed at

10 ACL and BCL, Argonne National Laboratory and Brookhaven

11 National Laboratory in which the void was introduced by

12 volume heating the pool, one finds that the flow regimes

13 are essentially the same. There is no difference in the

14 flow patterns. That is, the flow patterns do not depend

15on the method in which you introduce the voids. You

16 bubble gases through the bottom or produce void

17 volu metrically by, say, putting a liquid into a liquid

18 pool, into a microwave oven or hea ting it or using some

19 sort of a direct electrical hea ting technique. One

20 essentially sees the same flow patterns.

21 This is especially true in the churn turbulent

22 regimes and in the drop and disperse regimes. The

23 tu rbulence in the pool is such that it obviates any

24differencas in the manner in which one introduces

25 voids. So that is the first point to make. The
)

O !
! I
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() 1 classical flow regimes hold up even when the material is

2 volume heated such as in a molten fuel pool where the ,

3 ma terial is fission heated.

4 A much more importnat question, however, is

5 the stability of such pools. Does the subassembly

6actually take on the quasi-steady flow patterns that we

7 talk about as illustrated in the previous slide, or is

8 the notion of the pool much more dynamic with liquid

9 slugs moving around rather than the quiescent pool or

10 quasi-steady state boiling flow patterns that I just
,

11 spoke about ?

12 This is a rather difficult question to answer

13 theoretically, but one way of approaching this problem

O ~14 to satisf y yourself that indeed the classical flow

15 patterns are the correct patterns to apply to boiling

16 fuel steel regions is to assume first that a disrupted

17 subassembly is in a high dynamic state, a highly dynamic

18 fluid motion is occurring in the subassembly, and ask

19 yourself what does that system tend towards? Does the

20 sy stem remain highly dynamic or does a classical

21 two-phase flow pattern eventually emerge?

22 And to approach that problem I am going to

23 call upon a classical experiment on interfacial

() 24 stabilities.,

25 (Slide)

O
!

I
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() 1 And for the moment I am going to depart from

2 our subassembly geome try, but in a Vu-graph or two I

3 will make the connection between this experiment and
) f

4 fuel motion inside a subassembly.

5 The experiment I am referring to was first

6 carried out by Lewis in 1951, and it involves placing a

711guid at the bottom of a column on top of a diaphragm

8 that separates the liquid from the high pressure gas

9 reservoir. The top of the column can either be closed

10 or open. In this case let 's assume it is closed.

11 Time, t equals zero. One breaks the diaphragm

12 with a diaphragm cutter. The gas begins to expand

13 a c ainst the liquid and begins to accelerate the liquid

14 upwa rd . If we use our imagination a little bit, this is

15the same type of situation that one can postulate if one

16 considered a compact fuel region at the center of a

17 subassembly and that fuel region is subjected to a power

18 bu rs t. The power burst would curve in this location,

19 and what we are looking at is the upper half of that

20 compact ed fuel region. It would be a lower half that is

21 not shown here.

22 The upper half would tend to be accelerated

I
'

The lower half23 upward in response to that power burst.

() 24 would be moving downward in response to that power

|
25 burst. So what I would like to do is continuously go

O
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() 1back and forth between Lewis' experimental apparatus and

2 the reactor subassembly motion, the motion of fuel in

3 the reactor subassembly following a power burst, and ask

4ourselves what flow pattern emerges from a situation

Slike this.

6 Is the flow pattern simply one of highly

7 dynamic liquid slug motion, or do we return to a

8 two-phase flow pattern of the type that we discussed

9 previously ? Well, if one just makes a Newton's Law

10 calculation of what might happen in this situation, one

11 would see the following sequence of events . This would

12 be a calculation made assuming that the liquid slug

13 remains intact and one simply applies Newton's Law

14 across the slug subjected to a power burst at the

15botton, a sudden high pressure applied to the bottom of

16 th at liquid slug. This is time zero, and each one of ,

17 these snapshots is sort of increasing in time, so we are

18 in creasing in time in this direction (indicating).

19 If one made that calculation, one would just

20 simply see the slug move as a piston. It would move

21 upward into our subassembly or into Lewis' circular

22 tu be, if you will, in his experimen t. It would move

23 upward until it compressed the gas up here sufficiently

() 24 so that the gas pressure here is now higher than the gas
i

25 pressure is now higher than the gas pressure in the

O
.
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() 1 reservoir. The clug would then return and begin to move

2 downward.
'

3 II one continued this calculation, the sluggg
\s) ;

4 would continue to move in this fashion (indicating). It

Sis really nothing damping it out. It would just

6 continue to oscillate. Then the pool would be in a very

7dynami9 state. The question iss what really happens?
/ .

8 Well, if you look at the results of Lewis' experiment --

9and by the way, many researchers have repeated Lewis'

10 expe rim en t , and in fact such an experiment is going on

11 right now at Los Alamos National Laboratory in a very

12 similar geometry.

13 [Slidel

14 If you look at what actually happens, you see

15a picture like this. High speed movies show you that

16 this is the course of events as far as the liquid slug

171s concerned. Again, time is in this direction, and

18 this is the time just prior to breaking the diaphragm.

190nce the diaphragm breaks, the liquid slug begins to

20 move up and immediately almost, in a very short period

21 of time , instability develops such tha t a bubble appears

22to penettste into the liquid slug, leaving liquid films
r

23 behind or the wall.

() 24 That instability persists and a liquid film is

25 continually diminishing the size of the slug and being
|

()'
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|

() 11ef t behind on the walls of the channel. In addition,
|

2 the gas velocity by this time has been acting on the

[}
3 film long enough to cause entrainment of some of the

411guid film as it drops into the gas core.

5 So what is happening here essentially is you

6are developing from this highly dynamic state, you are '

7 tending toward a classical two-phase flow pattern,

8 annular drop flow. If the slug is still intact the.

9 time it hits the top, it will begin to accelerate

10 downward and a new instability will develop of even

11 finer structure than the first instability, as you can

12 see from the liquid spikes.

| 13 That instability moving downward will meet the

O
14 instability moving upward, completely destroying the

1511guid slug, and what you have left is a pattern like

16 this (indicating ) .
.

17 Now, this is important when you start

18 considering heat transfer considerations, as well as ;

19 just liquid motion, because you can see what is

20 h a ppening if you return now to our picture of the

21 subassembly. We are leaving liquid material behind,

22 heat generating material behind in the central region of

23 the subassembly. We are producing vapor in that central

24 region . ;

25 That vapor is freed to flow up and condense on
,

[~)v
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() 1all the cold surface that had been produced there,

2 surfaces such as cold fuel drops, cold liquid films,

/~T 3 cold structure, and we are starting essentially a reflex
V

4 action such tha t the upward moving vapor can now keep in

5 suspension all this liquid material, and we have

B returned to our quasi-steady flow regime that we

7 di scussed previously.

8 MR. MARK: Mr. Epstein, can I ask --

9 MR. EPSTEINs Sure.,

10 MR. MARK: Did this experiment, which I am
;

,

11 sure has been done many times and observed in that form,

12 there is a ration of densities between the liquid and

13 the gas , naybe 100 to 1 or something. Is that

O
14 appropriate for the circumstances that we are trying to

15 think of in the reactor core? -

16 MR. EPSTEIN: Absolutely.

17 MR. MARKa Okay.

18 MR. EPSTEIN: For some reason, the conclusions

19 of my talk have been put in very fine print.

20 [ Laughter.]

21 Nothing intended here.

22 Simply restating what I have already gone

23 th rough , predictions of heat loss rates from disrupted

q%'
,

24 fuel regions must take into account the insulating

25 effects of stable crusts, and the behavior of those

O
|
|
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, 3

. |

1 two-phase regimes can be well described by classical

2 two-phase flow patterns, and finally, as the disrupted

3 fuel makes it way through the walls of the '

'
'

4 subassemblies, its penetration is only limited by

5 conduction freezing and therefore will flow long
F

6 distances and out of the reactor core.

7 That concludes my talk.
Y J.
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,

1 M P. . CARB0Fi I would like to inquire of the
~, j

2 staff. Bill, have you had an opportunity, your people,'

'en
g

3 to review this?',
,

4 MR. LLENs No. I think most of this material'

.

'

5 at least to me is somewhat new, and we certsinly will be-'

2' 6 factoring it into our review.
, m

,

7 - MR. CARBON: Thank you.
]

N[ -' Questions?8 '

9 (No response.)

10 Okay. Fine. Thank you.

11 (Slide.).
,

.

12 MR. SPENCERs I think the smaller print on

13 Mike 's last vu-graph was intended to provided a smoother

14 transition into my presentation.
s

15 I am Bruce Spencer, manager of the

16 experimental modeling section and Reactor Analysis and
.

17 Safety Division at Argonne National Laboratory. We do

18 out-of-pile experiments in the lab and redated analysis
i

19 and principally feature the use of real reactor

20 materials in the experiments.

|
21 My purpose in being here this afternoon is to

i

.
22 show you some experimental dsta that we ha ve gotten from<-

23 gap-type flow geometries and to describe to you the

GO 24 experimental program that is in place that addresses

25 fuel removal through these gaps.

|'
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() 1 A quick key question that we are addressing is
1

I2 given this design of subassembly with the conducted

3 hexes with the gaps built in between all these

4 assemblies, what role might they play in a disrupted |
|

5 core when fuel is being melted in the removal,

6potentially long distance removal of fuel from the core

7 permanently. It is a question that was asked earlier in

8 the experimental basis for this type of scenario that we

9 hsve examined in the past and are presently examining in

10 more detail.

11 At Argonne in our laboratory we have performed

12 many of these types of experiments of fuel dispersal

13 f rom a disrupted core and geometries representing two

O 14 types of configurationsa pin bundle geometries

15 re presenting the axial blankets above and below the

16 active fuel region, and additionally, these rectangular

17 channels which represent this intersubassembly gap type

18 of geometry. And that is the particular aspect of the

19 fuel penetration experiments that I will talk about in

20 more detail .

21 (Slide.)

22 MR. CARBON: Where do the tubes come in? The

23 t u be s , wha t do they represent, the tubes?

) 24 HR. SPENCER: The tube experiments were

25 exactly the experiments Mike Epstein referred to
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() 1 earlier, which were some of the very earliest tests that
i

2 were done a t the laboratory which were intended to

3 examine the stable crust conduction limited model for
,

4 tuel f reezing, and indeed that the data that was

5 obtained was basically crust thickness as a function of
i
'

6 steel initial tesperature.

7 (Slide.)
.

8 This is an illustration of the intact geometry ,

,

9 which shows the hexducts and the type of gaps that exist

10 between all the hexducts. The types of tests that I am

11 going to be describing to you, in one set of tests that
,

!
I12 we have already performed we were basically looking at a
i

13 disrupted core region.

O
14 Now, this represents intact geometry in the i

15 configuration illustrated here s pin bundles, primary
:

16 control rod assembly, internal blanket assembly; one set

17 of experiments we were considering, the pressure-driven

' 18 expulsion f rom a disrupted region through the gap type

19 geom etr y for a radial distance representative of the >

,

20 distance through the radial blankets, radial shield
,

,

21 assemblies up to the core barrel.

22 In another type of experiment which we are in

'
23 the process of doing right now and which I will be

} 24 describing , we are looking at an early potential fuel
|
'

25 removal path which is internal to the heterogeneous core

()
i

i
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( 1 between the relatively cold blanket assemblies or j

2 blanket and control rod assemblies which we may not have

(} 3 complete interconnection of all these gaps, but

4 nonetheless, we expect gaps to be existing, and
;

5 th eref ore, material can be reaching the walls through
!
!6 melt-through ejected out into the gaps basically

7 available for drainage down potentially long distances

8 to beneath the active core region. '

9 (Slide.)

10 Now, the first test that I was alluding to, !

*

, ' [11 the test that we performed some time ago which examined
t

| 12 this pressure-driven dispersal radially between intact
l

13 hexcan geometry. This pa?ticular test that I will show

14 you the results of, we straightened out this zigzag

15 arduous pa th, made it a straight path. However, we did

16 insert one hexduct because we were interested in the

17effect of the fuel impingement on the corners of these

18hexducts and the flow around the corners.

19 The cap dimensions were nominal cap thickness

20of about a half a centimeter, 13 centimeters wide and

( 21 one meter overall length. Stainless steel initial

|
| 22 temperature, because we were looking at the colder outer

23 region s , 500 degrees C., the fuel initial temperature, ,

O'' 24 which again is developed from a thermite type reaction,|

253200 degrees C. The mass of fuel injected in this test

CZ) i
,

!
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() Iwas 1 1/2 kilograms and the injector pressure was about

2 20 bars.

3 (Slide.)

4 So here is an illustration of the apparatus we

5 used for this particular experiment. It is basically

6 composed of three essential features. One is the vessel

7 that we used to generate the molten fuel. The second is

8 the transition f rom the colder initially fuel injector

9 to the very hot test section, and the test section

10 proper which is the 1 millimeter long gap. You are

111ooking at the gap dimension. It is two-dimensional.

12 It is 13 centimeters deep to the plane of the paper, and

13 you can see illustrated in this path the hexduct.

O
14 The hexduct had sodium on the inside which was

15 connected by an expansion tube to an expansion tank

16 which had a free sodium surf ace in it. This was

17 instrumented with f ast response pressure transducers and

18 with thermocouples that measured the pressure of the

19 fuel actually down the length of the gap. -

|

20 ,Now, what we did, the two following |
!.

21 illustrations that are in your handout, was af ter the ,

!

22 test was completed we basically took this test section

|
'

23 n nd split it, split it lengthwise. So the next figure

( 24 th at you are seeing is the overall view of this test
|

25 section af ter it had been split apart.

O
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1 (Slide.)

2 In doing that some of the crust was disrupted

| ("] 3 and has been collected on here for illustrative
' \_s

4 purposes. In examining the disposition of the fuel we

5 found that about 25 percent of it had indeed penetrated

6 the entire one meter distance and collected at the far

7 end of the test section. The remaining about 50 percent

8 was in the form of crust along the length of the

9 two-dimensional channel around the hexduct and down to

10 the region where the material collected at the far end.

11 (Slide.)

12 The next figure shows that the remaining 25

13 percent entered into the hexduct in the path by virtue

O
14of a f ailure of the corner in which the fuel had been

15 impacted, so about 25 percent of the fuel went into the
.

10inside of this duct (Indicating).

17 This experiment showed us basically that yes,

18 these gaps, given a source of molten fuel to access into

19 these gaps, is indeed an effective path for relocating

20foel potentially very long distances by virtue of this

21 stable crust conduction limited heat transfer mechanism.

22 MR. KASTENBERG What is inside the hexcan?

23 Is it empty?

( 24 MR. SPENCER : No. Originally it had sodium.

25 MR. KASTENBERG Just sodium.

O
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) 1 MR. SPENCER: And there was a block. There

2 was about a one-inch annulus of sodium in there. Inside

(} 3 of that was a graphite block that just took up volume.

4 (Slide.)

5 The consensus is in our experiments and the

0 work that Mike has done there is consistent evidence for

7 the formation of these fuel crusts at the fuel-steel

8interf ace f or these types of flow-through channels. The

9 existence of these fuel crusts gives long fuel

10 penetration distances basically consistent with Mike's

11 stable crust conduction limited model. And I would just

1211ke to make the point that that does not necessarily

13 preclude steel melting. Indeed, steel does melt

14 underneath these f uel crus ts, bu?. it limits the rate

15 that melting is occurring, and it limits the rate into

16the steel. It limits the rate of heat loss from th e

17 f uel and thereby gives the mechanism for long fuel

18 penetra tion distances.

19 He have experimental evidence for these stable

20 fuel crusts in experiments that we have done up at 900

21 degrees C. We have not done experiments much higher

22 th an this or we might additionally find stable fuel

1 23 crusts . This temperature is kind of a key temperature

241n the laboratory tests because it nominally -- it is
;

25 nominally the sodium saturation temperature. So if you

O

.
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1are looking at a voided region, that is basically the

2 structure temperature.

(} 3 And to illustrate that, I am showing a

4 cross-section from one of the seven-pin bundle tests.

5 (Slide.)
|

6 This was performed at 900 degrees C. , and what

7 this shows af ter it was cut across is that there is
/ .

Bindeed a fairly good-sized stable fuel crust on the

91nside surf ace of this pin wall flow tube.
4

! 10 Now, that flow tube has been melted away

11 completely in some regions. It shows varying
=

12 thicknesses in other regions. It was definitely

13 subjected to a melting attack. That did not preclude

14 the formation of a stable fuel crust.

15 (Slide.)

16 Okay. We are presently conducting additional
i

17 experiments to examine additional aspects, additional

18 f actors involved with fuel penetration through the

19 ga ps. Three principal parameter variations that we are

20in terested in relating to the scenario that has been

21 described to you today, the downward gravity draining of

22 molten fuel through these gaps, the effects of high

'
23 steel initial temperature, and the presence of sodium in

24 th e ga ps.

25 This work, this DRS is an internal project

}
,

!
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() 1 nomenclature. The appropriate reference for this work

2 that we are doing is CRBRP-3, Volume 1, Appendix A. |

3 (Slide.)(}
4 Some months ago the project members got

5together to focus on what we feel are the important t

6 parame ters that need to be examined for dispersal
,

7 through the gaps. We looked at a number of potential

8 parameters set up at what seemed to be the appropriate

9 ranges if one were to do a fully perhaps overextended

10 experim ent program, and then keyed on those parameters

11 which were the most important for the early fuel removal

12 from the CRBR heterogeneous core design.

13 The parameters, very briefly: the presence or ;

O 14 not of solium, the type of constraint on the expansion

15 of sodium away from the fuel as it penetrates into the I

16 ga p , the gap geometry, whether we include the details of
i

17 flow around hexes or bacically are just interested in
,

18 this, the crust formation and therefore the penetration

19 dis ta n ce , the temperature, 1D versus 2D fuel ejection

20 pattern , the driving pressure, fuel flow regime -- that

21 1 s , a single phase or dispersed type flow regime -- and

22the mass of fuel ejected.

23 What we are showing is three experiments that :
i

\ 24 we have in preparation right now. SE-1 is a separate |

25 effects injector test that has been completed and

|

,
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() 1 dropped by gravity single phase molten thermite

2 products, UO in the 2 kilogram quantity. And the
2

3 tests, one, which is the first test with a dry system,(}
4 vill be performed in two to three weeks. It is

5 presently being a ssembled into the test cell. The two

6 tests with sodium will be performed this summer.

7 (Slide.)

8 This is in illustration of the key elements to

9 the test apparatus that we use for these further tests

10 0n the gap removal.

11 In the injector system we fill this type of

| 12 in jector with uranium polytrioxido. The exothermic

13 thermite reaction , UO , about 80 percent, 20 percent

O 2
14 respectively. Again, a transition piece to the geometry

15of the test section showing how the test section here in

16 the lateral view, cross-section view up here, 4.3

17 millimeter gap dimension to the. type of expansion. This

18 shows the configura tion f or the test with sodium and

19 which we will have expansion path and a free sodium

20 in terf ace. And those test we will come down,about a

21 third of the overall length, which is again one meter,

22 sodium interf ace at that elevation and materials will

23 co ntact .

) 24 (Slide.)

25 Okay. The conclusionst an abundance of
i

.

i
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() 1 reactor saterial experiments addressing molten fuel

2 dispersal out of the core channel-like geometry have

3 shown these sorts of stable fuel crusts that Mike

4 described and the consequential long penetration

'

5 distances.

6 The previous gap flow tests that we performed
.

71n our laboratory correspondingly showed evidence of

8 this long penetration distance indeed for the flow one

9 meter length of the test section. We have an

10 experimental program in place to examine additional

11 aspects which are relevant to the fuel removal through

I
| 12 the gap geometries.

13 MR. ZUDANS: What would you expect to be the,

O 14 ef fect of volumetric heating in real cases as compared

15 to these experiments?

16 MR. SPENCER: I think as Dave indicated

17 earlier, it probably makes it conservative because the

181onger you keep it liquid fluid, the more you can expect

191t to penetra te in these types of tests.

20 MR. ZUDANS In other words, the crust

21 formation would be less prcnounced and you could flow it

22 further away. That is what you are saying?

23 MR. SPENCER: Yes. In these types of tests

24 you are talking about time scales f or a flow of half a I

!25 second to a second. If you looked at an actual

) '

!
f
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1 temperature increase in the fluid by the absence of

2 internal heat generations, particularly if you are at

(} 3 f airly lower power level, that does not make a big |

4 dif ference in the amount of heat being removed in those

5 types of time scales.

6 But nonetheless, were there internal heat

7 generation, that would add fluid -- add energy to the

8 fuel and limit the freezing process that much more.

9 MR. ZUDANS: Sounds reasonable. What are the

10 temperatures in this last test on the gap material

11 Versus the fuel temperature that you inject, this last

12 test that you just flashed?

13 MR. SPENCERs The experiment that we performed?

14 MR. ZUDANS: Yes, yes.

15 MR. SPENCEBs Structure temperature was 500

16 degrees C. One of the key parameter variations in going

17 to the current series of tests is to increase -- look at

18 higher steel initial temperatures.

19 MR. ZUDANS I guess you could not go very

I 20 much higher with the steel temperature.

21 MR. SPENCERa Well, the limitation in reality

221s that you are looking at flow between gaps where there

|

231s probably still sodium on the opposite side of the hex|

24 which is the path. These are co2 der control rod or

25 blanket assemblies and therefore nonvoided, and

|

.
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i () 1therefore the anximum ressonsble temperature that you

2 are looking at for the structure is sodium saturation

3 tempera ture. And tha t is the reason that typically we

4are looking as high as 900 degrees but not higher than
,

5 that.
,

|

| 6 MR. ZUDANS: If this is the case, what does it
;

7do to the configuration of the HCDA? Where will the i

/ / :.

S core end up being?

9 MR. SPENCER: I think the expectation is that

10 material can move radially through gaps. It can go

11 down, and it can go down inside possibly the gaps that
I r
1 ,

i'

12 exist between the internal control rod or internal

13 blankets. And the principal direction for it to flow,

O 14 though, is by gravity or by some nominal pressure ;

15 dow nw a rd . It can go downward basically as f ar as the

16 core support or possibly the shield blocks. There is a ;

i

171ot of volume. That I would defer for details on that

|18 to Denny because they have looked in detail on it, the

19 volume.
|
i

20 MR. ZUDANS: Thank you. '

,

21 MR. CARBON: Are there further questions? !

i22 (No response.)

23 Thank you, Dr. Spencer.
,

24 (Slide.)

25 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: I am Lee Strawbridge of

(
i

;

.
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I () 1 Westinghouse again. It has been a long day. I promise

2 to be brief in my concluding remarks.

3 We have reached the point on the agenda where

4 the speaker can no longer defer the items to a future

5 speaker, so I am vulnerable from that standpoint.

6 I think there are a few :onclusions, though,

7 that we would like to leave with you af ter tae long day

Sof presentations. And I would just like to bring those

9 to your attention.

10 First of all, it is important to keep in

*
11 perspective that what we are dealing with is a Class 9

12 ev e n t , an accident that is beyond the design basis. The

13 project and the NRC has agreed that the design features

O 14need to be such so as to make it truly beyond the design

15 basis sequence.

16 The energetics assessments that have been made

17 have been based on the state-of-the-art experimental

18 to ols , experimental data . We are not operating in a

19 void in this area. I think today we illustrated some of

20 the experimental background that is the basis for the
1

21 assessments tha t we have conducted.

22 We believe the data base in fact is a good

23 data base. The extensive energetics assessments that we

() 24have made indicate tnat the best estimate of the

25 accident progressions of each of the situations that we

O
I
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() 1 ha ve looked at does terminate 1n a non-energetic
~

2 manner. Even when we consider some more conservative '

)
3 design parameters we find that we still are predicting a

4 non-energetic termination. It is only for very limited i

5 cases where we deviate significantly from our best

6 estimate assessments can we predict an energetic type

7 result ? And, in fact, there was only one case out of

8 the large number of cases that had been considered and

9 some which were not discussed today at all, but only one

10 case out of those large number of cases where we did

11 actually predict hydrodynamic-type disassembly

12 conditions.

13 I do think that you have heard that Argonne

O 14 National Laboratory believes that the assessments the ,

!

15 project has made have in f act been overly conservative
i

161n a number of areas. We tend to agree that we were in

17 f act conserva tive in what we are calling best estimate

18 ca se s. ,

i

19 But even taking that into account, we still

20 were able to arrive at those kinds of conclusions in the -

! 21GEFER-0523 document; that provides the detailed =

l I

22 asse ssm en ts. And finally, the assessments indicate that
,

i

23 the heterogeneous core is much less sensitive to ;

24 variations in data and the model than had been the case ;

25 for the earlier homogeneous core calculations. !

| (
l

! 1
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( 1 Continuing with the last of our conclusions,
,

i

2 in f act, even though the hypothetical core disruptive '

(} 3 accident is beyond the design base, we have given it j
!

4 considerable design attention from early days in the

5 project. ,

6 (Slide.)
'

7 And we have provided prudent margins in the
.

! 8 design to accommodate an energetic-type event, an event |

9 that releases some 100 megajoules at slug impact with
i

10 th e reactor vessel closure heaa.
>

11 We have been interacting very extensively with ;,

12 the NRC staff in this area. We have had some half a i

!
13 dozen meetings I believe by now with the NRC staff. The

,

14 staff has identified a number of areas where they have !

15 asked for more information. We are in the process of

16 respondin g, have responded in some cases in subsequent

17 m ee tin g s. We are in the process of responding to the

18 0ther areas.

i 19 As of this point in time we have not seen j

20anything that causes us'to believe that our conclusions .

21 that we have drawn to this point are going to change. j
!

'

: 22We believe that set of conclusions is going to hold up |

f| 23vhen we are through in providing the additional
.

t

24inf ormation that the NRC has requested. j
i

25 That is all I have to offer as a conclusion. |
!

|

i
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() 1 MR. MARK: I have a couple of questions, one

2 of which may seen a bit irrelevant to today's focus.

("% 3 You have used the number in your last slide there of 100
%)

4 megajoules believing that you cannot really find an

S instance in which there is such a big number may be

6 expected in the CRBR pattern.

7 Are you in a position to say what you would

8 expect in connection with this CDS style of engine?

9 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: No. I am clearly not, but

10 Argonne National Laboratory has performed some

11 assessments on that. I do not know whether Dave Weber

12 Would like to comment on that question or not.

13 ER. MARK: If we say 100 megajoules is

O 14 applicable here, is there any way of imagining what

i 15 would be applicable there in a reactor three times the -

16 po we r?

17 MR. WEBER: Yes, there is. I do not remember

18 the numbers. In the studies that we have performed that

19 we have completed' roughly a year and a half ago we did

20 quote numbers that had an equivalent basis for
;

|

21 comparison to Clinch River. And like I say, I can get

22 that information to you.

| 23 MR. MARKS No, it is not an important item of

() 24 inf orm a tion . I am merely curious, I guess, as to

25whether they scale with the power or just get a little

O
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() 1 bigger or whether the 100 megajoules stand still, )
!

2 directional.

'S 3 MR. WEBER: Certainly there is an increase(J
4 with the size of the reactor.

5 MR. MARK Possibly proportional to power?

6 MR. WEBER: Roughly.

7 MR. MARKS That is fine. Thank you. j
l.

8 My other question, you have said the

9 probability is very low,. low enough to qualify this as a

10 Class 9.

11 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Yes, sir.

12 MR. MARKS Can you give any measure to those

13 probabilities? First, we are talking of an unprotected

()
14 acciden t , so that is a probability per-demand of failing

15 to scram. There must be a number associated or you

16 expect to associate some time with that. And then for

171oss of flow I suppose the most likely even is offsite

18 powe r. That happens every month or at least once a year.

19 (Laughter.)

| 20 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Not quite but pretty

21 f r e q ue n tl y .

22 MR. MARKS And for the TOP we think in terms

23of a rod miraculously getting loose and flying away.

) 24 That must have some probability like zero or something

25 attached to it. Do you have any numbers at all?

| ()
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() 1 MR. STRAWBRILGE: I personally do not. I do
,

2 not know whether anybody here is prepared to address the

(]} 3 overall probabilities or not.

4 Paul, Paul Dickson?

5 MR. DICKSON: No. This is Paul Dickson,

6 Westinghouse. I do not think we are prepared to address

'7 these probabilities at this meeting . I suspect that is

8 more appropriate to our PR A analysis at some later date.

9 MR. MARK 4 You have not been inhibited from

10 sa ying it is Class 9; then, that is to say, highly

11 improbable .

12 MR. DICKSON: It certainly is highly

13 im probable, and the NRC staff did agree with that some

14 years ago.

15 MR. MARKS Don't thiLk that I disagree with
;

161t. I was just wondering, since we use these numbers

17 all the time, whether they have meaning or not. This
-1 -10

18 comes somewhere in the long list from 10 to 10 .

19 MR. DICKSON We are well aware of your ;

20 thoughts on this subject, and I believe you believe it

| 211s something less than zero.

|
! 22 (Laughter.)

23 MR. MARK Okay.

O 24 MR. CARBON: Are there other questions anyone
,

25 would like?

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 Bill.

2 MR. KASTENBERG Yes. This morning I raised

3.the question concerning some accidents that could be

4 initiated after scram, like loss of heat sink. And you

5 mentioned -- I thought you said that they impacted on

6 the thermal margins, which I can understand that, but I

7 though t you also said tha t you felt if there were any

8 energetics they would be bounded by the loss of flow or

9 the TOP.

10 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: By the two initiating

11 conditions that we just examined in detail, yes.

12 MR. DICKSON: The total amount of shutdown

13 control rod worth in there is far more than the study of

14 voids, so that the most you could do was with the loss

1Sof flow would not remove the decay power. You would

16 conceivably get to meltdown but no energetics.
I

17 MR. KASTENBERGs So you think the zero bound
|

181s a good one for that accident as well.

19 MR. STRAWBRIDGE: Zero bound on energetics?

20We do not see any significant energetics potential under

21 the loss of heat sink type accident.

22 MR. KASTENBERGs At all.

23 MR. CARBON: Okay. Other questions?

24 (No response.)

25 I guess that is it then.

O
.
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i

1 Mr. Di:kson, if you Could be prepared to make

2 the presentation the first thing in the morning that you
;

3 were responding to Mr. Kastenberg's question today, we

4 would start off with you tomorrow. And I guess that

5 finishes things for today.
|

6 We vill adjourn until tomorrow morning that.

7 (Whereupon, at 5: 45 p.m., the hearing was
.

8 recessed, to be reconvened at 8.30 a.m., the following *

9 day, Wednesday, May 5, 1982.)

10 ,

i

11 I
i

12
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STRUCTURAL MARGIN BEYOND TH$ DESIGN BASE

OVERALL TECHNICAL APPROACH

L. E. Strawbridge
,

Westinghouse Advanced Reactors Division
,

:
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APPROACH

Hypothetical core disruptive accidents (HCDA's) aree
not design basis accidents

. Design features prevent initiation of HCDA's
e Prudent margins beyond the design base incorporated

to further reduce public risk
- Structural margin beyond the design base (SMBDB)

, Thermal margin beyond the design base (TMBDB)

.

7120-4
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HYPOTHETICAL CORE DISRUPTIVE ACCIDENT
(HCDA),

,

Extremely Low Probability -Initiator 4
Beyond The Design Base'

4 Accident Progression

Loss Of
Coolable
Geometry

i

< Materials Relocation.

'
I

Non-Energetic Energetic

Neutronic Neutronic
| Shutdown Shutdown

:
'

II,

Cooling Penetration Of
Within Reactor Coolant

Reactor Vessel Boundary

,

- 6054-13
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PURPOSE OF SMBDB
.

PROVIDE REASONABLE M ARGINS ON IDENTIFIED
COMPONENTS TO ACCOMMODATE DYNAMIC LOADS
ASSOCIATED WITH HCDAs

AVOID LARGE RELEASE OF VAPORIZED FUEL ANDe
FISSION PRODUCTS

AVOID LARGE RELEASE OF SODIUM| *

THESE MARGINS PREVENT SHORT-TERM CHALLENGE TO'

l

CONTAINMENT AND LARGE RADIOLOGICAL RELEASES
!

;

0605-2
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I

FORM OF SMBDB' REQUIREMENTS
'

Dynamic Load Requirements
e Niaintain short term integrity of the reactor coolant boundary
e Loads derived from energetic fuel vapor expansion resulting in

101MJ energy release at time of sodium impact with the head
|

Leakage Requirements

e Limit short term sodium and gas leakage from reactor coolant
boundary to avoid challenge to containment integrity

Geometric Requirements

* Provide clearances between components to avoid unacceptable'

interactions during dynamic loads

,

6054-117
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DERIVATION OF SMBDB LOADS
(Performed in 1975)

Loads required for design prior to completion of extensive energetics analyses

Energetics information available
e Extensive analyses for FFTF

Preliminary analyses for CRBRPe
Results indicated that even pessimistic assumptions generally resultede
in average fuel vapor temperature of < 4300 K

Parametric analyses assessed dynamic loads as a function of fuel vapor
temperature

Whole core involvement (liquid / vapor phases)o
'

Temperature distributiono
'

Average vapor temperature of 4800 K selected as a basis for SMBDB loads
,

Margin for reasonable uncertainties in data and modelse
Margin to accommodate design evolution*

:
.

6054-14
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PRESSURE-VOLUME RELATIONSHIP FOR

SMBDB LOADINGS
,
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THERMODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SMBDB

4800 KAverage fuel vapor temperature

Maxim'um fuel vapor temperature 6030 K

273 barsMaximum pressure

2.56 m3initial fuel volume
Energy released in expansion to 101 MJ
head impact

Energy released in expansion to 661 MJ
1 atmosphere

.

60$4-15
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SLUG FORCE ON UNDER HEAD SHIELDING
OF REACTOR VESSEL CLOSURE HEAD
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AREAS IN WHICH SMBDB LOAD
REQUIREMENTS ARE SPECIFIED

.

Basic loads
e Reactor vessel
e Reactor vessel nozzles
e Reactor vessel closure head
e Core support structure
o Upper internals structure
e Reactor vessel support system
o In-vessel components

Loads derived from basic loads
e Head mounted components
e PHTS piping
e Pump-

e Intermediate heat exchanger
e Check valve
o Overflow and makeup system

'

o Reactor cover gas system
e Impurity monitoring and analysis system

6054-6
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SPECIAL ASPECTS OF MARGIN BEYOND
THE DESIGN BASE ANALYSES!

Not'part of ASME code requirementse
.

e Not included in stress report showing code
compliance

,

Stress analyses are provided in separate reporto
May use relaxed acceptance criteria compared to*
ASME code, provided functional requirements are met
SMBDB loads not combined with seismic loadse

.

6054-110
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CONSERVATISMS IN SMBDB LOADS

Assumes low probability initiating conditions that aree
beyond the design base

e Loads derived from conditions that assume an
energetic HCDA even though energetics not expected

lsentropic fuel vapor expansione

Attenuation due to upper internals structure ignorede

Heterogeneous core reduces potential for energeticso
,

,

6054-T
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! PURPOSE OF HCDA ENERGETICS ANALYSES

e Provide best understanding of the consequences of
HCDA initiating conditions

e Determine the effect of data and model uncertainties
on the energetics consequences'

e Provide a basis for assessing the adequacy of design
margins (SMBDB)

.

.

6054-1
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HCDA INITIATORS

HCDA initiation requires gross imbalance between heat production and
heat removal:

* Heat production substantially above the design basis
or

e Heat removal substantially below the design basis

Sequence of failures must be postulated that is so improbable as to be
beyond the design base
HCDA analyses have focused on an initiator in each of the above
generic categories:

'

o Transient overpower (control rod withdrawal with assumed
failure of both reactor shutdown systems)

e Loss of flow (loss of power to pumps with assumed failure of
both reactor shutdown systems)

;

6054-2
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SCOPE OF HCDA ENERGETICS ANALYSES

e Transient overpower and loss of flow initiators
e Beginning of cycle 1 and end of cycle 4
e Best estimate cases and sensitivity to important

'

parameter variations
e Consideration of all. phases of accident progression:

, initiating phase
- Meltout phase

- Large scale pool phase.

I

.

6054-3
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APPROACH TO ANALYSES
_

Use CRBRP heterogeneous core data

Apply state-of-the-art analysis tools:
c' Established computer codes such as SAS3D, PLUTO

2 and VENUS
:

o Plenomenological assessments
,

Utilize current data and information frorn the development
programs
Minimize dependence on future development results

t

,

7120-1
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GOAL OF ANALYSES PROGRAM

: Show that SMBDB provides:
!

A.large margin compared to best estimate predictionse
of HCDA energetics

j

Capability to accommodate a reasonable range of*

uncertainties
.

! -

;

6054-5
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(ENERGETICS CONSHDERATZONS
-

,

'ENERGETICS ANALYS!S AND RESULTS

|

o HCDA PROGRESSION PATHS |
|

o SEPARATION !NTO PROGRESSION PHASES

o KEY PHENOMENA IN DIFFERENT PHASES
.

o SUMMARY OF CRBRP ENERGETICS
,

ASSESSMENT

o CONCLUSIONS

< )
__
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gENERGETHCS CONSHDERATEONS 3

:

OVERVIEW OF HCDA
o'n ,

PROGRESSION ''

ACCIDENT INITI ATION AT
NOMINAL OPERATING CONDITION j;
AND ASSUMED SCRAM FAILURES

'

I
LIMITED CORE DAMAGE "

,__ _

# f, 'AND FUEL RE O('ATION

<
DISASSEMBLY STABLE PERMANENT

'PliASE POWER SHUTDOWN
i

*

Y V
PERMANENT RADIAL COALESCENCE OF MELTOUTO SHUTDOWN DAMAGED CORE REGIONS eHASe

*

:

%. !-_ _

!DISASSEMBLY PERMANENT |

PliASE SilUTDOWN '

,

!y y !,

PERMANENT LARGE-SCALE
StiUTDOWN ' POOL FORMATION

'

LAR G E-SC A LE

f Q POOL PHASE
DISASSEMBLY PERMANENT I

PHASE SHUTDOWN,

4

!

PERMANENT
) SHUTDOWN

i

r

.

|
;

1
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(ENERGETICS CONSIDERATIONS 3

INITIATIN G PHASE ASSESSV ENT OF TOP

i'
'

,

e DEFINITION OF TOP INITIATOR
- WITHDRAWAL OF PEAK WORTH (3.2S) CONTROL ROD
- INITIATED AT FULL POWER AND FLOW
- HYPOTHETICAL FAILURE OF SCRAM SYSTEMS

e KEY PHENOMENA DURING TOP
- POWER INCREASE
- FUEL OR INTERNAL BLANKET ROD FAILURE DUE TO ,

CLADDING LOADING,

- FUEL OR BLANKET MATERIAL EJECTION INTO SODIUM
- FUEL OR BLANKET MATERIAL SWEEPOUT BY SODIUM FLOW
- STABLE COOLING BY PHTS FLOW

l

( )
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gENERGETICS CONSIDERATIONS 3
,

INITIATINIG PHASE ASSESSVIENT OF LOF
i

:

* DEFINITION OF LOF INITIATOR
- COASTDOWN OF ALL PRIMARY PUMPS
- INITIATED AT FULL POWER
- HYPOTHETICAL FAILURE OF SCRAM SYSTEMS

* KEY PHENOMENA DURING LOF ,

- EXTENSIVE SODIUM VOIDING IN FUEL ASSEMBLIES.

- EXTENSIVE CLADDING RELOCATION
- FUEL DISRUPTION
- FUEL DRAINAGE OR FISSION GAS INDUCED SWELLING
- FUEL DISPERSAL BY FUEL VAPOR OR FISSION GASES

( )

81442 31
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ENEbETriCS CONSEDERAIONS 2 ) i

~

.

.

CORE VIELTOUT PHASE
.

e CHRONOLOGICALLY FOLLOWS INITIATING PHASE

e EVALUATION FOCUS ON LOF SCENARIO ENTRY

e PERIOD OF PHYSICAL DISRUPTION OF ASSEMBLY HEXCANS

e MATERIAL MOTIONS ARE WITHIN ASSEMBLIES,SMALL
GROUPS OF ASSEMBLIES, OR BETWEEN ASSEMBLIES

e FUEL THERMAL / MECHANICAL CONDITIONS AT MELTOUT
INITIATION ARE VERY INCOHERENT LEADING TO TIME-PHASED
BEHAVIOR

e MELTOUT PHASE TERMINATES WHEN SUFFICIENT FUEL IS
DISPERSED FOR PERMANENT SHUTDOWN

( )
82-201-13

_ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ , . . _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . . _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . , . . . . - __ __ _



EN$GETICS CONSIDERblONS O
3

.

XEY PHENOMENA DURING,

COR E VIE L_ TOUT

e FUEL PENETRATION THROUGH ASSEMBLY ROD STRUCTURE

e FORMATION / STABILITY OF FUEL CRUSTS

.e DISPERSIVE BOILING FLOW REGIMES

e DISRUPTION OF CORE ASSEMBLY STRUCTURE

e FUEL REMOVAL BETWEEN ASSEMBLY STRUCTURE

e FUEL REMOVAL THROUGH CONTROL ASSEMBLIES

e FUEL-COOLANT INTERACTION PRESSURIZATIONS

_

82-201 12

.
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BOC-1 LOF BEST ESTIMATE
CORE CONDITIONS AT TERMINATION;.

OF INITIATING . PHASE ANALYSIS

L L
L H HIGH POWER )

(H)M(M)(@g
>

'

L M MEDIUM POWER
H L L LOW POWERy j j y;

/ /\ @H

g(,g(g/(e<3__
L)/ BLANKET ASSEMBLY\

j
! CQNTROL ASSEMBLY

.
.

.

.
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gENERGETICS CONSIDERATIONS 3 .

! LARGE-SCALE POOL PHASE
i
;

i
,

[ e CHRONOLOGICALLY FOLLOWS MELTOUT PHASE AS LESS
! PROBABLE PROGRESSION PATH
'

e DEFINED AS CONTIGUOUS MOLTEN POOL OF MATERIALS WHOSE
PHENOMENOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR DOMINATES ENERGETICS
POTENTIAL

e INTACT ASSEMBLIES MAY SIMULTANEOUSLY EXIST WITH
! LARGE-SCALE POOL

e KEY PHENOMENA
! - FORMATION / STABILITY OF FUEL CRUSTS

! - HEAT TRANSFER OUT OF SYSTEM
| .- DISPERSIVE BOILING FLOW REGIME

- MELTOUT/ DISCHARGE TIME VS. POWER GENERATION

! - DILUTION OF POOL FUEL INVENTORY

!
'

l

I

( )

' 81-642-37
E \
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O O O
gENERGETICS CONSIDERATEONS S

HYDRODYNAMIC DISASS'EMBLY )HASE

e HYDRODYNAMIC DISASSEMBLY IS NOT
AN EXPECTED OCCURRENCE

o DEFINED AS A SUSTAINED SUPERPROMPT-,

CRITICAL EXCURSION
e METHODOLOGY USED

- FUEL VAPOR IS ASSUMED PRESSURE
SOURCE

- HYDRODYNAMIC MATERIAL MOTIONS
- DOPPLER AND MATERIAL DISPLACEMENTS

ARE REACTIVITY TERMINATION
MECHANISMS

- ISENTROPIC EXPANSION OF FUEL PROVIDES j

BASIS FOR ENERGETIC LOADING OF PHTS !

!

( ) i

f
__ . ...... _ -.-...i. _ _._-..__._ _ s2-23130- - -j
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gENERGETICS CONSIDERATIONS 3 .

SUMMARY OF CRBRP
ENIERGETICS ASSESSVIENT

e EVALUATION RESULTS
~

- !NITIATING PHASE (TOP, LOF)

- MELTOUT PHASE

- LARGE-SCALE POOL PHASE

- DISASSEMBLY PHASE

e RELATIONSHIP TO SMBDB

; e CONCLUSIONS

^< J

8164240
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gENEO3ETICS CONSIDERi@ IONS 2 3
.

HETEROGE N EOUS VS. HOMOGEN EOUS
CORE ASSESSM E N T

e SAME ASSESSMENT APPROACH
- BEST-ESTIMATE SCENARIO
- DESIGN AND DATA UNCERTAINTIES
- LESS PROBABLE PHENOMENOLOGY

e CHANGES IN CORE CONFIGURATION
- ARRANGEMENT OF FUEL AND BLANKET ASSEMBLIES
- FUEL RELOADING SCHEME
- HCDA RELATED CORE CHARACTERISTICS

* UPDATED HCDA TECHNOLOGY BASE
- IMPROVED ANALYTICAL METHODS (PLUTO 2, SAS3D, ETC.)
- AVAILABLE OUT-OF-PILE TEST DATA (FGR, UPI, ETC.)
- AVAILABLE IN-PILE TEST DATA (TREAT, ETC.)

( J
82-201-8

- - - - .
- - - . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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(ENERGETICS CONSIDERATIONS 3

COMPARISOl\ OF HCDA RELATED
CORE FEATURES

HETEROGENEOUS HOMOGENEOUS
BOC-1 EOC-4 BOEC EOEC

NUMBER OF 156/0 0/162 66/132 0/198
FRESH /lRRADIATED
. FUEL ASSEMBLIES

CORE FLOODED -72.0 -72.0 -52.0 -59.0

DOPPLER *
-

(TDK/DT, E4) |
|

CORE SODIUM -0.35 1.10 2.65 2.80
VOID WORTH
IN FUEL ASSEMBLIES
($)

'

*lNCLUDES INTERNAL BLANKETS

( )

_ _ . _ _ . - - _ _ _ _ L. - _ _ _ - - . . _ - . . _ - _ _ . _
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gENERGETICS CONSIDERATIONS S

SODIUM VOID WORTH
O DISTRIBUTION.

IN BOC-1 FUEL ASSEMBLIES
-- LEAD CORE REGION - BOC CORE

h FUEL ASSEMBLY
FUEL -0.35
INT BLKT 0.95 BLANKET
TOTAL 0.60 $ ASSEMBLY

CONTROL
ASSEMBLY

b TOP
14 O

O . h LOF
(it!

O 13 O. - N
'

ao, ,
I

8 \
O O- -

7'_ 90 g1

5 8
_ _ . _ _ 12 ' \

~

-

_

5 5
-

\17.. p _ - 10 ff_ _-

s

10
ij V i

| 2 3 5 ,

M Sk > 1 g/as'y |

1. 2 3
|

L; O < Sk < 1C 21
,

1 -1 < Sk < 0 |

E Sk < -11
| y
,

81 642-57

. _. -- _ _ _ _ _ - . . _ - _ . ..
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gENERGETICS CONSIDERATIONS S
,

|

O
BEST-ESTIMATE RESPONSE OF

BOC-1 CORE TO TOP EVENT ,

. - |
1

PHENOMENA TIME, SEC

INITIATION OF REACTIVITY
INSERTION AT 4.16 SEC 0.00"

'
SCRAM SYSTEMS ASSUMED

TO Fall

POWER INCREASES 4

FUEL MELTING BEGINS 4 13

q SODIUM BOILING BEGINS " 35'
- NEAR ASSEMBLY EXITQ

ROD FAILURE IN
9 LEAD ASSEMBLIES *

FUE L SWEEPOUT - SUBSRITICAL m

CORE AND DECREASING POWER '

,

END OF SAS CALCULATION
POWER = 0.5 x NOMIN AL 4 40.1
NET REACTIVITY = -5.1S

STABLE CORE POWER AT
|1.1 TO 0.1 x NOMINAL 4 END STATE

(FUEL EJECTION UNCERTAINTY) !
,

I I

L )
82-201-2

L
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rENERGETICS CONSIDERATIONS 3 |

PARAVIETERS VARIED FOR LESS 4

.

PROBABLE TOP CASES i
'

,

o REACTIVITY INSERTION RATE |
|

e SODIUM VOID WORTH :

e FUEL WORTH
l

.

e ROD AXIAL FAILURE LOCATION
i

e NUMBER OF ROD FAILURE GROUPS

e EXTENT OF FUEL SWEEPOUT AND BLOCKAGE
,

8144243

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . - _ . . - _ . _ - - - - _ , _ . _ _ - - . _ _ _ _ _-



GENE GETICS CONSIDERSIONS S

SUMMARY OF TOP INITIATING 3HASE
ASSESSM ENT

e BEST-ESTIMATE RESULTS

- STABLE POWER STATE FOR BOC-1
- PERMANENT SHUTDOWN FOR EOC-4

,

e LESS PROBABLE RESULTS

- PERMANENT SHUTDOWN FOR BOC-1
- MELTOUT PHASE VIA PHTS FAILURE

(BOC-1)
~

- ENERGETIC CORE DISASSEMBLY
(ONE EOC-4 CASE)

- STABLE LOW POWER STATE FOR EOC-4

8bm-s
I
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gENERGETICS CONSIDERATIONS 3 ,

, .

.

'

O
BEST-ESTIMATE RESPONSE OF

EOC-4 CORE TO LOF EVENT
..

PHENOMENA TIME, SEC

'

INITI ATION OF PUMP COASTDOWN ,

0.0
AND SCRAM SYSTEMS FAILURE

||
SODIUM BOILING BEGINS 4 12.7

CLADDING RELOCATION BEGINS 4- 17.8
|

FUEL DISRUPTION IN 19.6
6 LEAD FUEL ASS:MBLIES

O FUEL DISRUPTION AND INITIAL - 19.90
COLLAPSE IN 30 ASSYS

t

POWER BURST TO 250 x NOMINAL
QUICKLY REVERSED BY DOPPLER 4 19,97

AND FUEL EXPANSION

!

CORE SUBCRITICAL DUE TO
FUEL VAPOR AND FISSION G AS 4 19.99

DRIVEN FUEL DISPERSAL

HEXCAN MELT THROUGH IN 4 ~ 23
LEAD ASSYS

1

MELTOUT PH ASE 4

t ,

,

82-201 3

|,
i U
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(ENERGETICS CONSIDERATIONS 3

EOC-4 LOF CAS|E 1 A - STATE OF CORE
AT INIATION OF CHANNEL 2 FUEL

DISRUPTION
E STEEL BLOCKAGE E VOID 0 COOLANT O DISRUPTED FUEL

AM$ = :

s -1 -

I 100 - |
k COREN -

|)
3

'

So - y
_

1 2 3 4 5 678910 11 12 13 14 15

EOC-4 CHANNEL :

N )

!

- - - - - - -

_ __"i"_"_'j
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gENERGETICS CONSIDERATIONS
PARAM ETERS VARIED FOR LESS

PROBABLE LOF CASES

.

o FUEL VAPOR PRESSURE
,

,

.o CLADDING WORTH

e FUEL AXIAL EXPANSION
.

O FUEL DISPERSAL BY FISSION GAS

,

'

" " * *
. .- ._ _ _ _ .. _ . . .. _ _ _ _. . --_- ---. _ _ .-.- - -
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O O O
rENERGETICS CONSIDERATIONS 3

-

SUMMARY OF LOF INITIATING PHASE
ASSESSM'ENT:

;

| * BEST-ESTIMATE RESULTS

- MILD POWER BURST WITH NONENERGETIC |

ENTRANCE TO MELTOUT PHASE FOR
BOC-1 AND EOC-4 -

.

e LESS PROBABLE RESULTS !
,

- MILD TO MODERATE POWER BURST WITH
,

! NONENERGETIC ENTRANCE TO MELTOUT |

PHASE FOR BOC-1 AND EOC-4 !

!

( )

f
~

8144247
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gENERGETICS CONSIDERATIONS S

| I

BEST ESTIMATE RESPONSE IN
MELTOUT PHASE (BOC)

_

PHENOMENA TIME, SEC
(APPROX.)

POWER BURST EJECTS FUEL 20.0m
,

INTO UPPER CORE STRUCTURE
|

* CORE SUBCRITICAL WITH EXTREME
THE RMAL/SPATI AL INCOHERENCE

* LEAD FUEL / STEEL BOILING < 20-21

* MEDIUM POWER FUEL DRAINAGE
CAUSES POWER RISE

| | * STEEL BOILING IN MEDIUM POWER
ASSEMBLIES

4 21-24
* LEAD / MEDIUM FUEL HEXCAN

MELTOUT AND FLOW INTO LOWER
G AP STRUCTURE

* CORE SUBCRITICAL

CONTINUED FUEL FLOW INTO LOWER t*
'

AND RADIAL GAP STRUCTURE 4 23-30
,

* RADIAL MELTOUT OF ASSEMBLIES AND
ATTACK OF CONTROL ASSEMBLIES

-<
1

* ENERGETICS PRECLbDED BY
CONTINUED CORE DILUTION, & 30+ |

MATERI AL BOILUP AND BLOWDOWN
|

|

< )
82-201 14
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gENEkGETICS CONSIDERbEONS 3
.

LESS PROBABLE V ELTOUT>

SCENARIOS CONSIDERED

e NONBOILU.P OF LEAD FUEL

e EARLY COMPACTION OF INTERMEDIATE /
LOW POWER ASSEMBLIES

e DELAY IN FUEL ESCAPE INTO INTERSTITIAL
GAP VOLUMES

82-20d
:

--- -- .

.
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GENE GETICS CONSIDERA IONS 3
.

SU VIMARY OF VIELTOUT PHASE
ASSESSM E NIT

e BEST ESTIMATE RESULTS

- ENERGETIC EVENTS PRECLUDED BY FUEL
ESCAPE, DILUTION AND BOILUP

e LESS PROBABLE RESULTS

- LARGE-SCALE POOL PHASE

( )
82-201-1
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gENESGETICS CONSIDERAIONS 2
.

SUMMARY OF LARGE-SCALE POOL
ASSESSMENT

|

e LARGE-SCALE POOL PHASE NOT EXPECTED DUE
TO FUEL LOSSES IN MELTOUT PHASE

.

e FUEL CRUSTS WILL STABLY CONTROL HEAT
TRANSFER AT POOL BOUNDARIES

e POWER REQUIRED FOR DISPERSIVE BOILUP IS A
SMALL FRACTION OF DECAY HEAT

e POOL DILUTION AND FUEL LOSS RESULT IN
NONENERGETIC TERMINATION

.

82-201-4

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . . . . . . . _ _ . _ . _ . - . . .__ _ __ _ - . _.
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gENSGETECS CONSEDERRFEONS 2 3
.

HYDRODY N AV IC DISASSEV BLY PHASE
|

e NO BEST ESTIMATE CASES, INCLUDING DATA |

UNCERTAINTIES, PROGRESS TO THIS PHASE

o ONLY ONE ENTRY POINT IDENTIFIED BY
APPLICATION OF WIDE PHENOMENOLOGY
ASSUMPTIONS
- LESS PROBABLE EOC-4 TOP CASE:

33 MJ FOR HEAD IMPACT
111 MJ FOR EXPANSION TO 1 BAR

o PARAMETERS VARIED IN DISASSEMBLY PHASE
- FUEL VAPOR PRESSURE
- DRIVING REACTIVITY INSERTION RATE

( J
82-201-6

- - , - - = _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ = _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ = ,__ - - - - - - -- -
_

.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _____________:__=____=______.
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GENE GETICS CONSIDERkTIONS
'

S

;

i RELATIO N SHIP TO CRBRP SVlBDB

* PRESSURE-VOLUME RELATIONSHIP FOR SMBDB
- EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF MECHANICAL WORK POTENTIAL
- 101 MJ FOR EXPANSION TO SODIUM SLUG IMPACT ON VESSEL HEAD
- 661 MJ FOR EXPANSION TO ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE

DISASSEMBLY WORK ENERGY VS.SMBDB WORK ENERGYe

WORK ENERGY (MJ) WORK ENERGY (MJ)
AT SODIUM SLUG TO ATMOSPHERIC

IMPACT PRESSU R E

SMBDB 101 661

INITIATING PHASE
TOP-BEST ESTIMATE ~0 ~0

TOP-LESS PROBABLE ~0 TO 39 ~0 TO 127

LOF-BEST ESTIMATE ~0 ~0
~

LOF-LESS PROBABLE ~0 ~0

MELTOUT PH ASE
BEST ESTIMATE ~0 ~0

LESS PROBABLE ~0 ~0

LARGE-SCALE POOL
~0 ~0BEST ESTIMATE

k
82-201-11

3

. . . . . . . . - - - , _ . . - . _ . . . . _ . _. - - _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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(ENE GETICS CONSIDER IONS 3

ENERGETICS ASSESSMENT CONCLUSIONS

e THE BEST ESTIMATE PROGRESSION OF AN HCDA
IN THE CRBRP IS A NONENERGETIC TERMINATION
WITH PARTIAL TO WHOLE CORE INVOLVEMENT

e SIGNIFICANT DEVIATIONS IN BEST ESTIMATE
UNDERSTANDING MUST BE INVOKED TO LEAD
TC AN ENERGETIC TERMINATION OF THE HCDA

e THE HETEROGENEOUS DESIGN ENERGETICS
POTENTIAL IS MUCH LESS SENSITIVE TO DATA

.

AND PHENOMENOLOGICAL UNCERTAINTIES
THAN THE HOMOGENEOUS DESIGN

k I 2 201-7|
t _- .

1
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HCDA PHENOMEH0 LOGICAL OVERVIEW -
,

!

* UNPROTECTED LOSS-OF-FLOW (LOF) |
'

* FUEL BEHAVIOR IN EOC-4 LOF INITIATING PHASE
~

,

* * FISSION GAS AVAILABILITY.

.

~

* ROLE OF STORED PLENUM GAS

* TRANSIENT OVERPOWER (TOP)

* EXPERIMENTAL DATABASE

;
.

* TIME AND LOCATION OF FAILURE -

i

* FUEL MOTION AND REACTIVITY EFFECT *

.

* INCOHERENT PIN FAILURES !

t
.

* FUEL SWEEPOUT
,

* RECENT WHOLE CORE ANALYSES

i

!

|

f
| i

i

I

:

*

[
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UNPROTECTED LOSS-0F-FLOW (LOF) SCEllARIO
'

'
.

i

! I

FUEL BEHAVIOR IN EOC-4 LOF INITIATING PHASEi
*

,
,

|

FISSION GAS AVAILABILITY*

!

ROLE OF STORED PLENUM GAS
,
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O
UNPROTECTED LOSS-0F-FLOW SCENARIO

FUEL BEHAVIOR IN E0C-4 LOF INITIATING PHASE.

.

MOTIVATION FOR REASSESSMENT
.

ROLE OF STORED PLENUM GAS AND SENSITIVITY OF E0C-4 LOF*

TO CORE COMPACTIONS

FROMPT BURST EXCURSION IN BEST ESTIMATE LOF SCENARIO IN*

CRBR HETEROGENEOUS CORE WITH LOW VOID WORTH ($1.l10)

CDS PHASE'l HOM005NEOUS/ HETEROGENEOUS IRADEOFF STUDY(]) *

SHOWING MILD INITIATING PHASE IN HETEROGEN0uS BEST
ESTIMATE (VOID WORTH = $190) ANL/ RAS 80-1

.

* CDS PHASE II HCDA ASSESSMENT
-

.

RE-EXAMINATION OF TREAT TEST L7 AND SAS3D/SLUMPY*

ANALYSIS ,

RELATIVELY MILD INITIATING PHASE USING SLilMPY/L7* *

PARAMETERS (VOID WORTH = $2 43) ANL/ RAS 81-1
.

.

T

O
.

9

9
O

6

4

4
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UNPROTECTED LOSS-0F-FLOW SCENARIO
.

FUEL BEHAVIOR IN E0C-4 LOF INITIATING PHASE
-

*
REVIEW OF E0C-4 BEST ESTIMATE LOS S -OF-FLOW SCENARIO

TREAT IN PILE EXPERIMENTAL INFORMATION*

Q* SAS3D ANALYSIS OF PROTOTYPIC EXPERIMENTS

.
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e
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O
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UNPR TECTED LOSS-0F-FLOW SCENARIO
i

1
1

'

!

REVIEW OF E0C-4 BEST ESTIMATE
LOSS-OF-FLOW SCENARIO

I
-

i

!

' ALTERNATING BLANKET / DRIVER ASSEMBLIES PLAY LEAD ROLE IN*
|.

SCENARIO

* FISSION GAS CONTENT SIGNIFICANT IN ALL ASSEMBLIES |

|
|

LONGER PRE-BURST HEATING IN HETEROGENEOUS CORE SCENARIO THAN
!

*

IN HOMOGENEOUS CORE

(:) *

'

ABOvE NOMINAL POWER BURST EXPECTED AND CALCULATED
i

!
,

l

EXPERIMENTAL DATABASE AT AB0vE NOMINAL POWER SHOULD BE BASIS
!

*
;*

FOR ANALYSIS
.

t

f
r

!

!

'
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I
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i
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UNPROTECTED LOSS-0F-FLOW SCENARIO

t

FUEL BEHAVIOR IN E0C-4 LOF INITIATING PHASE |.
* l

.

TREAT IN-PILE EXPERIMENTAL INFORMATION .

!

i

* NOMINAL POWER TESTS WITH FRESH AND IRRADIATED FUEL SHOW |

FISSION GAS EFFECTS ON MOTION f
,

PHENOMEN0 LOGICAL TESTS DEMONSTRATE FISSION GAS EFFECTS AND ;

Oe !POWER BURST IMPLICATION

MutTI-PIN LOF TESTS DESIGNED AND EXECUTED BASED ON CRBRe

HOMOGENEOUS CORE SCENkRIO BUT ARE QUITE APPLICABLE TO BEST '|
[ESTIMATE HETEROGENEOUS CORE.

-

'

i
- t

*

.

!-
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!
'

.

5
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.
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TREAT EXPERIMENTS RELATED TO THE LOSS-0F-FLOW ACCIDENT
'

..

-
.

FAST NUMBER OF FISSILE FUEL PREIRRADIATION HODOSCOPE ELEMENT-To- PEAx POWER /

DESIGNA- ELEMENTS COLUMN HEIGHT NEUTRON COLLIMATOR ELEMENT NOMINAL

TION MM SPECTRUM VIEWING POWER POWER

HEIGHT, M COHERENCE

L2 7 340 NdNE 05 INCOHERENT 1

L3 7 340 FAST 05 1
"-

'

L4 7 340 FAST 05 1
"

L5 3 864 THERMAL 05 COHERENT 6

L6 3 864 THERMAL 12 10"'

L7 3 864 THERMAL 12 20"
,

.

R3 1 914 NONE 05 1
"

R4 - R6 7 914 NONE 05 1 .

"
'

R7 7 914 Not(E .
05 15"

,

R8 7 914 NONE 12 1
*

F1 1 914 FAST 05 N/A 1
*

F2 1 340 FAST 05 N/A 12
- \

!
-
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UNPROTECTED LOSS-0F-FLOW SCENARIO,_

O
FUEL IN E0C-4 LOF INITIATING PHASE

CONCLUSION FROM TREAT DATABASE

AT N0t.ilNAL POWER
,

IRRADI ATED FUEL SHOWS REDUCED RATES AND EXTENT OF POSITIVE*

REACTIVITY INSERTIONS RELATIVE TO FRESH FUEL

AB0VE NOMINAL POWER

IRRADI ATED FUEL OBSERVED TO BE RAPIDLY DISPERSIVE AT 6-10*

TIMES NOMINAL POWER

DISPERSAL IN TEST L7 COULD HAVE BEEN AUGMENTED BY FUEL VAPOR , ,

-

*

PRESSURE

FOR POWER LEVELS OF INTEREST IN THE ANALYSIS OF THE LOF*

ACCIDENT IN HETEROGENEOUS LMFBR'S, TESTS INDICATE FUEL

MOTION WOULD BE DISPERSIVE ,
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UNPROTECTED LOSS-0F-FLOW SCENARIO

FUEL BEHAVIOR IN E0C-4 LOF INITI ATING PHASE
.

.

SAS3D ANALYSIS OF PROTOTYPIC EXPERIMENTS

SAS3D/SLUMPY ANALYSIS MATCHES RELEVANT DATA REASONABLY*

WELL

O GEFR-00523 ASSUMPTIONS DELAY TIMING AND UNDERPREDICT EXTENT*

OF ANTICIPATED EARLY DISPERSAL AND NEGATIVE REACTIVITY

EFFECTS
.

.
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UNPROTECTED LOSS-0F-FLOW SCENARIO
.

.

FISSION GAS AVAILABILITY

e FISSION GAS RELEASE (FGR) EXPERIMENTS AND FRAS3 ANALYSIS

FGR: TEST COMPARISONS, COMPARABLE IHERMAL HISTORY TO**

() LEAD CRBR HETEROGENEOUS CORE CHANNEL (FGR-51, FGR-52)

GE-E0C-4 BASE CASEe

.

GEFR-00523 TRANSIENT RELEASE CORRELATION OVERLY
.

.

-

" CONSERVATIVE" 1.E. PREDICTS MORE GAS RELEASE PRIOR TO

DISRUPTION THAN OBSERVED

.

ADDITIONAL FRAS3 CALCULATIONS NEEDEDe

l L6, L7-

.

'

ANL E0C-4 ANALYSIS-

i

.

.

e

.

.

b
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UNPROTECTED LOSS-0F-FLOW SCENARIO |

t

ROLE OF STORED PLENUM GAS
i.

i
l

ERBR 'HETEROGEN00S CORE CONCERN FOR C0HERENT PLENUM GAS DRIVEN
t

*
,

COMPACTION NEAR PROMPT CRITICAL
,

!

!

TIME SCALE BETWE'$N CLADDING FAILURE AND FUEL DISRUPTION |*

9ETERMINES EXTENT OF GAS BLOWDOWN AND COHERENCE
j

UNDULY CONSERVATIVE MODELING MAY FORCE CORE RESPONSE TO BE() * SENSITIVE TO PARAMETER VARIATIONS, SucH AS EFFECTIVENESS OF
'

PLENUM GAS COMPACTION, IN WHOLE CORE CALCULATIONS j
-
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FUEL PIN DISRUPTION AND PLENUM GAS COMPA,CTION MODEL
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CONCLtlSIGHS FOR E0C-4 ,

LOF BASE CASE 1 A

FilEL COMPACTION PHEHnMEH0 LOGY ,

,

4

FISSION GAS PLENA IN EARLY CHANNELS TO VOID (6,2,4,7) WILLe

BLOW DOWN COMPLETELY.

I

BLANKET CLADDING-PELLET GAPS ARE OPEN. ,e
!

UNRAVELING 0F WIREWRAPS CAN L0dSEN THE BUNDLE ALLOWING
t

*

O UPWARD MOTION,
i

EVEN WITH NO UPWARD MOTION,' CHANNEL 11 WILL BLOW DOWN TO*

ABOUT 9 ATM PRIOR TO DISRUPTION. ,

1

EXISTING TREAT LOF TESTS NOT ESPECIALLY APPLICABLE TO FUEL |*

!
COMPACTION QUESTION.

I-

i

r.

j. .

,

r

*s

a

9
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UNPROTECTED LOSS-0F-FLOW SCENARIO

ROLE OF STORED PLENUM GAS.

,

WHOLE CORE ANALYSIS

!

CASE 1: SAME AS GEFR-00523 CALCULATION USING SAS3D vEPSION 1 0
AS NORMALLY EXECUTED AT AHL

.

([) CASE 2: STUDY OF ' EFFECT OF EARLY COMPACTION RATE ON CASE 1

RESULTS

,

CASE 3: DISPERSAL BASED ON AHL/ RAS MODELING OF L6 AND L7 *

.
.
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CASE 2 !
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~
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.
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O. CASE 3' -
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19.0 19.5 20.0 20.5 21.0 21.5 22.0~

Oy TIME, SECONDS *

-
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CRBR EOC-4 LOF INVESTIGA.TIONS.
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UNPROTECTED LOSS-0F-FLOW SCENARIO i

l'
'

CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY OF CURRENT INVESTIGATIONS
,

!
*

f<

o GEFR-00523 ANALYSIS OF EOC-li LOF SCENARIO SEEMS VERY !
>

CONSERVATIVE

REFERENCE: GEFR-00523, PAGE 7-15

o DATABASE FOR TREAT EXPERIMENTS AT ABOVE NOMINAL POWER f
tSUGGEST "EARLY" DISPERSAL I

!(:) !o SAS3D/SLUMPY CAN BE PARAMETRICALLY ADJUSTED TO MATCH

RELEVANT DATA
|

L.

o EVEN IN EXTENDED SCENARIOS, FRAS-3 AND FGR EXPERIMENTAL DATA j
i

PREDICT AVAILABILITY OF FISSION GAS FOR DISPERSAL

!

o MILDER INITIATING PHASE COMPARED TO GEFR-00523 BASE CASE IS |

PREDICTEQ BASED ON COMPLETED ANALYSIS.'
~

f
i

I

O FURTHER PHENOMEN0 LOGICAL AND WHOLE CORE' ANALYSES ARE .

.

EXPECTED TO CONFIRM THAT FISSION GAS COMPACTION WILL NOT i
!

LEAD TO SUBSTANTIAL ENERGETICS.
|-

(1) !
,

.

!

.

t

|
;.

|
'
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i

!

( HCDA PHENOMEH0 LOGICAL OVERVIEW i

I
'

;

'

* UNPROTECTED LOSS-OF-FLOW (LOF) [
:

I
* FUEL BEHAVIOR IN EOC-4 LOF INITIATING PHASE i

~

*

i

i

* * FISSION GAS AVAILABILITY |.

i

!
>

* ROLE OF STORED PLENUM GAS ,

!i

!

!

!

* TRANSIENT OVERPOWER (TOP) f

() * EXPERIMENTAL DATABASE
,

I.

* TIME AND LOCATION OF FAILURE
,

!'

* FUEL NOTION AND REACTIVITY EFFECT i
*

,

* INCOHERENT PIN FAILURES

|
-/

e FUEL SWEEPOUT !

i i

* RECENT WHOLE CORE ANALYSES

;

.

- - , , _ . - . . . , . - . . , . , - . . . . - - - ,- --
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.

CHARACTERISTICS OF RECENT
-

; - ANL MULTI-PIN LOOP TOP TESTS ,

-
.

!
4

;

NUMBER FUEL BURNUP, IRRADIATION U COOLANT
'

TEST TYPE OF PINS LENGTH, M A/O FACILITY ENRICHMENT, % VELOCITY, M/S

i

E8 3$/s TOP 7 0 34 5 EBR-II 65 33

'- H6 50&/s TOP 7 0 34 6 ERR-II 65 62

J1 10&/s TOP 7 034 7 EBR-II 79 61

14 - 20 67- R9 ' 50&/s TOP 7 0 91 FRESH
''

-
,

14 - 20 67 |- R12 50&/s TOP - 7 0 91 FRESH
-

'L8 UNVotDED CHANNEL

FAILURE LOF

P = 75Po 3 0 91 2 GETR 30 -

; max
.

NAT 54LO1 5$/s TOP 7 0 91 FRESH
-

|

: LO2 5$/s TOP 7 0 91 42 FFR NAT 54 ;

I

t

e

O

'

. _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ . _ .
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TRANSIENT OVERPOWER SCENARIO
!-

INE AND LOCATION OF FAltuRE.

*

EXPERlhENTAL DATA BASE
,

Slow TOP
CHARACTERISTICS

*

SLOW TOP FUEL pgy MOD
ELING

,

O
|
.

g

\
'

,
!

. a

!.

I
i

.

I
I
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.

i
-

.
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TRANSIENT OVERPOWER SCENARIO

'

FUEL MOTION AND REACTIVITY EFFECTS

O !
~

.0 RECENT ANL FRESH FUEL TREAT TESTS SHOW SIGNIFICANT f
FUEL DISRUPTION, AND MATERIAL RELOCATION. REDUCTION ;

IN. REACTIVITY IS IMPLIED BY TEST RESULT.
!

O RECENT ANL IRRADIATED FUEL TREAT TESTS SHOW SIMILAR l

fREDUCTION IN REACTIVITY FROM POST-FAILURE FUEL

MOTION.'

O SIGNIFICANT MATERIAL RELOCATION AND NEGATIVti REACTIVITY )

IMPLICATION IN CASES OF ABOVE-MIDPLANE AND MIDPLANE

FAILURES.

i

;

O ;
.

- |

i
!

1

,

t

O
>

:
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!
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TRANSIENT OVERPOWER SCENARIO ,

f

!

INCOHERENT PIN FAILURE
V

l'N-PILE IESTS SUCH AS H6 AND E8 INDICATE INCOHERENCY IN PIN
*

.

*

FAILURES AND ARE EXPECTED IN LARGE PIN BUNDLES |

* INC0HERENCIES DEDUCED FROM COMBINATION OF FLOW, PRES StlRE ,
|

HODOSCOPE AND ANALYSIS !
'

AND H6 50&/SEC
E8 3$/SEC TEST SHOWED IENS OF MILLISECONDS f*

IN INCOHERENCIES() SHOWED HUNDREDS OF MILLISECONDS .

WHOLE CORE MODELING WITH ASSUMPTION OF EFFECTIVE COHERENCE
:

EARLY IN PIN FUEL MOTION KEACTIVITY f*

IS CON.ERVATIVE IN
'

9

ASSESSMENTS IN SCENARIO FOR MID-PLANE FAILURE.
. e

:
P

'
.

'
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g
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TRANSIENT OVERPOWER SCENARIO |
.

(

FUEL SWEEPOUT-

.

H

.
I

* BETTER DESIGNATION IS llPWARD Fuel DISPERSAL
,

,.

- ,

,

* INCLUDES UPWARD DISPERSAL OF SMALL FUEL FRAGMENTS ,

* INCLUDES UPWARD MOTION OF ANNULAR OR BUBBLY MOLTEN FUEL ,

FLOWS

O* Fuel eLAre0UT: FUEL FREEZING AND ADHERING TO CLADDING AND

STRUCTURE
,.

.

e

'

;
'

.

.

-
,
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e
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TRANSIENT OVERPOWER SCENARIO

O
FUEL SWEEPOUT

.

i

UPWARD FUEL DISPERSAL IN TOP TESTSe

EXTENSIVE UPWARD DISPERSAL IN ALL IN-PILE TOP TESTS-

.

WITH PROTOTYPIC PUMP HEAD

MIDPLANE OR NEAR MIDPLANE FAILURE LOCATION IN TESTS W2,-

H 6, L8 DID NOT PRECLUDE EXTENSIVE UPWARD DISPERSAL.

.

EARLY SWEEPOUT IN IN-PILE TESTS QUITE RAPID (VELOCITIESq(])
-

SIMILAR TO INITIAL COOLANT VELOCITIES). EARLY SWEEPOUT i

IN OUT-OF-PILE CAMEL TESTS SIMILARLY FAST AFTER INITIAL
DELAYS OF A FEW MILLISECONDS. SIZEABLE FRACTION

'

FREEZES NEAR FAILURE SITE IN TESTS WITH LITTLE FUEL |
-

WITH MORE FUEL IT FREEZES SEVERAL 10'S OF CMS HIGHER
UP.

SWEEP 00T IN IN-PILE TESTS DELAYED WHEN PINS FAIL INTO-

PARTIALLY VOIDED CHANNELS.

EXTENSIVE FUEL PLkTEOUT IN THE UPPER HALF OF THE ACTIVE FUEL*

(W2, H6) AND ABOVE THE ACTIVE FUEL IN H6 (SHORT PINS).
.

O
$

f

i
.

.

O

G
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O
TRANSIEUT OVERPOWER SCENARIO

WHOLE CORE ASSESMENTS

.

SAS3D/SAS-FCI TEND TO OVERPREDICT EARLY IN-PIN* ANALYSES WITH

Fust MOTION (POSITIVE REACTIVITY) AND OvERPREDICT EATER FUEL
SWEEPOUT MOTION (NEGATIVE CONTRIBUTION)

(EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY WHOLE CORE ACCIDENT COMPARATIVE
EXERCISE, 10&/SEC TOP, IRRADIATED CORE, 1980-1981)

.

([) * MID-PLANE FAILURES CANNOT BE PRECLUDED BUT PRELIMINARY
ANALYSIS FOR E0C-4 (SAS4A/ PETIT 02) SHOW MILDER CONSEQUENCES
COMPARED TO GEFR 523

.

.

* O

O

O
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TOP REVIEW

CLADDING FAILURE ANALYSIS
,

.

JOHN KRAMER

O
REACTOR ANALYSIS AND SAFETY DIVISION

,

ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY

O
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TOP INITIATORS (GEFR 523)

|

BEST-ESTIMATE*

- fl.1 &/s

OTiiER TilAN BEST-ESTIMATE*
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- 10 4/s !
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!
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() i

SLOW TOP CHARACTERISTICS j
,

i

PRIOR TO PIN FAILURE |
!

i

EXTENDED TIME SCALE - 10'S OF SECONDS :*

\
t

'!
APPROACHING QUASI-STATIC THERMAL BEHAV.IOR |

* -

- :

i

NEARLY CONSTANT CLADDING HEATING RATES i*
,

. |
'

RATE PROCESSES MAY BE IMPORTANT IN MECHANICAL RESPONSE
| (])

*

0F FUEL AND CLADDING. ;

}
!r
t,

!
!

,

i*

:
*

;

;

i
:

!

(
:

~

: i

i
>
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~
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'

XXPER.1 MENIAL
'

,

() -

FUEL PIN FAILURE MECHANISMS TOP CONDITIONS (1979) e*

R. E. BAARS HEDL TC-1762, MAY 1980-

.

55 TOP TESTS ANL, HEDL, GE-

.

- SHORT PINS, TREAT TESTED
,

,

;
'

'

CLADDING BREACH USUALLY RESULT OF MOLTEN FUEL-

PRESSURIZATION
.

- FAILURE WILL NOST PROBABLY OCCUR IN CLADDING ;

ADJACENT TO INTERMEDIATE POWER FUEL STRUCTURES .

TYPICAL 0F INCIPIENT CENTRAL VOID FORMATION IN

([) UPPER QUARTER OF FUEL COLUMN
~

-

RECENT DATA*

W2-

- J1

PFR/ TREAT C01, C02, C03, LO1, LO2-

HOP 1-6A-

,

,

-

FUTURE DATA*

PFR/ TREAT LO3, C04, C05-

- TS1
i

O
.

O

, ,. . - . , . . , , - , - m. ., ,- -- -___. ,, .
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\
SLOW TOP FUEL PIN MODELING

SAS3D ADEQUATELY MODELS IMPORTANT PHENOMENA CONTROLLING*

MOLTEN FUEL CAVITY PRESSURIZATION ,

,

SAS3D BURST PRESSURE CRITERION COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER*

>

FAILURE CRITERIA

!
,

SAS3D WILL PREDICT TIME OF LOCAL FUEL EJECTION*
4

SAS3D DOES NOT CALCULATE EARLY CLADDING BREACHES PRIOR*

TO FUEL MELTING g

EARLY CLADDING BREACHES DUE TO DIFFERENTIAL-

O EXPANSION MAY OR MAY NOT INFLUENCE LOCATION OF FUEL ;-

'

EJECTION
.

1 o PREPONDERANCE OF DATA SUGGESTS ABOVE MID-PLANE FAILURES
;

o MID-PLANE FAILURES CANNOT BE PRECLUDED |

0 WHOLE CORE CONSE0llF,NCES OF MID-PLANE FAILURES WERE ASSESSED

IN GEFR-00523
1

e

i
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~
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;
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|
'
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KEY PHENOMENOLOGY

O IN MELTOUT PHASE

Stability of fuel crusts on the innere

walls of disrupted assemblies.' |.

r

|

Degree of penetration of fuel intoe 1

gaps.
,

O
i

.

Stability of boiling flow regimes in -

: o

disrupted assemblies. ,

!
i

.

!

.

,

!
!

!
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ROLE OF FUEL CRUSTS AT :

O THE ASSEM3.' Y WALLS

- Limits the power level required to |e
.

maintain a boiled-up pool.'-

Controls melt through for can wall ).

O and gap-path availability (time).
.

;

i
.

|

|

O
.

, - _ - , , , - - - _ . . , . - - _ _ _ . . , . - _ , . _ , . _ _ _ _ . . , . _ . . _ . . , _ , . _ _ _ . _ _ _ , _ _ , , _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ , , _ _ , _ .
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FUEL CRUST GROWTH

O VERSUS CRUST REMOVAL

Time to grow insu ating crust :=
.

-8
- 10 sec

Crust displacement c'ue to turbulence :O *

~

- 10 cm

.

|

.i

O \.

I-

!

'

.

I
1

'
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EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE FOR

O THE EXISTENCE OF AN,

INSULATING FUEL CRUST

-

Experiments with low-melting point' e
.

materials.

ANL (PAHR) UO 2 natursi convectione
O

| pool experiments.
.

e

O -

.
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FUEL PENETRATION INTO GAPS
'

O CONTROLLED BY . |'

|

CONDUCTION-LIMITED |
i

CRUST GROWTH !

!

Gap penetration > .2 m. |.

!
:
!Experimental evidence..

'

O 1. Experiments with low-melting-point j

materials.
;

i

2. ANL thermite injection tests into i

igap geometry.

3. ANL thermite injection tests into
.

thick-wal ed tubes..
1 0

4. Sandia in-pile "TRAN tests".
.

.

1
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SYMBOL MATERIAL Tutt( C) D(cm)|

= WATER -19 6 0.476 _

-

1500 -

o BENZENE -19 6 0.476 WATER BENZENE
o BENZENE - 19 6 0.631
v BENZENE - 19 6 0.324 i i

FREON ll2A - 196 0.476
'

*

f[/ -
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' -_'

1000 -
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FUEL-STEEL MOTION IN DISRUPTED
t

'O ASSEMBLIES IS DOMINATED BY |

CLASSICAL BOILING FLOW REGIMES f
|

,

Experimental evidence.e
!

1. ANL/BNL volume-heated boiling

experiments.~

O 2. Occurrence of fluid-mechanical
instabilities prevent unstable |

boiling behavior.

!

i
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CONCLUSIONS
. ,

[

| (
i

O PREDICTIONS OF HEAT LOSS RATES AT THE BOUNDARIES OF DISRUPTED ASSEMBLIES!
.

*

:

MUST INCORPORATE THE INSULATING EFFECTS OF A SOLID FUEL LAYER.

i f
'

:

|
t

!
0 CONDUCTION-CONTROLLED FUEL CRUST GROWTH ALONG THE OUTER WALLS OF CORE

,

ASSEMBLY HEXCANS (GAP WALLS) WILL ASSURE FUEL REMOVAL FROM THE CORE

REGION AS FUEL CONTINUES TO DISRUPT.
. .

'

'

o

j

e CLASSICAL STEADY TWO-PHASE FLOW REGIMES CAN BE APPLIED TO DESCRIBE THE [
i

DISTRIBUTION OF CORE MATERIAL WITHIN DISRUPTED ASSEMBLIES. |
!

i

4 :
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t MOLTEN FUEL PENETRATION THROUGH
[/

INTERSUBASSEMBLY CHANNELSO '
;

i

!
I

!
'

1

!

EXPERIMENT PROGRAM. }
:
!

<

.

B. W. SPENCER

!

ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY ]

O !
~

'

|
!
i

i MAY O 1982 ;

! |
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EXPERIMENT PROGRAMS HAVE BEEN UNDERWAY AT ANL

/~') AND ELSEWHERE EXAMINING MOLTEN FUEL DISPERSAL
%.J

FROM A DISRUPTED CORE

REACTOR-MATERIAL TESTS AT ANL HAVE EXAMINED-

FUEL PENETRATION DISTANCES THROUGH VARIOUS

TYPES OF FLOW PATHS, INCLUDING:

e TUBES

-)
e PIN BUNDLES (AXIAL BLANKET GEOMETRY)

e RECTANGULAR CHANNELS (INTERSUBASSEMBLY

GAP GEOMETRY)

.

P

G
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L.

A SCOPING TEST WAS PERFORMED AT ANL TO EXAMINE FUEL
:

PENETRATION DISTANCE THROUGH THE GAPS BETWEEN THE j

RELATIVELY COLD RADIAL BLANKET ASSEMBLIES j
|

!
t

!
.

.e TEST CONDITIONS REPRESENTED PRESSURE-DRIVEN, |

RADI AL FUEL DISPERSAL BETWEEN INTACT ASSEMBLIES

!

e THE " ZIG-ZAG" GAP GE0 METRY AROUND SA'S WAS
<

" STRAIGHTENED OUT" FOR THIS TEST

'

|

i e ONE HEX DUCT WAS PLACED IN THE FLOW PATH TO

EXAMINE FUEL IMPINGEMENT EFFECTS AND FLOW |
,

AROUND CORNERS

i
,

e THE GAP DIMENSIONS WERE 0.l47 CM x 13 CM x 100 CM i

LONG !

I

e T = 500 C, T , = 3200 C, M = 1.5 KG {SS,; p g
i

O
'.

!
:

I
.

. , _ . . _ . .
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THERE IS CONSISTENT EVIDENCE FOR THE FORMATION OF

FUEL CRUSTS AT THE FUEL-STEEL INTERFACE FOR INTERNAL

FLOW THROUGH CHANNELS

e THE EXISTENCE OF FUEL CRUSTS YIELDS LONG

FUEL PENETRATION DISTANCES (EPSTEIN:
STABLE-CRUST, CONDUCTION-LIMITED FUEL

'

FREEZING MODEL)

O
e THE EXISTENCE OF FUEL CRUSTS DOES NOT

PRECLUDE STEEL MELTING, BUT LESSENS THE

MELTING RATE DURING THE CRUST LIFETIME-

8 WE HAVE FOUND FUEL CRUSTS FOR STEEL
U

TEMPERATURES UP To 900 C

:
< .

1

! l

|

|
'

~
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O
WE ARE EXAMINING ADDITIONAL ASPECTS OF FUEL

DISPERSAL THROUGH INTERSUBASSEMBLY GAPS:

9 DOWNWARD, GRAVITY DRAINING THROUGH GAPS

S HIGH INITIAL TEMPERATURE OF STEEL
-

U
STRUCTURE (900 C)

O

e PRESENCE OF SODIUM IN GAPS

.

THIS WORK IS DESCRIBED IN DRS 02.23.11.
,

S

.
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TEST MATRIX FOR DOWNWARD FUEL ESCAPE

THROUGH INTERSUBASSEMBLY GAP-

I ) TEST RANGE OF
Cl) 1-1

(1-2 )
1-3'

PARAMETER INTEREST SE-1
REF.

_

PRESENCE OF

LIQUID SODIUM DRY, WET NA DRY WET

' SODIUM DISPLACEMENT NOMINAL

RESTRAINT LOW, HIGH NA NOMINAL
-

PATH GE0 METRY STRAIGHT VS.

hex NA STRAIGHT

3TRUCTURE
0 0

TEMPERATURE 400-900 C NA 900 C 600 C 800 C

FUEL EJECTION

PATTERN 1D vS 2D(2) NA 2D =

EJECTION a P GRAVITY -
10 BARS GRAVITY :

FUEL FLOW REGIME SINGLE & -
DISPERSED SINGLE 4

TOTAL MASS OF

FUEL EJECTED 2 KG

,

NOTES: (1) SE = SEPARATE EFFECT TEST OF FUEL INJECTOR SYSTEM
'

(2) 1D = UNIFORM CROSS SECTION OF FUEL FLOW PATH

2D = EXPANDING CROSS SECTION OF FUEL FLOW PATH
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CONCLUSIONS ;

:

i
I

e PREVIOUS REACTOR-MATERIAL FUEL DISPERSAL
TESTS IN CHANNEL-LIKE GE0 METRY HAVE SHOWN STABLE !,

'

FUEL CRUSTS AND LONG PENETRATION DISTANCES.
,

!
:

e A PREVIOUS GAP-FLOW TEST SHOWED A FULL LENGTH
-

PENETRATION DISTANCE (1 M). !
!

O. . |
[

.

'

e AN EXPERIMENT PROGRAM IS IN PLACE TO EXAMINE
!

ADDITIONAL ASPECTS OF FUEL REMOVAL FROM THE

DISRUPTED CORE VIA THE INTERSUBASSEMBLY GAPS. ,

,
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CONCLUSIONS ON. HCDA ENERGETICS

Design features ensure that the probability of an HCDA is soe
low as to be beyond the design base

Energetics assessments have been made based on state-of-e
the-art analysis tools and experimental data

Extensive energetics assessments indicate:e
Best estimate accident progressions terminate in a non--

energetic manner
Consideration of more conservative design parameters afso-

result in non-energetic terminations
Energetic termination is predicted only for limited cases-

involving significant deviations from best estimate,

understanding-

Heterogeneous core is less sensitive to parameteric-

variations than the homogeneous core

F120-2

.
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CONCLUSIONS ON HCDA ENERGETICS-

(Continued)

Prudent margins provided in the design toe
accommodate an energetic HCDA (~ 100 MJ at slug'

impact)

Project is responding to NRC requests for*
supplementary information in energetics area

.
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